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Prologue
Prologue? Why the hell is there a prologue here?! Considering that
prologues just delay the actual story itself, forcing the audience to encounter
said story without any inkling of context while still expecting them to keep
track so that when this unmoored information becomes pertinent 20+ chapters
later, they can understand the author’s inherent genius, it quickly becomes
evident that no one enjoys prologues except the authors themselves.
So why then is there a prologue here when they’re universally reviled?
Because ours is different.
Really.
Because this is a very different kind of book in that we don’t expect you to
read it straight through since it offers such a wide sampling of our literary
wares here at Sigil Independent. In total, this should encompass over 500
pages of very diverse material from our ten authors. And samplers, like
prologues, are a very difficult to properly pull off because tastes differ so
significantly. There’s a wide range of audience interests out there, and while
we at Sigil hope we cater to them all, we don’t want to waste readers’ time by
forcing them to focus on one story outside their wheelhouse when there’s a
different one nearby they’d rather spend their time with.
As such, it’s our goal to match readers up with the most appropriate

author as expediently as possible. And since an in-depth quiz could quickly
become tedious, we thought we’d offer an old-school Choose-Your-OwnAdventure opening in lieu of a prologue.
So, without further ado, get your clicking-finger primed to BEGIN!

Introduction
A bitter wind blows through the land. Some say it is but an early onset of
autumn, yet others whisper of ill omens rising in the east, the winds whipping
raiders through the kingdom like so many scattered leaves. Once allies against
the otherworldly armies of the Ynkyl, the kingdoms of Glathyllos and Basuin
lately accuse the other of inciting unrest within their borders and aiding the
inhuman creatures stalking their citizens in the night. Trade has all but
disappeared, provisions hoarded and neighbor eyeing neighbor as potential
competitor, or, worse still, enemy. Only the courageous few—some saints
intent on alleviating the anguish of the lands, others villains intent on squeezing
every last drop of profit—brave the highways, which once overflowed with
bounty.
Tough times fall on all alike, and although coming from a good family in
Basuin, you find yourself destitute in the heart of Glathyllos with naught but
your blade, wits, and rumbling gut to keep you company. Hearing of a caravan
carrying a great prize back to Basuin, you quickly sign on, only to discover it
does not head anywhere close to home, rather wending its way to an outpost on
the border to the Ynkyl wastelands still crawling with inhuman beasts.
What’s more, your caravan consists of only six wagons and far more
guards than seems necessary for such a small haul. While there are those that
say every grain of barley counts, this number of wagons seems entirely

insufficient to stem the ugly tides washing the last bastion of humanity away.
Yet you gladly take the job, giving your word as bond.
For what that’s worth.
Three days on now with but scant sleep snuck when not trudging beside
the unceasing wagons, your troop comes across the Gustkov Woods. Cursed
before the nameless gods died out eons ago, this forest chokes out all light
before it even brushes the cobbled path no human hand laid. This is the home
of brigands and bogarts, your fingers deepening the indentions to your blade’s
grip as you clutch it close.
“Get on, then, tenderfoot,” grunts Rentz, the one-eyed captain of the
mercenaries. Although Rentz appeared friendly enough when he invited you to
join his crew, as you push into the woods far ahead of the rest of the caravan,
you now suspect your employment consists entirely as fodder to keep the rest
of Rentz’s band safe.
The scent of blood assails your nostrils long before you catch sight of the
crumpled form on the side of the road. Although you don’t come across dead
bodies often, something about this seems off—staged almost. Splayed at an
unnatural angle, discerning if it is a large animal or small human proves
difficult. Fortunately for you, his weak gasp clears up all doubt.
“Help… please…”

DO YOU:
1) Rush to his aid immediately?
2) Scan the woods for bandits?
3) Sneak back to the caravan and see what Rentz keeps hidden in
that wagon of his?

Help
What smattering of healing arts you know prove useless as you examine
the man. No human weapon could have wrought these wounds, and he grins
grimly as you glance from them to his blade stained black with ichor.
“It lives still,” he heaves. “But it will be a day or two yet before it hunts
again.”
His eyes trail from your face to the caravan in the distance. Not a one of
Rentz’s band has left their shared safety to join the two of you, and the dying
man’s gaze returns to yours. Despite his decrepit state, you still feel your worth
being weighed before he finally nods.
“There’s still a chance. The Eldritch Way. It can be closed. It must be.”
Every child knows the stories of the Eldritch Way, the means the Ynkyl
enter your world from the formless depths of their own. To close the path
would choke these demons off once and for all. But if such a feat was possible,
wouldn’t it have been accomplished already?
The man’s grim grin widens as if reading your thoughts. “Aye, it will be
no simple task. But if you’ve the mettle for it, you’ll accomplish what no mage,
knight, or king ever has: Peace. Will you take up my mantle for that prize?
1) Of course.
2) Depends on what that entails.
3) No, my duty is to finish my current task first.

Of Course
“If there were more like you, we wouldn’t be in this damned mess to
begin with,” the man wheezes. With the last of his fading strength, he presses a
map, an intricately carved knife, and a simple silver ring stained with his
blood into your hands.
“Seek the Sisters of Solehand in the alleys of Mirogoor. They will know
you because you bear my mark.”
“Mark? I see no mark on this ring.”
“Not yet.”
No human this near to death could possibly be this strong, yet the man
pulls your face to his before bestowing his kiss upon your brow. His act might
resemble a benediction, but his lips sear the skin and boil the blood. Pain
washes over you, stripping away any illusion of a simple quest.
“Good,” he whispers. “Good.”
The man breathes his last as you stumble up with your new burden of
saving the land.

DO YOU (Results):
1) Bury him?
2) Get to work immediately?

Depends
“No fool, you. Best always look before you leap in headfirst, eh?” The
man nods shrewdly, but you can’t help but notice he eyes you differently now.
“I can’t tell you the all of it, but know the evils you will face will not be of this
realm. Monsters that defy explanation haunt the Ynkyl Badlands with worms
the size of leviathans swimming the sands and beetles the size of castles
crawling the night. But those, those are not the worst you will face. The worst,
they wear human skin and beguile with bright smiles before plunging the
wicked knife. Of our band of six, friends and comrades since we first could
shave, four died at the hands of the fifth, who in turn died by mine. Know this
is not the journey for the faint of heart, rather a descent into madness and woe.”
Despite the direness of his words, the man’s grin returned. “But if you’ve
the grit to attempt it, I promise you riches beyond your imagination.”
As if conjured by his words, an opal the size of an egg appears in his
hand. “This is but a bauble, a forgettable trinket when compared to the wealth
ahead of you, but please take it along with my quest.

DO YOU (Results):
1) Refuse the stone?
2) Take it?

No
“Honor, aye,” the man wheezes. “I can respect an honorable man, for what
that’s worth. But honor is like armor—it can protect you and keep you safe
from harm, but you can’t wear it all the time.”
His eyes search yours again, his face falling a bit. “I cannot begrudge
another for keeping the path the Fates have doled, but if you would, please
indulge a dying man a final request. The ring I carry, it belonged to my father,
and I meant to gift it to my son. I never will now, but I don’t want his birthright
to go to some scavenger. Please, take it and bury it off the path. Though it may
not end up in the right hands, you will ensure it remains out of the wrong ones.”
He presses a gold ring into your hand and your gaze trails to the looming
woods. The darkness makes his offered prize seem to gleam all the more and
would cause you to shine like a beacon in all that gloom.

DO YOU (Results):
1) Bury his ring like he asked?
2) Say you will but keep it (dead men don’t know the difference)?

Bandits
The wood’s gloom may have hidden them to the untrained eye, but Rentz
was all kinds of wrong when he labelled you a tenderfoot. The signs are slight
but unmistakable: disturbed rocks, a brush too still and not swaying, the glint of
an unsheathed knife. Too near the moaning body to make it back to the cover of
the caravan, your hand alights on your hilt.
“Which one of those miserable louts gave us away? If it was you, Yon, I’ll
cut off your other ear to teach you a lesson.”
Despite the threat of her words, the woman emerges from the brush with a
smile that would brighten the darkest of taverns. Her smile cannot hide the
harshness of her eyes or the naked hatchet in her hands.
Four more men appear at her flanks—evenly spaced—which leads you to
suspect they are well-trained and that at least twice that number more are still
interspersed among the scrub. What’s worse, they bear the lavender sash tied
in the style of the Glathyllos Royal Guard. Known as warriors without peers
whose abilities are only matched by their slavish devotion to honor, you
suspect that these brigands’ sashes are meant as bluff.
But you have been known to be wrong before as you look from the hardeyed woman to the wounded man at your feet.

DO YOU:

1) Drag the wounded man to safety?
2) Run for your life?
3) Challenge their leader to a duel?

Save
Your sudden lunge for the wounded man takes the bandits off guard.
Almost as much so as the man himself as you haul him to his feet and away
from the brigands. A glance over your shoulder and you realize how quickly
they recovered as you barely dodge an arrow. The caravan too far to chance,
you shove the stumbling man off the path and into the deep forest. He scarcely
gets out a gasp of pain before you fall upon him, the darkness swallowing both
of you up.
From your hiding place, you watch as the woman gestures and one of her
henchmen heads off your direction. The others fan out for the caravan.
“Idiot.”
For someone whose life you just saved, your companion seems none too
pleased as he glares daggers back at you. “I was that close, and you got in the
way.”
His glare turns from anger to disbelief. “Do you even know who that was?
Dead-Eye Donna herself! Her head is worth its weight in gold whoever can
bring it to the king, and you just cost me that chance. Idiot.”
With a flick of his wrist, he buries a throwing knife in the neck of your
pursuer. Not a one of his cohorts notice as they attack your caravan.
“Nothing we can do for them now,” your new companion whispers as he
points to Dead-Eye Donna. Overseeing the slaughter, she stands apart and

behind the attack. “But since you did me a good, albeit stupid, turn, I’ll do you
one and the same. Help me bring her down while they’re occupied and we’ll
split her bounty down the middle.
DO YOU:
1) Aid your companions in the caravan?
2) Follow his lead and stab her in the back?

Run
Leaving the wounded man to his bloody end, you wisely turn tail and run.
Tacking left and right on your path to avoid any arrows your way, you race
back towards the safety of the caravan.
But not twenty steps in and the ground explodes inches before you.
Ears ringing and eyes watering, you’re unsure if this explosion came from
sorcery or human hand. But you don’t wait to find out and you shift course and
storm into the woods. The darkness envelops you instantly, and in your addled
state, you quickly lose your bearings. So much so you don’t know if you’re
north or south when you stumble upon the clearing containing the cannon. The
boom of the cruel machine seems to have disoriented the operator as to your
presence, the brute behind the device laughing maniacally as he adjusts his aim
towards your caravan.
With only scant seconds left, you glean the mechanism’s design. It would
be so easy to turn it away from the caravan and towards the brigands. But then
again, they won’t be looking for you when they’re picking through all that loot,
and that operator is mighty fearsome…

DO YOU (Results):
1) Turn the cannon towards the brigands?
2) Keep on running until you reach home?

Fight
You release your blade with a flourish, spinning it such so that it catches
all available light in the dark woods. “My father taught me those that steal from
others do so with either force or words. He said only fear those who don’t say
a thing, because they have no need to bluff. Those that talk your ear off, feel
free to cut their throats.”
Punctuating your remark with another stylish embellishment, you make
sure the brigands’ leader catches your eye. “He taught me some other tricks as
well, if you’ll allow me to demonstrate. Unless, of course, you’re craven.”
The leader’s eyes narrow, and for just a second, you hope you’ve goaded
this woman into a dance she has no chance of leading. Then, without preamble,
she launches into a form even your father would have begrudgingly admired.
Her technique is only matched by her confidence as she seamlessly moves
from attack to defence, feint to counter to attack. Only your father’s stringent
instruction—and a bit of luck—keeps you alive this long.
Disengaging to catch her breath, your attacker gifts you another smile; this
time with more warmth.
“Can’t remember the last time someone’s given me this much of a
workout,” she says. “There’s some real skill to you, skill that’d be a waste to
feed to the forest because some dumb mercenary doesn’t know when to quit.
Join in the winning side now and I’ll make sure not only to teach you a trick or

two, but fill your pockets with gold all the while.”

DO YOU (Results):
1) Continue the duel until the death?
2) Take her up on her offer?

Rob
You disappear into the woods faster than a lightning strike and silently as
a snowflake alighting. Quickly circling back, the wounded man’s moans soon
disappear to be replaced by Retnz’s bewildered cronies wondering where you
went. Afraid of bogarts, they approach the others to leave Rentz’s wagon
unguarded. Gaining access becomes only a matter of slipping your pick into his
lock and giving a few well-honed swipes.
Expecting vast riches, the sight of the bound girl takes you buy surprise.
Almost as much as the thin man beside her with a raised cat-o’-nine-tails. His
brow furrows upon your appearance as his wrist makes a lazy flick to add
another round of welts down the lady’s back. Her dress must have once cost a
fortune, but now lies in tatters around her tortured flesh. She screams behind
her gag even as he addresses you in a calm tone.
“I assure you, all is not as it seems.”

DO YOU:
1) Kill the villain and release the girl?
2) Hear the man out?
3) Kill the villain then take the girl hostage yourself—she’s
obviously worth something to someone?

Rescue
Your blade does not need to be directed as it slices the man open from
groin to grin, flicking in and out to gift him with a cut for each one he inflicted
upon the helpless girl. His life drains out of him in seconds, not dishing out
nearly enough suffering by your estimation. But time is short and Rentz’s men
will return shortly.
Freed of her trappings, the girl nearly breaks into tears before steeling
herself. “These men, they were going to deliver me to a warlord in exchange
for a trading route through Basuin. They… they killed my family. All of them.
Right in front of me.”
She nearly breaks down again, and you lay a calming hand upon her
shoulder. You cannot help but notice how she winces even at kind gestures now
as you answer, “I am sorry for your loss, but we need to go. Now, before
Rentz’s men return.”
“Rentz.” She pronounces the word like the vilest of curses. “We cannot
allow him to live after what he did to my mother. Run if you want, but leave me
a dagger at least so I can end him before I die.”

DO YOU (Results):
1) Leave her only a dagger and your well wishes?
2) Aid her in inacting her vengeance upon Rentz?

Hear Him Out
Displaying an inch of blade from your scabbard to let the man know you
mean business, your eye flicks from him to the girl screaming from behind her
muzzle.
“I’m listening.”
“And good thing of it too,” he answers. “This girl here is Banshee-born.”
Without thinking, you touch your thumb to each of your fingers in turn—the
sign your mother taught you to ward off evil. Said to warp reality with just
their voice, the Banshee-born are known to be the vanguard of the Ynkyl
monstrosities invading the land. Anyone with a Banshee-born at their mercy
would be a fool not to end her then and there. And, now that you think about it,
aren’t all Banshee-born said to have eyes black as pitch?
Yet this girl’s eyes are blue and sparkling with tears.
“I know what you’re thinking,” the man answers your unsaid question.
“But this girl here bears an unholy lineage because her father was human. I
know, you want to speak to her, but you cannot. Her merest utterance would put
you under her sway. She is an abomination, one that must be sacrificed before
all the Ynkyl so they know what comes from such an unholy union. Hers is a
life meant only for death, and now that you know the truth, I’ll pay you double
Rentz’s wage to see us through to the end and swing the blade yourself.”

DO YOU (Results):
1) Release the girl and hear what she has to say?
2) Take his money and deliver her for sacrifice?

Kidnap
“Tell me more,” you offer, intentionally relaxing your posture. The man
immediately reflects your stance.
“This one here, she’s worth a gold piece or two. Basuin royalty.” He
pronounces the name of your homeland in his Glathyllian accent as if spitting
out poison. “Basuin scum whose family will pay anything to get her back.”
“Anything,” you ask, leaning forward. He mirrors your gesture.
“Anything.”
“Good.”
Your blade silences him before he can say a word denigrating your
homeland again. Another flick of your wrist and the girl is freed of both her
bonds and gag.
“Thank you. Thank you—“
“It true what you said? You really Basuin royalty?”
“Yes,” she answers. “And I can tell you know my pain at the hands of
these Glathyllian wretches. Ten gold pieces a head I’ll offer you for them. Give
me my vengeance and I’ll make you rich.”

DO YOU (Results):
1) Wreak vengeance on these Glathyllian scum?
2) Spirit her away so as to ransom her yourself?

Where Loyalties Lie

(Book 1 of Best Laid Plans)
by
Rob J. Hayes
Synopsis: Everybody knows Drake Morrass is only out for himself.
As the fires of a dying city burn on a distant shore, Drake sees an opportunity
to unite the other pirate Captains under his flag and claim a crown for himself.
If he is to succeed he will need allies and the Oracle named Keelin Stillwater,
the best swordsman in the isles, as Drake's right hand.
With enemy ships sailing his waters and setting fire to his cities, and the
sinister Tanner Black threatening to steal the throne before Drake has even sat
in it, Drake must somehow convince the other Captains that his best interests
are also theirs.
Author Rob J. Hayes, after his successful completion of his award-winning
grimdark trilogy, The Ties That Bind, now continues the saga of First Earth.
Check it out on Amazon.

Fortune
Black Sands burned and the fire danced in Drake’s eyes. It wasn’t the first
town he’d seen disappear in the way of smoke and ash, and by the time his plan
was complete it sure as all the Hells wouldn’t be the last.
The flames eagerly consumed everything they touched, racing from the
dark, sandy beach to the nearby encroaching jungle. Great plumes of black
smoke billowed up into the sky, where they blotted out the twinkling stars.
It was a grim day for the pirates of the isles, but a glorious night for
Captain Drake Morrass. The rest of his crew were witnessing the deaths of
hundreds and the extermination of one of the few safe havens left for
scoundrels like themselves. Drake was witnessing the birth of an empire. His
empire.
A single dinghy crewed by eleven men rowed back to the Fortune.
Ashore, the Werry Meather, Black Sands’ largest building and only tavern,
collapsed in upon itself. Even from out in the bay, all of the crew heard the
crack as the final supporting beam gave way. There was a long moment’s
silence from the crew; every one of them had been drunk and worse than drunk
in that tavern. Drake would miss the place and no mistake, but there were
plenty of places to buy grog and he wasn’t about to shed a tear over the loss of

one. Besides, it was taking every ounce of control he had not to grin at his
good fortune.
The dinghy bumped against the hull of the Fortune and the silence was
broken as pirates leapt to their work, knowing better than to slack. Ropes were
lowered and secured, men scrabbled on board, and in a short time the dinghy
was no longer in the water but on its way to the deck of Drake’s ship.
A single man approached the foredeck, where Drake stood in a bubble of
isolation. Weather-beaten skin, long lank hair, and a gaunt complexion made
plain the pirate’s long experience on the sea. He was, if anything, slightly older
than Drake, and looked every year of it.
“What’s the news ashore, Princess?” Drake said.
“Town’s on fire,” his first mate replied casually.
“No, you don’t say.” Drake let slip a brief grin, but quickly removed it
lest any of his crew noticed. “Any survivors?”
“Not a single one. Seems those bastards wanted ta be, what ya call it,
thorough.”
“Did you happen to witness who committed this terrible tragedy?”
Princess nodded; a loose clump of hair flapped in front of his face, and he
tucked the errant strands back behind his ears. “Jus’ so happens I took a few of
the boys to check on the other side of the island, Cap’n. Would you believe it,
there was one of them nice new Sarth navy ships jus’ setting course away from

the deed.”
“Good. Make sure the whole crew know about that, Princess. Wouldn’t
want anyone missing out on such a vital piece of the puzzle. We’ll set course
for Port Sev’relain come first light, and I want the whole crew talking about
nothing else.”
“Right y’are, Cap’n.” Princess turned and walked away, leaving Drake
alone once again on the foredeck.
He stood there for a while, watching the town burn. “Break out one of the
barrels of rum, boys. I want everyone to have a drink for Black Sands. Then I
want everyone to have a drink to never letting those bastards do it again.”
His crew cheered, their sombre mood replaced with a rowdier, more
vicious temperament better suited to pirates. But his crew were the easy marks.
The real test would come in recruiting the other captains.

Part 1 – Before the Storm

Stillwater said the Oracle
You’re fucking joking said Drake
I’m not said the Oracle
Shit said Drake

The Phoenix
“She doesn’t look like much,” Keelin Stillwater said, peering through the
monoscope. It was the only artefact of his old life he still kept; all the rest had
been lost to either fire, the sea, or the debt collectors.
Next to Keelin, his first mate, Yanic Bo’larn, peered out across the open
ocean. “She looks to be riding low.”
“How could you possibly tell from here?” Keelin said. Without the use of
the monoscope the ship on the horizon was barely more than a speck.
“Good eyes,” Yanic said, with a nod that made his hangdog expression
seem utterly serious. “My ma always fed me plenty o’ greens. Gave me the
eyes of a hawk.”
Keelin lowered the monoscope from his eye and glared at his first mate

with such severity that any other member of the crew would likely have fled;
Yanic, however, just smiled. “Last week you told me you were orphaned at the
age of four and never knew your parents.”
“Boggles the mind some, don’t it,” Yanic said seriously.
Keelin laughed and returned his attention to the ship in question. “You’re
not wrong though. She is sailing low.”
“Full hold, I reckons.”
“Full of what though?” Keelin mused. “She doesn’t look like a slaver.”
“Could be gold.”
“Could be stone.”
“Stone sells.”
“Not for much.”
“We’d get more for stone than we will for nothin’. Hold’s looking a little
empty, Cap’n.”
“And who would we sell this stone to?”
“Stonemason?”
“You know any?”
“No,” Yanic admitted solemnly before his face broke into a grin. “But I
reckon Quartermain does.”
Keelin considered the situation carefully for a few more minutes. He’d
already made the decision, but it did his crew good to wait on the captain’s

pleasure. Yanic looked just about on the verge of mutiny when Keelin finally
gave voice to his decision.
“Aye, let’s do it. Pile on sail and change course to intercept. Wake all
hands and chase Lumpy into my cabin. We don’t want the mangy cur attempting
to jump ship again. Oh, and fly the colours…”
“So soon, Cap’n?” Yanic sounded sceptical.
“Might as well make some sport out of it.” Keelin grinned wide, showing
plenty of teeth, and Yanic returned the grin for just a moment before turning and
bellowing the captain’s orders to the rest of the crew.
The Phoenix couldn’t claim to be the fastest ship on the seas, but she flew
through the water with even the barest breath of wind, and they had more than
that as they chased down the heavily laden fluyt. Keelin watched through his
monoscope with a smile as their quarry attempted to increase its speed by
piling on more sail. They bought themselves a little longer, though nothing
more. Before long The Phoenix was alongside the other vessel, and Keelin
could see its small complement of crew spread out along the railing with all
manner of weaponry, from swords to axes, to crude knives clearly fashioned
out of whatever happened to be lying around.
“Ho there,” Keelin shouted to the other ship, pitching his voice to carry
across the water between them. “Quite a force you have arrayed against us,
mate.”

Some foolish soul on the fluyt loosed an arrow in Keelin’s direction. The
shaft flew high and wide and completed its flight somewhere in the depths of
the ocean. Some of the crew of The Phoenix bristled, but most just laughed
away the impotent attempt at defence.
“Now now,” Keelin shouted. “No need to get all violent. You boys start
shooting arrows, then my boys start shooting arrows, and before long we’ll
have plenty of folk hurt or dead, and out here the one’s often very much the
same as the other. So how’s about you lot do the clever thing and settle down,
drop those nasty sharp objects into the blue, and let me and mine come aboard.
We’ll see what you got worth taking and let you be on your way in just a spell.
No violence, no blood, no dying. Good?”
One of the crew aboard the fluyt pushed his way past another man and
raised his voice. “You promise you won’t kill any of us?”
Keelin let out a loud laugh and many of his crew joined in. “No,” he said
with a wide grin. “But it may be you’re missing the point behind pirating.
We’re looking to take what ain’t ours and what can be sold for a profit. Ain’t
no profit in taking lives, far as I can see. They don’t tend to be worth much
after the taking.”
The captain of the fluyt looked on the verge of resisting; his crew did not.
In Keelin’s experience most pirating could be accomplished with minimal
to no bloodshed. Most sailors wanted no part in a fight and knew full well they

couldn’t win against a determined pirate force. They were, after all, there to
sail and get paid, not to fight. Captains were often a different matter; losing a
cargo could ruin them, and many were willing to fight, even to the death, to
avoid that. Of course, not all pirates agreed with Keelin over the matter; there
were many who relished the fight and would board a ship and slaughter the
crew even after the ship’s surrender.
The captain of the fluyt drew an old sabre from his belt and dropped it
over the side of his ship, and within moments his crew were following suit.
“OK,” the captain shouted. “Come aboard then.”
It took only a couple of hours to loot the surrendered vessel. They took a
selection of the cargo that Morley, the quartermaster, determined could be sold
for a profit, but Keelin was wary not to laden The Phoenix too much in case
another opportunity for piracy presented itself. They also took a good portion
of the fluyt’s remaining food and all the remaining rum. If Keelin had learned
one thing in his decade of pirating, it was to keep the crew happy with the
occasional, but generous, portion of rum.
“Good doing business with you,” Keelin shouted as the fluyt got under
way, significantly lighter for her brief stop. “Do stop by again.”
The other captain shot Keelin a baleful glare over the widening stretch of
water. Keelin smiled back.
“Where to, Cap’n?” Yanic asked from Keelin’s side.

“Port Sev’relain is closest.”
Yanic sucked at his teeth and spat over the side of the boat.
“Out with it, mate.”
“Quartermain will give us a better price on the spices.”
“I’d really rather not run into Tanner,” Keelin said with a heavy sigh.
“You and me both, Cap’n. Reckon the entire crew is behind ya on that one.
Still, better price.”
Keelin was silent for a while, weighing up the risk of running into Tanner
Black versus the reward of cold hard coin. Greed won out. “Set course for
Fango.”

Fortune

“No wonder the bastards are attacking us,” Princess said loudly to the
group of pirates who had gathered near him. “Ya ever seen so many bloody
pirates?”
“How many ships is that, Princess?” asked Kerry.
“Eight in all. Five flying colours, and three look ta be merchants. Reckon
they’d be Loke’s ships.”
Loke owned near most of Port Sev’relain, and he was the only reason the
little town had grown as large as it had. He was a middle man, a merchant who
purchased from the local pirates of the isles and then transported those goods
on to cities that could use them better. By all accounts Loke made more than his
fair share of profit from the illegal endeavour.
Port Sev’relain had grown from a couple of warehouses with a single
jetty to a thriving little town complete with moorings for ten large vessels. It
now sported no fewer than three taverns and two brothels, and housed a stable
population in the hundreds. That population swelled whenever pirate vessels
were in the area, and these days there were always a few.
“See anyone we know?” Drake asked, stalking up to the railing to stand
next to his first mate. Some of the crew, those with jobs they ought to be doing,
took the opportunity to slink away, but just as many stood proud beside their

infamous captain.
“Looks like the Mary’s Virtue over there, Cap’n,” said Princess with a
grin. “Reckon we might have to put up with Poole.”
Drake laughed. “Fucking wonderful. I look forward to hearing once again
how he’s the only born and bred pirate left in these waters. Anyone else?”
Princess shook his head. “All look a bit new, truth be told, Cap’n.”
A couple of skiffs were being rowed towards the Fortune from the shore.
They would tow the bigger ship into port. Drake started towards the aft deck,
leaving Princess no choice but to hurry after him.
“Any issues?” Drake leapt down the five feet from the aft deck to the main
deck.
“Well, there’s the repairs,” Princess said hesitantly. “Looked over it my
own self and reckon we’ll need a week in port with the shipwrights to get her
squared away good and proper.”
“A whole week? We haven’t got time to be sitting on our arses for a week,
Princess. Besides, the crew will pickle themselves with that much free time.
Buy whoever you need and get it done in three days.”
“Can’t be done, Cap’n.”
Drake rounded on his first mate just before they reached the ladder to the
aft deck. He didn’t look angry so much as really displeased. Princess would
have preferred anger. Anger was predictable, displeasure could go either way,

and it was the uncertainty Princess hated most.
“Might be able to push for five days, but a couple of those ships at port
look to be taking repairs already. We’ll have to…”
“Do it! Any of the other captains make waves, I’ll deal with them my
fucking self. Five days, Princess. Anything else?”
Drake turned again and started up the ladder. Princess scratched at the
back of his neck before continuing. “We got rats.”
“There ain’t a ship built don’t have rats.”
“Yeah, well ours are as big as my foot and they’ve been getting into the
food, making a mess of things. Need to do something about it or next time we
set out might be we got sickness to deal with as well as those navy ships.
Problem is, ever since Zothus took the Bride for his own ship and Rhi went
with him… well, there ain’t anything hunting the bloody rats no more, Cap’n.
We need a cat.”
“No,” Drake stated firmly as he shooed Joelin away from the wheel and
took hold of it himself. There wasn’t really much steering to do at the moment,
but Princess had to admit the captain cut a right striking figure doing it, and that
was maybe the point. “Might be this has escaped your notice, Princess, but I
am Drake Morrass and this ship is the Fortune. Now the last little predator we
had on board was a big fucking spider, struck fear into the hearts of men and
all that. I can’t go back and just have a cat on board. Get me something – I

don’t know – more monstruous.”
“More monstruous than a cat?”
“More monstruous than a giant spider.”
Princess knew his mouth was hanging open, but at that moment he was
finding it more than a little difficult to remember how to close it. A stern glare
from Drake soon fixed that malady, and Princess nodded his affirmation before
scuttling off to lament ever being made first mate.

No sooner had Drake’s recently polished and gloriously buckled boots
touched the ground than all sorts of people wanted a piece of him. Some folks
shouted offers for any wares the Fortune might be carrying while others
offered services either to him, the ship, or the crew, and some just stood
around watching, no doubt hoping to get a glimpse of a legend. Drake was
more than willing to accommodate that last desire.
“Ladies and gentlemen,” Drake started in a loud voice that instantly
quieted all the others. “For matters of booty procurement all requests shall be
dealt with, as always, by Byron. You can’t miss him; he’s the tall fella up on
deck with an extraordinarily small head.” Byron was one half simpleton, one
half genius, with an intimidating manner that was matched by his intimidating
size. He was certainly not the brightest of folk, but he knew the inner workings
of numbers like no one else alive and also happened to be even more loyal

than the average dog, so Drake let the man manage the books.
“For any matters of employment or payment for rendering of services I
direct you to my first mate, Princess.” Princess looked less than pleased to be
given yet another responsibility, but Drake couldn’t really find it in himself to
care – and what was the point of a first mate if not the delegation of the more
boring aspects of the job of captain.
“Now it may be some of you have already heard some of the rumours
regarding Black Sands…”
“Where do I go for matters of retribution?” said a dishevelled young man
with fuzz on his chin and none on his head. He wore an old, faded tan jacket
and sailor’s leggings, and a cutlass dangled at his hip. Drake also couldn’t help
but notice that the man’s boots were, if anything, even more polished than his
own.
Drake smiled at him. “Reckon ya might be looking in the wrong place,
boy.”
“You killed my father!”
“Probably.”
The man began to draw his cutlass, and five of Drake’s pirates surged
forwards, carried him to the ground, and proceeded to give him what Drake
assumed was the worst and last beating of his life.
Stepping around the group murder taking place on the pier, Drake

continued his way into Port Sev’relain proper. Some of those who had
accosted him on the pier stopped to watch the young man die, and others
followed in Drake’s footsteps.
“As I was saying,” Drake said, “some of you may have heard of Black
Sands, some maybe not. Any that want to know can join me over at the Piper’s
Flock, and I’ll treat you all to my very own retelling.”
The Piper’s Flock was about as fancy as a tavern got in a town founded by
a crook and populated by pirates. The floor was clean, for the most part, and
the tables were new and sturdy. Unfortunately, no matter how sturdily the
tables were constructed, they tended not to last long in a place that saw more
blood than the average battlefield. The ale wasn’t exactly what anyone could
call safe for consumption, but it had one thing going for it over what was
served in the other taverns in Port Sev’relain, and that was that it had never
given Drake the shits.
Drake took a seat at the centremost table in the common room and took his
hat from his head, laying it on the table next to a gold bit. The barman and
owner, a portly man by the name of Arst, didn’t take long in slithering over to
the table to stare at the coin, a greedy glint in his eyes.
Drake gestured to the entire room. “This round is on me.” Without a word
Arst snatched up the gold bit and scurried away.
Now Drake found himself the real centre of attention, and he counted a

good thirty-three people in the tavern, including two burly bruisers by the front
door, and every single one had quietened to hear what he had to say.
As Arst began bringing drinks around, starting with Drake, one of the
visiting pirates lost patience. “Ya said ya had rumours about Black Sands?”
“Do I know you?” Drake said.
“Sienen Zhou. Captain of Freedom, out in the port.”
The man had distinctive tattoos around his left eye and cheek. “Slave?”
Drake asked.
“Use ta be, ’til the Black Thorn set us free.”
Drake almost laughed, but he settled for a grin. “Well, you don’t know me
yet, Captain Zhou, so I’ll tell you this for free. Drake Morrass doesn’t deal in
rumours. Everything I’m about to tell ya is cold, hard fact, and you’d all do
well to listen with the utmost concentration. First things first…” Drake paused
to take a large gulp of foul-tasting ale. “Black Sands ain’t there no more.”
The reaction was much as Drake expected: a mixture of shocked silence,
outspoken denial, and fervent disbelief. He rocked his chair back onto two legs
and basked in the whirlpool of attention.
“What do you mean, it ain’t there no more, Morrass?” came a voice that
Drake could only describe as big. He looked around for the owner and found it
belonged to a tall, broad man with olive skin and a stark white tattoo of a skull
painted on his face, which gave him the appearance of a walking, talking,

glowering skeleton.
“It’s been a long time, Captain Burn. Didn’t see your little boat out there.
Could it be you’ve gone and got her sunk, Deun?”
“I never bring Rheel Toa into port,” Captain Deun Burn said around a
mouth of teeth all sharpened to points. “Answer my question, Morrass.”
Drake shrugged and dismissed the threat implied in the Riverlander’s
voice by turning away. “Black Sands is gone, wiped off the charts if ever she
was on any, burned to the ground. Saw her turn to ash with my own two eyes.”
Captain Burn pushed his way through the gathered crowd and leaned on
the other side of the table. The man’s visage was beyond ghastly and more than
a little off-putting, yet Drake stared right on back.
“And how much of a part did you play in its end?” Burn asked, his voice
gravelly.
For just a moment Drake considered drawing steel and attempting to run
the man through. Unfortunately he wasn’t as confidant of his ability to do so as
his own legend would suggest. He also hated to admit it, but he needed Deun
Burn. He needed all the captains on his side. Then something caught his eye for
a moment, a small figure wearing a flat-brimmed hat that obscured her face.
She drew a weapon and manoeuvred herself to stand behind the skull-faced
captain. If Drake couldn’t kill the man himself, he sure as all the Hells couldn’t
allow someone else to do it for him.

Drake rocked his chair back onto all four legs and stood, placing his
hands on the table in a mirror of the Riverlands captain and keeping eye
contact all the while.
“Just this once, Deun, I’m gonna pretend you did not just insinuate that I
may have had something to do with the death of over two hundred of our
brethren.”
“Dead?” asked another man. “Are you sure?”
“Aye. All of them dead. Sent a boat ashore to check. No survivors.” Drake
could see the woman with the flat-brimmed hat now, and she had at least six
pistols strapped to her leather jerkin and another one in her hand. Drake
couldn’t see the woman’s face, obscured as it was by her hat, but he could tell
by the way she stood that she was ready for a fight. Right then he’d have paid
good money to know her identity, yet he had the more pressing matter of his
audience to attend to.
“Who did it?” someone asked.
“Why?” asked another.
Drake sucked at his golden tooth. “Can’t say as to the why, but the who –
my boys spotted a ship sailing away from the other side of the island. Warship
flying the colours of Sarth.”
That set the whole tavern to shouting, and even Deun Burn had the good
sense to look worried. Any navy vessels braving the waters of the Pirate Isles

were bad for business; that they were willing to raid a pirate town and
slaughter all the inhabitants was almost unheard of outside of a purge.
“Is that it?” asked an old sailor with fewer teeth than fingers and only one
hand. “They stoppin’ with Black Sands? Or are they comin’ for us?”
The whole tavern went deathly silent again as the patrons waited for
Drake to answer the old sailor. This was exactly where he needed them, scared
shitless and looking to him for answers. He briefly considered sitting back
down, but decided it would look more commanding if he remained on his feet.
“Doesn’t seem likely to me they’d stop. If Sarth is willing to burn one of
our little towns, don’t reckon they’ll be stopping there.” He paused and looked
around the room. “I reckon Black Sands is just the beginning.”
Again the tavern burst into sound and activity. A few pirates bolted out the
front door, while Arst set to frantically wiping down a nearby table. The old
sailor with only one hand collapsed back into a seat, and a woman nearby
wearing the trappings of a merchant made a sign in the air to ward off evil sea
spirits. Drake almost mentioned to the woman that making such signs on land
was a good way to draw the attention of said spirits, but he decided to leave
the foolish in their ignorance.
“What do we do?” The voice broke through the general din, and Drake
recognised it as belonging to one of his own crew, playing their part perfectly.
“For now all ya can do is warn folk,” Drake said loudly. “Make sure

everyone knows the danger and keep an eye out for unfamiliar ships on the
horizon and such. Be ready, aye.” He turned his attention to Deun Burn. “Leave
the rest to me and my fellow captains. Together we’ll see all of ya through.”
Some of the crowd began to disperse, folk taking Drake’s advice and
running to tell their fellows about the massacre at Black Sands and the
potential threat to Port Sev’relain. Captain Deun Burn remained, staring at
Drake through his ghastly tattooed mask.
Drake had never credited any of the Riverfolk with having an abundance
of intelligence. They had some strange magics, that couldn’t be denied, but they
also had some strange beliefs and practices that involved regular human
sacrifices and the subsequent cannibalism of the victims. Cannibalism didn’t
sit particularly well with Drake, and he was thankful it was one of the few
things he’d never been accused of. Despite his general dislike, distaste, and
poor opinion of the Riverfolk in general, Drake needed the support of this
particular one. So instead of following his first instinct and having the man
drowned in a puddle of his own blood, he waited while the Riverlander made
up his own mind.
“Is this real?” Deun Burn asked eventually, once they were all but alone.
“Said it, didn’t I? I’m many things, Deun, but I ain’t a liar,” Drake lied.
Captain Burn stood up to his full height, a good inch shorter than Drake’s,
and nodded gravely. With that the man walked slowly from the tavern, leaving

Drake none the wiser as to whether he’d just gained his very first ally.
The woman with the pistols was still standing by the bar; her hat was
tilted, so Drake couldn’t see her eyes, but he fancied she was watching him. He
had no idea who she was nor what her intentions might be, but long ago
Drake’s mother had told him that fortune favoured the bold, and Drake would
never allow anyone to call him otherwise.
As Drake approached, the woman tilted back her hat, giving him a view of
her face. He treated her to one of his most charming smiles, the same one he’d
practised in front of a mirror hundreds of times long ago. She had fine, strong
features, golden hair, and blue eyes the colour of the sea. The fact that she had
six small pistols strapped to her chest, and another hanging from her belt, was
a little disconcerting, but then Drake had never been one to stay away from a
woman on account of danger.
“Who are you?” he said as he stepped within stabbing distance of the
woman.
“Straight to the point.” The woman’s voice was sweeter than honey and
twice as dangerous as the bees that made it.
“Well, you had me covered back there, and I reckon I’ve never met you
before, so that puts me thoroughly in the thinking of who the fuck are you and
what do you want with me?”
The woman shot Drake a thoroughly unimpressed look. “I am Arbiter

Beck.”
Surprise wasn’t good for Drake’s reputation, but right now he was well
and truly shocked. After taking a moment to compose himself, he let out a
chuckle and scratched at one of the tattoos underneath his shirt. “Don't all you
witch hunters have one of those fancy coats?”
“That wouldn’t be very discreet,” Arbiter Beck whispered. “And it would
have made it much harder to get so close to you.”
Drake inched his hand towards the sabre sheathed at his hip. Beck’s eyes
flicked to the movement and then back again.
“I wouldn’t advise it, Captain Morrass,” she said. “I’m faster than you,
and at this range, I promise you I wouldn’t miss.”
“Aye? Where would you be aiming?”
“Unfortunately, not at your heart.”
Drake raised an eyebrow. “There’s worse places you could be aiming
for.”
Arbiter Beck smiled. “Then I’d aim for one of those.”
“Right.” Drake pushed away from the bar. “Lovely banter, Lady Beck.
Reckon I’ll be on my way now. Feel free to bugger off.”
“I’m going wherever you go,” the Arbiter said with a sigh.
“What’s that now?”
“From now on, Captain,” she said, spitting the title as if it were

distasteful on her tongue, “I am your new shadow and a marked improvement
on your old one. Much prettier, you see.”
Drake let out a groan. He saw his brother’s hand in this. He couldn’t see
any other reason for a witch hunter of the Inquisition to be stalking him; they
had far more important things to do, such as burning folk alive and generally
putting the fear of their god into anyone and everyone they met.
“I have been ordered by an Inquisitor to protect you, Captain Morrass,”
Beck said, confirming his suspicion.
“Aye. He happen to tell you why?”
Beck narrowed her eyes. “No. I presume it must be because a heretic is
trying to kill you. I can’t see any other reason. You strike me as just another
common thief.”
“I prefer pirate.” Drake grinned.
“I don’t care what you prefer. My orders are to follow and protect you
until further notice, and that is exactly what I intend to do. Feel free to refuse
my protection and sail away without me. I will happily return to the Inquisition
with the knowledge that I tried.”
Drake was fast forming a dislike for this woman. Unfortunately, if
Hironous had sent her then it was for Drake’s own good. His brother had the
sight, the ability to see into a person’s future, and Drake had long ago learned
to both trust and rely on his brother’s advice.

“Fine. When you’re on my ship you follow my rules and do as you’re
told.”
The Arbiter snorted. “Not likely. I will require my own cabin, which will
be completely private. Anyone caught snooping around will be killed on
sight.”
Drake sucked at his golden tooth as he glared at the woman. “You can
have my first mate’s cabin. Don’t go killing folk just for walking past though.
Good?”
“I will also require use of the ship’s galley. I will prepare my own food.”
Drake waved away the demand. “You can take that up with Curden, he’s
the cook.”
“You will also inform your crew that I am not fair game. If any of them so
much as attempts to touch me, I will kill them.”
Drake laughed. “Rule on ship, you want folk to leave you alone then you
tell them yourselves. Violence is acceptable…”
“No,” Beck said in her honeyed voice. “You will tell them, and make it an
order. If any of your crew so much as touches me, I will kill them and ten more.
Unless you can afford to be captaining a ghost ship, Captain Morrass, you will
acquiesce to this.”
Drake didn’t just want to lay a hand on her; he wanted to lay a fist on her,
and more than one at that. But there were some things Captain Drake Morrass

wasn’t allowed to show, and frustration was one of them, so he let out a jovial
laugh and decided he’d make his brother pay for sending Arbiter Beck to him.
“I can see why Inquisitor Vance sent you.” Drake started towards the
tavern exit, not waiting to see if she would follow.
“How do you know which Inquisitor sent me?” Beck asked from behind,
and Drake felt her compulsion, her magic, attempt to lock on to his will and
force the truth from his lips. To be fair to Beck, her will was strong and would
have easily dominated most men, but Drake was not so ignorant to the tricks of
Arbiters as most men. The tattoo branded onto his skin countered her magic,
allowing his will to slip away from her grip, and her compulsion failed.
As Drake reached the door he gave the woman a withering look over his
shoulder and relished in her confusion. “Not quite so common as you might
think, Arbiter.”

The Phoenix
Yanic didn’t like the situation one bit. “I don’t like this situation one bit,
Cap’n.”
Captain Stillwater turned an incredulous gaze on his first mate. “It was
your bloody suggestion to come here. Quartermain giving the best prices and
all that.”
“That was before I saw Starry Dawn sat at dock, Cap’n.” Yanic had been
with Keelin on The Black Death, and he’d seen the two of them together.
Nothing good ever came from their close proximity. “I was there on The Black
Death with ya, Cap’n. Seen you two together…”
“I’m well aware how much of a shit storm that was, Yanic.”
“Beggin’ ya captain’s pardon, but ya really ain’t.”
Keelin turned a dangerous glare on his first mate, and Yanic decided to
shut up and take a real interest in a gull that had landed on the The Phoenix’s
figurehead, a beautiful carving of a bird emerging from an egg surrounded by
fire.
The sea around the Isle of Goats, a descriptive rather than artful name,
was stained a permanent brown-green colour that was off-putting to look at and
stuck to the hull of a ship long after she’d left its waters. The Isle of Goats was

one of the larger habitable land masses in the Pirate Isles and was vaguely
crescent shaped. There were three ports to speak of on the island, but only one
town, Fango.
Legend had it that long ago, the old Captain Black, the most notorious and
bloodthirsty pirate ever to have lived among the realms of men, had pirated his
way across the seas for decades before his death. Captain Black had amassed
a fortune, a sum to rival even the wealth of the merchants of Acanthia. The old,
dead Captain Black had reportedly hidden his riches on the Isle of Goats. In
more recent memory the new Captain Black, a man equally as bloodthirsty but
lacking in fortune, had settled the island as his own personal haven, and, as
was like to happen around powerful men, folk had followed him. Before long
the town of Fango had arisen, and it soon became one of the most populous of
all the pirate towns. Unfortunately Fango still had very real ties to the new
Captain Black and that put Yanic, Captain Stillwater, and the whole crew of
The Phoenix in more than a little jeopardy every time they visited the town.
Dense forest occupied much of the island, along with a small range of
mountains and an inland lake that never seemed to run dry. Rumour had it the
lake had no bottom, and if the waters were ever to run clear one would be able
to see all the way into the realm of the dead, and might even catch a glimpse of
lost loved ones staring right back.
It took a full three days to sail around the Isle of Goats, even if the wind

was with a ship, and if its captain didn’t know the coast too well, there were
very real risks of the vessel being gutting on the jagged rocks hidden just
below the surface of the murky waters. Luckily for The Phoenix and her crew,
she not only had a captain who knew the local waters intimately, but also a
first mate who had indeed drawn the charts of those same waters.
“Is it too late to turn tail and run?” asked Yanic. “Port Sev’relain is barely
a week away and Black Sands ain’t out of distance neither.”
“We’re here now, Yanic,” Captain Stillwater said with grim
determination.
“More’s the pity.”
“It could be worse.”
Yanic cocked an eyebrow at his captain. “How?”
Keelin Stillwater drew in a deep breath and let it out as a ragged sigh.
“You could be me.”
Yanic could find no argument with the statement so decided to keep quiet.
“Ain’t nothing ya didn’t bring on yaself,” he then said in direct opposition to
his decision.
The captain glared at Yanic, then shrugged. With a sigh he moved to the
wheel and took it from Freman.
“We’ll head around to south port and dock there. I want to be in and out in
two days.”

Yanic drifted away from the railing and stood behind his captain. “Two
days is a long time, and the island ain’t that big. She’ll soon find out about ya,
Cap’n.”

Fortune
“This here is Lady Beck. She’ll be taking your cabin so long as she’s
aboard,” Drake said to Princess as he stormed up the gangplank onto his ship.
Princess spared a long-suffering glance towards the woman and sighed.
“Aye.”
That there, Drake decided, was why he would never give Princess a ship
of his own. The man was an excellent first mate, able to shout orders and
knock heads with the best of them. He was competent with a sword and no
coward in battle either. He was as loyal to Drake as folk came, but the man had
no conviction; Zothus would never have given away his cabin so easily.
Unfortunately Zothus was true captain material, and Drake needed as many
friendly captains as he could find, so he’d been near forced to give the man a
ship of his own. In one unfortunate but necessary decision Drake had given
away the best first mate he’d ever known and the most terrifying ship-board
pest-hunter any pirate had ever heard of. Drake would never admit it, but he
actually missed Zothus’ giant spider at times.
“Beck, this is Princess.” Drake paused, waiting for the comment about the
man’s name. The Arbiter kept her mind to herself. “You need anything, I reckon
you should just go see him.”

“If I need anything I’ll bring it straight to your personal attention, Drake,”
Arbiter Beck said. There was cold iron as well as honey in the woman’s
voice, and ordinarily Drake would have found that appealing, and more than a
little so, but she was on his ship now – and nobody gave Drake Morrass orders
on his own ship. He rounded on the woman, grabbed hold of the collar of her
tunic with one hand, and, with more effort than he liked to admit, sent her
stumbling down the deck. She collided with the main mast shoulder first,
yelping in what was either surprise or pain. Drake sincerely hoped it was both.
Beck pulled a pistol from its place on her jerkin, pointing it at Drake. Her
hat had fallen from her head, and for the first time Drake saw something other
than disapproval in her eyes: he saw fear. To the Arbiter’s credit, her aim was
steady in spite of it. Drake stopped just in front of Beck, her pistol barrel
poking him in the chest.
“Now, might be you think ya safe on account of the Oracle sending you to
me. You ain’t. Or maybe you reckon those little pistols’ll protect you. Thing is,
I counted ’em and you got seven. One word from me and my crew’ll descend
on you like particularly hungry laughing dogs, and there’s a few more than
seven of ’em. So no matter how safe or protected you think you are – you ain’t.
“Captain’s word is law on board a ship and I just happen to be captain on
this one, so you live and die by my leave.” Drake leaned in closer and stared
directly into the Arbiter’s icy blue eyes. “You wanna fuck off, be my guest.

Something tells me you’ll be staying though. You follow my orders to the
fucking letter, or I swear to your god and mine that I will put one of those little
pistol bullets of yours through your chest and throw you overboard for
whatever fucking denizen of the deep’ll have ya.”
Drake didn’t bother waiting to see if the woman agreed; he turned away
and raised his voice so all his gathered crew could hear. “This here is Arbiter
Beck. Our friendly Oracle sent her to look after me.” That earned a chuckle
from the pirates. “She’s off-fucking-limits. Good?”
There was hurried assent from the crew in general. “Good,” Drake
continued. “Now get the fuck back to work before I decide to make an example
out of one of ya.”
Drake turned back to Princess and Arbiter Beck with a smile. “Pirates –
sometimes they just need a good threatening to keep ’em in line.” As the
Arbiter lowered her pistol, Drake laughed and shook his head. “How are we
looking with the repairs, Princess?”
Princess took a step backwards and winced, his long hair falling in front
of his face, and that face looking like it really wanted to be elsewhere. “About
that, Cap’n. We need to beach the ship.”
There was far too much at stake and far too much to do, and Drake was
not about to lose weeks to beaching the ship. “No,” he said in a voice that
brooked no argument.

“Aye, Cap’n. Only thing is…” Princess sighed and pointed at an
unassuming bucket sitting by the mast. It appeared to be filled with murky
water.
“Shit,” said Drake, staring into the bucket and seeing that it wasn’t water,
but rubbery, grey flesh.
“Ying noticed it on the starboard bow, Cap’n,” Princess continued. “Got it
off pretty quick, but there’s at least one plank that’s gonna need some repair if
not replacing.”
“Any more of them on my ship?”
“Won’t know for sure ’til we get her beached. Get a good look at her
belly.”
“What is it?” Arbiter Beck asked quietly from beside Drake. He felt her
compulsion tug at his mind, but as before his will slipped away from her
magic.
“A gipple,” Princess answered immediately. “Fuck me, that felt odd.” No
doubt it was his first encounter with an Arbiter’s compulsion.
“A pain in my arse,” Drake said testily. “One part seal and one part
demon.”
“Demon?”
“Maybe. Attach themselves to the hull and… here.” Drake reached into
the bucket and grabbed hold of the creature’s oily skin, turning it around in the

bucket to reveal its head. “See the mouth? That circle of teeth there moves
back and forth in a rasping motion. Fucking things chew right through the hull
all slow like. Can take weeks, but once they do – well, ships don’t do so well
when they’re full of holes.
He turned to Princess. “Get her beached. We’re gonna need to slap
another coat of lime tar on her as well. Can’t afford to have these little
bastards putting holes in my ship.”
“Aye, Cap’n,” said Princess as he moved away to begin preparations.
“You found me a replacement for the spider yet?” Drake called after him.
“Depends, Cap’n. You still dead set against a cat?”
“Aye.”
“I’ll keep looking.”
Drake looked at Arbiter Beck; the woman seemed to have backed down a
little after his earlier threats, but she was in no way cowed. “Might not wanna
move aboard just yet, Arbiter. Reckon we might be here a while.”

The Phoenix
Only one ship occupied the berth at south port, a sloop by the name of
North Wind. Keelin had never seen the little ship before and, more importantly,
had no idea who captained the vessel. What Keelin did know for certain was
that it wasn’t The Black Death, and it was therefore not captained by Tanner
Black.
No sooner had Keelin set his boots onto the decking of the jetty than the
harbour master – a truly superficial title as he was master of nothing, but more
accurately a caretaker of the jetties – was beside him, bowing and offering
“sincere” opportunities for monetary advancement. The man obviously didn’t
remember Keelin, but Keelin remembered him, and not fondly. Even ten years
ago the harbour master had seemed ancient, with thin greying hair hanging lank
about his face, a mouth dotted with decaying brown teeth, and breath that could
kill a shark at fifty paces. Keelin was ashamed to admit he’d been young and
naive, and the man had swindled him out of nearly a month’s pay. These days
he was neither.
“Good fortunes an’ fair weather, Captain.” The man’s voice had an
annoying habit of whistling through his teeth when he spoke certain sounds – it
did very little to endear him to Keelin. “S’nice ship ya got there. Very nice.

Plenty o’ ruffians round these parts though, real bad eggs, some would say.
Might be they see ya nice ship there as a bit o’ fun. Of course, I could look out
fer it for ya, make sure those ruffians don’t touch it, nor none o’ yer men either.
Keep it safe. Fer a small fee…” The man’s voice rose annoyingly high at the
end of the offer, and a greedy glint lit his eyes.
In a fit of what could only be described as compassion, Keelin didn’t run
the man through, but instead gave him a shove that sent the old fool careening
off the jetty into the murky waters of south port. He spent a moment flailing
about before paddling to shore, all the while attempting to both keep his head
above water and shout insults Keelin’s way – all of which seemed to revolve
around his mother’s profession and how she most certainly went about it on her
back.
Keelin stopped, turned back to his ship, and shouted up to one of his crew.
“Anyone ain’t one of our boys comes anywhere near the The Phoenix, Olly,
and you show them a real warm greeting.”
Olly laughed and gave a mock salute from his perch on the railing. He was
a small lad, ever jovial and never without a quip or a story, but never had
Keelin met someone so eager to get to the stabbing when there was stabbing to
be done.
South port barely deserved the name, Keelin decided, and not for the first
time, as he set foot on dry land. It was little more than a collection of rotting

wooden huts held together by rusting nails and the tenacity of their inhabitants.
North port was big, loud, heavily populated, and bordered on being considered
a town in its own right. South port was small, run down, populated only by the
dregs of humanity, and left discarded and forgotten by all those with better
sense. Or, Keelin decided, all those who weren’t trying to hide from their past.
An old dirt road led out of south port into the looming forest, which
Keelin knew from past experience was hot, close, and insect ridden, filled
with dangers both mundane and beyond explanation. He also knew that the old
dirt road led to Fango.
Yanic coughed, and Keelin noticed his first mate was standing beside him
with a knowing smile on his face. “Boys are unloading the loot. All is left is ta
haggle with Quartermain, Cap’n.”
“Suppose we best go see the old bastard then,” Keelin said. “Watch my
back, Yan. Hostile waters and all that.”
With a last glance back towards his ship and one last glare at the harbour
master, who was still preoccupied with insulting, threatening, and cursing
Keelin all at once, they walked into the jungle.

Fango was by no means a normal town even by a pirate’s definition, and
Keelin well knew piratical definitions were broad, meandering, and colourful
at the best of times. The jungle on the Isle of Goats seemed to resist almost all

efforts at deforestation with something approaching intelligent aggression. The
more trees the residents cut down, the more sprang up from seemingly
nowhere. An old sailor might fell a tree and build a house in its spot, and
within a few months hundreds of new saplings would tear through the building,
slowly turning it into an uninhabitable wreckage. The inhabitants of the town
had, therefore, after many years of war with the jungle, learned to live with
their giant wooden neighbours. Buildings were constructed around trees, some
of which were the only reason said buildings were still standing. Keelin knew
all too well that the town’s brothel had a giant of a redwood standing tall and
straight in the main common area, and the owner had actually built cushioned
seats onto the trunk upon which to display his wares.
Many industrious residents of Fango had even taken to building their
houses halfway up the trees, so that a ladder was needed to reach their homes.
Just how they’d managed to accomplish such a feat was a mystery to Keelin,
but he suspected it took time, effort, and a lack of acrophobia. The result was
clear though; the inhabitants had not only compensated for a lack of space by
building upwards as well as outwards, but had learned to live with and even
take advantage of an aggressive forest that resisted most normal attempts at
habitation. Unfortunately, the entire town was under the sway of Tanner Black,
and that cast a dirty shadow on what should have been world-renowned
innovation.

“Place has grown some since we were here last, Cap’n,” said Yanic,
staring in wonder at a building that was constructed around five separate tree
trunks. It was at least three storeys high, and judging by the sign hanging
outside it was a new tavern that had sprung up in their years of absence.
“Prospered, ya might say.”
Keelin caught himself nodding along absently. “Let’s just go see
Quartermain and get this over with.”
Their arrival went anything but unnoticed, and more than a few sets of
eyes followed Keelin and his first mate as they entered Fango. One child,
wearing dirty rags for clothing and no shoes, spotted them and ran off, scaling
a tree without the use of the ladder set into its trunk and disappearing into a
building at least thirty feet from the ground. A moment later an older face,
female and wizened, leaned out of a window and watched them pass.
One giant of a man – Keelin guessed he stood at over seven feet – made
no attempt to hide his interest in the newcomers. He watched them with a smile
and pointed them out to his companions. Keelin noticed all three were armed,
and all three looked as though they knew how to use those arms. He found
himself thankful for the comforting presence of his twin cutlasses hanging from
his belt, but wished he’d possessed the sense to instruct Yanic to come
similarly prepared.
“Do folk seem a little… hostile ta you, Cap’n?” Yanic said as they

approached the area of Fango that Quartermain called his own.
“Wary, I think is more appropriate, Yanic.” Keelin felt a distinct lack of
confidence in his own words. “You would be too if you lived under Tanner’s
rule.”
Yanic cleared his throat. “I did live under Tanner’s rule, and I was not
wary – I was hostile.”
Keelin stopped outside a door he remembered well, a door with a sign
nailed to it that read “Quartermain’s”. He looked at his first mate. “You were
very hostile.” With that he pounded on the door three times and waited for a
reply.
It wasn’t long before a muffled “Come in” drifted back, and Keelin
pushed open the door to find the place much as he remembered. A burly oaf of
a man, shorter than Keelin but with arms as thick as the trees that sprouted
through the building, stood to the side to allow the pirates to pass. He nodded
his thanks to Quartermain Junior and stepped through the doorway.
Quartermain Senior was standing behind a wooden counter, frowning
down at one of numerous scrolls haphazardly sprawling its surface. “Sorry
about the mess. Busy time and all that.” he said, indicating the immaculately
kept front of his business. He looked up, squinting. “That you, Stillwater?”
Keelin grinned at the reaction; it had been many years since he’d last been
back to Fango, and it was good to know those in charge still remembered his

face. “Aye, ’tis me, Quartermain. How is…”
“Very sorry about this,” Quartermain interrupted just as the door slammed
shut behind Keelin.
Keelin spun around, both hands going to the hilts of his cutlasses and both
cutlasses unhooking smoothly from his belt. The first thing he noticed was
Yanic looking anything but comfortable with a knife to his throat and a
Quartermain attached to its hilt. The second thing he noticed was the person
rated second highest on his “never wanting to see again” list.
“Stillwater,” Elaina Black said in a voice that fair dripped with smug
satisfaction.
“Elaina,” Keelin replied in a voice that left no one in the room under any
illusion that he didn’t regret making the decision to come to Fango.
Yanic cleared his throat. He looked panicked.
“Yanic,” Elaina said by way of greeting.
“Long time no see, Elaina. Ya mind telling this fool to drop his knife?”
Yanic said, his voice rising with every word.
“Of course, Yanic, just as soon as your captain drops his, eh. So how
about it, Stillwater?”
Keelin considered his options and decided they were camping on the
bleak side of hope. He had no doubt that in a fair fight he could take both
Elaina and Quartermain Junior, but he also had no doubt that Elaina never

fought fair – and the first proof of that was the knife currently pressed to his
first mate’s throat. With a heavy sigh he dropped both cutlasses to the floor and
took a step backwards.
“Excellent,” Elaina said with a smile that made her plain features seem
both vicious and beautiful at the same time. “Now, I had to run all the way here
to beat you after seeing ya ship sail right on past north port, an’ I’m feeling a
little bit sticky, so what say me an’ you continue this after a bath, eh?”
Keelin made a show of considering the offer.
“Don’t keep me waiting, Stillwater.”
“Fine,” he said. “But you’re undressing first this time. I want to make sure
you ain’t hiding any weapons – anywhere.”
“Ya really think I’d use that trick twice?” Elaina grinned, already opening
the door.

More water sloshed over the side of the brass bath as Elaina rhythmically
moved her hips back and forth and Keelin struggled against the rising tide of
pleasure. He gripped hard at her buttocks, hard enough to bruise, but Elaina
didn’t cry out and she didn’t stop, just stared down into his face as she ground
her groin against his. Unable to hold back any longer, Keelin grunted, gasped,
and released with a contented moan, all to the braying laughter of Elaina Black
from atop him. More water sloshed over the side of the bath.

“Looks like I win again,” Elaina said with a wiggle and a devilish grin.
Keelin nodded his assent. “You always win the first round, bitch.”
“Rematch already?”
Keelin laughed. “I might need a quick rest first. Besides, we should talk
business.”
Elaina cocked an eyebrow at him. “We have business?”
“Aye, of a sort. First things first. Where’s your father?”
Elaina grinned and squeezed Keelin with her thighs; it wasn’t
comfortable, and she was easily strong enough to hurt him. Elaina was tall and
plain-faced, toned from years of hard life and hard toil aboard ships. She had
more experience on board pirate ships than any sailor Keelin could name,
despite her youth, and could be as cruel as her father or as kind as her mother
in equal measure.
“Are you really asking where Tanner is while you’re still inside his
daughter?” Elaina said. “What happens if he’s here? What happens if he walks
through that door right now?” She pointed at the door just to make her point.
“I reckon he’d slit my throat on principal and beat you half to death for not
doing it first.”
Elaina grinned and opened her mouth to reply just as a hurried banging on
the door startled them both into rigid inaction.
“Is he here?” Keelin whispered. He could feel his heart racing.

“I fuckin’ hope not,” Elaina whispered back. He could feel her heart
racing.
“Cap’n,” Yanic’s shout came through the door. “Got news, seems urgent.”
Elaina relaxed a little atop Keelin; he couldn’t help but notice she had yet
to dismount. “Come in, Yanic,” she shouted back.
The door opened. Yanic froze mid-step, his mouth hanging open. Elaina
took the cue to arch her back and stretch her arms, giving Yanic full view of
her breasts. The poor man seemed lost and unable to look away. Keelin
couldn’t exactly blame his first mate; it was taking all of his own willpower
not to follow the man’s lead, and he could feel that willpower slipping away
even now.
Keelin attempted to move Elaina, but she only tightened her grip with her
thighs. “You ain’t going nowhere, Stillwater. I’m not done with you yet.”
“What is it, Yanic?” Keelin said.
“I, uh, there’s… um… damnit! Elaina, could ya put some clothes on or
something?” Yanic still seemed unable to tear his eyes away from the naked
pirate.
“Why? Am I distracting you?” Elaina said, and her own eyes flicked
down for a moment. “Ya definitely look distracted.”
Keelin attempted to move again, but Elaina’s thighs squeezed him tighter
still and she shot him a dangerous look that threatened real physical harm

should he attempt to force the issue. Content that he was much safer off in the
woman’s good books, Keelin relaxed back with a sigh. “Just… What is it,
Yanic?”
“Aye. Um… news, Cap’n.” Yanic's eyes seemed locked on Elaina's
chest.“Boat in from Black Sands. Town’s gone.”
“Gone?” Keelin and Elaina said in unison.
“Burned,” Yanic clarified. “Couple of lads… um… from the Nipples…
um… no, not that.”
Elaina laughed. “I think ya need to order ya first mate to the brothel,
Stillwater. I’m starting to think he’s never seen a pair before.”
“The Narrow Escape,” Yanic continued quickly. “A, uh, couple of lads
went ashore. Said the place was burned to the ground and… um… folk had
wounds and such from swords, I guess.”
“And this couldn’t have waited?” Keelin said. “We’re busy, Yanic.”
Yanic’s face somehow managed to find an even brighter shade of red.
“Seemed… um… important, I think. Oh – Drake!”
Keelin frowned. “Morrass?”
Elaina let out a noise worryingly close to a growl, and her grip on
Keelin’s midsection tightened even more. He was beginning to find it hard to
breathe. “Elaina,” he wheezed, “this hurts.”
The woman sneered at him but released some of the pressure. “Don’t go

soft on me, Stillwater. What about Morrass?”
Yanic startled back into life. “They said… um… that is, the boys from the
Narrow Escape said they saw the Fortune sailing away – from Black Sands.”
“He did it?” Keelin shifted his weight slightly in the cooling tub of water,
and quickly held up placating hands to Elaina as she sent a glare his way.
“They reckon so.”
“That it, Yanic?” Elaina asked coldly.
“Aye.”
“Good. Fuck off.”
“Aye,” Yanic said, backing towards the door, bumping into the door
frame, and then backing out into the waiting hallway. His eyes never left
Elaina’s body even as he was shutting the door.
Keelin decided it was his turn to stare at the naked pirate. He found
Elaina watching him curiously. She leaned in towards him, far enough down
that her breasts dipped into the tepid water and her face was just inches from
his own.
“Do you know him?” she whispered.
“Drake?”
“Aye.”
Keelin stared into Elaina’s bright blue eyes. “I’ve met him once or twice.
Why? Do you know him?”

She smiled then, and it made her pretty, if not beautiful. Keelin felt the
urge to kiss her, but he resisted; Elaina wasn’t the type for such affection.
“Everybody knows Drake.”
Keelin felt blood rush to his face. There was something in the way Elaina
said it that made him unreasonably jealous, and he didn’t like it. “What’s that
mean?”
Elaina leaned backwards until she was upright and shrugged. Keelin felt
the urge to grab hold of her, and this time it wouldn’t be gentle. He surged out
of the water, picking Elaina up and turning her around before bending her over
the side of the tub.
Elaina laughed as Keelin manhandled her, but she spread her legs and
braced against the tub. “It’s about fucking time, Stillwater. You Promised me
round two.”
Check Where Loyalties Lie out on Amazon.
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The Thief Who Pulled On Trouble’s Braids

by
Michael McClung
Synopsis: Amra Thetys lives by two simple rules—take care of business, and
never let it get personal. Thieves don't last long in Lucernis otherwise. But
when a fellow rogue and good friend is butchered on the street in a deal gone
wrong, she turns her back on burglary and goes after something more precious
than treasure: Revenge.
Revenge, however, might be hard to come by. A nightmare assortment of
enemies, including an immortal assassin and a mad sorcerer, believe Amra is
in possession of The Blade That Whispers Hate—the legendary, powerful
artifact her friend was murdered for—and they'll do anything to take it from
her. Trouble is, Amra hasn't got the least clue where the Blade might be.
She needs to find the Blade, and soon, or she'll be joining her colleague in a
cold grave instead of avenging his death. Time is running out for the small,
scarred thief.
Check it out on Amazon.

Chapter One

When Corbin showed up banging on my door at noon one sweltering
summer day, I can’t say I was particularly happy to see him. It should come as
no surprise that one in my profession tends to sleep during daylight hours. And
since I tell no one where I live, I was more than a little annoyed to see him.
“Hello Amra,” he said with that boyish smile that tended to get him past
doors he wasn’t supposed to get past. He stood nonchalantly at the top of the
stairs, one hand on the splintered wooden railing. Well, what was left of the
railing. Most of it had disintegrated before I moved in. He was looking ragged.
Dark bags under his eyes, stubble that had gone beyond enticingly rough to
slovenly. The yellow-green shadow of an old, ugly bruise peeked above his
sweat-stained linen collar. His honey-colored locks were greasy and limp.
“Corbin. What the hells do you want?”
“To come in?” He kept smiling, but glanced over his shoulder.
“If you bring me trouble, I’ll have your balls.” But I cracked the door a bit
wider, and he slipped past me into the entry hall.
“Take you boots off if you’re going to stay, barbarian. You know how
much that rug is worth?”
“Depends on who’s buying, doesn’t it?” He sat down on the bench in my

tiny foyer and worked his laces loose. “Nice robe,” he said with that silky
voice of his, but I could tell his heart wasn’t in it. I pulled my wrap tighter, and
he chuckled.
“Don’t worry, Amra. The knife sort of spoils the effect anyway.”
I’d forgotten I was still holding a blade. I don’t answer my door without
one. Come to think of it, I don’t do much of anything without one. I made it
disappear and frowned at him.
“You can’t stay here, and I’m not lending you any money.”
He stretched, wiggled the toes of his stockinged feet. “Money I don’t
need. A place to stay, maybe, but your garret isn’t what I had in mind.” He
looked at me, and I could tell he had something gnawing at him. This was no
social call. “You have anything to drink? I’m parched.”
“Yeah. Come into the parlor.”
I’m not terribly feminine. I’ve a scarred face, a figure like a boy, and a
mouth like a twenty-year sailor. In the circles that count, I’m recognized as
good at what I do, and what I do is not traditionally a woman’s profession. I
was a few rungs up from pickpocket. Still, in the privacy of my own hovel I
enjoy a few of the finer, more delicate things. Silks and velvets. Pastels.
Glasswork. When Corbin walked into the parlor he gave a low whistle.
“Amra, this is positively decadent. I expected bare walls and second-hand
furniture.” He wandered around, peering at paintings, books, the tiny glass

figurines I kept in a case.
“Shut up and sit down. You want wine?”
“Have anything else?”
“No.”
“Then I’d die for some wine.” He sprawled out on the huge Elamner
cushion I used for seating. He stretched his legs and smiled. I shook my head,
and went to dig around in my sorry excuse for a pantry. I came up with a
couple of relatively clean glasses. When you live alone and don't entertain at
all, ever, doing the dishes is a relatively low priority. I uncorked a palatable
Fel-Radoth that was better than he deserved. But it was too early to punish
myself with swill.
I poured a couple, handed him one and leaned against the wall. He took
his and put it back in one gulp. I shuddered, snatched up the Fel-Radoth and
corked it.
“What?” he said.
I put the bottle back in the pantry and came back out with a jug of
Tambor’s vile vintage. It was barely fit for cooking with. I dropped it in his
lap. “Remind me never to give you anything worth drinking again.”
He shrugged and began sipping straight from the jug.
“You don’t want to borrow money. You don’t want a place to stay. What
do you want, Corbin?”

He sighed, reached into his voluminous shirt—I’d thought he’d looked a
little lumpy—and brought out something smallish, wrapped in raw silk. About
the size of my two fists put together. He held it out to me. “I need you to hold
this for a while.”
I didn’t take it. “What is it?”
“Ill-gotten gains, what else? But I earned it, Amra, and a lot more besides.
This is all I managed to come away with, though. For now.”
I took it from his hands. Reluctantly. I was surprised at the weight. I knew
without looking that it was gold. I unwrapped it, discovered I was right. It was
a small statuette, one of the ugliest things I’d ever seen.
I held a bloated toad, two legs in the front and a tail in place of hoppers in
the back. Pebbly skin. Two evil little emerald eyes, badly cut. It was devouring
a tiny gold woman. She wasn’t enjoying it. The artist must have been familiar
with torment, though, because her small face was the very picture of it despite
the crude overall rendering. All but her head and one arm were already in the
belly of the beast. Her hand reached out in a disturbing parody of a wave. I
don’t think that was the effect the artist intended.
“Where did you get this ugly bastard?” I asked him.
“Doesn’t matter. The place collapsed around my ears as I was leaving
anyway.” He leaned forward. “It was part of a commission, Amra. There were
a dozen other pieces. I got them all, and it wasn’t easy.”

“Where are all the rest?” I asked.
He scowled. “The client double-crossed me. He’s got the others, but he
wants this one bad. Bad enough that I’ve got him by the balls.” His face
brightened and he chuckled. “I’m getting my original commission, plus a bad
faith penalty. All told, it’s three thousand gold marks, and I’ll give you a
hundred just to look after this thing for a few hours.”
I frowned. I’d known Corbin for three years; he was a good thief and a
good man. Thin as a blade, with one of those faces that sets girls blushing and
whispering to each other behind cupped hands, and prompts women to cast
long, speculative glances. He had the longest lashes I’ve ever seen on a man or
a woman. He was an easy drunk, and so drank little, though he was free with
rounds. He had fine-boned hands and honey-blond, wavy hair, and when I told
him ‘no’ one night when his hands got too free, I didn’t have to back it with a
blade and I never had to tell him again. Maybe once or twice I wished I hadn’t
been so firm, but as regrets go, it was a mild, melancholy one. The ‘what if’
game isn’t much fun to play.
That said, Corbin was not the smartest man I’d ever met. Not stupid;
stupid thieves don’t live long. But his cunning was situational. When it came to
people, he seemed never to really understand what they were capable of. Or
perhaps he just didn’t want to believe what people were capable of was the
rule rather than the exception.

“Amra? It’s easy money.”
“Too easy,” I replied, taking a sip of wine.
“Gods above, woman! I thought you might want a little extra moil, and I
need somebody I can trust. But if it’s no—” He reached for the statuette, and I
slapped his hand away.
“I didn’t say no.”
Corbin smiled, showing his remarkably straight, remarkably white teeth. It
made me want to throw the ugly thing back in his face. But a hundred marks
wasn’t something I could walk away from. I should have, of course. Just as he
should have cut his losses.
“One condition,” I said. “Tell me who you’re squeezing.”
He didn’t like that. The customer was supposed to remain anonymous. It’s
the closest thing to a rule there is in the business. He frowned.
“Oh, come on, Corbin. You said yourself they tried to screw you out of
your fee.”
“True. Why would you want to know, though?”
“Because if I’m going to stick my toe in the water, I want to know what’s
swimming around in it.”
“And whether it has teeth. All right, fair enough. It’s some Elamner by the
name of Heirus. All I know is he’s rich as sin. He’s rented a villa down on the
Jacos Road. It backs onto the cliffs. He’s got hired blades all around him, and

a hunchbacked little flunky named Bosch that does all the dirty work. Bosch is
who I dealt with. I never met the Elamner himself.”
I’d never heard either name. “Is this Bosch a local?”
“He’s Lucernan, but not from the city I don’t think. A Southerner by his
accent.”
“One more thing. Where did the statues come from?”
“I took them from an old, old temple in the Gol-Shen swamps. Like I said,
the place doesn’t exist anymore. I barely got out with all my limbs and digits. It
wasn’t the best time I’ve had.” He took another swallow of Tambor’s Best and
corked the bottle.
“Any other questions?”
“For a hundred marks, I’ll watch your back if you want. They tried to stiff
you once; why wouldn’t they try again?”
“The first time I got sloppy. I still can’t figure out how they knew where I
stashed the other pieces. I’d swear I wasn’t tailed. I brought that one along to
the meet, to show the goods. They were supposed to pay out then and I’d tell
them where the statues were. When I got there nobody showed up and when I
went back the rest of it was gone.” He grinned that easy grin of his. “I guess I
fouled up their plans a bit by bringing that one along instead of leaving it with
the rest. It was just an impulse. A virtuous impulse that paid off. Like I said,
I’ve got them by the balls this time.”

I wasn’t so sure of that.
“So now you’re supposed to bring it and you won’t. What’s to stop them
from trying to beat it out of you?”
“Don’t worry about it. I’ve arranged a nice safe place to conduct
business, and a long tour abroad after. For my health.”
I grunted. I’ve been called a pessimist. And a suspicious bitch. And then
there were those who weren’t interested in compliments. But this wasn’t my
play, it was Corbin’s. I’d back him to whatever extent he wanted me to. A
hundred marks and friendship had earned that.
“Whatever you say, Corbin.” I hefted the idol in my hand. “When will you
come get this?”
He stood and stretched. “Midnight, or a little later.”
“And if you don’t show up?”
“If I’m not here by dawn, the statue’s yours. Melt it down, though. Make
sure there’s no chance they get it on the open market.” He went back to the hall
and started lacing his boots.
“What about you?” I asked.
“What about me?”
“If you don’t show up.”
He shrugged. “Take care of Bone for me. You know where I live.”
“I don’t like dogs.”

“No, you don’t like being responsible for anyone but yourself. For the
meltdown value of that thing, though, you can put up with Bone. Besides,” he
said, “he likes you. Oh, and Amra? This one is lovely.” He held up a tiny
blown-glass hummingbird he’d filched from my cabinet, stuck it in his pocket
with an incorrigible smile. And with that he was out the door and clumping
down the rickety steps.
I locked the door behind him. Nothing had better go wrong. Bone was a
massive brute of a mongrel. Who slobbered. Copiously. I wasn’t having that all
over my house.
I took another look at the statuette. It was just as ghastly. The gold wasn’t
particularly pure, and the carving was crude. Ancient grime darkened the
creases. There wasn’t much polish to it, so I assumed it hadn’t been handled
very much or very often.
A half-dozen frog-aspected gods, godlings and demons came to mind, but
none of them were less than four-legged, and only two were man eaters. I
shrugged. It either belonged to some backwater cult nobody’d ever heard of, or
it was something from before the Diaspora. If it was the first, it was worth
nothing more than the meltdown value. If it was the latter, it could be worth
much, much more. To the right person. Given Corbin’s experience, I thought the
latter was more likely, but I’d melt it down just the same if it came to that.
I put the ugly little statue in my hidey-hole and went back to sleep. I

dreamed that I could hear its labored breathing there in the wall, punctuated by
the shrieks of its meal. And when I woke just after sunset, it was with a
miserable headache and a mouth that tasted like I’d been on a three-day drunk.
What, you've never been on a three-day drunk? Take a big bite out of the next dead cat you see lying in
the gutter; you'll get the idea.

Chapter Two
Feeling restless and out of sorts, and with a handful of hours before
midnight, I washed and dressed and went out into the night. My headache was a
nasty little needle spearing both temples.
Downstairs, I could hear the swirling and clacking of bone tiles from the
gaming tables of the Korani Social Club. Endless rounds of push were played
down there by gruff old men far from their island home. Once a month they had
a dance, and the peculiar music of a three-piece hurdy-gurdy band moaned and
shuddered and wheezed up through the floorboards. Otherwise they were good
neighbors.
I walked a bit in lantern light through the Foreigner’s Quarter, along
streets that looked more dangerous than they really were. Lucernis had grown
beyond all thought of being quartered long ago, but the name had stuck. I liked
it there. It was close enough to the harbor to catch a breeze in summer, which
in Lucernis was worth the rotting fish stench that came with it. And the
Foreigner’s Quarter was home to all stripes and classes.
I had the least trouble there of anywhere in Lucernis. But a woman
walking alone still has to watch herself and her surroundings, and I regularly
put up with a nominal amount of abuse and innuendo. I dress like a man and
have the figure of a boy, and if someone gets close enough to see my face and

figure out my gender, they’re also close enough to see a few of my more
prominent scars. It’s usually enough. If not, I’ve spent a lot of time working up
competence with knives.
I wandered down through the Night Market, past every imaginable type of
hawker, and grabbed a meal from Atan. Atan is a burly Camlacher street
vendor who smells of the charcoal stove he’s habitually bent over, face red and
shiny from the heat. He doesn’t use any ingredients that are too foul or too
rancid. He keeps the gristle quotient to a minimum. I’ve never gotten sick off it,
though I’m never entirely certain what I’m eating.
“What kind of meat tonight, Atan?”
“Edible,” he grunted, fanning the charcoal.
“Sounds like something my mother would have said.”
His broad, craggy face grew even more morose than was usual. “Yes,
compare me to a woman. Why not? I cook, I must not be a man.” He shook his
head.
I think all Camlachers must have a touch of the morose, as if they’d fallen
from some great height and were bitter about having to slog down in the mud
with the rest of humanity. Comes of being a defeated warrior race, I suppose.
Grey-eyed Atan should have been handling a broadsword, not meat skewers
“Nothing wrong with being a woman,” I told him. “But then I’m biased, I
suppose.”

“Yes. Next time I will wear skirts and use the powder for my face. Go
away, you.”
“Good night, Atan.”
He waved me off. I ate abstractedly, walking down Mourndock Street, not
really noticing the food. Slowly the headache faded.
I didn't really notice the old lady, either, until it became obvious she'd
planted herself in my path. She was wearing a threadbare but clean dress, an
embroidered bonnet perched on her iron-grey hair. She was even shorter than
me. I tried to move around her, and she shifted to check my forward progress
once again.
“My pardon,” said the crone. “You seem troubled.”
“Whatever you're selling,” I replied, “I'm very much not in the market.”
“You seem troubled,” she said once more, and I noticed her piercing green
eyes. Everything else about her shouted ‘granny,’ but those eyes said something
different. Something closer to predator. I pulled back. “I’m fine, thanks.”
“Oh no, I don’t think so. I see a darkness in those pretty hazel eyes of
yours. And I see shadows gathering behind you.” Her hand shot out and
grabbed my wrist.
“You’d best let go of me, Gran. I don’t want to make a scene on the street.
But I will.”
She wasn’t hearing me, wasn’t really paying attention to me anymore.

Those green eyes had suddenly turned a stormy grey. Bloodwitch. I was having
a conversation on Mourndock Street with a bloodwitch. Bloody fantastic.
“I See blood, and gold,” she said, her voice gone all hollow. “I Hear a
mournful howl. Fire and Death are on your trail, girl, and behind them the
Eightfold Bitch makes her way to your door. One of Her Blades has noticed
you. But will it find your hand, or your heart? Unclear, uncertain....”
Twisting away from her, I broke contact. My hand itched to have a blade
in it, but that would have been foolish. Bloodwitches are nasty enemies.
“Kerf’s balls, woman, what the hells are you talking about?”
She smiled, a little wanly. Her eyes were slowly losing their grey sheen.
“Oh you have a world of trouble coming down on you, girl. Come see
Mother Crimson when it gets bad. You’ll find me in Loathewater.” She moved
to pat my hand, but I retreated. One more cryptic look and she was gone in the
pedestrian traffic.
“Kerf’s crooked staff,” I muttered. “Aren’t fortune tellers supposed to tell
you how lucky you are?” But I knew my own words for what they were –
bravado. I needed a drink. Bloody bloodwitches. I’d rather deal with mages
any day, if I had to deal with magic at all. At least mages generally didn’t
bother with cryptic nonsense.
Of all those with powers—mages, bloodwitches, even daemonists—it was bloodwitches that
bothered me the most. Mages could alter reality to suit their will, and daemonists gained power from the
inhabitants of the eleven hells. But mages were few and far between, and I'd heard more than once that

whatever power they drew on to work their magic was weakening. Daemonists, for their part, were
hunted down wherever they were found, and for good reason. They all eventually tried to open a hell gate,
it seemed, and the world had enough problems without hordes of demons, daemons and daemonettes
wandering around it at will. Fortunately opening hell gates took considerable time and effort, and the
process was, apparently, not something you were likely to miss if you were anywhere near it.
Bloodwitches, though... They were strange, and their powers were disturbing.
Let's just say I disliked the idea of someone being able to turn all the blood in my veins to rust. Add
to the fact that some of them could see the future, or make the dead speak, and you'll understand why
they weren't often invited to parties.

I spent some time at Tambor’s wine shop, at one of the outside tables,
sipping vinegar from an earthenware cup and listening to gossip.
When Tambor’s closed I was in a sour mood. I’ve never been good at
waiting. I can do it, but I don’t like it. I was worried about Corbin and more
disturbed by what the bloodwitch had said than I cared to admit or think about.
I had no idea who this Eightfold Bitch was or could possibly be, but I knew
bloodwitches were the genuine article. I'd had the misfortune of seeing one at
work in Kirabor, once. I'm really not squeamish, but seeing what she'd done to
half a dozen men had left me tasting my dinner a second time.
With an effort, I filed it all away for later rumination. If there was trouble
on the way, it would come whether I worried about it or not.
About an hour before midnight I made my way back home to wait for
Corbin, feeling aimless and surly. And worried.
Midnight came and went. I read; my mother had taught me letters before

she died, and Lucernis had some of the finest and most poorly guarded private
libraries of any city I knew of. But then, who steals books? Besides me, I
mean. If you can read, you’re probably wealthy enough to buy your own.
It was one of those slightly racy romantic histories from the past century.
Normally I’d have enjoyed it, but my mind wasn’t on it. I kept reading the same
passage over and over, and it kept slipping away from me. Finally I tossed the
book aside in disgust and settled for pacing.
Three hours after midnight my creeping suspicion had filled out into an
atavistic certainty that Corbin had come to a bad end. But all I could do was
wait out the night.

Chapter Three

Cock crowed while the sky was still black. I was out the door. Whatever
had happened was probably long over and nothing I could do about it, but I
couldn’t just sit there. A heavy dread was slowly churning my guts. There were
only two places to go. I decided to start with Corbin’s house, and check at his
mistress’s if he wasn’t there.
It was a long walk to his hovel off Silk Street, through streets mostly
deserted. Few hacks worked at that hour, and fewer were likely to take me
where I wanted to go. There was a baker’s boy stumbling late to work, white
apron trailing unnoticed on the filthy cobbles; I didn’t have to be a seer to
know he had a beating in his near future. There was a lamplighter on low stilts,
snuffing white-yellow flame with his telescoping pole. There was the odd
wagon creaking and rumbling its way towards Traitor’s Gate Market, down
cobbled streets. But mostly it was just blank dark windows and shuttered
doorways, until I turned onto Silk Street proper.
Silk Street is where the boys and girls, and men and women in Lucernis
practice the oldest profession. At that hour, there were far fewer wares on
display, and those that were tended to be coarse stuff, made increasingly
coarser as grey dawn seeped into the sky. Those left working were ones who

had a quota to meet, a figure that had to be reached to avoid a beating or an
eviction or the symptoms of one withdrawal or another. The ones who were
willing to accept rough trade. One trollop in a soiled satin ball gown, his blue
chin bristling out from under streaked face powder, cast aspersions on my
manhood when I ignored his proposition. I would have found that amusing on
several levels in other circumstances.
I had avoided their fate when I was younger. Bellarius, where I had grown
up and almost died countless times, was not kind to its poor. I'd made theft my
profession, and discovered quickly I was good at it. But it made me
uncomfortable to see how I might easily have ended up. It always did. I
deepened my scowl and ignored the various opening ploys, trudging past with
my hands in my pockets.
As always, when the tired come-ons had no effect, they turned to jeers and
catcalls. Anything to elicit a response. They faded behind me as I turned off
Silk Street on to the nameless, barely-more-than-an-alley where Corbin’s
hovel was. The entire street was lined with narrow wooden houses, two and
three stories high. Some needed paint; most needed to be torn down. Almost all
of them were built far too close together. A few of the houses were so close to
each other you couldn’t have walked between them sideways. It needed only a
small fire and a stiff breeze to all go up.
As I got closer to Corbin’s pit, I could hear howls, and a rough old voice

screeching in anger.
“Shut it! Shut up, you mongrel! Shut it, Gorm take you!” The sound of
something breakable being hurled against something less breakable. The howls
went on and on, heart-breaking. I’ve heard wolves calling to each other across
snow covered hills, mournful and lonely. This was nothing like that. This was
grief made audible. Other dogs in the area had begun picking it up, and other
voices, rough and querulous with interrupted sleep, yelled protest in several
languages. A door slammed. I broke into a trot. For people like me, there are
damned few coincidences. Expecting the worst helps to keep you from getting
sucker-punched—and in my world, there are always fists waiting to hammer
on the unwary.
I saw the old man first. The one who'd used Gorm’s name in vain. Not that
there’s any other way to use it, Gorm being dead and all. The old man was a
greasy grey smear of nightshirt and skinny, hairy legs with knobby knees. He
was swinging something that would have been a truncheon if it was shorter,
would have been a club if it was thicker. His back was to me; I couldn’t see
what he was beating. Then I came up on him and saw that it was Bone. The
geezer was bringing his stick down on Bone’s spade-shaped head, again and
again. The dog kept howling, and refused to flinch. Behind Bone was
something wet and lumpy.
The mind takes in images in little snatches, and sometimes they make no

sense at first. It looked like the dog was guarding a pile of garbage. I saw the
red, and knew it for blood, and knew from the quantity of it on the cobbles that
someone had died badly. But these little pieces of knowledge didn’t fit together
right away. There was just the gut anger at an old man beating a dog.
I plucked the stick from his hand on a back swing and rolled it around
across his windpipe. He squawked and gagged and clawed at the stick. I
pulled him back a few steps, turned him around and planted a boot in his
scrawny backside, letting the stick go with one hand. He sprawled to the
cobbles, hacking. I guessed he’d stay down for a bit, so I went to check out the
dog.
With his skull-thumping at least suspended, Bone had turned his attention
to the bloody lump. He was nuzzling what I recognized as a hand. When it
flopped back down to the street, I saw that the last three fingers were missing.
Cut off cleanly, at the last joint. Of their own accord, my eyes travelled to the
corpse’s face.
It was Corbin. He lay huddled at an unnatural angle, maybe a half-dozen
steps from his own doorstep. Bone started up that soul-splitting howl again.
Shutters were opened here and there. Cautious heads popped out, saw blood,
disappeared again as if by magic. I felt a numbness take hold. I turned back to
the old man.
“You see a body in the street, and all you can think to do is beat the dog

that disturbed your sleep?” I squeezed the stick so hard the tendons in my hand
began to creak in protest. He gabbled something unintelligible and began to
scramble away from me on his backside, looking like something between a
lizard and a crab. His yellowed eyes were wide. Like all bullies, he was a
coward at heart. I was surprised he’d worked up the nerve to beat Bone. The
mutt was eighty pounds of brindle-covered muscle, with a face that was
fashioned for malign animal intent.
I let him scuttle away into his ramshackle house across the street, and I let
Bone keep howling. There was nothing to be done about either. As for Corbin,
I didn’t cry for him. Bone was doing enough of that for the both of us. I
squatted down next to him, realized I was still holding the old man’s courage
stick. I threw it at his front door.
I figured I had at least a few minutes, and probably much longer, before
what passed for the law in Lucernis made an appearance.
Check The Thief Who Pulled On Trouble’s Braids out on Amazon.
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Chapter One
Splintered wood, teeth and claws, blood in the night. Lonan had seen
these events so many times before. He knew exactly what was coming.
“Can’t you get him to shut up?” The voice belonged to Lonan’s father.
This was a dream about that horrible night eight years ago, and back then,
Lonan had been unable to stop screaming.
His father grabbed him roughly by the shoulders. “Boy, you have to stop.
They are above us, we can hear them through the floor. You will lead them
straight to us.”
Lonan was a young man now, but could not help the guilt he still felt about
that night. He had known that to survive the dark, he should be silent. If a child
needed to cry, they did so with their head tucked under their pillow. But Lonan
also knew that back then, back eight years ago, he was desperately trying to tell
them all something.
Nobody had listened.
“I don’t want to do this,” his father said, before slapping young Lonan
across the face with the back of his hand.
That was the last exchange that took place between Lonan and his father
before the cellar door cracked open and the creatures took his father’s life.
As always, it was as those sinister clawed hands reached into the cellar
that Lonan woke up. The dawn bell was ringing, signalling it was safe to go

outside. Lonan knew he was going to be in a foul mood after his dream, so he
chose to slink out of the cellar and make his way into the forest without having
to speak to anyone.
Most of the village hated Lonan. Even now, years later, they blamed him
for the events of that awful night, for the multiple breaches and the lives that
had been lost. It had easily been the worst night in Smithsdown’s history. The
villagers were right about one thing - there was somebody to blame for those
events, but it was not Lonan. However, back then, nobody had wanted to listen
to the boy who they believed had led the monsters to their doors, and now
nobody wanted to listen to the man he had become.
Lonan made his way into the forest because he had roots and herbs to
gather for the village healer. However, as often happened after he dreamt of his
father, Lonan instead wasted the day away dealing with his anger, taking it out
on the forest so as not to mistreat the few in the village who still cared for him.
As the sun began to fall, Lonan returned home, eager to see the village
buildings before the sky darkened. As he crossed the river that ran close to
Smithsdown, he stopped, looking downstream. There in the distance was
Branwen, the woman who used to be Lonan’s closest friend.
On seeing her, Lonan quickly hid in the bushes. Branwen had not
welcomed the sight of him for a long time. Out of all of the villagers, it was
she who hated him the most.

What’s she doing? It’ll be dark soon, and they’ll be coming. Why is she
still here?
From his crouching position in the bushes, Lonan strained his neck
upwards to look at the setting sun. In truth, it was still around two hours until
nightfall, which gave her and him plenty of time to return to the village and to
safety. However, like many of those who lived in the forest, the hairs on the
back of Lonan’s neck always stood on end when the sun began to fall. Worried,
he turned to look at the young woman he was hiding from.
When they were children, they had spent as much time together as
possible, playing on the village green or in the wild of the woods. But now…
Now, Branwen despised Lonan most of all. He knew they could never
have a future together anymore, all because Lonan had been blamed for a crime
committed by another.
Worst of all, Lonan’s boyish affections for Branwen had changed too. His
memories of his childhood friendship with her were precious to him, and as he
had grown into a man, his feelings of affection towards her had deepened. This
was why her attitude towards him hurt so much.
He gave a small breath of relief when he saw Branwen finally gather her
washing, adjust the small bundle she held swaddled to her chest, and left for
home. Once she had disappeared from sight, Lonan stood, stretching his thin
legs and ruffling his scruffy, dark hair to loose any brambles that had become

tangled in it. It had been a number of weeks since he had last seen Branwen.
Even now, he dared not get too close. His battered heart could not cope with
the inevitable look of loathing she would give him. Worse still were the recent
changes in Branwen’s life. Lonan had been actively avoiding seeing her
because he feared that the sight of Branwen and her newborn baby would
finally convince his heart to give up on the chance of ever being able to be in
her life again.
His journey back home after a day foraging in the woods brought him past
families whose talents contributed to the endurance of the village as a whole seamstresses, tinkers, fishermen, pottery makers - and all gave Lonan dark
looks as he walked, some opting to include a sneer or a whispered comment to
their companions at the sight of him.
The village itself was unremarkable. It was made up of a selection of
about a dozen stone, wood and thatch buildings, home to as many families. The
most prominent building in the village was its titular smith, and as always
Lonan gave it a wide berth. He travelled west of the main buildings of the
village, doing his best to avoid the busier central area.
Dragging his heels, he finally made his way to his mother’s cottage. He
gave himself a few moments at the doorway, pulling in a deep breath before
entering.
The cottage was dark, lit only by the small tease of natural light that made

its way into the building via two windows set into the east and west walls, and
by the coals in the fireplace opposite the doorway. The stone walls provided
the family with only one room, as was common in Smithsdown, and as a result
the room was very busy. It was dominated by the large table in the centre of it,
currently covered in a number of pots and plates that his mother was using to
prepare dinner over the fire. These would soon be cleared away in time for the
meal, and as usual Lonan would uninvite himself. Lonan’s mother kept her back
to him, not acknowledging his entrance. He was used to this response, and
instead turned to the owner of the blonde curls whom he spied crouching
behind some grain sacks off to his left.
As he made his way over to see his sister, Lonan dropped a hemp bag
onto the kitchen table with a small thud. “Found a family of mushrooms.
Thought they might be different for you both.”
His mother’s head turned slightly to glance at the parcel, but otherwise
she did not respond.
Lonan tossed a smaller bag to his sister. “Here you are, don’t gobble them
all in one go.”
“Berries?” Aileen asked, wrinkling up her nose as she picked up one of
the small fruits and squashed it between her fingers, letting the purple juice
dribble down her sleeve.
Lonan put his hand on her head and gave his sister a playful push, just enough

to force her off her knees and onto her bottom. “Blueberries, stupid. Good for
eating, and for making a mess.” He pointed a finger at her face to suggest he
was getting her into trouble, but the playfulness in his eyes betrayed his true
intent. “And I gave you them for eating, so no messing, you hear?”
His sister giggled in reply, plunging her fingers into the bag and squashing
a sticky mass into her mouth, prompting her to let out a large chortle.
Like a mother hen suddenly alerted to her brood’s peril, Aileen’s laughs
prompted Lonan’s mother’s immediate reaction. She dropped the copper ladle
that she was stirring her stew with, allowing it to tip up in the pot, sending it
and a generous amount of food careening to the floor. With a stern face she
rushed over to her daughter, shoving Lonan out of her path.
“What is that?” she barked at Lonan, her eyes never leaving her daughter’s
mouth, which was now pinched between a calloused forefinger and thumb.
“What have you given her now?”
“Poison, of course. Thought it was about time we got rid of her.” Lonan’s
reply was laced with spite, but he made sure to catch Aileen’s eye so she knew
he was not serious. He should not have worried - his sister was used to how
the rest of her family interacted by now.
His mother gathered a lick of purple juice on her finger and placed it on
her tongue, sneering her lips in response to the sharp sweetness of the fruit. She
chose this moment to finally look at her son, the glower in her eyes showing

that she was clearly unimpressed with his gift.
Lonan’s lips pursed at his mother’s disapproving gaze. The blood boiling
behind his eyes urged him to say something to her, to invite her into an
argument. History had shown him that his mother was more than willing to
fight. But Lonan had long since learnt the cost of these arguments, how hollow
and alone they made him feel afterwards, so he bit his tongue and said nothing.
Lonan still loved his mother even if she was unable to love him back.
His mother swiftly gathered the remaining fruit into the pouch and hurried
back to repair the damage left at the abandoned cooking pot.
“Don’t you have somewhere else to be?” Again, this was uttered without
looking at her son. Instead, her eyes were focussed on the meal.
“You know I’ve nothing better to do than enjoy our witty banter,” Lonan
shot back, regretting the harshness of his reply instantly. He had never heard a
kind word from his mother, never even seen her smile, since the night that his
father had been killed. Her love for Lonan had died that night too, and Lonan
struggled to remind himself that this was not truly her fault. She believed that
Lonan had been responsible for the death of the man that she loved, a lie that
the rest of the village was also guilty of believing.
Before leaving, he knelt down to Aileen again, giving her a heartfelt hug,
enjoying the feel of her blonde curls tickling his ears. “Magpie King protect
you,” he whispered into her ear.

He pulled back to look at his sister and was greeted by a face full of
curiosity. “What’s up, spud?”
“Is he real? Really? Niall Tumulty says there’s no such thing, like bears
and dragons.”
Lonan gave a knowing grin. “The Tumulty boys know nothing. ‘Course
he’s real. Who else looks after us at night?”
This was the response his sister was looking for and she gave her brother
a stronger hug before he got up to leave. By now, a bowl of stew was waiting
for him on the table. He picked it up and left the cottage without further
disturbing his mother, fearful of further darkening her mood.
Once outside, Lonan’s eyes went immediately to the sky. It was getting
darker - he gave it less than an hour before nightfall. He trudged slowly down
the village paths, gathering big chunks of stew onto his spoon before gulping it
down his throat. It was mostly grain, but a mix of carrot, trace amounts of
bacon and a healthy assortment of herbs served to turn it into an interesting
meal. Lonan’s mother no longer loved him, but he could still enjoy the benefits
of her Knack for cooking. It was a good skill to have in the family, but
unfortunately it did not provide them much to barter with. His mother was
certainly not the only cooking Knack in the village.
He marched in a circle around the village, giving the Tumulty boys an
exaggerated nod as he passed by them coming back from the day’s harvest.

“Knackless,” Callum muttered in return, a clear insult.
Otherwise, they ignored him, which was probably the best response
Lonan could have hoped for. They were a family of farming Knacks, experts in
sowing and reaping, and this made them indispensable for life in the village.
They did not let their importance go to their heads and had the reputation of
being a friendly, generous bunch. Lonan was the exception to this rule.
Giving himself time to finish his meal, Lonan quietly settled outside the
north window of the Hammer household. Smithsdown had no storytelling
Knacks, not any more, but Grandfather Hammer still knew a fine selection of
tales and, best of all, he was loud. It was not uncommon for him to recount one
to his grandchildren before they locked down for the night, and as luck would
have it, he was beginning a tale right now. It was the story of Wishpoosh, the
giant beaver. Not one of Lonan’s favourites, he had heard it so many times
before, but one of the young Hammers often requested it. However, it did have
Artemis in it, and it was tales of Artemis that Lonan preferred. That sly man
was ever the outsider, yet never let anyone talk down to him or deny him
anything. Lonan rolled his eyes at the screams of the Hammer grandchildren as
Artemis yet again tricked Wishpoosh into swallowing him whole. Lonan chose
this moment to take his final walk of the evening, not needing to stick around to
hear the end of the tale.
He paused briefly outside the blacksmiths. This was a building he dare

not look at directly for fear of his own reactions to the sight of it. So many of
Lonan’s formative years had been spent inside it, watching his father beat
metal into pots, cauldrons, weapons and decorative items. The sounds of the
smithy - the clang of hammer onto anvil-pressed iron, the hissing protest of
water as angry metal was lowered into it, the crackling of coal in the forge had been a balm to Lonan as he had watched his father’s powerful Knack at
work. When he had been truly focussed, Lonan had seen his father’s eyes turn
amber and sparks fly from them to mirror those he crafted by the beating of his
hammer, the sign of a truly potent Knack. The other families of Smithsdown
provided for all of the inhabitants of the village, but it was Lonan’s father’s
skill, and the skill of his father before him, that had made Smithsdown just as
important to all of the Corvae people, or so Mother Ogma often told Lonan. In
the days when people had moved more freely throughout the forest, other
villages had sent envoys on day-long treks to place an order with the Anvil
family. It was said that the Magpie King himself had regularly sent his people
from the Eyrie to claim Lonan’s grandfather’s taxes in the form of wrought-iron
decorations or weaponry, but the last contact with the Eyrie had been made
before Lonan’s lifetime.
His father’s Knack and his smithy should have been Lonan’s inheritance.
Instead, Lonan had to settle for standing outside this building and listening to
the fumbling crashing of a hammer being slapped against abused copper, the

resulting tune a bastardisation of the skillful notes his father used to play.
Knowing it was a foolish act, Lonan could not help but turn his head to catch
sight of Jarleth Quarry, wearing Lonan’s father’s leather apron, pummelling
away in the workshop. The curly-haired young man looked up, caught Lonan’s
eye and flashed him a knowing, taunting grin.
Lonan snapped his gaze away from the smithy, spat the remnants of his
stew onto the muddy path, and took off. His fists were tight and shaking, and as
Lonan focussed on the path in front of him, he had to will his rage to dissipate
before he entered Mother Ogma’s house. She could not abide his fits of anger.
Quarry had no Knack for metalwork. Neither did Lonan, for that matter.
He had always hoped that time would allow the Knack to develop, someday
giving him ammunition to claim his father’s legacy back, but long before his
twentieth birthday Lonan had given up the hope of any Knack materialising for
him, let alone the potent one that his father had possessed. There was a lot of
debate in the village about where Knacks came from. Most believed that they
were inherited, passed down from father to son by blood. Lonan believed
differently. He believed that a Knack was earned, that it was a type of magic
that somebody developed by applying themselves to a certain task with
dedication and pride. After his father’s death, Lonan had been denied the
chance to practice blacksmithing, and as such had been denied the opportunity
to develop his family’s Knack.

It was clear to Lonan and to anyone else with experience of what a decent
smithy could produce that Jarleth Quarry had never developed this Knack
either. However, Lonan knew all too well that Quarry did have a Knack of his
own, one that Lonan could not hope to combat or expose, and these facts made
any attempt to reclaim the forge futile.
Wrapped up in his angry thoughts, Lonan was not paying attention to his
surroundings. It was for this reason that he walked right up to Branwen Quarry,
Jarleth’s wife, just as she was leaving Mother Ogma’s cottage. Lonan froze
when he saw her so close. As much as his interactions with his mother pained
him, this was the woman in the village who held the secret to hurting Lonan.
Branwen’s scarred face - the entire right hand side of it had been
mutilated - was as ugly as the emotions that she held towards Lonan, and was a
constant reminder of the crime that she blamed him for. What he had feared
seeing for the past few weeks, however, was now right in front of him.
Swaddled to Branwen’s chest was her newborn daughter, still unnamed for the
first month, as was the village’s custom. Lonan’s eyes fell upon the babe, the
child of the man that he hated and the woman that he loved, and he froze.
Branwen paused too when she sighted Lonan and her eyes narrowed to
slits. She clutched her baby tighter to her chest.
“Anvil,” was her only acknowledgement of him. The hate in Branwen’s
voice stabbed directly at Lonan’s heart. He felt his anger force its way towards

his throat again, threatening to come up with a retort to hide his pain. Lonan
quickly quelled this urge, instead remaining silent as she stormed past.
As Branwen hurried away, she turned her head from him, to hide her face.
Since her scarring, Branwen had done her best to avoid having to socialise
with the rest of the village, doing what she could to conceal her face when she
had no choice but to go outside. When Lonan looked at her, he often forgot that
Branwen’s injury even existed. All he saw was the girl that should have been
his wife. Another part of his future that Jarleth had stolen from him.
What shocked Lonan now was his reaction to the sight of the child. He had
been so certain that seeing the baby - finally coming face to face with the
reality that Branwen’s life was attached to another - would let him give up on
her. He had experienced the same fear after Branwen and Jarleth had been
married. However, just as he had felt on that unhappy day two years ago,
Lonan now realised that his heart was not ready to give up.
He knew that Branwen was not happy. Few people could be, Lonan was
sure, sharing a life with Jarleth Quarry, but it was painfully obvious to Lonan
that she hated her existence. She never smiled, she still spent most of her day
down by the river, away from people. This was not the Branwen that Lonan
had grown up with. Even the arrival of her daughter had done nothing to
remove the scowl from her face. Deep within his heart, hiding but not
forgotten, Lonan still held the belief that Branwen would have a much happier

life if she was sharing it with him.
Lonan gave a small smile. When will I learn? Why won’t I let myself stop
hoping?
And then he thought for a moment, letting his smile fade from his face.
Or… maybe I should finally do something about these feelings. If my heart
won’t give up on the idea of a life with Branwen in it, can I do anything to
make that life happen?
He turned to look at Branwen, but she had already entered her own home.
First things first. I will get you to stop hating me. Somehow.
With that promise to himself, Lonan opened the door of Mother Ogma’s
cottage.
This cottage was similar in structure to Lonan’s family home, but the
interior decor was completely different. Where Lonan’s mother had cooking
utensils and furs hanging from the rafters - practical items for the daily life of a
family - Mother Ogma’s cottage had shelves of ointment pots and some rare
glass jars filled with unusual substances gathered from the forest over the
years. She had a few kitchen items close to her fireplace as well, but the
majority of the roof space was dedicated to the hanging of a wide variety of
drying or dried plants, most of which had been gathered by Lonan over the
years. Because of this unusual garden, Mother Ogma’s cottage was
overwhelmingly aromatic, with dozens of differing scents vying for the

attention of a visitor’s nostrils.
“Nice day, dear?” Mother Ogma questioned, cheerfully arranging some
dying marigolds in a vase by one of her windows.
“Oh yes, fantastic,” Lonan replied dryly. “I do so love my work.”
Mother Ogma rewarded Lonan’s sarcasm with a friendly tutting. “Did you
manage to find me some evening primrose?”
Lonan responded by taking a bunch of long stems with dainty blue petals
and placing them on the kitchen table, before moving over to Harlow’s chair.
Although he was technically not a permanent resident of the cottage, Harlow
had lived here since before Lonan could remember. Most of the children in the
village assumed that Harlow was Mother Ogma’s husband, but after spending
time with her, Lonan found out that her husband had died many years ago.
Mother Ogma had a Knack for healing, and nobody in the village had ever
heard Harlow utter a single sound, or perform any kind of action without
assistance. Mother Ogma had told Lonan that when she was younger, she had
found the old man wandering alone in the forest, and has cared for him ever
since. His groomed, long grey beard could not hide the mess of scars that made
up his face, and only one lifeless eye remained to stare blankly at the flames
licking up from the dying fire.
“Dearie,” Mother Ogma said hesitantly, probing at the flowers that Lonan
had brought her, “these aren’t primroses, Lonan. I asked for yellow petals, not

blue. Mother Cutter has a bad chest again, and these won’t do anything to ease
it for her.”
Lonan sighed. “I’ll get them tomorrow. Or do you want me to head back
now?” He gave her a cheeky grin as he said this.
“We can try again tomorrow,” she responded diplomatically. “Right now,
I need your help to get everything below. The sun is setting.”
Together they moved the kitchen table to the wall and pulled aside the
aging deerskin that was covering the floor underneath. This unveiled a sturdy
oak door set into the floor, reinforced heavily with iron supports. Bolted firmly
to the door was a worn metal ring, which Lonan fed a rope into and, setting up
a basic pulley system using a hook embedded into the eastern wall, he pulled
the great door open. This granted them the familiar sight of the cellar, where
three beds greeted them. Working together, Lonan and Mother Ogma helped to
guide Harlow down the wooden staircase that Eamon Cutter’s father had fitted
years ago. Most families chose to use ladders to get into and out of their
cellars to conserve space below, but some opted for the staircase to help those
who could not cope with the physical strain. Mother Ogma had had the wooden
stairs fitted for Harlow before Lonan was born, but they both knew that she
benefited from them just as much now.
As they tucked him into bed, Harlow let out a low moan, and Lonan
flinched backwards. That was the first sound he had ever heard the old man

utter, and Lonan had slept in the same room as him for the best part of the last
five years.
“He’s been doing that all day,” Mother Ogma explained as she pulled the
woollen blanket up to the old man’s neck, running a soothing hand over his
forehead. “It used to happen a lot when he first came to me, but he grew out of
it when I still had fire in my hair. Very strange.”
Lonan glanced uneasily at the thick beams above him, and at the same
moment he heard the bell ring out across the village to signal five minutes
before sunset. “I suppose you’re going to tell me that it means something?” he
said, attempting to hide from the squirming sensation that the bells often
initiated in the pit of his stomach.
Mother Ogma smiled, turned to Lonan and now stroked his face
reassuringly. “Mean something?”
Lonan shrugged her hand away from him, turning back towards the cellar
stairs.
“Yes, I suspect it does. It means that those berries that you brought me
yesterday are far too sweet for poor Harlow’s gut at his age. Back to porridge
for him I’m afraid. Now, shut us up, will you, dear?”
Lonan walked up the stairs again and took a hold of the thick rope that
was attached to the inside of the cellar door. With much effort he pulled the
door closed on the cellar opening with a thud. Using the light from the candle

that Mother Ogma had lit to guide him, Lonan proceeded to do up the many
bolts that allowed them to lock the door from below. His job completed, Lonan
prepared himself for bed, mumbled good night and crept under his covers.
With everyone in place, Mother Ogma blew out the candle, plunging them all
into darkness.
His eyes now useless, Lonan used his ears to reassure himself that
everything outside was normal. The first few minutes were interrupted by two
large thuds, which experience told Lonan were other homes in the village
shutting their own cellar doors a little later than was recommended. Lonan
knew that his mother’s door would not be one of these - she always made sure
that Aileen was secreted away well before the sunset bell. A steady wind was
blowing and Lonan could hear the soothing rustling of it weaving through the
thatch high above them, its constant whistling punctuated only by the
occasional unusual grunt or moan from Harlow.
And then, suddenly, ears trained by a lifetime of listening for noises in the
night, Lonan picked out a crunch of straw. The saliva dried up instantly in his
mouth and he stopped breathing, doing all that he could to pick up anything
further from the cottage roof. Sure enough, the first noise of impact was
followed by three further crunching sounds, which Lonan knew was the straw
that roofed the building snapping under the weight of something heavy walking
across it. Lonan’s heart screamed at every step, waiting in dread for any

changes in noise that might signify the inside of the cottage being entered, but
no more sounds came at all. After what seemed like an hour of tense silence,
he heard Mother Ogma exhale in relief.
“They’re out there, aren’t they?” he asked her, already knowing the
answer.
“Oh dearie, they’re always out there. But the Magpie King protects us, so
we need not fear.”
Harlow gave another moan, and Lonan heard rustling which signified
Mother Ogma moving over to the old man’s bed to comfort him. Lonan turned
around onto his side and shut his eyes to do his best to force sleep to come.
“He doesn’t always protect us,” he whispered to nobody in particular, and
then his exhausted mind descended into darkness.

Adahy watched the shadows slink like poison through the streets. From
his position high above the village, and with the training that he had already
received from his father, he clearly marked their movements as they did their
best to merge with the pools of darkness cast by the moonlight. Every now and
again, one of them would leap on top of one of the crude homes of the
villagers, scurrying around on the rooftop for moments before rejoining its
brothers on the streets. Adahy had been taught that such activities were meant

to breed fear, and from fear generate the chaos of panic, which would make the
shadows’ task all the easier.
All of the tribes that Adahy’s people had contact with worshipped a
different totem animal - the Leone worshipped the lion, the Tytonidae the owl.
However, the Wolves were more than just another tribe who had picked a
particularly vicious animal to associate themselves with. Even from this
distance, Adahy could make out that the Wolves were not quite human.
Sometimes they walked on two legs, sometimes running on all fours. Despite
the clear humanoid shape of their limbs, they acted more like animals as they
prowled through the village below, scratching at doors and sniffing for food,
doing what they could to gain entry into the guarded homes.
The villagers of the forest had long ago learnt how to protect themselves
from the Wolves, locking themselves away beneath the earth when darkness
fell. Further trickery had been added to their tactics across the years, and often
some homes would be abandoned altogether, or offerings of fresh meat were
left for the Wolves to sate their hunger. Alas, it was not mere hunger for food
that led the Wolves to hunt. It was the hunt itself, and the thrill of the kill. A
child’s scream would be all that it would take to direct this band to an
individual house, and then it would become a war between Wolf claws and the
carpenter’s door. Adahy was to defend these people. It was his calling to hunt
the hunters, to be the thing that the beasts that stalked the darkness feared. This

was Adahy’s first time outside at night, and he was terrified.
Down below, the shadows continued to roam the streets, but Adahy was
beginning to see a pattern form in their movements. All dwellings were getting
attention from the Wolves, but more and more of them paused to sniff and claw
at the cottage beside the blacksmiths. Adahy tutted again at the fact that the
smithy’s chimney was still coughing forth smoke from the dying embers of its
forge. Did they not know that such a signal would surely draw attention to their
home? He would have to have an envoy sent to the village in the morning to
chastise them for their slovenliness.
“Where iz he? I see no one,” came the frustrated call of Celso Dulio, an
envoy from the Muridae people from the grasslands to the south of the forest.
The two guardsmen who were assigned to him motioned for silence.
“I want to know where ‘e iz,” the little man continued in his strong,
buzzing accent. “Why elze would I be freezing my balls off out ‘ere except to
see thiz great god in action.”
This further outburst only awarded him with a thump from one of the
guards’ spear shafts, which he wisely did not respond to.
“He’s no god,” Adahy muttered under his breath, turning again to look
down at the ant-like shadows. “He’s a king. And a hero.”
Celso’s people worshipped the mouse, and as such, Celso was clothed in
grey furs and a ceremonial hood that was shaped to look like his people’s

totem animal. Maedoc, Adahy’s whipping boy and closest friend, joked that the
diplomat must have had a thousand mice killed to make his clothing for this
journey. Adahy suspected that moles were actually the unwilling donors. His
own people, the Corvae, were fortunate their totem animal, the magpie, left
plenty of feathers on the forest floor. Looking around him now, he felt proud at
the sight of his Magpie Guard in their long black and white feathered cloaks,
matching his own, and their dull black helms.
Only Maedoc stood out, wrapped in a thin grey woollen cloak, with a
basic tunic on underneath, as befitted his lower-born station. The scrawny,
wild-eyed young man had grown up with Adahy at the Eyrie, yet Maedoc was
not of noble blood. It would not have been fitting for a prince of the Eyrie to be
beaten when he misbehaved, so instead Adahy had been allowed to befriend
this young orphan, and it was Maedoc who had been punished when Adahy did
something wrong. Many years had passed since Maedoc had last suffered
because of Adahy’s actions - both because of their age, and Adahy’s fearful
obedience to his father - yet Maedoc remained a constant presence at the young
prince’s side.
“Damned Mouse is going to get us all killed,” Maedoc confided with
Adahy, rubbing his arms in a vain attempt to generate heat inside his cloak.
Adahy could not disagree with his childhood friend. Today was to be an
important part of his own training, to witness what he would eventually be

called upon to do. It was unfortunate that the visiting Muridae had caught wind
of what was afoot in the Eyrie and had pressed to be allowed to attend.
Those who are not of the forest cannot understand the dangers that
night holds here. The Mouse thinks of its squabbles with the Serpent and the
Owl and assumes that their conflicts are mirrored the world over. The
Wolves are different. They are not human, they cannot be reasoned with, and
they have very good hearing.
The Magpie Guard stiffened, snapping Adahy out of his thoughts and
drawing attention to the distant scene. The Wolves were clearly converging on
the blacksmith’s hut now, with a number of them prowling on the roof and the
rest scratching at the walls on the streets below. By Adahy’s count, there were
about a dozen of them down there, but their frenzied movement made it hard to
track them with complete success. However, what had generated a response
from the guardsmen was the appearance of another shadow, this time on the
roof of a building to the north of the small village. This figure moved slowly,
more precisely, and by its careful steps made it clear that it wanted to remain
hidden from the violent throng. Furthermore, this shadow was considerably
larger than those cast by the individual Wolves, and seemed to ripple in the
breeze.
“By Alfrond’s whiskers, what in the hells iz he doing?” Celso gasped,
completely abandoning his composure in the tension of the moment. “He iz

down there alone? Those things will tear him apart.”
A guardsman gripped the Mouse by the throat and thrust him to the earth.
“You speak again and I put this through you,” he thumped the butt of his spear
onto the earth in front of Celso. “Get yourself killed in your own time, we will
not let you endanger the young prince.”
Adahy, however, was not interested in what was happening up on the
ridge, his eyes were fixed on the village, hands clenched tight on his clammy
skin.
As the large shadow jumped to another rooftop, attempting to get closer to
the cottage, which was now under clear assault, it was evident from the
reaction of the Wolves that they had spotted the newcomer. Like a wasp
swarm, they moved as one towards the cottage the intruder was currently on
top of. Realising that he had no other choice, the shadow that was Adahy’s
father raised his weapons and jumped into the oncoming mob.
At this moment, the moon was shrouded by a cloud.
All hope of continuing to watch the village scene was hopeless, as
without the moonlight only the whitewash of the distant cottage walls was
vaguely visible. Worse still was the fact that the Muridae diplomat began to
scream.
“‘E is dead, ‘e is dead - flee while you can!”
The Mouse had clearly escaped from his captor, as evidenced by the

cursing of the guardsmen as they stumbled about in the starlight.
“Artemis take you, put a damned spear into the Mouse’s throat before he
gives us away.”
Adahy ignored the commotion, instead straining his eyes towards the spot
where he last saw his father alive. Taking pity on him, the moon unveiled
herself again, gifting Adahy sight of the devastation down at the village. Black
shadows, unmoving, littered the muddy streets, and only two figures remained,
one clearly Adahy’s father, the Magpie King. The last remaining Wolf was on
the other side of the settlement from his pursuer, but made the fatal error of
turning to cast a growl back at the assassin before melting into the forest. In the
time it took Adahy to gasp, the Magpie King was beside his foe. A sharp
flicking movement caused the top of the Wolf’s shadow to fall to the streets
below, quickly followed by the rest of its body.
“I don’t believe it. One dozen of them and he bested them in zeconds. The
man is incredible, he...” The rest of Celso’s sentence of praise died in his
throat as it was opened up by the point of a Magpie Guard spear. In death, the
diplomat was finally silent.
“Count the bodies. I can only find ten. I read twelve before the clouds
came. Can anyone see the others?”
“Are you certain? I thought there were only eleven.”
“There are still only ten bodies, damn it. Take the prince and flee.”

The warning came too late as a dark, hulking mass of fur and fangs leapt
from the foliage, disembowelling the guard captain with a single swipe.
Adahy had never seen a Wolf up close before. The creature’s body was
roughly humanoid, but it seemed disproportionately muscular, with every
sinew of gristle standing out and flexing on the thin leather of its belly. The rest
of the creature was covered in dark, thick fur which sprouted from it like legs
from a spider. Adahy faced the harbinger of his death with a detached
curiosity, all at once wanting to take in as much information about this
nightmarish figure, but also keenly aware of his impending and violent demise.
As the captain’s body slowly fell, steam rising from his freed warm
innards, Adahy peered into the face of the beast, grey eyes and dark fangs
reflecting the now-menacing moonlight. It flexed its fingers and lowered its
gaze to regard Adahy, emitting a grunting laugh. It knew who Adahy was.
The prince closed his eyes, waiting for the end.
A boyish scream pierced Adahy’s serenity. He opened his eyes to the sight
of Maedoc falling to the ground, having intercepted a killing blow that was
meant for the prince. A thud to his right signified the arrival of a second Wolf
who began to tear apart the remainder of the guard. The first creature moved
closer, its lethal grin betraying the pleasure that it took in stalking the young
prince.
Magpie Spirit, give me the strength to die with fight in my heart, Adahy

prayed, yet he remained rooted to the spot. A spreading warmth in his
undergarments alerted him to the fact that he had just soiled himself. He was
going to die a coward.
And then the Magpie King was there. Adahy’s father was just a man, but
in the dark with his feathered cloak swirling about him, he seemed like a giant.
In each hand he wielded two giant black iron sickles, a single one too heavy
for Adahy to hold aloft for any length of time. His key distinguishing feature,
however, was the mask that he wore to cover his face. The decorative iron
helm protruded forward and down, mimicking the beak of a Magpie, and was
connected to the king’s cloak by a matching mane of black and white Magpie
feathers. When he wore it Adahy’s father stopped being human and took on the
mantle of his ancestors, pledged to protect the Corvae and the forest.
The Wolf moved too slowly, and in a graceful dance the Magpie King
breezed past it, moving to intercept the second while the first Wolf’s torso slid
into two halves. The last remaining guardsmen had managed to keep the final
Wolf at bay with their spears and the sacrifice of two of their number. In a
smooth movement, the King reached his sickle forward and opened the beast
up.
Then the Magpie King was at his son’s side. “Are you hurt?” The uncanny
utterance of those tender words from such an imposing figure was ignored due
to how welcome they were.

“Father,” Adahy began, and then to his shame he embraced the Magpie
King and sobbed openly.
“My lord…” This spluttered address came from Maedoc, who
miraculously had survived the Wolf’s blow, but his torn face would never
recover.
“Quick, boy,” the Magpie King commanded, “see to my son. There will be
more on their way, and our numbers are much depleted.”
Maedoc looked briefly at his master in shock at being asked to continue
his duties with half of his face hanging off, but with a muttered, “Yes sire,” he
thrust himself under the shoulder of a still-sobbing Adahy and limped his way
in the direction of the Eyrie.
“What happened here?” Adahy could hear his father query in the direction
of Celso’s corpse.
“Mouse wouldn’t shut up, led the Wolves right to us,” came the reply.
“What a shame,” the Magpie King’s gravelled tones continued, “that the
Wolves took him first.”
A pregnant pause was followed by the remaining guardsmen’s
affirmations, but Adahy was already miles away. He was a coward, and he
would have died a coward tonight. Even poor Maedoc, a slave boy, had more
courage than the young prince.
I will never be worthy of taking the mantle of the Magpie King when my

father is gone.

Artemis and the Three Daughters
A tale from the fireplaces of the Low Corvae.

Many seasons ago, seasons more than any in this village have seen, there
lived an old pig farmer. He was a kind man whose wife had passed on many
years ago through a sickness in her lungs, yet before she left she had gifted him
with three beautiful daughters. These fine girls were the sole source of the
farmer’s happiness, and he guarded them jealously from the outside world. In
turn, the farmer’s daughters loved the old man more than life itself. They would
tend to the pigs for him, prepare his food, tidy his home and sew his clothes,
all to provide joy in the old man’s world. But often, the girls would stare
wistfully at the forest path that wound its way beside the fences of the pig farm,
their minds filled with desire for the life that might exist for them outside of
caring for their old father. This pang of curiosity would go unsatisfied until the
youngest of the girls reached her sixteenth birthday.
When the autumn leaves laid a rust-strewn blanket throughout the dark
forest, they brought trouble with them. This was not the evil of wolves or of
birds, but instead was an untrustworthy, handsome smile and hard leathered
feet, for the leaf fall brought sly Artemis with it. An apple in hand, travel sack
thrown across his back and a patched cloak sheltering him from the misty

winds, the trickster walked and skipped his way towards the farm. Indeed, he
may very well have continued past it if the old farmer’s youngest daughter had
not decided to take that very moment to lean over the fencing of the pig sty to
throw out the muck that the animals had produced for her on that day. Artemis
took a greedy bite from his apple and decided he was hungrier than an apple
would satisfy, so took it upon himself to go knock, knock, knocking on the old
farmer’s door.
The old man himself answered, and his eyes narrowed at the sight of
handsome Artemis. The farmer did not like this confident stranger turning up on
his doorstep, but could not ignore the responsibilities of hospitality so he
reluctantly invited sly Artemis into his home.
Artemis relished the reveal of the second and third daughters, both hard at
work preparing supper for that night.
“You are welcome to sit and eat with us, of course,” the farmer offered the
stranger, “but I will ask my daughters to stand and watch us eat. They shall not
feed until we have finished and you have left our table. These three girls are
the only joy left to me in the world, and it would break my heart if a strange
man stole them away from me under my own roof.”
Artemis agreed wholeheartedly with the farmer’s suggestion, and bowed
to each of the daughters in turn, begging their forgiveness for delaying their
meals. The girls smiled back at the stranger, causing a knot of dread to form in

the farmer’s gut.
After Artemis had dined, he rose from the table to allow the daughters to
sate their hunger. As was custom, Artemis enquired for a basin so he could
wash himself after a day of travelling. The farmer nodded, and ushered his
girls to boil water for the stranger, filling a basin in front of the stove.
“However,” the farmer warned, “whilst you bathe I shall ask my girls to
leave the house and wait outside for you to finish. Their eyes have never
before beheld another man’s body, and they shall not do so tonight. These three
girls are the only joy left to me in the world, and it would break my heart if a
strange man stole them away from me under my own roof.”
Artemis thanked the kind old man warmly, and apologised again to each of
the daughters as they wrapped their shawls around their shoulders to help them
brave the bite of the evening air while Artemis bathed. The girls smiled back
at the stranger, forcing the knot in the farmer’s gut to writhe like a starved rat.
The girls returned inside after Artemis had bathed and clothed himself
again. Being as close as it was to moon rise at that time, the old farmer was
obliged to offer Artemis lodgings for the night.
“However,” the old farmer warned, “I can only offer you my barn for your
rest this evening. There are two beds in this house, one for myself and the other
for my daughters. I cannot trust another man to be under the same roof as my
girls during the night. These three girls are the only joy left to me in the world,

and it would break my heart if a strange man stole them away from me under
my own roof.”
Artemis was in complete agreement with the farmer, and thanked him
humbly for the straw and roof to sleep under. As each daughter made her way
to bed, Artemis gave them a kiss on the hand to wish them goodnight. In turn,
each daughter again smiled at the stranger. The knot in the farmer’s gut
threatened to crawl up his gullet, leap out of his mouth and strangle the stranger
where he stood, but the old man was satisfied to see the handsome man finally
leave his home.
However, every smile that the farmer’s daughters had given Artemis had
just made the stranger want them more, and the final wanton glance from the
youngest daughter as she closed the bedroom door behind her had made
Artemis’ mind up for him. As soon as the farmer had shut Artemis outside in
the cold, the trickster began to hatch a plot. During his time in the old man’s
house, Artemis had noticed that the farmer’s eyesight was very poor, and often
asked his daughters to clarify what he was looking at. This gave Artemis an
idea.
After a smoke on his pipe and a stiff drink, the farmer decided to turn
himself in for bed. As was his routine, the farmer lit a candle and crept into his
daughters’ bedroom to kiss them goodnight. His girls were sleeping restlessly
that night, shuffling and squirming under the covers. A result of this evening’s

intrusion, the farmer decided. He moved across the head of the bed, planting a
soft kiss on the pink skin of each of his daughters in turn. Confident that his
girls were safe under his roof, the farmer slept peacefully that night.
The daughters were not, of course, safe under his roof. While the old man
had been smoking his pipe, Artemis had secreted the girls one after the other
out of their bedroom window, replacing each in their bed with a piglet from the
farmer’s own herd. It would only be in the morning that the farmer would
realise he had not kissed any of his daughters goodnight at all. While the
piglets rested, the daughters were being seeded by Artemis in the barn, having
their eyes opened to the life that existed beyond the pig farm fences.
By morning, the stranger was gone, leaving behind him only an old man’s
broken heart, three awakened appetites and three well-rested pigs.
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Even myths have legends. And not all legends are myth.
When a local hospital is attacked by strange and frightening men, Fiona
Patterson and Zeke Prisco save a catatonic old man named Peter--and find
themselves running for their lives with creatures beyond imagination hounding
their every step.

With nowhere else to turn, they seek out Fi's enigmatic Uncle Edgar. But the
more their questions are answered, the more they discover that nothing is what
it seems--not Peter, not Edgar, perhaps not even themselves.
The gods and monsters, heroes and villains of lore--they're real. And now
they've come out of hiding to hunt their own. In order to survive, Fi and Zeke
must join up with powerful allies against an ancient evil that's been known by
many names and feared by all. The final battle of the world's oldest war has
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Prologue
“Humankind has had its groundbreaking discoveries, mighty wars, great
nations and saviors’ births by which you mark your timelines of history. We
Firstborn have also seen events that might seem resounding and important, and
they were. Earthquakes that tore continents apart, volcanic eruptions and
meteor strikes that shook the world and turned day into everlasting night. We
have endured bitter glacial periods, mass extinctions and wars countable only
by Father himself. Grand civilizations have risen, prospered for millennia then
crumbled to dust. And yet, even the eldest among us gauge our lives in relation
to four major occurrences: The Cataclysm, The First and Second Holocausts,
as well as, of course, The Deluge.
“Now, if any of us survive, there will be this.”
***
The stories told here all begin today, at the same time on the same day in
late September. Odd as it may seem, the eastern-to-middle portion of the
United States and the Amazon jungle of western Brazil are in the same time
zone. England is five hours ahead, and the eastern Anatolia region of Turkey is
seven hours ahead.
***
Parvulus: n. human [negative; derogatory]. pl. parvuli.
Mtoto: n. human [neutral; affectionate]. pl. watoto.

Chapter One
Kabir
From the roof of a sold out concert hall, tinted beams of searchlight wave
at the full moon, a gray smudge in the murky Detroit sky. The heavy thump-thump of bass can be felt for a quarter mile around.
Inside the auditorium, Kabir stands with his arms crossed near the roped
off hall that leads backstage. Six feet two inches tall with a thick mane of gray
hair combed straight back and sideburns speckled black, Kabir is built like a
linebacker in spite of his age, all shoulders, pecs, and biceps tucked into a
finely tailored gray Armani suit, with a silk heliotrope tie.
Kabir is a bodyguard. It’s what he does. Always has. They call him a
legend in the business of rock & roll security, despite his best efforts to keep a
low profile. In the thirty-six years he’s been doing this, no one he’s been
assigned to has ever been touched.
Thirty-six years, already? A blink, really, but in practical terms, plenty
long enough. He’ll miss it when he moves on. The music, the noise, the
crowds.
Over his shoulder, the half-naked teen pop diva under his care for the
evening prances on stage in glitter and lights, belting out one of her latest charttoppers. It’s her last song of the main set and people with backstage passes are
already lining up along the wall. The crowd roars as she builds to the song’s

climax, something about brushing your teeth with whiskey, threesomes, and
other youthful naughtiness.
Kabir isn’t listening to the words. He’s busy doing what he does best.
Being vigilant. Protecting. He surveys the mass of ecstatic fans with sharp
copper eyes that seem to x-ray rather than simply see. Searching for signs of
malice, seeking out bad intent, looking for trouble.
And here it comes.
“Hey, that’s Stag Larsen!” one of the bouncers from behind the rope near
Kabir shouts above the pounding music.
Kabir’s seen him already. How could he not? Six feet five inches in
height, 290 lbs., wearing a two-sizes-too-small t-shirt tugged over his thick
sculpted chest and a satin jacket thrown over one shoulder, Stag is Detroit’s
latest and greatest hope for a mixed martial arts heavyweight title. He high
fives fans, winks at girls despite the gorgeous swimsuit model draped on one
arm and grins back at his entourage. The crowd parts before him like a shoal of
herring in the path of a shark.
“Did you see Stag fight Dinky Suarez last night?” Kabir hears the bouncer
continue, speaking to another security guard next to him. “Stag’s better, but
Dinky got fucked on that call...”
Kabir’s already moving. He smelled the other man before he saw him.
Being able to pluck the stink of rage out of the air and pinpoint its source, even

in a sweat-filled, beer-soaked, disinfectant layered auditorium full of people-well, for Kabir, it’s a gift. Dinky Suarez, who lost to Stag in the cage just last
night, is stalking through the crowd. All 340 lbs. of him. Sweat glistens on his
tattooed face and there’s murder in his eyes. Dinky’s an inch shorter than Stag
but a big heavy bastard. A lot of it’s fat, but he can dish out some serious
punishment, and take it too. They say he hits like a wrecking ball.
This isn’t Kabir’s purview. He’s personal security, not a bouncer, but
innocent people, not to mention Kabir’s fellow security personnel, could get
hurt. He’s acting on instinct. The instinct to shelter, shield, defend.
The singer finishes her song in high crescendo. Unaware of the impending
brawl, she heads backstage, throwing kisses to an audience that screams for
more.
Dinky reaches Stag well before Kabir does. “Hey Larsen, you faggot!” A
couple members of Stag’s entourage, two smaller and less established fighters
themselves, happen to be in the way. Dinky takes them out with a single punch
each. Each one falling topples three of the crowd. People scream and jump
back, pressing the surrounding mob into a tightly packed ring. Stag shoves his
jacket at his girlfriend, pushes her out of the way and starts bouncing on the
balls of his feet, fists raised, a twisted smile on his craggy face.
“Punk ass bitch!” Dinky taunts, “no ref to save you now!”
“Bring it, pussy!” Stag shouts, and Dinky brings it all right--long black

hair, denim biker vest, skull tattoos on swinging fists, and wrath. They go at it
hard, blow after blow sounding like baseball bats on sides of beef.
The crowd is thick in a circle around them, and Kabir won’t just toss
people out of the way. “Excuse me folks,” he growls, “pardon me.”
Three good-sized bouncers break through before Kabir. Two leap on
Dinky, the third grabs Stag from behind.
Bad idea, guys, Kabir thinks. And he’s right.
Dinky jerks away, throws a jab and a round house and the bouncers who
jumped him are both out cold before they hit the floor. Stag ducks out of his
man’s grasp, lifts him by arm and groin and sends him flying into a couple of
Dinky’s biker buddies who’ve shown up at just the wrong time. They take
down another half dozen bystanders.
Kabir’s going to have to hit these guys hard. Not so hard as to do
permanent damage, but enough to get their attention. Show them they’re not
really at the top of the food chain. Not quite.
Stag and Dinky square off again but Kabir breaks through and pushes them
apart.
Stag bellows, “Outta the way old man!”
“Take it easy, fellas.” Kabir doesn’t shout, but his deep crunchy voice is
easily heard over the racket of those in the crowd who haven’t noticed the fight
and are chanting for an encore. “We don’t want anybody to get hurt.”

“Stupid fucker!” Dinky dips, rolls his shoulders and delivers a perfectly
executed uppercut to Kabir’s heavy square jaw, giving him all he’s got. And
what he’s got is a lot.
Onlookers wince and groan as they see and hear the punch land.
Kabir doesn’t budge.
Dinky’s eyes go wide. His hand goes numb.
Kabir turns his copper eyes upon him and aims a quick jab at his ribs.
Dinky’s whole fatbody quivers. He drops to his knees like a slaughtered bull.
Stag grabs Kabir’s shoulder. “Hey, fucker!”
Nice vocabulary these guys have. Kabir spins and open-hand slaps Stag
right across the face.
The crowd gasps. Stag’s ears ring. He sees stars. His legs noodle. He’s
never been hit so hard, so fast. He takes a sharp blow to the solar plexus and
his breath rushes out. He goes to his knees. Kabir turns his attention back to
Dinky.
“No no!” Dinky shouts, clutching his injured hand to his chest and holding
up the other in an attempt to fend off Kabir. Kabir snatches his outstretched
hand, twists, and Dinky flops to his back.
The onlookers can’t believe what they’re seeing. Kabir, crouched
between the two men, holding them close in a huddle as if the three of them are
best friends having an intimate conversation.

What they aren’t close enough to discern is the agony in Stag’s eyes, the
veins popping beneath the ’roid rash on his forehead, the chords of muscle
standing out from his neck, the back of which Kabir has in a grip so tight Stag
doesn’t dare move due to the icy pain and popping sounds of his vertebrae.
The crowd can’t smell the full weight of Stag’s tangy cheesy B.O., or that
Dinky reeks of a massive over-application of Axe cologne. They also can’t see
Dinky’s hand turning purple, the tears in his eyes from Kabir wrenching his
wrist to the brink of snapping, or hear Kabir’s softly spoken question, “We
done?”
What the crowd can see is both men frantically tapping out in surrender
on Kabir’s broad back. And very soon, thanks to a multitude of smartphones,
so will a lot of other people.
***
Kabir marches Stag and Dinky into the outer lobby. They’re surrounded by
a boisterous mob snapping pictures and shooting video with their phones--and
there are more in the lobby.
Who needs paparazzi these days?, Kabir groans to himself. He considers
the aftermath of his actions appearing on social media everywhere. He can
already visualize the tagline: “Stag Larsen Bitch-Slapped by Aging Bouncer.”
What was I thinking?!
He hands Stag and Dinky over to a half dozen of Detroit’s finest then

ducks into a “No Access” hallway that leads backstage. The cops can talk to
him later if they need to. He’s got work to do. His earpiece chirps.
“Hey Kabir.” It’s Rosen, head of security.
“Yeah.”
“Nice job out there. Impressive, as usual. Thanks.”
Kabir doesn’t respond.
“Anyway,” Rosen continues, “the boys out back say some homeless guy
made his way into the car port. They don’t know how he got there. Could’ve
been sleeping in the trash all day, I guess. Will you check it out?”
“Why not just bounce him?”
“Well, they say he asked for you by name.”
Kabir scowls. Must be some mistake. “I’ll be right there.”
***
Kabir continues along the hall toward the back of the building. Through
the walls he hears the cheering of the crowd and the music kick in as the
encore begins.
Maybe it is time to do something else, he considers. It’s been on his mind
of late. He’s known too well in this business, by too many people. They’ll
begin to wonder, if they haven’t already.
Kabir pushes through the heavy double doors to the private section of the
parking garage reserved for talent. In the car port near the exit to the alley, two

personal security guards in suit and tie, and a driver, lean against a stretch
limo.
The taller bodyguard, Hansen, sees him first. “Hey Kabir. Sorry, man. We
were just gonna haul his ass out until he said he knew ya.”
Kabir grunts in reply. Hansen’s young and not real competent but nice
enough.
“We asked him to wait in the alley,” the shorter bodyguard, Spelling,
adds. Kabir’s worked with Spelling for years. He’s an ass but good at his job.
“Just a little bitty dude. Fucking weird, though. Creeps me out.”
“Wearing like three coats,” says Hansen.
“And sunglasses.”
“Definitely has a thing for sunglasses.”
“And smells like shit.”
“Nasty.”
“Real nasty.”
Kabir rounds the limo and heads to the exit.
The limo driver watches him go. “Strong silent type, huh?”
“I think he invented it,” says Spelling with a grin. “Did I tell ya the guy’s a
legend?”
Kabir squeezes past the gate arm into the alley and takes a deep breath of
the cool wet air, inhaling the familiar scent of dirty water and diesel fuel. Ah,

Detroit. He checks the sky, a flat gray haze dimly infused with the light of the
city, and the position of the blurry blot of a moon. Just after midnight. Colored
beams of searchlights slice the thick atmosphere. The vibratory beat of the
music can still be heard from inside.
The alley where Kabir stands runs between buildings alongside the
concert hall. Access to the main street is a block up to the right where a key
card is required to open the ten feet high gate topped with razor wire. Not the
kind of climb the homeless usually tackle. Like Rosen said, the bum could have
been sleeping in the trash. Right now there’s no sign of him. To Kabir’s left the
drive ends at an adjoining building and turns right into a blind alley. Kabir
heads that way. This guy was probably a roady some time ago or an alcoholic
door man, maybe a washed up junky musician. Or it could be Kabir doesn’t
know him at all. Anyway, he’ll get this straightened out and get back to work in
short order.
Kabir’s mind wanders back to his previous line of thought. Maybe he
could take some time off. He’ll find another job eventually. Always does.
Have to change his identity, give up his most recent name. The one he took in
honor of his mother’s side of the family. No big deal. It’s not like he hasn’t
done it before. Maybe he’ll go someplace remote and just relax. He used to
travel for work. That got too risky, increasing the chance of running into people
he once knew too soon. Unlike some of the others of his kind, he can only alter

his appearance so much. But a chance to see the world again would be nice.
A genuine smile spreads across his ordinarily stony face. That’s what I’ll
do. See some old friends, visit family. Hell, I might even see if I can track
down Father.
He rounds the corner to the blind alley, lost in thought, then slows as he
hears a male voice singing a nursery rhyme, high, soft and angelic:

“Oh, the Incy, Wincy Spider,
Climbed up the water spout.
Down came the rain,
And washed the spider out.
Out came the sun,
And dried up all the rain,
And the Incy Wincy Spider,
Climbed up the spout again.”

A foul odor reaches Kabir. The voice becomes creaky and discordant.
“Here, kitty kitty.”
Kabir balks. His mind grapples with the vaguely familiar scent and voice.
Ahead of him to the right are two dumpsters against the wall. Beyond them the
alley is blocked by a chain-link fence topped with coiled razor wire like the
gate out front. There are usually plenty of lights back here, high on the walls.

All are now broken but one back in the main alley, striking inky shadows.
There’s no sign of anyone.
Kabir stalks forward cautiously, makes out the shape of a figure crouched
in the darkness between the dumpsters. It stands slowly to no more than five
and a half feet tall, but Kabir’s skin prickles and the hair on the back of his
neck and all down his back bristles straight.
This is the “homeless man” who knew Kabir’s name--or at least what
Hansen and Spelling saw as a homeless man. In that form it wouldn’t be the
least bit menacing. What Kabir sees is no vagrant, however, but the creature’s
true form, its Trueface. And it sees Kabir’s.
Kabir reproaches himself harshly--how could he have let his guard
down?! His guard! It’s been so very long. He’s gotten soft.
“Max...” the name passes Kabir’s lips as an exclamation of deepest
loathing.
Max hunches low to the ground. “Hello, Zadkiel.” He chortles. “My
apologies. I mean, Kabir.”
Kabir has never fled from anything only to save himself. Now, faced with
this little homeless man, he considers it for the first time in his very long life.
But he knows, running will not save him. Not from Maskim Xul. And it’s
always better to go down fighting. Always.
It leaps.

***
In the garage by the limo, Hansen, Spelling and the driver are jolted by a
roar so inhuman and ghastly they question whether they heard it at all. Spelling
tries his radio, calling for Kabir. No response. Hansen and the limo driver
stand frozen in place, but Spelling heads straight for the back of the car. “Open
the trunk!”
It takes a moment for the command to register before the driver fumbles
the keys out of his pocket and hits the button to pop the trunk.
Spelling snatches two shotguns from a case inside and shoves one in
Hansen’s hands. “Come on.” He calls on the radio for Rosen to send police as
he and Hansen approach the back of the alley, then pulls a small flashlight from
his belt.
Hansen’s having difficulty differentiating between the muffled pulse of the
music from the concert and his own pounding heartbeat.
They round the corner with shotguns raised.
No sign of Kabir or struggle. Just scattered rubbish. They move carefully
to the front of the dumpsters, shotguns at the ready. The space between them is
clear. Spelling checks inside. Empty. He tries Kabir on the radio again and
hears a tinny squeak at his feet. He nudges a moldy piece of newspaper with
his shoe, uncovering a coiled, shiny object. He trains his light on it and
crouches.

“Shit.”
It’s Kabir’s earpiece. The squeaking sound they heard was Spelling’s own
voice. He pulls the paper away and sees something else. He hands the
flashlight to Hansen, reaches into his breast pocket, retrieves a pair of latex
gloves, the kind security employees carry in case they need to search someone.
“Is that a bone?” Hansen asks.
Spelling picks the thing up, hefts it, finding it surprisingly heavy. Six
inches long, ivory white, serrated along one edge and tapered to a deadly
point. He tips it up in the light. Bits of meat and tendrils of nerve hang from the
wider end, dripping blood.
“Dude, I think it’s a tooth.”

Chapter Two
Flowers & Figs
Sixty miles south of Detroit, blue-silver moonlight bathes slate rooftops of
aging Victorian and Edwardian homes in the Old West End, a neighborhood
near downtown Toledo, Ohio. Neglected maples and oaks line streets of
cracked asphalt like weary crooked sentinels, nudging up worn flagstone
sidewalks with their roots--which doesn’t help Fiona Megan Patterson because
she’s clumsy, and tonight she’s mad as hell.
It’s just after midnight and Fi is walking home. The walk of shame. Or at
least it would be if she’d actually had sex tonight. Fi will be 18 in a month and
after countless nights of wistful yearning she thought tonight would be the
night--her first time.
It started out well enough, an impromptu date after work with the quiet yet
affable, disheveled but incredibly handsome Zeke Prisco, a guy who works at
St. Augustine’s Hospital where she has an internship. They had a pleasant
dinner, then retired to his small but cozy (in a bohemian sort of way) attic
apartment. A couple glasses of wine helped her relax. They made out on the
couch, and when she thought the moment was right, buzzing with anticipation at
the heat and tingling thrill of his closeness, she took off her shirt. Half naked
and vulnerable, she leaned in for another kiss--but he pulled away and started
mumbling about the time, that it was late and they both had to work tomorrow.

She was too embarrassed to argue. She tugged her shirt back on (backwards,
so she had to awkwardly spin it around). He offered to walk her home, insisted
when she declined, but she insisted right back.
Possible explanations whirl through her mind. Maybe Zeke was even
more nervous than she was. But he’s been with a zillion girls, has to have
been! Why not me?! Maybe he was worried because he’s older, 22, and she’s
legally underage. Maybe the bottle and a half of wine he put away all by
himself rendered him incapable of doing the deed. It could be he just doesn’t
like her that way. Or, Fi groans inwardly, I’m not pretty enough...
She tucks her thumbs in the straps of her backpack and scowls at the
sidewalk. What am I so upset about, anyway?, she scolds herself. She and
Zeke have only been out a couple of times, and it isn’t like she’s looking for a
serious relationship. Who has time for that?!
Sure, Zeke’s ridiculously good looking. And talented. When he plays the
guitar, everybody melts. That’s what he does at the hospital for extra money
while he’s in college, play for the old folks. He actually went to Julliard on a
scholarship right out of high school, though he dropped out halfway through
first year to take care of his foster mother when she was diagnosed with cancer
(he is definitely sweet), and never went back after she passed away.
An uncanny feeling she’s being watched suddenly creeps over her. She
halts, glances behind her, scrutinizes shadows of trees and shrubs, between

parked cars and homes on both sides of the street, listens to the sounds of
distant traffic, leaves shuffling in the breeze, the yowl of cats brawling down
the block. Then she looks up and catches sight of the brightest full moon she’s
ever seen. It stalks her from beyond the trees as she proceeds along the
sidewalk, peeking around maple branches, sneaking behind curtains of redbrown oak leaves. Like a bright white donut hole stuck splat in black
pudding, she muses in momentary distraction, with a corona of powdered
sugar. The shadows it casts are jet black with edges crisp as the late
September air and fallen leaves that crunch underfoot. She breathes in the
clean leafy scent of autumn. It smells wonderful, but does nothing to improve
her mood. She almost trips over the crappy sidewalk--again. Dammit!
So here she is, frustrated, bewildered, ashamed, more than a little pissed
off, and now she has to go home and face her Uncle Edgar. He expected her
shortly after 8 PM when she got off work, but she couldn’t bring herself to call
and let him know she’d be late and hear the disappointment in his voice, thinly
veiled by his ever-present and infuriating stoicism, so she sent him a text. He
didn’t respond, but that’s no surprise. She doesn’t think he knows how to read
a text, let alone send one, though she’s shown him how at least a dozen times.
She guesses he’s somewhere in his sixties or seventies (he’ll never tell), but it
isn’t his age that makes him technologically averse--it’s his inability to accept
change--his steadfast, quintessential Englishness.

Normally Edgar goes to bed at precisely 9 PM, but tonight he’ll be
waiting up, sitting in the living room (the “parlor,” as he calls it), reading by
candlelight like he always does, no matter how many times she’s told him it’ll
ruin his eyes. And he’ll be reading the Bible, in Latin or Greek, no less.
She approaches the dilapidated building that slouches at the back of her
uncle’s corner property. It was once a carriage house, back when the house
was built in the early 1900s, then used as a garage. Now it’s collapsed in the
middle and leaning in on itself from both ends. It has a melancholic feel of
abandonment, but that’s precisely why it was one of her favorite places to hide
away in, read, and indulge childhood fantasies when she was younger, having
been more than a little melancholic herself much of the time after her mother
died.
She’s just past the building and angling off the sidewalk to the back yard
when the sound of footsteps running up behind her causes her to whip around in
alarm.
“Fi!”
She recognizes the voice, and in the light of the moon and a nearby
streetlamp, the handsome features and slim figure of a young man dressed in
jeans and button down shirt under a denim jacket. “Zeke?”
“Fi! Yeah, hey!” He doubles over, breathing hard and clutching at a stitch
in his side.

“What are you doing here?”
“Whew! I need to get more exercise,” he gasps. “Ugh... and not drink so
much wine.” He swallows hard and his eyes go wide. Clapping a hand over
his mouth, he points in an indication for her to wait, then bolts to the corner of
the carriage house and pukes.
Fi looks on in disbelief. “Zeke, are you alright?”
“Oh yeah, no worries,” he gulps, wiping his mouth on his sleeve. “Much
better now. Sorry about that.”
He combs his fingers through his hair--dark brown, wavy and full, long
enough to flow down over his collar. Once. Twice. A habit that never fails to
make Fi catch her breath. Even now, it’s almost enough to make her forget he
totally rejected her less than an hour ago and just barfed on her uncle’s garage.
“I’m glad I caught you before you got home,” he says, then nods over her
shoulder. “Is that your house?”
Fi turns to view the narrow yard with its withering lilac bushes,
untrimmed forsythia hedge along the sidewalk, and uneven stone walkway that
leads from the carriage house to the back of the hulking three-story Edwardian
home with flaking blue paint.
“Yeah,” she answers. “My uncle’s house.”
“I guess I caught you just in time.” He offers a small smile. “I thought I
was going to have to knock on every door in the neighborhood.”

Fi grimaces. This is awkward enough, but Zeke showing up at the door
would have been worse. She hasn’t told Edgar about him, and hadn’t planned
to anytime soon.
“Why are you here?” she asks.
Again with the fingers through the hair. “I just couldn’t leave things the
way we left it. The way I left it.”
When Fi finds herself in tense situations, she goes into default mode--hide
her true feelings, smooth things over. This definitely qualifies. “It’s fine, Zeke,
really.”
“No, Fi, it’s not.” He takes a step closer--and freezes at the sound of a
low menacing growl.
An enormous dog stalks from the shadows of the hedge, hackles up, head
held low, teeth bared in a vicious snarl, eyes gleaming with predatory intent.
Zeke’s skin goes tight and clammy.
“Mol!” The dog halts. Fi has one hand on her hip while pointing at the
beast with the other. “What are you doing out here?”
Warm relief floods over Zeke, but he remains very still. “That’s your
dog?”
“My uncle’s dog,” Fi corrects.
“You told me he was big, but, Jesus...”
“Some of the largest breeds can reach 250 pounds.” Fi winces, feeling

like she’s just channeled her uncle. Edgar’s always quick with a random fact-especially when you don’t ask for it--drawn from his seemingly unlimited
supply of eccentric knowledge. She finishes the statement as if in apology.
“He’s only 210.”
“Only...” Zeke responds. He studies the dog. Thick and incredibly
muscular, with longish golden-brown hair and a giant pit-bullish head. “Maul.
That’s appropriate. I’ll bet he can do some ‘mauling.’”
“It’s M.o.l., not M.a.u.l.”
“Oh! Like Molossus, the ancient Greek war dogs? Cool!”
Mol tilts his massive head inquisitively.
Fi smirks. Of course Zeke knows that sort of thing. In addition to being
good-looking, talented and sweet, he’s smart, too. After his foster mother died
he spent three months in South America doing volunteer work, just to get away
and clear his head, then another three in Africa (so he’s handsome, talented,
sweet, smart, and a humanitarian). When he returned he went back to school
and has almost completed a general studies degree with concentrations in
history, literature and philosophy already. He’ll graduate after Spring semester
and has a chance at an assistantship for grad school at Harvard, of all places.
He’d wanted to go for their Folklore and Mythology undergrad but he couldn’t
afford it, just like he never could have gone to Julliard without a scholarship,
but now there’s a competition he’s been taking part in and the winner will have

their tuition and fees paid for. As a finalist, he has to deliver a paper at a
conference in Atlanta on Tuesday. Some kind of comparative analysis of
Korean and Norse mythologies. He told her “the similarities are striking for
such distant and disparate cultures, so I’m proposing they share certain
mythemes that go back much further than anyone previously considered”--and
at that point he quit explaining because Fi’s eyes had glazed over. Whether it
was because of the subject matter or that she was mesmerized by his pretty
face, she wasn’t sure. Probably both. His goal is a PhD in Philology, whatever
that is. He’d be taking classes in classical archaeology, classical philosophy,
and ancient history. And mythology, of course. Mythology is Zeke’s thing. He
and Edgar would probably get along great, Fi thinks, considering their shared
interest in all things old and irrelevant. Another reason not to introduce them.
“The Molossus are extinct, though,” Zeke continues, still watching Mol.
“He looks kind of like a Great Pyrenees, but... some kind of Mastiff mix?”
“He’s a mutt.”
Now Mol tilts at her.
“Am I safe?” Zeke asks. “I mean, is he dangerous?”
Fi snorts, “Mol?” She pats her thigh. “Here Mol! Come on boy!” The dog
grunts and sits in the grass. Fi shrugs. “He isn’t overly friendly, but he’s a big
baby.” Mol groans and lies down with his head on his paws. “I think he’s still
mad at me for riding him around like a pony when I was little.” Fi snaps her

fingers and points at the house. “Mol! You get home, right now!” He pays no
attention, rolling his big brown eyes to gaze at Zeke instead. Fi huffs, “Like I
said, he’s my uncle’s dog.”
Keeping an eye out for any reaction from Mol, Zeke takes a tentative step
toward Fi. Once fairly certain he isn’t going to be eaten, he says, “Fi, I--”
“Zeke,” she interrupts, “it’s okay.” Of course it isn’t, but she really
doesn’t like uncomfortable conversations of any kind. Especially heart-tohearts. Or--gulp--breakups. Her mind races recklessly, as it often does. Even if
she did want a relationship with Zeke--which she doesn’t--she wouldn’t know
what to do in one anyway! She hasn’t had the best of role models. Her father
left her mom before Fi was born and her Uncle Edgar has never been married,
and he certainly doesn’t date. The only woman Fi’s had in her life since her
mother died is Mrs. Mirskaya, the brusque Russian immigrant widow who
babysat Fi for much of her youth, and whom Fi worked for at her Russian store
through most of junior high and high school. Not the kind of person Fi can talk
to about boys. Besides, relationship-equals-vulnerability-equals-heartbreak.
Fi’s had enough of that in her life, thank you very much!
But who am I kidding?! I’ve got nothing to worry about! Zeke can have
any girl he wants. Any woman he wants. He’s brilliant, talented, focused,
driven--everything Fi’s damn sure she isn’t. All they really have in common is
they’re both busy all the time, they’re both “only children,” having no brothers

or sisters, and they both lost their parents when they were young. His died in a
fire when he was a baby, Fi’s mom in a plane crash when Fi was seven. That
could be why they bonded in the first place. The shared tragedies, that they’re
both orphans. Well, at least she thought they’d bonded!
Zeke wishes Fi would listen, and look at him with those beautiful green
eyes of hers. He watches her hand go anxiously to her lips. Full, wide lips,
great for kissing, and smiling. A smile that beams sunshine. But she’s far from
smiling now, and he knows it’s his fault. She presses her fingernails to her
teeth as if she’s going to bite them, but instead pushes a wayward strand of red
hair that’s escaped from her ponytail back over her ear. He loves it when she
does that...
He takes a deep breath, gathering his resolve. “Look, Fi, I don’t know
why I shut down like that tonight. I wasn’t thinking. Or maybe I was thinking
too much. Shit. I like you Fi.”
Great, he “likes” me, Fi groans to herself. Here it comes, “we still have
to work together, so let’s be friends.” Fine with her, that’s definitely for the
best.
Zeke squirms. “I mean, I really like you.”
Fi frowns. Oh, that’s much better. Just get it over with, will ya?
He takes another deep breath. “I think I just didn’t want to, you know, get
too hot and heavy when I’m leaving Monday night for the conference. I’ll be

gone for a week. And honestly, I didn’t say anything before because I’m not
sure how you feel about me... other than for, you know...”
This just keeps getting better. Now he thinks I’m a slut!
Zeke hushes another pending protest from her with a gesture of his hand.
“And, I’m a coward, alright? I admit it. But you’ve got this wall up--and I get
it, I do. It’s a self-preservation thing. Not letting anyone get too close.”
You’ve got that right!
“I do it too, but I’m trying not to. I don’t want to be that way anymore, be
that guy anymore. We’ve both lost people we love and we don’t want to get
hurt like that ever again.”
All the while he steps closer, his voice genuine, soft brown eyes sincere-but Fi’s so incredibly nervous and worked up all she can think about is his
breath’s going to smell like vomit and, God help her, she’s going to laugh, an
uncontrollable, crazy person’s laugh--wait--did he say “love?” Her insides
turn oily and cold.
Zeke marshals on, “This is totally insane, what I’m about to say, but...
Fi?”
She’s begun to shake.
“Are you alright?”
Her eyes roll back in her head and she goes limp.
Zeke lunges and catches her gracelessly, jamming one knee painfully into

the sidewalk just before her head hits the ground. “Fi!”
She’s quaking all over and unconscious--obviously having a seizure--but
Zeke has absolutely no idea what to do. If she suffers from some sort of
condition she never told him about it. Should he put a spoon in her mouth?
They don’t do that anymore, moron! And it’s not like he just happens to have a
spoon in his back pocket! Call 911! Run and get her uncle! Scream for help!
Then he feels hot steaming breath on the side of his face, accompanied by
a deep rumble in his ear. The hair prickles on the back of his neck. Mol.
Zeke turns very slowly, tries to keep his voice calm and even. “Mol?...
Good dog?”
The monster hound is only inches away, glaring at him, unblinking,
pensive even. Gazing into those clear brown eyes, a bizarre thought pops into
Zeke’s head--this is no ordinary dog. Then he imagines powerful jaws
snapping closed on his face, fangs stabbing his skin, crunching into his skull,
and Mol shaking him like a rag doll until his neck snaps.
But the tension sags from Mol’s big hairy face. He heaves a heavy dog’s
sigh, looks to Fi, and whimpers.
***
Fi has no sense of Zeke’s trembling arms holding her tight, or the spasms
that wrack her body. All is calm and darkness. And she dreams. A dream that
she’s an old man dreaming...

Soft light on open water, pulsing, alive. It flares brightly-An infant floats on his back, sputtering, giggling, rocking on a broad
ocean of reddish waves. Naked, chubby and pink, sky blue eyes beaming. His
baby face, round tummy and little pee-pee bob on the surface while his
pudgy hands splish-splash in the water.
The baby gurgles, spits, blinks at the full moon, impossibly close,
looming in a break between storm clouds that throb with heat lightning,
pink, purple and green. Soft sultry rainfall tickles his face. His eyes are
stormy gray. He coos at fireworks blasted aloft by a nearby volcano, ahhs at
the hiss and steam of flaming orange lava flowing into the sea. His eyes are
golden brown.
Shooting stars whiz through the hazy atmosphere, red, blue, and yellow.
One keeps coming, hurtling hot and fast. It strikes, sending a plume of
vaporous sea-water shooting into the air. A torrent, a rushing wave, and the
baby tumbles into the red depths. Then he’s paddling upward, emerald green
eyes wide open. He pops to the surface, burbles water, and shrieks with
delight...
***
“Fi! Oh God! Fi, please!”
Warmth and wetness on her cheeks, up her nose, in her ear, across her
lips. Slimy wetness and dog breath. The vague memory of a dream, slipping

away. Then it’s gone.
Her eyes flutter open.
“Oh my God! Fi, are you okay?!”
A fuzzy image of someone hovering over her, then Zeke snaps into sharp
focus. Night air. Moonlight. Mol.
“Shit!” she cries. She shoves Mol and Zeke away and scrambles to her
feet. “Oh no! No-no-no!”
“Are you alright?!”
She frantically wipes dog slobber with her sleeve. She already knows the
answer and is mortified, but she has to ask, “Did I have a seizure?!”
“Yes!” he shouts, then steadies himself for her sake. “Yes, you did.”
Fi breathes deliberately, trying to alleviate the humiliation, stave off the
panic. It doesn’t work. “I have to go.” She spins and hurries toward the house.
Mol trots after her.
Zeke stands there, stunned. “Fi!”
She makes herself stop and face him. “I’m fine!” He starts toward her,
opens his mouth to speak, but she holds up a hand to cut him off. “Zeke!
Please!”
Her voice is so desperate and pleading that Zeke stays where he is,
stricken but resigned.
Fi can’t bear to see him look at her that way. She knows it’s little

consolation but offers anyway, “I’ll talk to you tomorrow,” then turns away.
Her mind’s a maelstrom, whirling at hurricane speed. On top of everything
else, a seizure?! She’d cry if she could, but she never cries. Not since her
mother died.
This is not how Zeke imagined this evening going at all--but he knows Fi
has to feel the same way. Even worse. He watches her approach the back of the
house, her head hanging low, then sighs deeply and begins the lonely walk
home.
Fi curses as she stumbles up the sinking crooked steps to the screened in
lattice porch, then realizes--at least Edgar didn’t come outside. This old house
has thick walls, and Fi’s convinced that her uncle is a little hard of hearing,
even though he won’t admit it. She can be thankful for that.
The screen door creaks at her pull and the impression she’s being watched
returns with a sudden tingling chill up her spine, so ominous it halts her in her
tracks. She quickly surveys the back yard. Nothing there. The place where
Zeke stood is empty, but he wouldn’t make her feel this way. Humiliated,
remorseful, yeah, but not scared. And Mol’s right here. She has absolutely
nothing to fear. Nothing rational.
You’re crazy, that’s all, she tells herself, only half joking. Her attention is
drawn once again to the gleaming full moon. It gazes back at her like a blind
but omniscient cosmic eye.

***
Upon entering the outdated but sizable kitchen, Mol heads further into the
house and Fi recognizes the tantalizing aroma of Beef Bourguignon. Edgar
prepared her favorite dinner. Having missed it adds further regret and guilt to
the tumult of emotions she’s experiencing already.
Behind what looks like a closet door next to the pantry is a narrow set of
what once functioned as servant’s stairs that lead up to the hall outside her
bedroom on the second floor. She’s used them to sneak in and out of the house
before, but she can’t bring herself to do it when she knows her uncle’s waiting
up.
She passes into the open stairwell, sees candlelight and the warm glow of
the fireplace through the open double-wide living room doorway just down the
hall. Good old Uncle Edgar, predictable as always. Last chance. She can head
straight upstairs right now. Instead, she straightens herself, shoves a rebellious
lock of hair back over her ear and enters the living room.
Edgar is on the couch, scratching Mol behind the ears, an open Bible in
his lap. In Latin, this time.
“I’m home, Uncle,” she announces meekly.
Edgar looks up as if just realizing she’s there, his impassive narrow face
framed by bushy gray sideburns that travel down to his deeply cleft chin. The
firelight glints in his flint-colored eyes. “Miss Fiona,” he greets her with his

polite English accent. He presses a thumb and forefinger into his eyes,
squeezes the curved bridge of his proud hooked nose with long calloused
fingers, then tucks a stained silk ribbon he uses as a bookmark into the crease
of the Bible.
“Sorry Uncle. I...”
He stands, tightening the sash of his wool tartan robe (his “sleep coat”),
which half-conceals striped pajama pants. “Are you well?” he asks, as if she
hasn’t spoken.
She won’t tell him about her night with Zeke, absolutely not. And as for
the seizure--that can wait. “I’m fine, thanks.”
He pauses only a moment before responding. “Excellent.” He steps to the
hearth and closes the folding glass doors. Edgar would probably be about 5’
10”, but his shoulders are hunched and he walks with a stoop, which makes
him appear shorter. His hair is mostly silver, streaked with black, pulled back
and knotted in a tight braid that goes to the middle of his back. Fi asked him
once why he had long hair. He said it was the “in thing” when he was coming
into his prime, which she took to be the 1960s or 70s, when the style was more
fashionable.
Fi’s eyes lift to her uncle’s heirlooms mounted above the fireplace, thick
with dust. An antique medieval shield with a smeared red cross, the color
degraded to rust, over a background of cracked white paint. Hanging down

behind it is a long two-handed greatsword in a tarnished steel sheath. He says
they’ve been in his family for centuries. They remind her of him. Old, outdated,
inflexible.
He retrieves a brass candle holder from the arm of the sofa, pinches out
the flame of another perched on a stand. “Good night, then,” he says, and
shuffles around her in his worn fur-lined moccasins, keeping a personal space
of at least three feet between them like he always does. He stops at the
doorway. “There’s a bit of beef in the cooler, if you’re feeling peckish.”
“Thank you,” she calls over her shoulder. Cooler.
Mol gives her a lingering look then follows her uncle. Standing alone in
the flickering firelight, Fi listens to them ascend the creaking staircase.
He never hugs her, her Uncle Edgar. In fact, he never touches her at all,
not since he insisted she take over the task of raking the tangles from her own
wildly unmanageable red hair when she turned 13. Luckily the curls have
relaxed as she’s grown and her hair now has only a slight wave.
She shrugs her backpack, hugs it to her chest, and stares into the fire.
***
Moonlight beams through paisley lace curtains, projecting dappled
patterns across the otherwise unlit room. Tucked tight in her antique brass bed,
Fi dreams that she’s an old man dreaming. A soft pulsing light and a baby boy,
floating on an ocean of reddish waves.

Remember this time, she commands herself with that part of her mind
that’s still her own, remember...
***
In a tiny room, sterile white, a withered old man gasps awake on a hard
twin bed, wide-eyed and bewildered. A simple thought sparks in the darkness,
struggles for space amongst the brambles and fog that infest his addled brain,
forcing a tiny gap in which to breathe. I don’t dream! He clutches at thin sheets
and stiff foam pillow. The thought trips over itself, I don’t dream, stumbles, I
don’t... and falls, I... The old man’s sky blue eyes swirl to golden brown, then
stormy gray, and emerald green, then fade, becoming dull, colorless, vapid.
Brambles close in and the smothering fog of dementia billows, once again
pervading every corner of his mind.

Chapter Three
Obsidian
The cavern pool is dark and still, the only movement the flickering
reflection of amber torchlight and feathery mist that crawls on its surface. With
barely a ripple, Ao Guang’s bald head and long angular face rise until his nose
is just above the water. Breath escapes in a slow huff, dissipating the mist, and
he sniffs the humid air. His lime-green eyes scan a domed chamber of glassy
purple obsidian. Wide chiseled steps lead up and out of the pool. In the middle
of the straw-strewn floor above squats a roughly hewn altar of stone. Torches
jut from the walls, held by crude sconces of pounded gold. Ao cuts through the
water and trudges up the steps, a lumbering giant, long-limbed and
intimidating.
Baphomet emerges next. Short white hair and goatee, noble features, light
complexion, with eyes of the faintest pink. He comports himself proudly to the
floor of the chamber.
Dimmi follows, dark of skin, eyes and hair, sputtering as he stalks up to
Baphomet’s side. All three wear the same military-style khaki shirts, pants and
boots, drenched and dripping.
“No need for cloaking here, I’d imagine,” says Baphomet in Olde English.
Ao Guang clacks his crooked angling teeth together once, loud and unnerving.
The men’s images shudder like reflections in a shaken mirror--and

become no longer the images of men.
Dimmi has peaked furry ears, black marble eyes beneath a jutting brow of
golden fuzz, spotted black, and a mouth like a smiling gash. He shakes
vigorously, spraying water from his coarse coat of hair the color of sand, with
jagged black stripes. Baphomet glares at him.
“Sorry,” Dimmi apologizes in a language known to linguists today as
Akkadian. “I’ve never liked the water, ever, never ever.”
Of course not, it might make you clean, Baphomet remarks to himself,
folding his arms to his chest. Tall horns climb from his forehead, sweeping in a
backward curve to end in dagger-sharp points. White fur covers his goatshaped head and his waist down to his cloven hooves, but he refuses to shake
himself, preferring to drip dry in a civilized manner.
“Anything?” he asks. Dimmi bounces softly on his stubby legs, digging at
one ear with a black claw. Can’t he ever be still?, Baphomet wonders.
But then he is. Dimmi closes his eyes, his ears twitching. He snuffs deeply
with his wet black nose. “Something. But...” He shakes his head. “I do still
hope it’s female, business and pleasure, fun fun fun!” He chitters and yips at
the possibility.
“Ssshhh,” Baphomet cautions.
Dimmi forces a yawn in an effort to stifle himself, his face becoming a
ring of jagged fangs around a fat pink tongue. He boasts he can fit an entire

parvulus’s head in that mouth, and has been known to rip the face from the skull
with a single twisting bite--one of his favorite tricks--especially when he
manages to remove all the flesh in one piece, leaving the eyes intact so he can
see his victim’s shock before the pain takes hold.
Baphomet turns his attention to Ao Guang, “Ao?”
He’s just feigning regard, Ao Guang is convinced. He doesn’t care what I
think. He straightens to his full eight feet of height. Torchlight slithers across
smooth gray scales that cover his chest and stomach like armor plates. His
algae-colored back is even more heavily armored, ridged to the tip of his
tapered tail which still hangs in the water. His head is crocodilian but his snout
exceptionally long and thin. He cracks his mouth, droplets of water forming at
the ends of needle-sharp teeth that edge the length of his jaws, and snaps it shut
with a clack.
It frustrates Ao Guang deeply that their master retains Baphomet as his
most trusted adviser and made him the leader of this little sortie. Ao is five
times his age--and the years make him strong, even more than his size and the
species of his gharial mother. Baphomet may be an accomplished leader with a
compelling personality second only to the Master, but Ao Guang is not without
legend or glory.
Few Firstborn who have lived in the age of the parvuli have not become
legend. Their histories are rich and very long, and their names virtually

countless. The history of human civilization is far lengthier than any parvulus
knows today, having begun well before the Second Magnificent Holocaust,
even before the First. High societies and literate, artistic cultures have come
and gone, risen from primitivity, been knocked back into stone ages or wiped
from the face of the earth by natural disaster and war, then built and again
destroyed. But the memories remain, handed down generation to generation.
And before the humans, there were Firstborn. There have always been
Firstborn. Almost always. There has always been Father.
Most of the Firstborn are now dead and forgotten. Even the knowledge of
those still living endures only in myths and hushed fables told to frighten
troublesome parvulus children. For the most part, today’s humans not only
don’t realize Firstborn exist, they don’t believe they ever have. Except for a
precious few, the most primitive and faithful among them, they’ve completely
forsaken the gods and monsters of their forefathers. Ao grins as much as the
structure of his gharial mouth will allow. That’s all about to change.
He snaps his jaws again, the interlocking teeth clearly visible even with
his mouth closed, and takes a deep rumbling breath, concentrating on the task at
hand. Clear nictitating membranes open downward over vertical black pupils.
He eyes the altar then peers at the openings of two crevices, one in either
corner at the back of the chamber.
“Looks like the right kind of hole for a Firstborn.” He speaks in pre-Sino-

Tibetan, from before the last Ice. His voice is deep and grating, the sound of
shoveling gravel. The lips at the bulbous end of his snout move like a human’s
might, but spiky teeth protrude every which way, forcing him to enunciate
deliberately.
“I’ve stayed in a few like this myself,” Baphomet replies. He’s smaller in
stature than Ao Guang, less than six feet tall, but his horns rise as high as the
top of Ao’s massive head. They call him The Goat, though his mother was
more like a mountain Ibex. Still, his knees bend backward like his mother’s
did, and the pink irises of his eyes are cut across by horizontal pupils. Unlike
his bovid mother, however, he has humanlike teeth with sharp incisors--gifts
from Father, like his roughly humanoid physique--and a taste for flesh.
Baphomet is fully aware that Ao Guang resents him, considers him a
shameless seeker of status and attention, but he couldn’t care less. Besides, it’s
true. He’s always garnered worship from Firstborn and parvuli alike. He likes
the company. He’s had to operate in the shadows since the Second Holocaust,
careful to avoid the prying eyes of Father and his loyal Deva, but he’s been
manipulating humankind through dark cults and secret societies for millennia.
At one time he had hundreds of thousands of followers all over the world.
There are still quite a few. Some hold positions in the highest echelons of
government and industry.
Recently, he and the Master combined their significant resources to seek

out and assemble the remaining Asura, the Firstborn who opposed Father in the
First and Second Holocausts, as well as locate their enemies, the Deva,
Father’s Firstborn warriors.
It hasn’t been an easy task. The Asura lost both great wars, and those who
survived have been hiding or sleeping for much of the last two myria. Until
only a few years ago the mighty Ao Guang, once worshipped as the Dragon
King of the Eastern Sea by clans who later became the Chinese, was lolling in
the mangrove eco-regions of West Africa where the natives whisper warnings
of a terrible beast they call Ninki Nanka. Dimmi had been less reticent.
Maintaining his human cloak, he’d been hiring himself out as a mercenary to
whomever would pay the most in diamonds, gold and flesh. He was prowling
Sub-Saharan Africa, taking advantage of the strife there to fuel his fiendish
proclivities for torture and rape, when the Master and Baphomet approached
him.
Now after centuries of preparation, they’ve recruited enough of the
surviving Asura and learned the whereabouts of a sufficient number of Deva to
proceed with the master’s plan.
At the last minute, their networks submitted a report of a mysterious
swamp beast in one of the most inaccessible regions of South America. The
Master’s scheme was already in motion, but he doesn’t like loose ends. Three
days ago Baphomet, Ao Guang and Dimmi were air-dropped by helicopter into

the muddy Brazilian Amazon River, just over the border from Peru. They are
tasked with finding out if the rumors of the creature are true, and if so, if it is
Firstborn. They are to recruit it to the Master’s cause if possible. If not, they’ll
just have to kill it.
It rained the first two days they slogged through sucking mire and clinging
jungle in search of the unidentified swamp beast. Eventually they followed a
tiny tributary because Dimmi smelled smoke, and came across a tribe of native
parvuli, naked and brown, who’d been entirely undaunted by the sight of the
strange adventurers, even when they revealed themselves in Trueface.
The natives proved remarkably stolid. One by one they were questioned
while the others forced to watch. Ao Guang hung them upside down over a fire
pit, reveling in their screams, the odor of burning hair and roasting flesh. Other
than the wails of agony of the tortured, none of them uttered a word. Only the
last surviving among them, a female child, finally spoke of a powerful bruja, a
witch who appeared out of the jungle to heal them when they were sick. But
only after Dimmi painstakingly chewed off her soft grubby hands and gnawed
one of her arms up to the elbow did she confess her people made offerings
near a hidden lake located to the north. Dimmi had taken this as good news,
particularly liking the idea their quarry was female. The Goat himself was
encouraged, though it gave him pause. There have never been many female
Firstborn, and they are strong.

The moans of the dying girl followed them into the undergrowth, her last
words prophesying agonizing deaths for what they had done to her people. Ao
Guang has spoken little since. In silence he dove through the reflection of the
full moon into the black water of the lake and discovered the flooded tunnel
that brought them here.
Baphomet studies the cave. This place is old, he thinks, the cavern cleft
from fissures in dark purple volcanic glass, born in a rhyolitic eruption when
this earth was young. The temple within it is not so very old, however, he
considers as he eyes the torches and altar. He has been in this area of the world
before, most recently along the coast of what is now Peru, “vacationing” with
the Master amongst the Moche culture, sharing with them the joys of
hematophagy. The glyphs carved in the edges of the altar are from a society
older than the Moche, pre-Olmec even, but are still of parvulus origin and hold
no power over him. They represent utterances of protection and healing.
Pathetic. They’ll protect no one today. There are three of them, and they have
The Gharial. Ao Guang may not be a True Ancient, but he is one of the oldest
surviving Firstborn, reared in the age immediately following the Cataclysm on
what is now the land mass of East Asia--though when he was young, tectonic
drift had not yet brought that part of the world to precisely where it lies today.
Dimmi sniffs the air.
“What is it?” Baphomet asks.

Dimmi moves cautiously to peer into the darkness of the crevice to the
right, but something else catches his attention. He yips and jabs a clawed finger
at the area behind the altar.
Dimmi’s Truename, the name bestowed upon him by Father at birth, is
Idimmu Mulla, words the Sumerians later incorporated into their language to
mean “demon” and “devil.” His mother had been one of what parvulus
paleontologists have dubbed Pachycrocuta brevirostris, an extinct species of
hyaena. Heavyset creatures that weighed over 400 pounds. He has many of his
mother’s physical traits, but the shape of his head is more humanoid, more so
than either Baphomet’s or Ao Guang’s, which makes him even more terrifying
to parvuli for some reason. His sloped shoulders are positioned low on his
body, supporting a long thick neck, and his hands almost touch the ground. He’s
as tall as Baphomet (sans the horns), and rippling muscle bulges beneath his
furry hide. He’s far younger than Ao Guang and less than half the age of
Baphomet, but Baphomet has seen him defeat older Firstborn and would not
relish coming to blows with him--though he’d never let Dimmi know that.
Baphomet runs his hand along the slab atop the altar as he edges around it.
Each of his five fingers ends in its own small cloven hoof, shiny and black. On
the floor behind the altar he sees a familiar sight, a five pointed star, rendered
with a smudge stick of burnt ash. He isn’t old enough to have invented it, but he
knows the sign of the pentagram all too well. He prefers his pentagrams

inverted, however, and this one is not. He was the first to turn it on its head,
though it was against his wishes one of his abecedarians, Stanislas de Guaita,
incorporated the face and horns of The Goat within the symbol when Baphomet
revived one of his ancient cults as The Cabalistic Order of the Rosicrucian in
France.
The pentagram isn’t all there is to the figure on the floor. It’s drawn within
an octogram, an even older symbol, and both are placed on a tightly wound
spiral of lighter ash, laid down before the octogram and pentagram were
etched over it.
Baphomet raises a hand to his chin and strokes his tuft of beard in
contemplation. The other hand he holds loosely in front of him, rhythmically
clicking the little hooves together. Click, click, click.
That’s not a good sign, Dimmi worries to himself, wringing his hands. He
only does that when he’s anxious about something, or confused. And
Baphomet is very rarely anxious or confused.
Ao Guang concentrates on the two crevices that lead from the chamber,
trying to ignore Baphomet’s annoying clicks and Dimmi’s incessant fidgeting.
Baphomet crouches and runs the twin hooves of a pinky finger through the
charcoal lines at the edge of the octogram. On the far side of the symbol is a
ring of river rock around a burnt-out fire, near it a heavy copper kettle of no
special construction or origin and a number of chalices of various

composition, including one of ruby glass. Around the upper curve of the
symbol various articles are arranged. A tortoise shell, a mortar and pestle of
basalt, a weaved cingulum coiled up, a pile of twigs from an almond sapling.
Leaning against the wall is a besom (a witch’s broom), and a stang--it’s not
unusual such a staff would have two prongs at the top made of antler, such as
this one has, but these come from an animal that’s been extinct for at least six
epochs.
Baphomet turns his attention to crude palm-leaf shelves erected along the
back of the altar’s base. Each is lined with blown glass bottles of herbs and
attars, many of which he recognizes by sight or smell. Balm of Gilead, Hyssop,
Linden Flower, Tamarisk, Yerba, and Yew. There are many others he can
identify, and more that he cannot.
Hanging on leather cords from spurs of rock at the back edge of the slab
are three talisman pendants. Baphomet fingers the first, made of precious green
Jadeite, then the second, black Serendibite, and the last... Baphomet lifts it
gingerly by its cord, careful not to touch the pendant itself, which is metallic
but bright red, the color of fresh blood. The first two are made of some of the
scarcest stones in all the worlds. The only rarer are found infrequently in the
fragments of meteorites, the only source he can imagine the material of this
third pendant coming from.
He replaces it and rises, crossing his arms. These are all standard wares

of parvulus witches, wiccans, warlocks, shaman, sorcerers and wizards alike,
all who claim to have special powers. Charlatans, for the most part.
Nevertheless, they are from all over the world, and some are very, very old.
The name of The Madman comes to mind, but Baphomet knows exactly where
he is, buried in England, and another team of Asura are on their way to him this
very day. Baphomet has also noticed that some customary objects used by
human magi are missing. No wing bone of an eagle, foreleg of wild boar,
human foot or tail of cow, and not one eye of newt. What perplexes him more,
however, is a single rune inscribed into each of the three pendants, all of them
different, and he does not recognize the symbols. They look something like the
Enochian glyphs conjured up by two of his lesser pupils, the 16th century
whelps Billy Dee and Edward Kelley, but these are different. Simpler, in a
way. Primal. Beautiful, really.
Baphomet strokes his goat-beard pensively, commences once more to
clicking the finger-hooves of his other hand.
Dimmi resists the urge to flee. Baphomet’s behavior is very peculiar and
it has him rattled. I am not a coward!, he tells himself. I just have a strong
inclination for survival. A yip and chitter rise in his throat, but he swallows
them down. He knows Baphomet trusts him, or at least trusts him to fear their
master enough to do his bidding. I cannot fail! There’s also the Master’s
psychotic sidekick to consider. Dimmi shudders at the thought of Max, resumes

bouncing softly where he stands and scratches the backs of his hands
nervously. Next to the predilections of Max, Truename Maskim Xul, Dimmi’s
own diabolic tendencies pale.
Dimmi begins to laugh, a harsh giggle-shriek/cackle-bark. He does it
when he’s nervous, a habit he acquired from his mother he’s never been able to
break. He sees Ao Guang glaring at him with his slitty green eyes. Stop it!
Dimmi rebukes himself. You’re better than this! But he can’t help it, and he’s
getting louder.
Baphomet is about to reprimand him, as well as suggest they do not split
up to search the cavern, when they hear a faint scraping from deep within the
crevice nearest Dimmi.
Dimmi leaps back to the top of the steps at the edge of the pool and
crouches on all fours. Baphomet backs around the altar to stand next to him. Ao
Guang looms over them both. All three peer intently into the darkness.
The scraping continues, and deep in the fissure they see light. A dim,
purplish glow. Slowly, the light moves closer, spreading from the depths, and
they realize it’s the obsidian walls themselves that emit the soft luminescence.
Baphomet squints and thinks he can make out a hand--thin, dark, clawed-sliding along the wall of the tunnel, at the leading edge of the advancing
radiance. Then they hear something else. A low murmur interspersed with
clicks and grunts.

“What is it?” Ao whispers above Baphomet’s ear.
Baphomet does not take his eyes off the light.
All Firstborn have an innate sense of language due to the common
Phrygian grammar inherited genetically from their father, but Baphomet has
also devoted a significant portion of his life to the study of languages. A
wielder of words is a wielder of power. And the older the words, and the
older the being plying them, the more power they have. Whatever is
proceeding up the tunnel is chanting in a tongue he does not know.
“I believe,” he answers Ao Guang, “it... is time to leave.”
Light blazes from the crevice and the entire cavern emits a blinding flash
like violet lightning.
***
When his eyes recover, purple spots dancing in his vision, Baphomet can
make out the dark form of a creature squatting on top of the altar, silhouetted by
the glowing wall behind it. Vertical pupils in eyes of burnished gold gleam in
judgment over them. The beast lets out a whisper of a hisssss, and there’s the
fragrance of lilacs, eucalyptus, frankincense resin and musk.
Ao Guang doesn’t so much kneel as buckle to his weakening knees. With a
sputtering plop and squish, Dimmi loses control of his bowels and bladder.
His whimpers sound for all the world like a sobbing parvulus child.
The landscape irises of Baphomet’s eyes grow wide as he recognizes the

creature before them, one who hasn’t been seen or heard from since the bloody
Second Holocaust, which ended almost twenty thousand years ago.
“Ama Kashshaptu...” he whispers in Sumerian. Mother Witch.

Chapter Four
Mendip Hills
The White Watcher watches.
It’s one of those nights with a flawless sky of the deepest black, the stars
tiny pin-pricks of light, the full moon a pure white circle hole-punched in the
ceiling of the world.
Circling high above what the watoto call Somerset County, in the South
West of England, The White Watcher sees for miles in every direction, and his
sight is good, perhaps the best in all this world for distance, in both the light of
day and dark of night.
The land below is a map in relief, darkened shades of green, brown and
blue, blotted with sparkling lakes, and woods of ash and maple, still garbed in
their autumn leaves. Scribed with dead-straight canals, a few back roads and
fewer freeways, rambling rivers and streams, intersecting dry-stone walls that
divide pasture from field and dry land from bog. The White Watcher can make
out the flat void of the Bristol Channel to the west. To the south he can’t quite
see to the sea.
Directly beneath him the moors of the Somerset Levels shimmer through
bristling black grass and a silken layer of mist. Just to the north, the dales of
the Mendip Hills cup silvery fog, luminescent from the light of the moon.
Beyond the hills the Avon Valley is a basin of cottony gray.

Ireland, Scotland, Shetland, Wales, England, the Isle of Man, the
Bailiwicks of Jersey and Guernsey, all are The White Watcher’s domain, his
self-appointed ward. Every night he flies over these isles, making his rounds.
He does not interfere, just watches. Alone. Unseen.
It was once the craggy peaks of Carrauntoohil, the tallest mountain in
Ireland, that The White Watcher called home. Then the watoto began climbing
it for sport in greater and greater numbers, so he relocated to Ben Nevis in
Scotland, the highest peak in all the British Isles. More mountaineers came,
and then the flying machines. He now spends the daylight hours in a cave along
the northern coast of Ireland only accessible by diving past stony cliffs into the
cold ocean waters, down to the hidden entrance well below the surface. The
same cave he was dragged into when the Deluge drowned the world.
Something peculiar catches The White Watcher’s eye. Placing his arms
against his body, he dives for a closer look, careful not to pass before the
moon. He extends his wings to level out, keeping below the ridgeline and
downwind, and alights on a wooded hilltop. Peering through the branches of an
aged maple tree, he spies it, moving east along a path in the rolling forest half a
mile away, keeping to the shadows. A dark shape of the kind he hasn’t seen in a
very long time. Something not human. Something big.
***
Bödvar Bjarki trudges through the undergrowth, parallel to the dirt trail,

picking his way over rocks and rotting tree trunks, ducking beneath branches,
steering clear of the sharp light of the moon. An oversized canvas rucksack on
a sturdy frame is slung on his back. From inside comes the muffled sound of
sloshing water and a high gurgling voice humming a happy tune. He reaches
over his hairy shoulder and raps on the top of the sack, which makes the sound
of knocking on wood. “Shhhh!” he admonishes. The humming stops.
To one side of the rucksack, slipped through a loop, is what looks like a
ridiculously large replica of a sword, the blade alone six feet long and twelve
inches wide--but this is no replica. Forged by Arges himself, it has had many
names, but the one that stuck and by which it is still known today in Russian
fables, is Kladenets. Bödvar has hidden and retrieved it many times over the
millennia, never lost it to Father’s Deva searchers when they were sent out to
gather the great weapons. It is good to sense its weight on his back. He feels
like a knight errant once again, a bogatyr of old.
In his right hand he carries a hammer, equally ridiculous in size. The
handle is a smooth hickory fence post, the head a rectangular block of steel,
two feet long with a short conical spike on each end. It was crafted by no
master metalsmith. There’s nothing special about it. Except it weighs nearly
1,000 pounds. Bödvar hardly notices.
Bödvar Bjarki, The Bear, is over ten feet tall, built like a man who’s built
like a bear, with arms longer and legs shorter than a natural man’s would be. A

pink tongue the size of a hand towel extends from a thick-lipped mouth that
runs the width of his big round head, laps over his sharp bear’s teeth and fangs,
and licks the flaring nostrils of his broad pug nose.
Bödvar has been told these paths are seldom travelled at night, but if any
parvuli do come along, donning his human cloak will do him no good in this
day and age. He’s just too big.
There was a time, not long ago in the greater scheme of things, when the
sight of an enormous human warrior inspired awe and respect. Especially an
ugly one. Not today, Baphomet, the Master’s second in command, has warned
him, so he has to sneak to circumvent campsites and commercial quarries and
avoid rural roads. He growls to himself, Who ever thought The Bear would be
sneaking! He could cloak as his mother’s kind, but he’s pretty sure the sight of
a ten foot bear in today’s England, especially one of a species long extinct,
would raise just as much of a ruckus. His only other choice is to press against
a cliff and cloak as shadow, or curl up and appear as a rock or fallen hunk of
tree. Hiding from parvuli is even worse than sneaking!
He isn’t built for stealth, obviously, but his hearing and sense of smell are
keen and his vision well suited to darkness. He has observed no one so far, but
even though Baphomet made it clear he is to avoid confrontation with the
parvuli if at all possible, he kind of hopes he will. He could use a snack. He
isn’t much better at following orders than he is at sneaking. Never has been.

Do what you’re told on this job, he reprimands himself. Show them you
can follow instructions, for once!
He suppresses the urge to uproot a tree that stands in his way. Suddenly
he’s in a foul mood. Then again, he’s always in a foul mood, and pretty much
always has been. Violent, angry and mean, a tortured and terrible beast, he has
driven away anyone who has ever been close to him. Unless he got them killed
first, or murdered them himself. He blames his father, who is most certainly
bipolar (Bödvar learned that term recently through this new science called the
“internet”), prone to periods of exuberant glee but also fits of manic, violent
behavior, as well as the deepest of depressions. If there’s such a thing as “tripolar,” Father is it.
Most Firstborn have found some way to relax, some contented perspective
with which to endure the millennia as they passed. Not Bödvar. But today is a
good day, he affirms to himself, taking a deep breath. Today I have something
to do.
He was relaxing in the boreal forests of Siberia when the Master and
Baphomet found him just three months ago, having recently awakened from
what would be considered a very long nap by human standards. They were
quite enthusiastic about what the parvuli had achieved in the fields of science
and technology while he slept, and proceeded to tell Bödvar all about it. He
yawned the entire time.

“Who do you want me to kill, and when?”, was all he said when they
were done prattling on. They told him. He accepted. Gladly.
In the days before Bödvar boarded the ship to England, Baphomet tortured
him with more tedious gibberish. Apparently, the United States (who?) had
“satellites” with “hyperspectral imaging” capabilities that they tasked to find
underground bunkers where their enemies could be hiding. The Master and
Baphomet had “pulled some strings” (these satellites have strings,
apparently) utilizing their contacts in the “military-industrial complex,” and
believed they had succeeded where all others had failed. They’d found the
cave, here in the Mendip Hills, where Myrddin Wyllt, The Madman, had been
imprisoned by his lover over 1,500 years ago. Baphomet explained in
excruciating detail how they could probably arrange for a “bunker buster
missile” strike, but he had convinced the Master that it would draw unwanted
attention, they weren’t sure it would work on a Firstborn, and they’d have no
proof The Madman was dead even if it did. An Asura Firstborn team would be
much cleaner and more effective. In and out, no fuss, no muss, and they’d have
confirmation of the kill.
Bödvar knows about the disappearance of The Madman, of course, and
that no one had been able to find him after his imprisonment. Some of the rest
of what Baphomet said makes sense now, too. Bödvar spent most of the time
waiting for his mission watching “television” and “surfing the net,” absorbing

what he felt was important (and wishing he could forget the rest). He can even
hold his own with the modern English now. Firstborn learn fast. Much has
changed in this world, he has to admit, over an astonishingly short amount of
time. One thing hasn’t, he’s glad to see. There are still wars.
The rucksack hums again, lilting and reedy, oddly amplified by the vessel
in which Bödvar’s “partner” on this mission is contained. He can’t place the
tune, but whatever it is, it’s extremely annoying.
“Hush!” he shouts. It doesn’t stop. He raises his hand to rap the top of the
pack again but decides against it. He’ll have to let it out soon. He’d rather it
not be too angry with him.
He turns his attention to the bright glowing screen of a device that looks
tiny in his enormous paw. Baphomet gave him this little box of “electronics,”
which he called a “GPS,” and insisted that Bödvar use it to find the cave. It’s
pretty simple, really. Green dot pinpoints where he’s located on the digital
map, red dot marks where he wants to go. The two dots are right on top of each
other.
He’s here.
He eyes two large ash trees that stand against the face of a bare limestone
cliff, then checks his surroundings. Fairly secluded. More trees provide cover,
and he can’t see the path a hundred yards back down the hill. That won’t help
when he starts pounding on rock, though. The sound may be heard for a mile.

Once he begins, he’ll need to keep his hearing and sense of smell keen to
approaching parvuli.
But right now there’s another problem. The night is retreating, pursued by
the faintest hint of daylight to the east. The sun will soon be revealed in all its
glory by the unstoppable spin of the earth. Birds are already chirping.
Fucking birds!
Bödvar growls and chucks his hammer to the dirt. Here he stands, right
where he needs to be, and he’s forced to find someplace to hide and while
away the day, then return when night comes again to complete his task. That
was a most adamant command of Baphomet. “Do not open the cave in the light
of day, under any circumstances.” All part of the Master’s “master” plan,
Bödvar figures. Or maybe it’s for the benefit of his partner in the rucksack.
From what he’s heard, it’s not a fan of daylight.
Well, there’s nothing for it, he’s going to do what he’s told. He groans,
picks up his hammer and stomps off to find someplace to wait out the sun. The
rucksack sloshes and hums as he shoves through the brush.
“Hush!”

Chapter Five
Order of The Bull
How does she move her tongue so fast?, ponders the little round fellow
in the long fur coat. No matter how many times he hears the trilling wail of
zaghruta singing, Tanuki is always amazed. The scantily clad performer of the
oryantal dansi approaches the fruit stand where Tanuki clutches half a dozen
small crates of dates, undulating her body in seemingly impossible ways
beneath her bedleh costume of shining gold and turquoise. An ensemble of
musicians huddle against the stone cliff in an empty space between vendors,
fervently playing reed flute, drum, fiddle and lute. The shapely mtoto female
circles Tanuki, whose ample cheeks could be seen to blush if he didn’t have a
dense, close-cropped beard of the same peppered tan as his fur coat and the
Russian ushanka-style hat he wears with the ear flaps up.
The dancer’s braceleted arms move serpentine above her shoulders. She
lightly brushes the fur of his hat and his beard with her fingers then backs
away, her pelvis gyrating so quickly the belt of sewn coins at her waist is a
blur. She smiles at him, lets loose another shrill zaghruta wail. Between her
staccato hip movements and vibrating tongue, Tanuki is captivated.
“Master Tanuki?”
Tanuki snaps out of his musing as a distinguished looking, elderly mtoto
woman approaches. “May I take that for you?” she asks in modern Turkish. She

is the High Abbottess of their sect, the Order of The Bull, in charge of day-today management of the monastery, as well as an Apis High Priestess.
“Yes. Thank you,” Tanuki replies in the same language. He hands her the
wooden boxes of dates, nodding with regard.
The Abbottess passes them to a young man, a Cellarer Novice, who looks
up at a wagon mounded high with goods, calculating how to make them fit most
efficiently for the long trek home.
Tanuki’s cohort of monks consists of six men and six women, all dressed
alike in tagiyah prayer caps, white shirts with billowed sleeves beneath
cepkens (a type of Turkish vest), drab baggy pants, and a sash. Each carries a
wooden staff with a woven strap attached.
Tanuki and this group from the monastery camped nearby last evening,
then rose well before daybreak and arrived at the bazaar early this morning
when many of the merchants were still setting up their booths along the rock
walls on both sides of the narrow canyon. They’ve been haggling and packing
since. Space is running short. The two wagons they brought with them, each
pulled by four small but sturdy Anadolu horses, and the six mules and another
dozen individual Anadolu are all laden with wares from the day’s
procurement. Each man and woman of the group wears a canvas backpack, all
loaded with goods as well. This is the last autumn bazaar in this remote area of
Anatolia, in the north-east of Turkey, and they are stocking up for the long

winter in the Kaçkar Mountains where their monastery is located.
They have many hours of travel ahead of them. Tanuki squints at the sun.
Just after 7 a.m., time to go if we’re going to make it back by nightfall. He
digs into his purse and drops a generous helping of Turkish liras into the
porcelain bowl on the ground near the musicians, at which they marvel.
He smiles at the Abbottess, who nods their readiness. Two young monks
hurry to Tanuki, toting a hefty backpack between them. They strain to lift its
weight to his shoulders, but he slips his arms through the straps, receiving it
with ease. He bows lightly to the young men, placing his palms together in the
Buddhist añjali-kamma gesture. The caravan makes its way through the crowd.
This is a rural market, very unlike the lavish Grand Bazaar of Istanbul.
There are no soccer shirts, cowboy boots, or bootleg movies here. They pass
tables of oils, spices, nuts, dried beans and durum wheat. Neat piles of fruit
and carts mounded with vegetables. They have purchased plenty of all of these
but nothing from the many stands of meat and fish, not even the Turkish staples
of sardines and anchovies. All of them in the Order are vegetarian by choice-though Tanuki has snuck some etli yaprak sarma today, vine leaves stuffed with
flavored meat and rice, while the rest were otherwise engaged.
They pass vendors dishing out spicy sucuk sausage and kebabs. To drink,
there’s tea, Turkish coffee, thick and sweet, and cacik, a thin yoghurt beverage
with minced cucumber. Others ply a staggering variety of cheeses, soups,

breads and sweet pastries. Tanuki has sampled much of it, far more than he
needs, but the savory aromas still taunt him. He expresses a visible sigh of
relief when they are past the food stands to the dry goods. Booth after booth of
traditional clothing of bright and colorful design, vibrant vases, finger bowls
and plates of every imaginable hue, some decorated with intricate Iznik floral
designs, others with luxuriant painted grapevines. Tanuki browses past tiers of
embroidered kapalicarsi, handmade Turkish shoes. He always wanted a pair,
though they’d never fit his fat furry feet. He considered commissioning a
custom made pair but was convinced by his Brothers his toe claws would
probably shred them in short order.
Then there are the sellers of the world famous Turkish carpets and rugs.
Tanuki brushes his hands lightly across them, feeling the differences in texture
and weave. The cheerful merchant doesn’t mind the fingering of his
merchandise. Tanuki acquired the finest and most expensive rug at the bazaar
from him earlier this morning, a gift for Big Brother Arges.
They hear the music before they reach the gathering crowd. Besides
offering the prospect to buy and sell goods, this bazaar also provides the locals
with an opportunity to celebrate the fall harvest. Tanuki grins. And the Turks
never shirk their celebrational duties.
In an open circle where the canyon widens, six men in black caps with
vests over white shirts and pants tucked into high black boots are lined up,

hands on shoulders, moving deliberately and dramatically to the
accompaniment of traditional folk music. The crowd around the circle claps in
time as the dancers swing their legs, sway, and stomp in unison.
Tanuki applauds with delight. He’d dearly love to join the dance or snatch
up one of the musician’s shepherd’s pipes, fifes or baglamas and play along
with them. He could easily catch up with the monks if he were to send them on
ahead, but it wouldn’t be good etiquette. He nods to the Abbottess and they
continue on their way.
Abruptly, it seems, they’re passing out of the east mouth of the canyon into
the clear autumn air, the stony rolling countryside laid out before them, the
sounds and smells of the bazaar fading away behind.
Tanuki drops back to confirm with the Cellarer Novice that all the dates
have been packed securely. He has taken pains to purchase plenty of dates
today, his Brothers back home will be happy to see, and would be mightily
sore at him if he hadn’t. Asterion The Bull and Arges The Rhinoceros do love
their dates.
***
The cavalcade of monks travel east over the undulating, rocky terrain, the
mountains to their left and the Çoruh River valley to their right, the only sounds
the muffled clopping of the animal’s hooves and the soft conversation of the
monks. Humps of spiny thorn cushion and milk-vetch spread sporadically as

far as the eye can see, the multiplicity of tints of summer having given way to
the gray and brown of coming winter, soon to be covered in white. The
formerly colorful Asteraceae now reduced to swaying thistles, and all that’s
left of the glorious flowering mulleins are bare stalks rising from rosettes of
velvety leaves lying flat on the ground.
Eventually they angle north toward the mountains. Not far to the south and
east are the trickling waters that form the beginnings of both the Euphrates and
Tigris rivers. Some call the Euphrates-Tigris Basin the “cradle of
civilization,” others claim the Nile River Valley deserves that designation, still
others the Yellow River Valley of China or Mexico’s Yucatan Peninsula. They
are all deserving, and not, Tanuki muses. These areas were all home to early
“advances” in mtoto culture, but there are plenty of other places in this world
where civilizations have waxed and waned. Not all of them were mtoto, or
particularly “civilized.”
In ages past lions and tigers roamed these steppes, but they’re long gone.
Tanuki still hopes to catch a glimpse of a rare Anatolia Leopard, though. He
fondly recalls venturing out with Arges in bygone days, surreptitiously
destroying pitfall traps the Romans set to capture leopards for gladiatorial
spectacles. On one occasion they spied a half dozen Roman centurions
approaching so Arges hid in one of the pits. When the centurions peered in to
see what they’d caught, he sprang out with a mighty roar. Three of them shit

themselves, one fainted. Tanuki has never seen watoto run so fast.
Chuckling to himself, Tanuki sees he’s outpaced the group. There’s a pond
near the path, so he calls back to ask if they’d like to rest. The monks are
extremely fit, but they don’t protest and are happy to tend to the horses and
mules.
Tanuki removes his backpack and wades into the clear shallows of the
pond to enjoy the refreshing coolness on his bare feet. He looks down into the
mirror surface of the water. To his own eyes, the mtoto cloak he wears outside
the monastery is gone.
Thanks to the unique physicality of their father, all Firstborn have the
ability to alter their form to some extent. A combination of an actual
reorganization of matter and a psychological projection, in varying degrees.
Tanuki usually doesn’t bother with a physical change because he isn’t
enormous, very oddly shaped, or four-legged, and he doesn’t have pesky horns
or antlers to get in the way. For Tanuki, simply impressing upon the acuity of
watoto is enough.
Mtoto perception is very practical and became more so as they evolved,
governed by their sensory-motor schema of stimulus-response, action-reaction
and habitual recognition--essentially, the need to immediately make sense of
what their senses bring to them and determine its use value or whether it is
friend or foe. This also, however, limits them. They have a very hard time

seeing what they don’t understand or have never seen before.
Since the watoto are naturally inclined not to perceive Firstborn as they
truly are, with very little effort Tanuki can “project” a familiar appearance,
much like a human can project an air of confidence, strength, or sexuality.
Without saying a word, even watoto can appear to be confident, strong, or
sexual to those around them, even if they are timid, weak, and terrible in bed.
Thus, in the presence of watoto, Tanuki can simply consider himself a jolly
bearded fellow in fur coat and hat, and voilà, that’s how the watoto perceive
him. It doesn’t work on animals, or some small children, but the grown-ups
don’t pay much attention to them anyway.
Since Firstborn are fully aware of their own existence, they can usually
see through the cloak of others with ease. Whether they wear real clothing, the
illusion of clothing, or none at all, it matters not. Some are better at cloaking
than others and can take all manner of forms, particularly the elders. Most, like
Tanuki, always retain characteristics of their Trueface, just morphed to human
understanding. Like all of them, however, Tanuki can easily appear as the
species of his mother, as a lump of earth or stone if he lies still, even a shadow
in dim light.
It is kind of sad that the watoto are so easily duped, but this simplistic
perception of theirs is also the primary reason they’ve survived as a species.
There are advantages to going though life with blinders on. If at any time

throughout their existence they had full comprehension of how truly vulnerable
they were, any real inkling of the odds against their survival, they may have
just lain down to die. Thanks to their unlikely combination of qualities,
however, being at once brilliant and ignorant, adaptable yet naïve, and most of
all tenacious, they’ve now reached the highest rung of the evolutionary ladder.
Well, almost.
Tanuki contemplates his reflection. He’s little more than 5’ 8” tall but
more or less humanoid in shape. A bit on the chunky side, though he likes to
tell Arges that it’s because of the fur. His arms and legs are as hairy as the rest
of him, with short black claws on his stubby little fingers and toes. He has a
wet black dog’s nose, deep brown eyes and sharp little canine teeth top and
bottom, with fuzzy peaked ears high on his head. There are dark circles around
his eyes, but they aren’t from fatigue. Tanuki may be young for a Firstborn, but
all have endurance and constitutions far beyond that of any mtoto. He could
carry his pack at the pace they’ve been keeping today for weeks on end,
without food, drink or repose. He wouldn’t like it, but he could do it. No, he
isn’t tired. He has circles around his eyes because he’s Tanuki. The Tanuki, in
fact. The only one left. It’s just the color of the hair there. He gets it from his
mother, a natural Tanuki, Nyctereutes procyonoides viverrinus, a canine
species native to Japan that survives to this day. They’re also called “raccoon
dogs” because of their surprising resemblance to the nimble-handed creatures,

right down to their short pointy snouts, bushy tails, and black bandit masks.
Tanuki has all those traits, including the bushy tail, though he can’t see it
in his reflection because it’s behind his butt where tails are supposed to be. He
can see his big fuzzy balls, though. It’s difficult not to, considering the angle of
the water below and the fact that they are pretty big. But they’re covered with
short dense hair, the same color as the rest of his fur, so he doesn’t consider
them obscene or even all that obvious.
He’s stirred from contemplation of his fuzzy nutsack by a high whistle, the
sound of the Abbottess signaling the monks to prepare to move on. Tanuki
ascends from the pond and stoops to his backpack. In a blink he’s cast in
shadow and out of the corner of his eye he sees a dark patch flit across the
sun’s reflection on the water. He jerks his head up and scans the sky, but there
is nothing there. He looks back at the monks, who are busying themselves with
a final tightening of straps on the wagons. There’s no indication they’ve
noticed anything out of the ordinary.
Just a wisp of cloud, or maybe a bird, he rationalizes. But there are no
clouds, and it would’ve had to be a damn big bird. Must have been a jet. A
very fast, high-flying jet.
Gullible as ever, he scolds himself. Still, he has a hard time shaking the
inexplicable chill that’s come over him.

Chapter Six
Flowers & Figs 2
Fiona Megan Patterson wakes. I’m supposed to remember something, is
her first sleepy thought. Aren’t I? A dream, maybe? She knows she dreams, but
she doesn’t remember many. That’s very common. She’s read about it.
Fi stretches under the covers, groans and looks out her bedroom window.
The bright morning sunlight has turned the paisley design of her lace curtains
into a soft white frieze.
Surprise of surprises, she’s woken up horny. Imagine that! It’s a curse,
she swears, one she’s had to bear every day since puberty. The memory of last
night floods back. Not only did she not finally have sex, she was totally
humiliated as well. And had a seizure! Right in front of Zeke! She moans,
mortified, pressing her forearm over her eyes. It’s not just the humiliation or
the “relationship” problems, either. She hasn’t had an episode in ages. What if
they’re back, for good? She decides to keep it to herself for now. Meanwhile,
she’ll just have to live with the nagging fear that it could happen again, any
place, any time. She remembers that feeling. It sucks.
She squirms, watching patterns of light and shadow from the window play
across her colorful star-patterned quilt. Mrs. Mirskaya, her old babysitter and
one-time employer, made it for her using patches of fabric and intricate
needlework to craft Russian folk designs of swirling fairy tale birds, minarets

and gray thrushes, colorful onion domed bird houses, matryoshka dolls, and
pomegranates with blooms.
Her eyes roam over her little bedroom. It’s one of the smallest rooms in
this enormous house, but Uncle Edgar let her pick any room she wanted when
she moved in. She chose this one because it’s intimate and cozy. She loves its
worn wood floor, the uneven horse-hair plaster and lathe walls and ceiling,
and the window of wavy dimpled green glass set in an original wood frame
with weights on cords that rumble in the walls when you open it. There’s just
the one window, but it’s always been her portal to imagining what life might be
like in the wide world outside Toledo. The collection of travel posters and
cheap paintings tacked to the walls attest to her wandering spirit. London,
Paris, Venice, Berlin, Prague, Norway, Greece, Egypt, India, Africa, and many
more. Edgar has been to every one of these places. Fi’s been to none of them,
but she’s promised herself she will. Some day. There’s also a poster of Albert
Einstein sticking his tongue out, which she just thinks is funny, and a graphic
chart of human anatomy, a sign of her chosen area of study. Lame, she thinks.
It’s all lame. She manages a self-deprecating smile. Just like me.
Her eye catches the only two pictures she has of her mother, standing in
frames on her dresser opposite the foot of the bed. In one of the photos a
smiling woman with shining red hair sits holding a silver flute, a publicity
photo for the symphony. In the other, five year old Fi leans her head on her

mom’s shoulder in the park, both of them grinning. Fi has no pictures of her
father. She never knew him. He left before she was born and they’ve had no
contact, not a single letter or even a card on birthdays. She used to fantasize he
had a good reason for leaving, that he lived a secret life doing something really
important, but now he’s just dead to her. As far as she knows he might really be
dead, but she’s learned the less she thinks about him the better.
When Fi was seven her mother was killed in a plane crash on the way
back from a concert in Vancouver. Fi was staying with Old Lady Muskrat.
That’s what she calls Mrs. Mirskaya when she’s not around, much to her
uncle’s chagrin, (but she does have a mustache and buck teeth). When the
police and an airline representative showed up at the door with the news,
Uncle Edgar was right behind them.
From what Fi understands, her mother met Edgar shortly after Fi was
born. He had recently moved to Toledo from London, but some months before
then he’d received a letter from Fi’s father, whom he claimed was his cousin,
telling him about the new love of his life and their unborn child in America.
Apparently Edgar had seemed quite saddened to hear that Fi’s father had
abandoned them.
Fi’s mother had no living relatives, so the day after her death Edgar took
Fi to Children’s Services to begin the custody process. The courts wanted
proof they were related. DNA tests confirmed they were, and not too distantly.

He also had paperwork that linked him to her father’s family. The courts were
satisfied, she was given into his care and he took her into his home. This home.
That was ten years ago. Edgar could have left the country, Fi reminds herself,
just not shown up for her, or downright denied custody. But he didn’t.
She’s very fond of her uncle, though he frustrates her at times,
embarrasses her at others. Still, sometimes she feels bad that she doesn’t spend
more time with him. Sometimes she feels like she doesn’t know him at all. He
doesn’t talk about himself or his past. She doesn’t even know his favorite
color. When he is in a talkative mood he just goes on about ancient history, the
foibles of science and “jolly old England.” She feels bad when she gives him a
hard time, too. It has to have been difficult for him. He never had any children
of his own, then suddenly took it upon himself to take care of a sad little girl he
hardly knew.
She was worse than just sad, though. After her mother’s death she turned
into a brat. Hyperactive, bored at school, depressed, unable to concentrate. So
she took it out on Edgar, and Mol. She acted out, talked back, threw snit fits.
Not violent or vicious, she was just such a grouchy little turd.
She never had many friends, not close ones, anyway. The mean kids in
grade school called her an orphan. Technically that’s true, but she told them
they were stupid, that orphans have no family and she lived with her uncle.
They’d laugh and call him “Uncle Hippie Mutton-chops.” When she played

soccer (not very well) he’d pick her up from practice in his old beat-up
Bentley. They’d call out, in bad English accents, “Oh Fee-oh-nah, it’s your butlah, come to fetch you home!”
Her “episodes” didn’t help, either. It only happened once at school, in
third grade, but that was enough. Most kids just stayed away. Others teased.
She’d wet herself that time, too. It didn’t always happen, but often enough. For
many of her old classmates she’ll always be remembered as “pee-pee Fi.”
Thank God it didn’t happen last night with Zeke! Which reminds her,
she’s going to have to talk to him today. Definitely not looking forward to that.
She got terrible grades in middle school, detentions. Never dyed her hair
pink, pierced her nose or got tattoos. But she thought about it. Her
experimentation with cigarettes, pot and alcohol didn’t last long. Except for the
occasional glass of wine she never liked it, no matter how cool it was. She just
isn’t cool. That’s all there is to it.
She finally got her shit together a few years ago. Mostly a matter of
focusing her OCD tendencies on school and staving off the ADD. She’s never
been officially diagnosed, but she swears she’s both. She’s always dived into
things intensely, whatever caught her fancy, whether it be fantasy books,
drawing and painting, playing the flute or jigsaw puzzles, and would stay up all
night for weeks on end, completely devoting herself to her flighty focus. Then
she’d suddenly lose interest and something else would take its place. She can

do schoolwork regularly now, she just considers it a job, never misses a class
and way over-studies. She aced all her classes sophomore and junior year and
actually got to graduate early. She’s always wondered, though, if the school
just wanted to be rid of her.
Now she’s enrolled in pre-med in college. Straight A’s, so far. Edgar
encouraged her to study whatever she wanted, said that he’d manage to scrape
up the money and cover the rest with loans. But that’s the problem. She just
doesn’t know what she wants to do. What do you want to be when you grow
up, Fi? Huh?! Grow up? Hell, most of the time she doesn’t know what she
wants at all, period! She thought about international business for awhile, then
journalism, so she could travel, but settled on health care. For now. It is the
practical thing to do. And honorable, her uncle says.
For all the trouble she’s caused him, Edgar has never grounded her or
punished her in any way. He has never even given her a talking to about
responsibility, mutual respect or common courtesy. In one of her more maudlin
moments in her younger years, when feeling guilty about having a tantrum over
not being allowed to have chocolate cake (in spite of the fact that they didn’t
have any chocolate cake and she already had ice cream for dessert), she asked
her uncle why he put up with her. He looked genuinely taken aback and said,
“Why, this is what family does, dear.” Then he made her a chocolate cake.
As crazy as Edgar makes her sometimes, he’s the only father she’s ever

known, and she truly believes he’s done the best he can. She’ll be grateful to
him forever. She just has to learn how to show it.
Fi hears a soft tick tick and muffled hiss coming from the old radiator in
the corner of the room. Edgar must have turned on the heat last night. Not
because it’s all that chilly yet but to test the boiler before the real cold comes.
He does the same thing about this time every year. Her uncle is nothing if not a
creature of habit--Oh shit!
Speaking of habit, every Sunday morning since she first came to live with
him, Edgar brings her breakfast in bed before going to church. At 8:00 AM, on
the dot. And it’s Sunday morning. Over the years she’s tried everything she
could think of to dissuade him from it, but it’s become a tradition, and her
uncle is all about tradition.
She checks the clock. 7:59 AM. She needs to get some clothes on, right
now. She tosses the covers back and hears Edgar coming up the stairs,
whistling “Swing Low, Sweet Chariot,” his favorite song. Maybe the only song
he knows. Well, that, “Amazing Grace,” and “The Battle Hymn of the
Republic.”
He’ll knock, he always does. She leaps to her dresser, grabs a pair of boy
short underwear from the overflowing, half-open drawer and tugs them on. She
catches her own bright green eyes in the dresser mirror. “Irish eyes,” Edgar
calls them. Her hair is somewhere between light auburn and soft copper in

color and tumbles down over her pale shoulders. Even when in a ponytail or
bun there are strands that escape across her brow and cut down the edge of her
left eye, threatening to obscure her vision, so she pushes them back over her
ear often, as she does now. She’s been asked a dozen times if she dyes her hair
that particular shade, but it’s entirely natural. She gets it from her mom.
At 5’ 4” tall, Fi considers herself medium height. There have always been
shorter girls in her classes and some much taller. “I don’t know what they’re
feeding people these days,” Edgar has commented. “It’s a known fact that
human beings have been consistently increasing in height as a species for a
very long time--but today! You would have been considered an Amazon in my
time, dear. I was thought to have quite an impressive stature in my younger
days, now I am average height at best. My father was considered a veritable
giant among men, and he was just six feet tall!”
Fi squints at her reflection. She doesn’t think she’s particularly attractive,
not like her mother was, but she’s slim, athletically built (if not athletically
inclined), and has high perky breasts--which she thinks are too small, and her
round butt sticks out more than she’d like. Still, she thinks she looks okay. Not
good enough for Zeke, obviously!
There’s a firm rap on the door and Edgar’s voice comes from the other
side. “Miss Fiona? Breakfast!”
“One second!” She flings clothes from a pile on the floor until she finds a

tank top that doesn’t look too dirty and pulls it on. She runs to the closet,
throws a jacket off the door hook and snatches her bathrobe from underneath,
slips into it and jumps back in bed.
“Come in!” she shouts, dragging the quilt over her legs.
Edgar opens the door and peers in to make sure it’s safe. Fi fears he’s
never gotten over the time when she was 14 and feeling ornery and hid in
nothing but underpants and bra to jump out in front of him as he headed up the
hall to the bathroom. “Flabbergasted” is a good word to describe his reaction.
He ran away faster than she’s ever seen him move. He never mentioned it
afterward, but since then he’s been cautious when coming anywhere near this
part of the house.
Assured that all is clear, he enters, wearing the only suit he owns, maybe
has ever owned, a three piece navy blue pinstripe with a golden silk necktie,
and carrying a silver tray with a plate under a dome cover. “Good morning,
Miss Fi. Happy Sunday to you.”
“Good morning, Uncle Edgar.” Mol trots in and throws himself down with
a loud thu-whump, hard enough to shake the room. “Good morning, Mol.” The
big dog grunts, rolling onto his back and wriggling to scratch himself.
“And what are we busying ourselves with this morning?” Edgar asks,
eyeing the unfolded clothes on the bed, open dresser drawers, laundry on the
floor, desk strewn with papers and open books. “Ah, tidying up, I see.”

“Funny, ha ha.”
“It’s your sanctuary dear, do with it what you will.” From the look on his
face, however, the condition of her room is not what he’d prefer.
He steps up bedside, pulls a folding stand from under his arm and sets it
up. On it he places the tray, which also contains a glass of orange juice, a
steaming cup of coffee, a bowl of cut fruit and buttered English muffins--real
ones, not the spongy American knock-offs--with a dollop of orange marmalade
on the side. He lifts the lid and steam rolls out. “Voilà! Eggs Hussarde with
heirloom tomatoes” (of course he says ‘toe-mah-toes,’ like a good Englishman
should). “I even made that foul black substance you like to drink,” he adds.
“What is the word for it?”
“C-o-f-f-e-e,” she plays along.
“Oh yes,” he grimaces.
Fi pulls the tray to her lap and digs in. At least she knows he won’t bring
up the fact she missed dinner and came in late last night, and never will. He
isn’t one to dwell on things. “What’s done is done,” she’s heard him say on
more than a few occasions. Usually after she’s done something rotten or broken
something.
“You know, Uncle,” she says, taking half an English muffin in one bite,
“you really don’t have to do this anymore.”
“You don’t like the Hussarde? It’s the Marchand de Vin, isn’t it? Too much

thyme?”
“It’s delicious, as always, thank you.” Whatever else Fi might say about
her Uncle Edgar, he’s a damn good cook. More like a chef. “You know exactly
what I mean. Breakfast in bed, every Sunday. I’ll be 18 in a month.”
“So a woman of legal age is not allowed breakfast in bed? I’ve been in
America all this time and I still learn something new about this queer country
every day.”
He’s in a particularly good mood. That hasn’t happened much lately. He’s
always polite, but he has been more and more despondent of late. She doesn’t
know why for certain, but he works for some rich guy Fi has never met and the
man became ill a few years ago, a slow but progressive condition of some
sort. That was about the time Edgar began to seem down.
Fi isn’t sure what her uncle’s title is, some kind of property manager for
his employer’s homes--plural--the guy has houses all over the world. Edgar
arranges to have them cleaned and maintained and pays the household bills.
The reason he moved to Toledo was to oversee the restoration of the man’s
most recent acquisition, one of those huge old stone mansions along the river
south of the city.
Edgar lifts a rumpled bath towel from its perch on a chair, holds it
between forefinger and thumb as if it’s disgusting. Fi gives him a look and he
folds it.

“I know very well that you have been indulging me and my brekky routine
all these years because you think I like it,” he says. “The truth is, I do, and
that’s exactly why I do it. This may come as a surprise, but what you prefer has
never been my greatest concern.”
“Obviously!” She makes as if to throw an English muffin at him. She
doesn’t, of course. She’d never mess up his only suit before church, even if it
does look like it was made in the 1920s. Which actually makes it kind of cool.
“It’s good to hear you finally admit it,” she says.
He settles into the chair. “I know you’re growing up, dear, as you have
made so very clear on every possible occasion since you were ten. Very soon
you’ll move away to attend medical school, then have a residency, a job, meet
a man (a good man or not, probably not), become married, relocate to
someplace exciting and exotic, or more likely terribly mundane, and have
thirty-seven horrible children.”
“Oh God!” Fi exclaims, then covers her mouth, having taken the Lord’s
name in vain in front of the only person she knows who might actually care.
“I doubt you’ve done Him any harm,” says Edgar, glancing at the ceiling.
“I will, however, say an extra prayer for you this morning, young lady.”
“Sorry Uncle.”
Edgar shrugs. He’s religious, but other than saying grace before meals he
never speaks of it. He gave up asking if she’d go to church with him years ago.

She always said she had to study.
“So, how are you faring with classes?” he asks. “And work?”
This is more like the conversation she’s used to having with her uncle.
Simple, impersonal, to the point. “Classes are good, work is fine.”
“Good, good. And your boyfriend?”
She chokes on a piece of egg. How could he possibly know about Zeke?
And he is not my boyfriend! All she can manage in reply is a muffled, “Huh?”
“Peter, dear,” Edgar clarifies, “the elderly gentleman you’re always
taking flowers to. And dates, is it?”
She relaxes. “Figs. He loves figs. He’s okay, I guess. He smiled again last
week.”
Peter is very old, a patient at the hospital where Fi works for her
internship. He’s “taken a shine to her,” as her uncle puts it. He really has,
actually, as much as he can, and because of that the hospital has assigned her to
him full-time. Well, part-time, since Fi only works three or four days a week.
The fact is, she’s the only person Peter responds to, as limited as it is. She’s
“taken a shine” to him, too. He seems so lost and alone. On the rare occasion
when she can get him to look at her, her heart leaps. When he smiles, which is
rarer still, it brightens her whole week.
“Kindness is the best medicine, dear, and I know you’re giving him that.”
He notices the digital clock on her bed stand. “Goodness me, is that the time?”

He pulls out his pocket watch. “No, actually it’s one minute behind.” He
stands, stuffing the watch away. “I must be off. You can leave the dishes,” then
he adds with emphasis, “in the kitchen sink, Miss Fi. I’ll do them upon my
return.”
“I’ll do the dishes, Uncle.”
Edgar grabs his chest. “The Lord be praised, miracles do happen!”
Fi points her fork at him. “Get! Out with you! Begone!”
“Well, if that’s the thanks I get,” he snorts. He pats his thigh and Mol rises
with a groan, heads into the hall. Edgar pauses, hand on the doorknob. “If it
truly be your heart’s desire, dear,” he says kindly, “after your 18th birthday I
will trouble you with breakfast in bed no more.” He places his hand on his
heart, “I solemnly swear,” and pulls the door shut softly.
Now that she hears it, Fi isn’t sure she likes the sound of that after all.
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Synopsis: A fantasy reimagining of the American Civil War, The Woven Ring
pits muskets against magic, massive war machines against mind readers, and
glass sabers against soldiers in psychic exoskeletons.
In exile since the civil war that tore the nation of Newfield apart, former spy
and turncoat Marta Childress wants nothing more than to quietly live out her
remaining days in the West. But then her manipulative brother arrives with one
final mission: Transport the daughter of a hated inventor deep into the East.
Forced to decide between safely delivering the girl and assassinating the
inventor, Marta is torn between ensuring the fragile peace and sparking a
second civil war.
Aided by an untrustworthy Dobra and his mysterious mute companion, Marta
soon discovers that dark forces, human and perhaps the devil herself, seek to
end her quest into the East.
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Prologue
Solmonad 9, 561 (Six Years Ago)

In the beginning there was Sol.
Ed Oldham cared little for the scriptures, but he could not escape them. In
his eight and twenty years, he had not found a use for a single line in the Biba
Sacara, yet the words followed him everywhere and refused to leave him be.
His hands tightened on the grip of his musket, a weapon Ed never
expected to handle. The steel was cold to the touch, the wooden stock not much
warmer. Only the spark box gave off any heat, and Ed refused to touch it, lest
he misalign the mechanism. The situation was dire enough that he dared not
taunt fate further by even chancing to render his weapon inert.
Ed pulled his planters hat lower against the winter chill. Compared to his
other compatriots, Ed was well-prepared. His wife had made sure he was
outfitted with thick mittens and woolen long johns before stuffing his work
boots with scraps of cotton cloth. Despite her forethought, his sack coat proved
insufficient against the elements.
And Sol wandered the void, the black spaces between the stars, until His
wanderings led Him to the empty Ayr. And upon finding Ayr Sol was pleased
and marveled at its beauty.
Ed did not believe a single word of the scriptures, but the hardbound Biba

Sacara was the crown jewel in his father’s little library of three books. So it
was the one his mother taught him and his siblings to read from, Ed forced to
recite the scriptures each day before breakfast. The words were therefore
indelibly linked with food and comfort in Ed’s mind, the man unconsciously
reciting them to invoke better times when he was worried.
And he certainly had reason to worry now that the nation of Newfield
teetered at the brink of civil war.
No, he was no longer a citizen of Newfield. Not any longer, Ed reminded
himself. Two weeks past his home state of Karlwych seceded from Newfield,
the states Meskon, Rhea, and Mimas soon joining Karlwych to form their own
country: the Covenant. With their defection the nation of Newfield fell into
disarray, the newspapers declaring that the states of Yuta and Nahuat would
soon join these rebels in their insurrection.
Their secession made sense to Ed. In a way it was a natural progression,
the religious Weavers of the East demanding their own government separate
from the Render dominion far to the West. The Eastern Weavers now just
wanted from the Renders what the Renders desired in the first place when they
fled religious persecution in the Auld Lands, and Ed saw no reason why they
should not be allowed to worship however they saw fit. Not that Ed did much
worshiping himself. Renders were known to hold solemn services in their
kirks in the West, whereas the Weavers preferred to search for Sol in nature in

the East. Ed did neither, and until this day had not met either a Render or a
Weaver before. Yet he still found himself swept up in the eternal enmity of
these two Blessed orders. Because they could not agree on the will of Sol, the
nation of Newfield had split in two, Ed now awaiting the arrival of invaders
that would have been his countrymen two weeks ago.
The Karlwych militia, of which Ed was now a member, numbered no
more than forty men spread out on the edges of the main road into Karlwych,
which was five miles from the border with the state of Neider. Some of the
men were interspersed within the tree line, but the majority took up posts
behind the Johnson’s stone wall with their recently issued muskets. General
Loree instructed them to hold this position and swear not to advance under any
circumstance. Their purpose was to defend their new nation, he told them, not
spark a war.
Ed should be among his fellow militia men, mostly farmers and toilers of
the soil like him. He too should be hidden safely behind that sturdy stone wall.
Instead he had been selected to wait far ahead of their defensive line in a gully
off to the side of the road. Though concealed from sight by the earthen
indentation, they would be in the middle of the battle. That alone was bad
enough, but then Loree added insult to Ed’s potential injury with the inclusion
of his three Weaver companions. The four of them were the linchpin to Loree’s
strategy, the score of luz jars at their feet brimming with Breath and sure to turn

the tide in their favor if called upon.
For eons Sol wandered the empty Ayr, enraptured at the land and waters
so unlike the void He had known before. And so Sol knew He had found His
home.
Ed did not adhere to either the Render or Weaver way, but were he forced
to choose between them, he would certainly side with the more dignified
Renders over the capricious Weavers. All three of the Weavers sharing his
space in the gully were decked out in bright mismatched clothing. It was garish
as Dobra garb and nothing any self-respecting man would wear. The woman
was the worst. Disdaining a bonnet, she did not even bother to dress in a skirt
like a proper lady would instead wearing woolen trousers similar to Ed’s.
He must have stared too long at the woman, the Weaver gracing him with a
grin. It was probably a friendly gesture, but Ed felt there was a willful edge to
it as he turned to gaze back to the militia men. Again he wished he was with his
fellow patriots behind the stone wall, but Loree had picked Ed personally
because of his skill with the musket.
Most of the militia volunteers were woefully inaccurate, Ed barely above
average himself. But Ed’s fingers were dexterous, his hands steady, and for that
reason he was fastest at reloading during their meager training. Though the
process was new to him, it made sense to Ed. He found the tamping of the
powder and wadding followed by the musket ball prior to setting the spark box

to be a rhythmic activity somewhat similar to shucking corn. There on the
training field, it was almost calming in its repetitive nature, but now that he
found himself on the battlefield, he worried his hands might stray for his
sword.
Ed felt far more comfortable with a saber, a real gentleman’s weapon.
Like all Eastern children, he grew up practicing swordplay with sticks, the
boys imagining themselves knights, like in the tales of the Auld Lands. Ten
years ago when Ed struck out to claim his own homestead, his father had gifted
him with a saber to defend his property. That same saber sat in its scabbard
beside him now, Ed tempted to set his musket down and claim it.
But nothing breathed upon the land or waters, nothing with life to share
Ayr with Him. And so Sol despaired.
Again Ed mentally bemoaned the situation, one he should not even be a
part of. Tensions between the Renders and the Weavers had been building for
years, mostly over the treatment of Sol’s Breath in the form of the festations
that worked the plantations in the East. Only aristocrats were wealthy enough
to commission a Weaver to create a festation, a mindless servant that would
slavishly obey its owners until their death. The Renders swore this act of
taking Breath out of Sol’s flow for years at a time was blasphemy. For that
reason each of the Western states made the owning of a festation illegal, but the
practice remained common in the East, where the majority of the Weavers

resided. The festation issue proved so thorny that eventually the high court was
forced to declare the Weaver constructions to be a matter decided state by
state.
President Ruhl did his best to ensure the matter was settled as he preached
his peace between the two factions. They were all the Children of Sol, Ruhl
reminded them, all made up of Sol’s Breath be they followers of the Render or
Weaver way. The Biba Sacara declared as much in the first book, stating:
The Children of Sol awoke to behold the beauty of Ayr and thanked Sol
for His sacrifice. And they knew they were Sol’s chosen because they
reflected their creator and took dominion over the plants and animals, over
all that swam in the sea, flew through the sky, or walked upon the land.
Ruhl was quick to quote the scriptures, always with another verse close at
hand: And it came to pass that the children of Sol multiplied across the face
of Ayr, daughters and sons born unto them, each according to type. And the
children of Sol became numerous, living together in peace in one great tribe
that covered the land.
Ed did not care much for Ruhl, had voted against him during the election,
in fact, but he could not question the man’s knowledge of the scriptures or his
ability to lessen the tensions between the two factions. Because of Ruhl’s
tireless work crisscrossing the nation on the train network so the Newfield
citizens could hear his pleas for peace personally, the uneasy truce over the

festations held for nearly a year.
But then that damn Render Aloysius Pulley ruined it all. As brazen as a
crow among carrion, Pulley marched right up to the emet in the city of
Creightonville, the state capital of Karlwych, and severed its Breath with his
glass blade.
For the life of him, Ed could not understand why Pulley would do such a
thing. He had visited Creightonville several times to purchase supplies and had
seen the emet there with his own eyes. It was benevolent, an engel if ever there
was one, and so Pulley was arrested for its slaughter. Within a matter of days,
the Karlwych court declared that because the emet contained a Soul Breath like
a man, the Render’s act was tantamount to murder. And so Pulley was
sentenced to death.
It should have been settled then and there: Pulley tried and sentenced in
the state he committed his crime in; however, then President Ruhl overstepped
himself, ceding to the demands of the Renders by giving a presidential pardon
to Pulley. Such an affront to justice was something the Easterners could not
abide, and so the state of Karlwych seceded from Newfield. They were the
first, but the other Eastern states soon joined them in forming their own
Covenant nation. Backed into a corner by these breakaway states, Ruhl faltered
again by sending federal troops to reclaim Pulley.
Ed racked his mind for another scripture, but all the words fled his head

as soon as he heard the tattoo of the snare drums. The rhythm was that of a
march and it approached beat by steady beat. He strained his ears, but Ed
could not catch the trod of boots hidden beneath the drums, though he was sure
they were there. Even the feckless Weavers in the gully with him seemed more
somber as they ceased their chatter to listen. Finally, the stamp of feet reached
them, Ed chancing another glance over the edge of the indentation to spy the
Western soldiers.
There must have been a hundred of the Western troops, a sea of blue
uniforms flowing slowly down the road behind their blue flag with its six
white vertical bars divided by the single star. The sabermen came first, two
rows of them with their long swords slung at their waists. But it was the
squads behind them, six men in each, which stole Ed’s breath. Every soldier
carried a rifle, at least sixty of them and more muskets than the Karlwych
militia possessed by at least twofold. Ed was sure the fear he felt was also
flicking through the rest of the Eastern militia as they laid eyes on their
enemies.
General Loree showed no fear as he rode out to meet them. Alone, he
trotted down the road, all the Western forces coming to a sudden halt at his
appearance. Their drums falling silent, forty sabers scraped against their
scabbards, and all the muskets set to awaiting shoulders.
“At ease, boys,” Loree called out in a clear voice. And some of the

Western soldiers obeyed their former commander’s words, lowering their
weapons only to realize their mistake and returning them to the ready.
In his gully Ed was close enough to see the amused expression on Loree’s
face. “Send out your commander and hopefully we can have everyone home for
supper,” Loree quipped. “Should be hominy and hardtack tonight if I’m not
mistaken. Personally, I’d rather chew my boot than those teeth-dullers, but I’ll
not keep you from your meals. So save your shoulders the effort while we hash
this out.”
Ed could see the indecision among the Western ranks, as could Loree as
he smirked. “If it will allay your fears, I personally promise I won’t hurt you
boys. See for yourselves,” he said, opening his suit coat to prove he was
unarmed.
Loree’s bravado in the face of such a superior force received its desired
effect, as guffaws sounded from both sides of the Johnson’s stone wall. Many
of the Western soldiers had previously served under Loree, and he was wellliked among the men, as their squads split to allow their current commander to
ride forth.
Ed recognized General Davis Underhill from his picture in the papers and
could not hide his shock at seeing the head of the entire Western armies here in
Karlwych. Underhill was every bit the preening peacock in his freshly pressed
uniform with his insignia flashing in the sun. Shining brightest was the silver

pistol at his waist, the ceremonial gift given a Newfield general when
bestowing the rank upon him.
General Loree carried neither a silver pistol nor even a uniform to call his
own. Having left his Newfield uniform behind when he fled the West, Loree
instead wore his best Solday suit. Yet he seemed much more regal than the
gussied Underhill as they came face to face.
“Davis,” Loree nodded to his guest.
“Clyde,” Underhill answered with far less warmth. “You disgrace
yourself out of uniform.”
Even at this distance, Ed could see Loree flinch, though his voice
remained civil. “It’s less a disgrace than seeing your grubby hands sully that
pistol. Did you know they offered it to me first?”
From the look on Underhill’s face, this was news to him as Loree
continued, “A waster is a wastrel they say, so that might even be the same
pistol. If you’d care to be sure, you can check inside the barrel. I carved my
initials there before I decided I couldn’t keep it.”
“Before you deserted, you mean.”
Loree was taken aback by Underhill’s words, and Ed swore the man
looked chastened when he spoke again. “You’re here for the Render, eh?”
“As the vested agent of the government of Newfield—”
“Pulley was tried by the Covenant and found guilty. He committed his

crime in our nation and—”
“He is a citizen of Newfield and I will return him home!” Underhill
bellowed. “President Ruhl gave me this order personally!”
“Well, I’d hate to disappoint your president,” Loree curtly replied before
raising his voice. “Bring him out, boys.”
Four men stepped forth from behind the stone wall and approached the
two generals. Between them the Easterners carried the wooden box by its rope
handles. It was not until they unceremoniously dropped it at the feet of
Underhill’s horse and scampered back for their cover that Underhill
recognized the coffin for what it was. At the realization Underhill’s mouth
opened, though it was Loree who spoke first.
“Aloysius Pulley was executed today at dawn, hung by the neck until his
Breath left him in accordance to the laws of the Covenant. But as we are not
unkind men, we now return his body for a proper burial. So do as your
president ordered and take Pulley home. But you best hurry because, as of five
miles ago, you’ve encroached upon sovereign Covenant ground. If you do not
retreat immediately, I will be forced to remove you.”
Ed could not help but feel Eastern pride at the righteousness of Loree’s
words, said loud enough that all the men on both sides could hear them.
Underhill’s face flushed as Loree finished, his jowls blazing purple as he
sputtered. Before he could speak, Loree leaned in close, his voice so soft Ed

could barely catch it as he said, “Choose your next words very carefully,
Davis. You don’t and it will be war.”
Underhill considered, his face finally returning to its usual pallor. He
opened his mouth, but Ed never heard the words because the musket shot cut
them off.
It was a single report that shattered the silence, Loree and Underhill
staring stupidly at the other a moment. Then the second shot sounded, followed
by another almost immediately. The first few were like single drops of rain
heralding the thunderstorm, joined seconds later as both sides added their
musket balls to the deluge and chaos commenced.
Both Loree and Underhill raced back to their respective side through the
gunfire. Underhill’s distance was significantly shorter, the ranks of his
sabermen opening to allow him entrance before snapping shut behind his
galloping horse.
Loree’s journey back to the stone wall was much farther and cut short
when his horse was shot out from under him. The sight of it caught Ed’s breath,
but Loree miraculously kept to his feet, instantly shifting course to head straight
for their gully. Crashing into the earthen indentation, Loree slumped beside Ed
to watch the battle.
Not that it would be much of a battle. As soon as their general was safely
behind them, the Western onslaught began in earnest. They were already

advancing, each rifleman firing his single shot and falling back to the last of
their line to reload as a fresh rifleman took his place. The motion made the
Newfield army look like a slowly churning wave with no intention of breaking
upon the stone wall. True, some of the Western troops were cut down by
Eastern shots, small holes opening in their ranks, but they did not falter in their
advance. The trained soldiers’ number of shots dwarfed that of the militia, and
already Ed could see many of his fellow Easterners slumped over the stone
wall they swore to hold. They had planned this defense for many days, but now
that the battle was unfolding, they would be routed in a matter of minutes.
Loree came to the same conclusion as he turned to the eager Weavers in
the gully with him. “Ply your trade. Defend your homeland, and may Sol have
mercy upon us.”
Loree looked distraught, but not so much the gleeful Weavers as they
began smashing the luz jars at their feet. Each glass jar contained at least eight
Breaths, all invisible in the daylight. It was only once all the jars were crushed
and the Weavers began gesturing that the Breath came alive to glow with
ethereal light.
Ed had very little poetry in his soul, but he inherently knew each Breath
shone with colors a man was never meant to behold. They were like the
strange shades left on the underside of his eyelids, an afterimage from staring
at a bright light too long. They were the colors no one was meant to see

straight-on, something eerie and breathtaking that was to be marveled after. But
the Weavers did not pause to marvel as they did as Loree bid. Each of the three
Weavers’ fingers flitted through the air, as if working an invisible loom, and
with each gesture a separate Breath flared and obeyed. Silently the Weavers
spun their selected Breaths into groups of three, entangling them into knots that
would not come undone for a full day. With another flutter of the Weavers’
fingers, each new knot of Breath inflated, doubling in size, and then again as
they made their manifestations.
The manifestations quickly took shape as four limbs sprouted from their
trunks, pairs of luminous arms and legs materializing in seconds. Although
each manifestation had the primitive outline of a human, the limbs were too
thin and no more than rough approximations aping a man. Each new
manifestation was no larger than a child, the tallest of them scarcely reaching
Ed’s chest were he standing. But the child-like forms did not remain benign for
long, as the Weavers added atrocious touches to their creations, including
claws and fangs.
As soon as their first few were finished, the Weavers set their monstrous
manifestations upon the Newfield army. The first wave only contained nine
manifestations rolling over the edge of the gully to tear towards the Western
ranks. Some of the riflemen spotted the manifestations immediately,
instinctively firing their muskets at them. Their volleys proved futile though,

the musket balls passing through the insubstantial manifestations as if the
creatures were no more than smoke.
The manifestations were not insubstantial when they reached the Western
soldiers though, their claws cleaving flesh from bone, their fangs silencing the
screams of their victims. Like a scythe through wheat, those nine manifestations
alone hewed through the Western rank, cutting down every living thing in their
path. To these nine the Weavers added another nine, then a dozen joining the
slaughter in a matter of moments. The Western dead soon littered the ground,
and though he could not see their dying Breaths in the daylight, Ed knew their
Breath must be filling the air, three for each man who fell.
The Western army was in disarray, the rallying Eastern musket shots
winnowing their numbers further. Ed did not hear the Western cry to retreat, but
the army suddenly broke apart, all semblance of order gone as they took to
their heels. The manifestations did not pause in their relentless attack, pursuing
the fleeing soldiers until Loree spoke.
“Call them off. Now!”
“Why?” the female Weaver asked. “We can end all those Render puppets
here and now.”
“They’re not Renders and they’re not puppets. They’re men, good
soldiers. Let them return home to tell everyone about this rout and perhaps
Ruhl won’t make this mistake again.”

The Weaver’s face displayed her disagreement, but the manifestations on
the road immediately halted their inhuman hunt. Her hands balling into fists,
she then snapped both hands open and all her manifestations disappeared,
dissipated back into the three separate Breaths that made them up. No longer
under the Weavers’ influence, the Breath of the manifestations began to fade in
the daylight, mingling with the already invisible Breath of the men they had
killed.
Only then did Ed recognize that the battle was at an end, the bloodshed
barely lasting as long as the two generals’ discussion preceding it. Looking at
his hands, Ed realized he had not reached for his saber, as he had feared, but
held his musket the whole time. Yet his finger had not touched the trigger, his
musket remaining silent throughout the ordeal. Shame invaded Ed, but Loree
granted him a sad smile.
“Not to worry, son. You’ll have other chances to prove yourself.”
Ed was not pleased to hear fear tingeing his voice as he responded, “You
think they’ll come back?”
“Not if they’re wise.”
Loree’s smile faded as he gazed back at the fallen. The coffin containing
Pulley’s body remained not far off from the first of the Western dead, the
purpose of the battle forgotten about during its din. When Loree spoke again, it
was in a quiet voice. “I shouldn’t have used the Weavers, not yet.”

“Why not?” the Weaver woman inquired incredulously. “Our order
handed you your victory today. Don’t tell me the great General Loree is afraid
of the West.”
“Of the West, no, it’s just a direction. What I fear is the nation of
Newfield. Their armies, their factories, and their Tinkers. Their supply of
munitions and men. But most of all I fear the rage of the Renders.”
“If the Renders are fools enough to challenge us on the field, it will
indeed be a grand war,” she answered with fervor in her eyes. It was this
zealous fervor, so contrary to her careless words, that caused Ed’s anxiety to
bubble up again. He knew he should not feel it, not after having witnessed only
three Weavers collapsing an entire company of trained soldiers in a matter of
minutes. With the Weavers at their vanguard, it was entirely inconceivable that
the Covenant could taste defeat. Yet Loree’s concern was contagious, fear soon
consuming Ed like a fever.
And the children of Sol knew life rolls on so long as Sol’s Breath flows
freely on Ayr. And so it will continue until each fragment of Sol has fastened
with every other and Sol is again whole to return for the Harvest.
“May Sol hold off the Harvest,” Loree answered, Ed chagrinned to realize
he had muttered the scriptures aloud. “I fear that if Sol returned to judge us
now, He would find us entirely unworthy.”
Loree rose as cheers filled the air. The militia finally broke rank,

emerging from behind their stone wall to surround their victorious general and
carry him off in celebration. Watching them depart back for camp, Ed stood
alone among the forgotten dead on the battlefield, his hands still clutching his
unfired musket.
***
In the years that followed, both sides of the ensuing conflict would swear
it was the other that fired the shot that started the Grand War. Ed Oldham was
there at the very beginning, but until his dying day he remained unsure which
side fired that fateful first shot.
All he knew for certain was he was not to blame for the bloodshed that
came.

Chapter 1
Iulius 7, 548 (Nineteen Years Ago)

Marta was mad. Carmichael had lied to her. Again.
Her older brother’s lies were nothing new, Marta expecting them now
whenever he spoke. But this time he had gone too far, had Whispered upon her,
and for that he would pay.
Her mother had saved Marta that morning by removing Carmichael’s
mental hold over her, but Cecelia Childress also knew her middle child’s
tendencies well, ordering Marta to catch four Breaths from the nearby Coak
ley. It was a mission of diversion, one meant to keep Marta occupied until her
father returned. During daylight the ley was entirely invisible, the flowing
Breaths that made it up almost impossible to capture. The task should have
kept the six-year-old Marta busy all afternoon, but after two hours her head
began to ache, each throb reminding her of Carmichael’s lie. Finally she had
enough, flinging her luz jar to the ground hard enough to shatter the glass.
Cutting through the fields, the cotton crop loomed high above Marta’s
head, but she navigated the rows easily towards the sprawling manor in the
center of the plantation. Up ahead she heard a rustle, most likely a festation
toiling away. Unlike the manifestations, their Weaver relatives, festations did
not fade away after a single day, instead existing until their creator dismissed

them. Needing neither food nor rest, festations made perfect workers, and the
Childress family owned hundreds to tend to their crop of cotton and tobacco.
There was no chance the mindless festation would alert her mother to her
disobedience, but Marta shifted her course nonetheless. The lifeless eyes of the
festations disturbed her, so she dodged through the stalks furtively from row to
row until she reached home.
Once inside, she stormed up the first of the three sweeping staircases of
Hillbrook Manor, the steps too steep to accommodate her stride. But Marta
reminded herself she was growing every day, and soon she would outgrow the
childish frills her mother loved dressing her in and receive her own gowns,
girdles, and bustles. Soon she would be old enough to do something that
mattered to the clan.
Carmichael was not in his bedroom and Marta gave the door a satisfying
slam as she marched on down the hallway. If not in his room, then he was
probably with their tutor, Mr. Mitchell. Mitchell was only required to stay for
lessons until three bells but could linger for additional instruction if requested
by one of the children. Although Marta’s shadow never remained in the
classroom after the third bell’s final note died, Carmichael, to Mitchell and her
parents’ delight, often took on additional studies.
Marta did not feel delight when she burst into the classroom to find
Carmichael hunkered over his textbooks with Mitchell. Her brother always

gave the appearance of the perfect oldest child, at least in the presence of
others. Marta knew the truth, as her little sister, Oleander, would discover soon
enough herself.
Carmichael stood at her sudden intrusion, decorum dictating he rise at the
entrance of a lady, even if the lady was now plowing straight for him with no
intention of stopping. Three years older, he towered over Marta, so she jumped
as she aimed her fist straight at his face.
She missed by inches, Carmichael laughing at her attempt even as
Mitchell scolded her. The laughter, more than the reprimand, enraged Marta
further. Carmichael’s hands latched to her wrists before she could react, Marta
struggling against her stronger sibling to no avail.
“Whatever is wrong with you?” Carmichael’s voice was amused, each
word another twist of his knife.
“Rosealee,” Marta spat back.
To her surprise Carmichael blinked uncomprehendingly at the name. It had
been rattling around Marta’s head like a Breath in a bottle for the last three
months, but to him it seemed meaningless. Then the corners of his mouth curled
up, Carmichael finally remembering.
“This is about our older sister? I forgot about her entirely.”
His dismissal of her months of misery infuriated Marta all the more, the
girl fighting harder against his grip. Her helplessness stoked her anger further,

fanning it into blazing rage.
And with the rage came clarity, Marta suddenly aware of each Breath
within her body. There were the usual three all humans were born with, one in
the center of the chest to represent the Body, the second in the middle of the
forehead for the Mind, and the third at the crown of the head signifying the
Soul. But in that moment of clarity, Marta could feel a fourth Breath nestled
deep in her chest next to the Body. Were she not so angry, she might have been
surprised to find it, to feel it thrumming with its own frequency. It had a
resonance, a musical identity all its own that only she could hear.
So she inhaled, filling that Breath with both her air and anger.
The fourth Breath stirred, summoned by Marta’s will and obeying on her
exhale. Though its base remained firmly in her chest, she felt it elongate as it
stretched through her throat and out towards her mouth. The appendage was
entirely new to her, but it felt natural as she experienced each sensation through
this fresh limb: the light scrape as it edged over her teeth, the sudden coolness
of the air outside her body; the crunch of her brother’s bones as it collided
with his nose.
Carmichael released her as he fell, his face spurting blood as he sputtered
for air. Mitchell was speaking again, almost yelling, but Marta paid him no
mind as she stared in awe at her new appendage. It looked like a strange
tongue, a tentacle thin as a ribbon and made up of her iridescent Breath. It was

a marvel, one that entirely belonged to her and made her special; one that
utterly disappeared as her anger dissipated. One moment the Blessed Breath
was there, ethereal and unreal, but upon her inhale it retreated back within
Marta to nest again in her chest.
Marta tried desperately to bring it back, but her clarity was gone, the
fourth Breath again a mystery as Mitchell’s voice finally penetrated her mind.
Though Carmichael was still calling for aid on the floor, Mitchell’s attention
was turned solely upon the Childress’ middle child.
“Congratulations, my girl, you are one of Sol’s Blessed. And a Shaper, no
less. Your parents will be very proud.”
But looking down on her brother dripping blood upon the carpet, Marta
was not so sure.
***
Marta remained in her room for the rest of the evening, forgoing dinner, though
her belly soon cursed her for it. Her father was still away at his kennels, and
her mother, having married into the Cildra clan, did not make decisions on
important matters. The discovery that she was a Shaper would certainly be
considered an important matter, so Marta determined it was best to remain
hidden until her father’s return. Only her little sister dared to disturb her,
Oleander too young to realize the gravity of the situation and wanting to play as
if this were any other day. Marta sent her away rudely, Oleander’s sobs

haunting as they disappeared down the long hallway of the children’s wing.
Though she felt a pang of regret for Oleander’s tears, Marta realized she would
be lucky if those were the only ones spilled after her father returned home.
“I’m Blessed,” Marta whispered. “A Shaper.”
It was true and today’s events proved it. She was Blessed and touched by
Sol Himself.
The tale was taught to all children as soon as they were old enough to
understand: In the beginning the divine Sol had wandered the black void
between the stars until He found Ayr. And there their deity had fallen in love
with the beautiful, but lifeless world. Saddened that there were no living
beings like Himself to take pleasure there, Sol performed the ultimate sacrifice
in surrendering His own life, shattering His essence into an untold number of
fragments. It was those fragments, known as Breath, which gave life to Ayr.
All living things therefore had an aspect of Sol within them, a piece of His
divine essence a part of them from the moment of their birth. Plants, as the
lowest form of life, had only the one, consisting of the Body. Animals, being
imbued with intelligence, had two: the Body and the Mind. And humans, as
Sol’s greatest creations, were superior with their three aspects of the divine:
the Body, Mind and Soul. It was this third Breath, the Soul inherent in all
humans, that made them Sol’s chosen children and the inheritors of His
beloved Ayr.

And some humans were made sacred by a fourth Breath of Sol, marking
them as Blessed. Their abilities depended upon where the fourth Breath
resided. Those with it within the Body were called Shapers and were capable
of constructing solid, spindly Armor around their bodies to give them inhuman
strength. If it inhabited the Mind, then the Blessed were known as either
Listeners or Whisperers depending on how their powers manifested. The
Listeners were capable of hearing stray thoughts of those around them, whereas
Whisperers, like Marta’s mother and Carmichael, were able to implant ideas
into the minds of others. If the fourth Breath was within the Soul, the Blessed
was able to influence the flow of Breath and became either a Render or
Weaver depending if they lived in the West or the East.
Overall, the Blessed were quite rare and no one knew exactly how they
were chosen since a child of two Blessed parents was no guarantee their
progeny would share their abilities. Some, like the Dobra, increased their
chances in the lottery of birth by only breeding within their tribes, but even
then their numbers were almost laughably low, only two in ten Blessed and the
majority of them simply Listeners. Only Marta’s own Cildra clan had any real
understanding of Sol’s secrets, the proof being that many more of their clan
were Blessed than not.
And she was finally fully one of them.
Singing the ode “Joy and Ease” with abandon, Marta heard her father’s

approach before she caught sight of him. His kennels were located a half-mile
from the house to save them from the hounds’ constant baying. Only a few miles
outside the Mimas’ state capital of Gatlin, buyers often traveled hundreds of
miles to purchase her father’s famed hounds. The kennel and the hounds were
all pretense though, expected of an aristocratic man of leisure, as her father
pretended to be. Although the plantations around them and the sale of his
hounds explained away their affluence, the family’s true purpose always
belonged to the Cildra clan.
The ode meant he was in a good mood, one cut abruptly short as Marta’s
mother met him at the front steps. After a few quiet words, her father looked up
at her window, Marta slinking for cover behind the curtains. His Cildra
training ensured Norwood Childress saw her movements, which meant he
knew she was watching. Her hiding was pointless, but Marta was not ready to
face her father quite yet.
A servant summoned her to his study minutes later, Marta trudging down
to finally receive her punishment. Her father’s study was the one place her
mother still allowed him to smoke his pipe indoors, and the smell of his
fragrant mixture permeated the hallway like a stain upon the air. It was a
pleasant scent to most, but to Marta it was sour since it meant she was about to
receive yet another entirely undeserved punishment.
To her surprise she found Carmichael waiting outside the door as well. As

far as she could recall, this was the first time he had to enter Father’s study,
though she had been within so many times she had lost count. Carmichael’s
nose had been set, but a bruise bloomed around his eyes, making him resemble
a raccoon. He refused to look at her directly, but upon her appearance
Carmichael turned the handle and strode inside their father’s study. Marta had
no choice but to follow or be considered a coward.
Father was seated at his desk, and though Marta expected him to be angry,
he looked them both over gently. He held his pipe in one hand, the tobacco
packed and ready, yet the matches remained forgotten on the desk as he spoke
in a calm voice.
“Let me see if I have this correct. Carmichael, you told Marta you have an
older sister named Rosealee, but she never met this sister because Rosealee
was not Blessed like the rest of us and your mother and I sold her to a traveling
tribe of Dobra Wanderers. I have that right?”
“It was a test to see if she could spot-the-lie.”
Her father chuckled at Carmichael’s response, Marta’s cheeks burning as
her brother joined in. Spot-the-lie was a common game among Cildra children,
one Carmichael loved tormenting Marta with. Yet her brother’s laughter died
instantly as her father’s voice turned hard.
“And if that was the all of it, I would congratulate you, but it wasn’t. You
Whispered at your sister, kept her from searching for the truth. You locked her

mind in a cage with a lie, and if your mother had not noticed and undone your
deceit, the damage would have been terrible. You used your abilities upon your
sister, Carmichael, something forbidden to the Cildra clan. We do not use our
blessings to harm each other, something you must keep in mind as well,
Marta.”
Her father’s gaze flicked from one child to the next, neither willing to
acknowledge the other. For a moment he looked crestfallen as he regarded
them both. “Hate is easy. Love hard.”
“And indifference the most difficult,” Carmichael chimed in. The saying
was old as time, most people only recollecting the first half. But Carmichael
was a good student, always reciting his lessons proudly.
“That it is,” her father responded, waving Marta forward.
Marta remained planted firmly in place, her words spilling out in an
attempt to lessen her impending punishment. “I let my anger get the better of me
again. Instead of acting, I should have stepped back and thought first. I’m sorry.
Again.”
Her father smiled, her apology not fooling him for an instant. “I think you
can be forgiven so long as you both learn a lesson today. Marta, my precious
little girl, you must remember to never use your Blessed abilities in front of
someone outside the clan. For the rest of the world, the Blessed are a tiny
minority, only one in twenty gifted by Sol. But we of the Cildra clan are

special, nearly eight out of ten of us touched by Sol. And this is our secret, only
to be shared within the family. So though it is law that all Whisperers and
Listeners wear pins to announce their abilities, neither I, your mother, nor your
brother do so. This is our secret to be used to our benefit and none others.
Even though it was your first time, it is no excuse for showing your Shaper
nature in front of an outsider. Mitchell is not one of the clan, yet he now knows
you for what you are. We must ensure his knowledge remains hidden, which
means we must keep him under our employment until he dies to keep our
secret.”
“He could die early, then.”
Shock took hold of Marta at her brother’s casual suggestion, only to be
replaced by horror as her father seemed to be genuinely considering the idea.
“Mother could just Whisper at him and make him forget! She can make it
better!”
“Your mother is strong, Marta, but she couldn’t make him forget. That type
of power is the stuff of fables. A Whisperer can impart impulses in someone
not paying attention, but to make him forget entirely is impossible.”
“No! Mr. Mitchell’s a good man. He was happy for me today. You can’t
kill him!”
Hot tears ran down Marta’s cheeks as she screamed. Real tears were a
sign of weakness, something a Cildra child, lest of all a Childress, should be

embarrassed by, but Marta did not care as she defiantly stared her father down.
“He will not be harmed,” he replied without emotion. “Not because he is
a good man, but because his death might raise suspicions. It’s more risk than
he’s worth, especially when he already enjoys taking our money. Greed is easy
to use, whereas those with principles significantly more difficult. You must
remember that every action you take has repercussions, not just upon you, but
upon the clan as a whole. Remember that, Marta. Remember it well.”
Again her father waved with his pipe for her to approach and Marta
trudged forward. Though she expected her long-awaited punishment, her father
set his pipe aside to pick up a small inlaid box. Carefully lifting the lid, he
revealed the ring.
Marta’s tears instantly disappeared, her breath catching as she beheld the
thing: three silver strands intricately woven together with a fourth golden one.
“Your mother has one just like it, one I gave her when I asked her to marry
me and join the clan. But this one is yours, to commemorate the moment you
became Blessed. This was a special moment, Marta, one I am sorry I missed.
And though that moment must remain a secret, when you look upon this, you
can remember the secret is yours to treasure. I’m very proud of you, Marta,
very pleased that you are Blessed. You are a single gleaming gold strand in a
world of dull silver.”
Her father suddenly scooped her up, planting a kiss upon Marta’s

forehead. “But I would have loved you no matter if you were Blessed or not.
You are my daughter, Marta.”
With another kiss he deposited her back upon the ground, Marta snatching
her ring away. Too large to fit upon any of her fingers, Marta slid it over her
thumb and held it up to see how her new treasure glinted in the light.
Waving them both away, their father finally remembered his pipe, setting it
to light and bathing the room in the sweetest scent Marta had ever known.
Never taking her eyes off the ring, Marta dutifully shuffled towards the door,
though Carmichael remained in place. Snorting derisively at Marta and her gift,
his bloody nose turned the noise into more of a gurgle.
“And what is my lesson in all this?” Carmichael said.
Their father did not even look at his son, instead blowing a smoke ring
into the air. “Never antagonize someone more powerful than yourself.”
Too entranced by her prize, Marta did not see her brother taken off guard.
It was an entirely new look for Carmichael, one she entirely missed. By the
time she glanced back at him, his indifferent façade was firmly back in place.
“I will remember it well, Father.”

Chapter 2
Winterfylled 16, 567

Her stomach gurgled, Marta unsure if it was the liquor taking effect or her
meal attempting escape on out her throat. The boardinghouse she resided in
provided her dinner for the evening. The potatoes were mealy and the meat
gone to gray, but she wolfed down the offering without hesitation before
retreating to her room. It was a sagging place, the wallpaper peeling back to
expose the warped wood underneath, the scent of mildew eternally tickling her
nostrils. Marta initially hoped that the haze of the liquor would help her ignore
the odor, but it instead only made the cloying scent more pronounced as she
took another pull off the bottle.
Upon their first introduction, the acrid sting of the bust-head liquor nearly
made Marta wretch as she fought to keep it down. In her youth Marta loved the
taste of sweet things, but there was no more sweetness left in Ayr, not since the
Grand War. So she forced herself to take a second sip, the liquor going down
smoother and smoother as the months mutated into years. Sleep was still a few
more fingers off, so she looked around the room for diversion, her eyes
alighting on the covered mirror. No longer caring how she appeared, the mirror
usually only served Marta as a hook to hang her greatcoat, but she tossed it to
the bed beside her slouch hat to appraise herself in the cracked glass.

Marta never made eye contact anymore, instinctively avoiding it even
from her own reflection. So she started at her boots, gathering courage with
another pull from the diminishing bottle. Her boots were covered in the pale
rock dust from the quarry, the last time they were polished a distant memory.
Her jeans had held up well enough, but they too were faded and bleached by a
layer of dust. The shirt was cut for a man, but Marta made do with suspenders
holding up her ill-fitting pants.
Had she any care left in her appearance, the state of her hair would have
horrified her. As a child she brushed it a hundred strokes a night, but now it
was a tangled mess, the auburn tresses that had inspired countless suitors in her
stint in the Auld Lands faded to the brown of mud. Pulling her hair back with
her free hand, Marta intended to examine her face, but her eyes flicked to the
ruin of her right ear. The bottom half was lost at the battle of Bergen Creek, but
it was not the worst scar she bore.
She was currently in the state of Walshvan, working by day at the Hoback
Quarry. It was hard, backbreaking bullwork, even inside her childish Armor.
The foreman had spotted her for what she was instantly since she did not
remove her hat when she came asking after employment. For that he claimed a
third of her wages, calling them taxes for keeping mum. Marta was not
particularly bothered by this loss of the lucre, the remainder sufficient to keep
a roof over her head and enough liquor to lull her to sleep each night.

Compared to the Grand War, this was indeed a life of joy and ease.
But for the last week, the townspeople had been giving her hard stares on
the streets, and Marta suspected her foreman had not proven true to his word.
Perhaps it was time to move on again, though the where of it eluded her. Abner
would have dutifully followed to wherever she chose, Reid with a clever quip
and mocking salute as they bid another town farewell. Gonzalo would then
chime in with one of his dire warnings gleaned from the stars as Tollie meekly
kept step. But they were all gone now, all scattered to the winds or interred in
the dirt.
The knock at the door disturbed her reverie, Marta releasing her hair and
turning from the mirror before she met her lifeless eyes. In the last two months,
she had neither expected nor received a visitor, and the sudden caller only
cemented her suspicion that the townspeople had arrived to encourage her to
move on. There was the possibility she would have to hurt a few as she made
her exit, but if they were polite enough to knock, then perhaps they were not out
for blood.
It still paid to be prepared for the possibility though.
Marta pulled her haversack out from under the bed, all her worldly
possessions within. The only two missing were her greatcoat and the slouch
hat waiting where she had left them on the bed. She considered leaving the hat
there as she answered the door. If her caller was there because of what she

was, then there was no reason to hide the fact any longer, but then her fingers
rose reluctantly to her forehead and she felt the hard, scarred skin there.
Her fingers retreating as if touching a burning brand, Marta grabbed her
hat and pulled it low over her brow. Another swig off the bottle and her head
swam as she answered the door.
The man waiting for her was entirely nondescript, his suit a few years old,
eyes and hair a burnished brown that matched his well-trimmed mustache. He
would have blended in with any crowd, just another anonymous face, but the
crook in his nose gave Carmichael away. It had been two years since Marta
last beheld her brother, but she recognized him instantly despite his disguise.
Her anger immediately roiled to a boil, burning away the effects of the
alcohol as the perfect clarity of rage roared within her. Her fourth Breath also
flared to life, begging to be released. Straightaway, Armor plans filled her
head: a club to stave his skull in, claws to tear out his throat, or even the
serpentine tongue that had shattered his nose all those years ago. Some part of
Marta’s mind clinically noted there would be a certain symmetry to that act as
her Breath again implored her to be released to wreak havoc.
The Blessed Breath remained in her chest though, Marta incapable of
releasing it now. Carmichael had seen to that when last they met.
“Are you going to continue to gawp like a provincial on her first trip to
town or can we conduct our business inside?”

His voice was familiar, always soft, but demanding attention. Yet there
was something new to it, a further depth to his indifference Marta had not
encountered before as she stepped aside to allow him entrance. If she did not
acquiesce willingly, he would be forced to force her.
Carmichael’s eyes did not even flick about the ruin of the room, but she
knew he had instantly taken in her squalid surroundings. The always fastidious
Carmichael she had grown up beside would have made sure to verbally
eviscerate the inhabitant of such a hovel, but now he politely held his tongue,
his politeness making his condescension all the more difficult to digest.
“Propst said he encountered you on the street recently, and I hoped I might
still catch you before you disappeared again.” Marta remained silent, refusing
to be baited by him. Not appearing to notice, Carmichael continued, “I dined
with Richard just three nights ago. He’s doing well, expecting his second child
in a matter of weeks.”
Marta could not help but wince as his second verbal blow found its mark.
If he enjoyed her discomfort, Carmichael’s face gave no sign as he produced a
bottle from his coat for his final insult. “I considered bringing a Karlwych
vintage, perhaps a red. You always had a fondness for those if I remember
correctly, but then I decided this might be better received.”
The liquor bottle’s label matched the one forgotten in her hand, and Marta
was not too proud to refuse it. “A waster is a wastrel,” her father had been

fond of saying, and Marta had no intention of wasting this moment as she
swung her arm down. The nearly emptied bottle in her hand smashed against
the wall, leaving only the neck with its jagged teeth that pleaded to be slid
across her brother’s throat.
Despite her desire for blood, again Marta did not take action, Carmichael
not even flinching at her outburst. He was too sure of his own Whisperer
abilities as he spoke again, “Now that the pleasantries are behind us, I have a
job for you.”
Though she had sworn she would not deign to even answer him, a laugh
escaped Marta. Carmichael continued on as if he did not notice, “Orthoel
Hendrix has gone missing and we believe the Covenant Sons have him.”
Marta knew the name of Orthoel Hendrix well, as did every citizen in
Newfield. The damned airships were his brainchild, his named pronounced in
the East as if it were the vilest of curses. Back home the only person more
hated than Marta and her ilk was Hendrix.
Dropping the broken bottle, Marta licked her fingers clean as she
examined the new bounty Carmichael had provided. She considered herself
many things, but a wastrel was not one of them as she spoke. “Then he’s dead.”
Remnants of the original Covenant rebellion, the Covenant Sons were
fanatics that refused to accept that the East lost the Grand War. With no formal
army, the Sons did not engage the Newfield forces directly, rather waging a

war from the shadows. Compared to the victorious Newfield armies, the
Covenant Sons were little more than flies buzzing around the head of a bear.
But flies were known to bring pestilence with them, and so the Home Guard
defended the nation of Newfield by rooting out these rebels whenever they
could.
“No, I assure you, he is quite alive and well, working with the Sons, in
fact. Or, they for him, if I am to be entirely accurate.”
Marta could not have been more surprised if her brother had announced he
was Sol himself returned for the Harvest as Carmichael continued, “Hendrix’s
Tinker talents are far too valuable to remain in the hands of collaborators. As
such, we need you to find him for us. It seems he departed Vrendenburg in quite
a hurry, so much so he left his daughter, Caddie, behind in his haste. But he
wants her back now, agents of the Covenant Sons already searching for her.
That is why you are going to escort her to Ceilminster for a family reunion.
And when you find him there, you will end him.”
Carmichael’s offer was tempting, Hendrix a man Marta hated with all her
withered heart. He was a fiend, one that deserved death—hopefully by her
hand. But if Carmichael wanted someone dead, his deputies in the Home Guard
could handle it for him. There must be more to the story, though Carmichael
seemed finished and content to wait for her reply. It was a battle of wills, a
game they had played many times as children to see who would break the

silence first. Carmichael always won, as he did again when she finally replied.
“I wouldn’t make it ten feet across the Mueller Line before someone
slipped a knife in my back. Whatever you promise, whatever you threaten, it
won’t be done. At least not by me. Not for you.”
“You misunderstand, Marta. This order does not come from me, but from
Father.”
Carmichael idly produced a letter from the folds of his jacket, Marta
snatching it away. She recognized her father’s elegant handwriting
immediately, and despite the fact it was addressed to her brother, she searched
its contents for her message. The words in the letter themselves were of no
matter, an absolutely mundane missive recounting his days. At least to the
uninitiated since the letter was composed in the Cildra codex. Each child in the
clan had a separate cipher, one only shared between parent and child.
Carmichael’s current marching orders were undoubtedly contained in this same
text, as were the ones Marta was meant to follow, hidden in the code only she
could read. It had been nearly six years since she had last received any contact
from her father, and Marta’s head again swam as she finished reading.
Carmichael plucked the letter from her hand to make it disappear back
within his coat while she pondered her father’s words. When his hand
reappeared he kept it closed as his soft voice floated through the room.
“As we are again reunited, I thought it fitting to return this to you.” His

fingers unclenched, revealing her woven ring. “This took no small bit of effort
to find, but I assure you, it is no facsimile.”
Marta seized it instantly, the familiar weight revealing that her brother
told the truth, this time at least. Slipping it over her finger, Marta suddenly felt
whole again. For a moment her misery melted away, happier memories she
thought long dead gurgling to the surface. But the memories quickly faded,
replaced by ones not nearly as friendly as she found her voice.
“I met Hendrix at a gathering the first year of the war. He was an odd man,
but even then I knew he was dangerous and said he should be eliminated. If
Father had heeded my suggestion, then the Covenant would have won, and
Oleander…”
Carmichael’s carefully crafted indifference cracked at the invocation of
their sister’s name, a look Marta believed to be entirely false and something he
practiced in the mirror for when he had an audience. Still, his voice was
somber when he spoke again.
“The past is a mirror, to gaze at it too long simply vanity. I too wish
Hendrix had been removed then, and we could have all been spared his
solution to the war. But you and I are both simply marionettes in Father’s show.
He’s the one who pulls our strings and makes us dance.”
His indifferent façade again in place, Carmichael tossed a large bundle of
banknotes upon Marta’s bed rather than handing them to her. As always, he had

refused to touch her.
“All the information you need is within, and I hope I do not need to
remind you to destroy the note once you’ve committed it to memory. There’s
also a ticket for the train to Miryammayn. It departs within the hour.”
At the door, he paused, looking his sister over again and finding her
lacking. “News of Hendrix’s daughter’s disappearance will soon reach the
Covenant Sons, and to keep up appearances, my agents in the Home Guard will
be searching for her and her rescuer. I will keep their search hamstrung, but I
strongly suggest you do not allow them to catch you.”
He obviously expected her to accept his mission, departing despite the
fact she had refused him. His certainty again irked her as she examined the
cash, more than she had earned in the two years since the Grand War, yet
discarded by Carmichael as if tossing away a used match. He was now the
public safety secretary and lived the life of luxury they had both been raised to
expect. His influence rose with each passing day, whereas Marta’s star had
waned until it flickered at the edge of oblivion. Yet as she pocketed the money,
Marta could not hide her smile, the motion an unfamiliar sensation.
But grin she did until her face hurt.
Carmichael had said they were both Father’s puppets, each one controlled
by one hand and playing its assigned part in the performance without having
seen the script. Sometimes the puppet in the right hand would take on the role

of the hero and slay the villain in the left. Other times their roles were
reversed, the only constant in the equation being that they did not know the part
they played until the show was over.
But this time her father intended her to be the hero, Carmichael surely
unaware he was going to be the one to fall. Hidden within her codex Marta
found her instructions, ones Carmichael could not hope to decipher.
Her father’s message began oddly enough: Families belong together.
Norwood Childress was not one for sentimentality, and the sudden
emotion took Marta aback as she had continued reading: Take your brother’s
mission, but do not kill the target. Reunited with his daughter, he will give us
our victory. The East will rise again. Do this and you will be forgiven.
Families belong together.
Her father had somehow found it within him to forgive Hendrix for what
he had done to the East. And if Marta could find it within her to return his
daughter and not kill him, she too would be forgiven. She would be allowed to
return to Gatlin to again be embraced by her family.
Marta did not know if she had any forgiveness left within her, all her
kindness burned away by the Grand War. Killing Hendrix would be a
supremely satisfying act, possibly the last in her life if she disobeyed her
father. Carmichael would surely seek revenge as well if she were to deviate
from his plan, his unyielding cruelty something Marta knew firsthand.

Families belong together.
The sentence still mystified Marta as she chewed it over. The
reappearance of her woven ring certainly made it appear her father’s overdue
overture was legitimate, though Carmichael claimed he was the one to find it.
It was possible he did this at their father’s behest, but it was equally possible
this was simply another of her brother’s machinations meant to confuse her.
Unable to tear her eyes off her returned ring, Marta claimed her greatcoat.
Once a deep navy blue, it too had faded over the years. All Western soldiers
were issued such a coat as part of their uniforms. Marta had removed the
insignia long ago and considered burning the coat then as she had the emblem
of Newfield. The coat marked her as a former Western soldier, told anyone
who looked at her where her loyalties resided during the Grand War. It had
been a hateful thing to wear and part of Marta wanted to be done with it for
good. But it was warm and there was no way to ever hide what she had been
during the war, coat or no. Carmichael had seen to that.
Hefting her haversack, Marta departed into the deepening night to find the
train station. She was still unsure whose mission she would complete, her
brother or her father’s, but for the first time in a long time, the decision was
hers alone to make.
The fate of Newfield again depended upon her.
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Prologue

The old man waited, shrouded in darkness, alone in a room carved from
the mountain’s heart.
How long had he been waiting? He knew, and yet he did not know. Time
bled differently down here, so far removed from the sky and sea; usually it
became thinner, more attenuated, moments stretching into eternities. But on rare
occasion it seemed to bunch and swell, thundering through these passageways
like a mighty river seeking the ocean after the spring floods, sweeping them all
along whether they wished it to or not.
That is the danger, he mused, of living in such an immutable place.
Change, when it did come, seemed too hurried, too discourteous.
And a great change was coming; he could feel it thrumming in the rock
around him. They had a bond, he and the mountain. For one hundred and
seventy-six years he had lived almost every waking moment within, one
hundred and twenty of those as the daymo of the kith’ketan. The slightest
disturbance reverberated through the halls to him like a great drum beating
deep down among the mountain’s roots.
So he was aware, even before his steward told him, that the Undying One
was coming to see him.

The air in his room eddied, ever so slightly, and he knew he was no
longer alone. The old man closed his eyes, embracing the shadow, and in his
mind the contours of his sanctum materialized. He sat cross-legged atop a dais
carved from a giant femur – not a dragon’s, as his old master had once told
him, since such remains held queer properties, but another beast from lost
antiquity, one whose bones had turned smooth and hard with the turning of the
ages. Five walls enclosed him, perfectly symmetrical, curving to come together
far above, where a great iron bell was suspended. A silken cord dangled
down, almost brushing his hand. A single tolling and his steward would
appear. Two and any kith’ketan in the mountain of high enough rank to bear a
shadowblade would hurry to attend him. Three and a dozen of his followers
would burst through the chamber’s entrance and slay whoever had displeased
him.
He kept his hands in his lap, perfectly still.
The presence in his sanctum did not speak. The silence stretched between
them for a time –A moment? An eternity? – and then the daymo pulled from his
voluminous sleeves a long, thin object, something he had sent his steward
searching for as soon as he had felt this one approaching.
“May I?” he asked, and at another time he would have choked on such a
request. The thought that the daymo of the kith’ketan, within his own sacred
mountain, would ask permission to do anything was galling – but, he chided

himself, remembering his own teachings, pride was an illusion, an artifice that
could be set aside when circumstances warranted.
And conversing with their most honored guest was just such a
circumstance.
“Yes.” The Undying One spoke softly, without inflection or accent. An
unmemorable voice. Yet there was power behind it – the old man felt the
reverberations.
Light flared in the darkness. Not a warm, golden glow, but a harsh, pale
flickering that painted the room in shades of charcoal and bone.
The daymo set the corpsetallow candle in a twisted black-metal stand.
The white flame writhed and danced like a creature in pain – which, in a way,
he supposed it was. Could a soul feel pain even when ripped from its body? A
philosophical question, and one he suspected no man living could answer.
The old man studied his guest. Tall, with pallid, unlined skin. Black
ringlets that fell to his shoulders. Large, dark eyes and a thin mouth. The man
was dressed in the traditional garb of their order, even though he was not truly
a part of it – a black tunic lacking any design or symbol, loose black trousers
cinched by a wire that could be used as a means to kill, a cloak and cowl. And
it was as he suspected: the man matched perfectly with the image he still held
in his memory from well over a century ago, when he had attended his own
master in this very chamber as that ancient daymo had met with the Undying

One to discuss the murder of a padarasha.
“You are leaving us,” the old man said, passing his hand over the candle.
The flame shied away from him, as if afraid.
The Undying One nodded. “I have been summoned.”
That surprised the old man, but he did not let it show. “A man cannot
serve two masters.”
“I have no master,” murmured the Undying One. Then his thin mouth
quirked slightly. “And who said I was a man?”
True enough, thought the daymo. Considerations of who or what this
creature was had consumed more of his time than he would ever admit. His
master, the previous daymo, had confided in him once that he thought the
Undying One to be an avatar of shadow, a physical manifestation of the
philosophy that guided the kith’ketan. Brought into being, perhaps, by the
intense devotion of those that lived under the mountain.
But the old man did not believe that. He now thought the Undying One was
merely a visitor to their home, though his purpose for living amongst them for
so many centuries remained inscrutable.
“Before you go . . . I wish to see your blade. I have heard many stories.”
Did the Undying One hesitate? Had the old man said something
unexpected, deviated from whatever scripted dance they were engaged in?
Then he stepped forward and drew his weapon. There was no sound, no

rasping of metal like accompanied the drawing of traditional swords. Nor was
there the faint whisper of silk, as when a shadowblade was flourished. The
sword slid out as silent as a grave and the corpsetallow candle quailed in its
presence, guttering.
The Undying One held out his sword so that the old man could study its
curved blade. It looked like normal steel, notched in places, with a few faint
cracks threading the metal. But the hair on his arm lifted when he reached out
to touch the weapon, and the Undying One shook his head firmly.
“Do not touch. You are strong, but I cannot guarantee that it will not take
you.”
The daymo withdrew his hand, and the Undying One sheathed the sword.
Surprisingly, he found his mouth was dry. He swallowed. “Will you return
to us?”
“I do not know. The world above is changing – surely you have felt the
tremors. And now an old . . . friend asks for my counsel and help. She would
not do this unless great events were unfolding. Perhaps the kith’ketan will be
drawn into what is coming.”
“We do not wish to guide the course of history. That has never been our
purpose.”
The Undying One shook his head slightly. “No, you would rather be the
tools of those who would change the world. But perhaps you should consider

another role for your order. Perhaps it does not conflict with
your . . . philosophy as much as you believe. A new age is dawning, and the
bold will shape it to their desires.”
Those last words echoed in the old man’s thoughts long after the Undying
One had turned and departed, leaving after many years the darkness under the
mountain and emerging again into the world of light and life.

Chapter One – Keilan

Keilan leaned over the side of the small fishing boat and dipped his
fingers into the dark water as his father pulled hard again on the oars. They slid
forward through the swells that were trying to push them back toward land, his
father grunting curses with each strong stroke.
“Can I help?” Keilan asked, settling onto one of the boat’s seat-planks.
Across from him his father grimaced a smile through his beard.
“The day I can’t row out against the breakers,” he said, his face flushed,
“is the day I hang up my nets and give this old tub to you.”
Keilan nodded. The same answer, returned every day to the same
question. Endless identical days, it seemed, different only in the size of their
catch, his father’s mood, and the vagaries of wind and water.
Keilan glanced at the southern horizon, that thin seam where sea joined
with sky. Wind and water. He didn’t share his father’s old fisherman sense of
the changing weather, but still he could tell that this day would not be exactly
like most others.
“Aye, you can feel it too, then,” his father said as Keilan continued to stare
off into the distance. “A storm’s brewing out there. Something’s maddened one
of the Shael, t’be sure. They’ll be lancing the sea before nightfall, looking to

spear a serpent or two.”
Keilan saw it, a faint bruising in the hard blue sky that warned of distant
storm clouds massing. He turned back to his father and was surprised to catch
something glinting in his slate-gray eyes.
“Your father’s not so old yet, boy. The rowing’s hard because the sea’s
starting to work its way into a fury. You’ll have to wait a few more years yet
before you can call yourself the captain of this ship.”
“How long until the storm comes?”
His father squinted, lines scored by years of sun and salt cracking his
face. “We should be all right if we get back around the late tide, but I also
don’t want to tempt Ghelu. So we best start filling this boat with fish.” He
paused his rowing, holding the oars suspended over the waves; water streamed
from the blades, drops glittering like jewels in the sunlight as they fell. “You
best do your dowsing trick.”
My dowsing trick, Keilan thought, rolling his sleeve up. His father
likened what he did to a man finding water . . . though of course, out here,
water was easy enough to find. Other things were more difficult.
He leaned again over the side of the rocking boat, this time farther out,
and plunged his arm into the water up to his elbow. It was cold, but not
bracingly so. Behind him he heard his father set down the oars with a clatter,
and then a moment later the susurrus of nets being pulled from beneath the seat-

planks.
Keilan stared into the shifting blackness. The sounds of his father
dwindled as he concentrated on the sea and the feel of his hand drifting in the
gentle current. Gradually the sun on his neck and the wind tugging at his hair
also faded away. He dissolved into the water, spreading out into the yawning
abyss below.
He was there. Under the water, floating, coddled by the freezing darkness.
In the Deep. As always, the immensity beneath him was briefly, terrifyingly
overwhelming, and he had to tamp down the panicked desire to kick for the
surface and sunlight.
Keilan mastered himself. He was not alone; down here, he was never
truly alone, if he looked long enough. He felt them then, surprisingly close,
pinpricks of warmth skittering through the dark, rising from the depths . . . stars
falling up. They were close, but not quite close enough.
With a gasp he returned to the boat, pulling his arm from the water. Below
his elbow the skin had turned ashen.
“Well?” his father asked. “Is this a good spot?”
Keilan swallowed and shook his head, massaging his numb arm.
“No . . . but not far. There’s a fair-sized school coming, a bit more that way.”
He waved vaguely to the east, where a rocky spur thrust out into the bay.
His father grunted and dropped the net he’d been baiting, picking up his

oars again. “Ironheads, are they? Must be chasing the minnows round the
rocks.”
Keilan shrugged and shivered, reaching for the sealskin blanket his father
now kept for him in the boat. They lurched forward as his father pulled hard at
the oars, straining to get them positioned quick enough. Keilan kept his eyes
fixed on the bottom of the boat, but he could feel his father watching him with
concern.
“You all right, boy? You don’t feel the falling sickness coming on
again, do ya?”
Keilan shook his head. “I’m fine.”
And he would be. This was normal, a momentary weakness. Nothing like
what had happened a fortnight before. When he’d almost died.
He put the thought of that awful day out of his head – otherwise, he’d be
too scared to even accompany his father out here, let alone attempt
his . . . dowsing.
His father rowed in silence, the rocks swelling larger behind him. They
were black and jagged and veined by red strands of seaweed. When Keilan
was a bit younger, before he had started coming out with his father almost
every day, he and Sella would sometimes carefully pick their way along those
same rocks, collecting fresh seaweed for Mam Ru to put in her soups. And
there’d be other treasures, too, if they were lucky. Blue-shelled crabs tossed up

by the waves and caught in the small pools that sometimes formed where the
rocks came together, pale luminous sea-glass of different colors, and driftwood
that must have come from one of the many ships that foundered on the
treacherous rocks hidden farther out at the mouth of the bay. Every time he’d
found one of those chunks of wood Keilan had wondered if it had been torn
from his mother’s ship, perhaps even if she’d clung to it before his father had
pulled her from the churning waters.
“Da, where did you find her?” The words slipped out, unexpected, and
immediately Keilan regretted his question. There was an unspoken rule
between them, never to talk about her.
His father’s face slackened in surprise, then grew dark. He didn’t respond
for a long moment, studying Keilan with eyes that almost looked reproachful.
Finally, he sighed and gestured with one of the oars out beyond the end of the
jumbled rocks.
“There. Clinging to that damned chest so hard I wasn’t sure which was
keeping the other afloat.” His eyes passed beyond Keilan, looking at something
else. “Lightning was rippling the sky, an’ I saw her in the flash, bone white like
some wraith come to drag those poor sailors down under. The waves carried
me closer, and then there was another big strike, and I could see that she’d seen
me, and that she wasn’t no ghost, just a girl, and that she was scared. Scared
and beautiful and fierce to keep on living. She was refusing to let these waters

drag her down.” His father cleared his throat and spat over the side. “I reached
my hand out, and she took it, and I pulled her up and into this very boat, but
with her other hand she stayed holding on to that chest, and she didn’t let go
until I hauled it out of the water as well. What foolishness; almost capsized us
bringing it aboard. Then I put my back into the oars and rowed for shore like
the Deep Ones themselves were tickling at my hull. Your Ma stayed huddled at
my feet watching behind us as the Shael kept lancing the water, giving us these
glimpses of her ship as it finished breaking up on the rocks, and then one time
it was just gone, like it had never been.”
“Did the rest of them die?”
His father nodded. “Best we in the village could tell. There were a few
bodies that washed up the next day, along with some things from the ship,
shards of wood and shreds of sail, a crate of broken pottery. Old Tannin found
a silver bracelet studded with green stones big as walnuts. Thought he was rich
as a prince, but a passing peddler later told him they was just colored bits of
glass.”
Keilan smiled, imagining Tannin strutting around town, proud as a rooster,
and what his face must have looked like after the peddler had dashed his
hopes. Knowing the old fool he had probably had the bracelet appraised in
front of as large a crowd as possible, just so everyone could envy his good
fortune.

His father stopped rowing. “About here, boy?”
Keilan glanced around, trying to estimate where the school he had sensed
would be by now. “This should be a good spot,” he said, with only a trace of
uncertainty.
His father might have noticed his tone, but still he grunted agreement and
bent to his nets. Keilan helped him thread a few more pieces of bait into the
mesh, then took the far end of the net and brought it to the back of the boat. At
the count of three father and son tossed the weighted corners out into the ocean
and watched them sink, fastening the other ends of the nets onto iron hooks
driven into the side of the boat, while also holding tight to the lines that ran
down to the weights suspended in the deepness. Now they just had to wait.
Sometimes it could take an hour before they caught anything, or his father
grudgingly gave up, but today Elara’s bounty was swift, and almost
immediately they felt the lines begin to thrum with the feeling of thrashing fish.
“Up boy, pull it up!” his father cried, hauling on the line that ran down to
the net’s weights. Keilan did the same, and slowly the net cinched closed,
rising toward the surface. His father let out a whoop when he saw how many
squirming, silver bodies they had snared, and with a great heave father and son
dumped the wriggling fish into the ship. Each was about as long as Keilan’s
arm, and his father’s guess had been right, as their heads were large and black
and bony, almost as if they were wearing helmets. Keilan jumped back a step,

wary of their snapping jaws. He’d watched his father’s cousin lose a finger to
one of these fish before.
“Ironheads! Ten, eleven . . . twelve! Just about the best first cast I’ve ever
had. Elara smiles on us today, boy.”
Keilan grinned broadly, more for his father’s good humor than for the
catch they’d brought up. In the past year there had been too many days of sullen
silence trapped together on this boat, followed by nights of drunken rage and
sadness. Since the night they’d lost her.
They dipped their net a handful of times around the rocks, bringing up a
few more ironheads and also a small shark that must have been stalking the
school. His father offered a quick prayer to Ghelu for the pardon of killing one
of his most beloved children, then slid his boning knife into the shark’s eye and
finished it off with a twist. Shark meat was popular in Chale these days.
His father didn’t ask him to dowse again for fish, and Keilan didn’t
volunteer. Doing so more than once in a day left him with a splitting headache
the next morning.
Finally satisfied with their catch, his father took up his oars again and
began rowing for home. The sun had started its slow descent by then,
burnishing the bare slopes of the eastern hills so that they gleamed like sheets
of beaten gold, while to the south the purple stain in the sky had faded to an
ominous black.

Keilan began stuffing the fish they’d caught into a large sack; although
almost all of them had stopped breathing, he was still careful of their hooked
jaws, as even after death they sometimes snapped shut with a terrible strength.
His uncle had told him this was a last attempt at vengeance by a lingering
spirit, but Keilan secretly thought that the fish were simply too stupid to know
that they were dead.
As they approached the beach Keilan saw that most of the other fishing
boats had already returned and been dragged up into the tall grass where they
could better weather the coming storm. Shadowy shapes milled around on the
sand, and tarps had been laid out displaying each fisherman’s catch. Long
before he could make out faces Keilan recognized the spindly legs and barrel
chest of Pelos, the old fishmonger from Chale, who traveled to their village
most evenings in his great, rickety wagon to sift through Elara’s bounty. He
was gesticulating fiercely with a tall, stooped man that Keilan thought was
probably his Uncle Davin.
When the boat’s bottom scraped against the sand, Keilan hopped over the
side into the surf and began hauling on the rope tied to the prow. His father
joined him moments later, and together they wrestled the boat partway up onto
the beach. Keilan spread out the tarp they used to display their catch, and his
father pulled from their boat the sack bulging with ironheads, then began to lay
them out carefully in neat rows. While he was doing this a few of the other

fishermen who had already concluded their business with the fishmonger
hoisted his father’s boat onto their shoulders and carried it up into the beach
grass, setting it upside-down beside the others.
Pelos strolled over, trailed by Keilan’s Uncle Davin, and whistled
appreciatively after a moment of careful inspection. “By the Ten, Farris, you
had a good day. Two dozen ironheads and a decent-sized snapper.” The
fishmonger jerked his thumb over his shoulder to indicate the other catches.
“Your brother here insisted there was nothing to find out there today, and I’d
just about given up hope that this trip would be worthwhile.”
For the first time, Keilan noticed that the other catches on display seemed
unusually small, both in quantity and the size of the fish, and that his uncle’s
mouth was set in a thin, hard line as he watched the fishmonger peruse what
they’d caught.
“There was nothing,” his uncle insisted, with more than a trace of
bitterness, “Farris must have brought up everything in the bay worth catching.”
His father finished laying out his fish and then stood, wiping his hands on
his tunic. “I whistled to the fish and they came. Old fisherman’s trick.”
Davin snorted, gesturing with a bony finger at Keilan. “It’s the boy. He’s
just like his mother.”
Keilan felt a hand on his shoulder, and then his father moved in front of
him. “He’s a good lad. He’s a true fisherman’s son.” There was an edge to his

voice, and Davin must have heard it as well because his uncle stepped back,
muttering to himself.
Pelos brushed past his father and tousled Keilan’s rain-slicked hair.
“Well, if you helped bring up these beauties, I thank you kindly. So do the good
people of Chale, as they’ll be happy to have a bit o’ fresh ironhead on the table
tomorrow.” The old fishmonger’s face creased in sudden confusion. “Wait,
what’s this?” he said, tickling the back of Keilan’s ear. “I think . . . I think
you’ve got something caught back here . . .”
Keilan grinned, knowing what would come next. With feigned amazement
the old fishmonger withdrew from behind Keilan’s ear an iron bit, then with a
flourish held it out for him to take. “By the Ten, lad, you best be careful where
you put your money. All kinds of disreputable folk around these parts.”
Keilan knew that some of the others his age in the village would have
sneered at the fishmonger, trying to show how they were too old for such
children’s tricks. He’d seen fifteen winters, after all. Another few moons and
it’d be the mid-summer solstice, and he’d have to night-dive for Elara’s bounty
and prove to everyone that he was ready to be considered a man of the village.
But Pelos was almost family – he’d been pulling the same trick for a dozen
years, since Keilan’s mother had first brought him down to the beach to watch
and wait for his father’s return.
Pelos gave him a sly wink and then turned back to his father. “I’ll take the

lot. Three imperial drakes and a dozen bits.”
“Four drakes even, and throw in a few pinches of that salt I know you
keep in your wagon.”
“Three drakes, fifteen bits.”
The haggling settled into a familiar rhythm, with Pelos offering up
outraged protestations and his father refusing to budge from what he thought
was fair.
While they bargained, Keilan allowed his thoughts to wander a few
months hence, when he’d have to stand at midnight on the rock with all the
other boys on the cusp of manhood, and then leap into the freezing waters of the
bay. He wouldn’t be able to return to the village until he brought back
something of Elara’s bounty – most others scavenged sea urchins or crabs,
whatever small thing they first found so they could get out of the water as
quickly as possible, but Keilan had seen a few others return carrying spiny
lobsters, which was considered especially blessed, and that’s what he had
once told himself he would hold out for.
Now though . . . the thought of the night-dive had been weighing heavily
on him for the past two weeks, ever since his . . . accident. Keilan shuddered,
and not from the cold drizzle that was slowly starting to strengthen. Swimming
down into the water, pushing into that blackness . . . there were things in the
Deep. He had touched one.

It had started innocently enough. They had been out in the boat, a high
summer sun beating down mercilessly, and not a breath of wind to give relief.
His father had been hunched at the prow with his cloak drawn up, still smelling
of the bottle of spiced rum he’d finished off earlier that morning. While they
drifted on that glassy sea Keilan had trailed his hand in the water, idly
searching. But there were no fish that day that he could feel, at least anywhere
nearby, and his father was in no condition to row them elsewhere, or even
finish baiting the nets.
So Keilan had stretched himself farther into the water, pushing his senses
past the rocky mouth of the bay, into the true Deep. There he had found things.
Bright, swift-moving shapes he was familiar with, a great school of fish that
twisted and turned as if of one mind. And on the edges of that huge
constellation hung cold, clear lights he knew to be sharks, and when he drifted
closer he had seen one dart into the school. The lights had swirled and eddied,
moments later reforming as if nothing had happened.
Keilan had known he should have stopped then – already he had felt
himself starting to tingle with the strain of reaching so far, but he had continued
on, into the blackness.
Several times he had passed small, bright, darting things, and once a
languid, undulating form, and then his breath had been stolen from him as a
collection of vast, ponderous souls pushed past, angling upwards.

Whales, he had murmured, as the giant creatures surged around him. They
were different than the other things he had felt in the bay, not warm and clear
and predatory, but blazing with inner fire, and almost gentle, their hugeness
encompassing him as he floated, awe-struck.
He had sensed his body back in the boat, so far away, begin to shake, but
he wasn’t able stop now, not after seeing such wonders. So he had dived
deeper, his speed quickening, thrusting himself forward into the darkness.
And that’s where he’d found it. Down there, in the true black, where
sunlight never reached. He’d thought the whales were huge, but it had reared
out of the gloom like a sudden mountain, vast beyond the limits of
comprehension. Terror had sluiced through him, and he knew from whatever
tenuous thread connecting him with his body back aboard his father’s boat that
he had just emptied his bladder, a distant trickle of warmth running down his
leg.
It did not move; it did not glitter like fish or sharks or pulse with the slow
majesty of whales. But Keilan had known that it lived, and then, impossibly, an
eye bigger than a wagon wheel had slid open in the blackness and found him,
flensed his soul open like with a boning knife and peered into his depths. And
he had fled, screaming.
His father had lifted from his stupor when Keilan had slumped to the floor
of the boat, twitching, blue veins etched against milky skin and his wide eyes

staring at nothing.
He had seen a Deep One. And it had seen him.

Chapter Two – Keilan
The next morning as Keilan pulled on his boots, his father clapped him on
the shoulder and told him he could rest, that he would be going out into the bay
alone today. Keilan started to say something, but then he glimpsed the bottle
tucked into one of the pockets sewn into his father’s cloak, and instead
swallowed away his words. This was a reward, Keilan knew, for the excellent
catch they’d brought up the day before, but he wondered if there wasn’t
something else as well. Yesterday, after his father had finally settled with the
fishmonger, he had caught a few of the other fishermen glancing his way as they
made the long walk back to the village. These were men he’d known his whole
life – Big Benj, Uncle Davin, Cord, Seven-Finger Soman – but in their faces he
hadn’t seen a trace of the old friendliness, just thinned mouths and squints of
hard suspicion. He’d lain awake much of last night, listening to the storm
raging and thinking of the last time he’d seen his mother, of her empty eyes as
the same men with the same expressions had taken her away from their small
hut, down to the beach and the waiting sea.
Thoughts of his mother always led to him spending time with her books,
so after filling a bowl with some of the leftover fish stew he’d prepared for
dinner the night before he dragged out the box from behind his sleeping pallet
and began removing its contents. He handled the books reverentially, making a

circle of them on the hard-packed dirt floor of their hut with him sitting crosslegged in the middle. Fourteen books, the treasures his mother had refused to
live without, the contents of the chest his father had rescued with her from the
sea. He felt like he knew every word they contained by heart; his mother had
taught him to read using them, and in the years since he’d finished each one
two-dozen times. Keilan stroked their dark leather bindings, tracing the letters
that flowed in silver and gold script across their covers. The Metaphysics of
Reason, A History of Menekar Volume I, When Blood Sings: The Poetry of
Dzin keth Dzari.
To Keilan’s knowledge there were no other books in the village. He
would be surprised if anyone else could read, actually, although Old Tannin
had made a show of studying the Tractate the last time a wandering mendicant
had passed through bringing a copy of Ama’s holy book. That sacred text had
been written in Menekarian, like most of the volumes spread before him now.
His mother had told him that the language of Menekar was the most widely
written in the known world, even outside the borders of the empire. It had
become a thread binding together cities and people separated by vast
distances, a common basis for trade, scholarship, and diplomacy. But it was
not the only language among his books. Two of the titles, The Physiology of
Man and Folk-Tales of the Middle-North, were written in High Kalyuni, a
much more difficult and ancient script. Even the mendicants who came and

preached in the village brandishing their copies of the Tractate wouldn’t be
able to understand the delicate, looping writing of the lost Mosaic Cities.
His mother had taught him so much. While most of the other villagers only
knew about this tiny sliver of the world, their homes and the nearby town of
Chale, the waters of the bay and the dun hills to the east, his mother had told
him stories of the vastness that unfurled in every direction. Farther east, over
the Bones of the World, lay the ancient cities of Menekar, where white lions
curled at the feet of ruling satraps; to the far north was a frozen waste pocked
by crumbling holdfasts locked in ice and sorcery; to the west the Gilded Cities
glittered on the coast; and to the south, beyond the sea, was where the
mysterious Shan ruled in their Empire of Swords and Flowers. Thoughts of
such places had stirred him when he was younger, and he had spent countless
hours imagining himself as a bravo of Lyr or a Skein thane.
He hadn’t indulged in those dreamings since his mother’s death a year
ago. No, not her death. Her murder.
A rapping at the door startled him.
Keilan hurriedly repacked the books and slid the box back behind his
pallet. Reading was looked upon with some suspicion by most of the other
villagers.
He crossed the hut’s one large room and opened the door a crack, then
flung it wide when he saw who was standing there.

“Sella!” he cried, bending over to embrace the little, blonde girl. Her hair
was matted and dirty, and as always smelled like she had slept in a barn –
which was possible, as her father worked one of the farms clustered along the
road running north to Chale. She hesitated a moment, and then Keilan felt her
small hands on his back.
When he pulled away she glanced at him reproachfully from under long
lashes, shifting her weight between her feet. “Thought you’d forgot all about
me.” Her mismatched eyes, one green and one blue, looked hurt.
Keilan took her by the hand and pulled her inside. He led her to one of the
sitting mats, and when she flopped down he walked over to the hearth and
removed the lid from the big iron cook pot. “Do you want some stew? It’s cold
but tasty. Even got a pinch of salt in it.”
Sella nodded gratefully and accepted a bowl. As she slurped it down he
studied her, looking for how she’d changed in the months since he’d last seen
her. Sella’s dress was a bit more ragged than he remembered, and she must
have grown, as her sandals now appeared painfully small. She was only a few
years younger than him, maybe eleven or twelve, but she still looked like a
child, with her smudged cheeks and scraped elbows and thin, knobby arms and
legs.
She finished with a satisfied sigh and handed the bowl back to him. “You
never come round no more. You getting too big to play?”

Keilan smiled and shook his head. “It’s not like that. I got to help my da
out on the water.”
Sella’s face soured, her mouth drawing down into a pout. “But the other
boys your age don’t help their das. How come you have to?”
Keilan drummed his fingers on the side of the bowl she’d passed to him,
thinking of the best way to explain things to her. “Well . . . you know, Sella, that
working the nets needs two. After . . . after my ma was gone, my da didn’t want
to fish with Uncle Davin anymore. So he asked me to come help him. I know
it’s not natural for boys to fish the bay before they do their night-dive, but my
da never really gave much care to how things are supposed to be done.”
She was quiet for a moment, chewing her lip in thought. Keilan had other
suspicions as to why his father brought him out onto the water almost every day
– to keep him close, keep him safe. But he didn’t think Sella would understand,
so he didn’t mention that.
Sella’s expression relaxed as she arrived at some decision. “Well,” she
said, “you’re not fishing today, yeah? So how about we go down to the rocks,
see what the storm tossed up?”
Keilan felt some tension he hadn’t even known he’d been holding leak
away, and he grinned. “That sounds great.”

*

*

Sella took the lead, as always, slipping through the grasping branches and
brambles like some forest spirit, while Keilan followed behind, pausing
constantly to unhook something that had snagged his clothes or tangled in his
hair. The path had been worn clear back when they used to go down to the
rocks most every day, but the stunted little forest that separated the village from
the rocks had spilled into it over the past year. Or maybe he’d just gotten
bigger and clumsier.
“You still go to the rocks sometimes?” Keilan asked, scrambling over the
rotted remains of a dead tree, beetles the length of his thumb vanishing into the
scarred wood.
“Sometimes,” Sella called back over her shoulder. “It’s not as much fun
without you. But no one bothers me, which is nice. Don’t have to weed the
garden or muck the pens, and the others don’t ever come here.”
The others. Keilan knew she meant the children of the village, the sons
and daughters of the fisherfolk. The relationship between the village and the
northern farms was frayed – scratching sustenance from the ground and raising
pigs was no way to live, and Keilan suspected that the farmers thought the
same of those who reaped Elara’s bounty. The farmers had arrived ten years
ago, refugees from one of the interminable wars that always seemed to be
simmering somewhere in the Shattered Kingdoms, bringing not only their

plows and horses but also the golden sun of Ama. Many of the villagers had
even begun wearing the copper discs of the faithful in the years since, and
Keilan had heard more than a few fisherfolk grumble that the poor harvests
brought out of the bay recently was a sign of the Deep Ones’ displeasure with
this encroachment by the eastern god.
While the enmity between the farmers and fisherfolk was usually confined
to hard looks and muttered words, their children held no qualms about open
conflict. A lone child found in enemy territory would be taunted and chased,
and perhaps even beaten if tensions between the two were running particularly
high at that time. Keilan knew his friendship with Sella was a rarity, but it had
happened because they were both outcasts within their communities, he
because of his mother and she due to her eyes, which were considered unlucky,
a curse by some vengeful spirit.
Lost in his thoughts Keilan tripped over an upraised root and went
sprawling onto the moss and soft loam of the forest floor. Brushing dirt from
his face he glanced up just as Sella vanished in a flash of golden hair through
the thicket ahead.
Sighing at his clumsiness Keilan stumbled to his feet and followed,
crashing through the tangle where she had disappeared and pushing into the
clearing beyond.
“Sella! Sella, wait . . .” the words died in his throat.

They were not alone. Sella stood a ways off, head down so that her hair
obscured her face. She shuffled her feet and did not look up.
Leaning against a tree was Keilan’s cousin Malik, the son of his Uncle
Davin, and flanking him were Fen and Tharin, two other boys from the village.
Malik was only a few months older than him, but he overtopped Keilan by a
head and weighed at least two or three stones more. He looked very different
from his father – where Davin was thin and crooked and burnt brown by
endless hours at sea, Malik was broad and fat, with sloping shoulders, his skin
a pasty white. He grinned when he saw Keilan’s surprise, showing where his
two front-teeth had been knocked out.
“Now give me,” Sella said into the silence. Keilan noticed that her hands
were balled into fists.
“Give you what, grub?” Malik shared a smirk with Fen, pulling something
from his belt. It looked like a doll whittled from wood, crudely painted. Malik
stroked its straw hair in mock tenderness.
“Give me Esmi! You promised!” Sella cried, her voice cracking.
Malik snorted a laugh and tossed the doll at her feet. Sella made no move
to pick it up, and Keilan could see that she was shaking.
“Why are you here?” Keilan asked, taking a step back as Malik pushed
himself from the tree.
“Wanted to talk to you,” his cousin said, strolling closer. “Haven’t seen

you in a while.”
“Been busy helping my da.”
Malik stopped a dozen paces away, hooked his thumbs into his belt and
whistled. “Yeah, you’re a big fisherman now. You must be pretty happy you got
out on a boat before I did.”
“I never even thought about that.”
Malik’s piggish black eyes narrowed. “I did. And it don’t strike me as
being very fair, what with you being only half-fisherman. Half-fisherman and
half-whore.”
“Me and my da caught more fish than yours did yesterday.”
Malik reached down and scooped up a rock. “Heard about that. Da says
that’s because you’re like your ma. That you do some spell and all the fish go
swim over to your boat. And then my da and his da and his da,” Malik pointed
to the others with him, “don’t have anything to sell to that ugly old fishmonger,
and we get hit when our das come home and our mas ask why there’s no
money.” He glanced over at his friends. “Now does that sound fair to you
two?”
“Don’t sound fair at all,” Fen said, staring hard at Keilan. There was a
fresh bruise darkening his freckled cheek.
“What we gonna do about this, Mal?” Tharin said softly. Of all the boys in
the village, Tharin made Keilan the most uneasy. He’d never caught him

smiling or laughing, except when hurting others, and his gray eyes were always
strangely empty, almost lifeless. He’d seen the same look in the eyes of the
shark his father had brought up the day before.
“Me? I think we should beat him raw.”
A coldness settled over Keilan. He thought about running, about turning
and dashing through the woods back to the village, barricading himself in his
house and waiting for his da to return. But when he looked at his cousin and his
friends he didn’t see the children he’d grown up with; instead, he saw their
fathers, the men who had taken his mother. He felt himself tense, but not to flee.
Malik seemed to notice this, and something like uncertainty flitted across
his face. Then his expression hardened.
“You know, my da told me that the only thing worse than a whore is a
witch. A whore dirties her own body, but a witch dirties the world itself. The
way I see it, though, your ma was both a witch and a whore, so that’s got to be
worse, right? Isn’t that right?” Malik stepped closer, hefting the rock in his
hand. “Ain’t that right?” he screamed, rearing back.
Keilan ducked as the rock whistled past his head, and then had only a
moment to brace himself before Malik’s bulk slammed into him. They fell in a
tangle, knocking the breath from Keilan, and blows hammered his stomach and
chest. The bigger boy tried to pin him, but Keilan managed to squirm out of his
grasp and throw his fist out blindly. He hit something soft and Malik squealed

in pain and rolled away holding his face, shouting out curses. Keilan
scrambled to his feet, steadying himself against the trunk of a tree, his heartbeat
loud in his ears. Fen rushed over and helped Malik stand as blood spurted
from between his fingers.
“You broke my nose! I’ll kill you!”
Ignoring the pain in his ribs, Keilan reached down and picked up a fallen
branch, a hard length of old wood. There was a rage in him, and he stalked
forward toward the two boys. Their eyes widened in sudden fear as he lunged
closer, swinging the branch hard. Fen raised his arm to try and ward away the
blow, but the force of it nearly knocked him over, and he shrieked loudly,
clutching his shoulder and stumbling backward. The second swing caught
Malik in the head, and he fell like a sack of grain, his legs suddenly boneless.
Then Tharin was between them, iron glinting in his hand. “Careful,
careful,” he said, his voice barely above a whisper. He handled the boning
knife with an easy familiarity.
Keilan stepped away, holding Tharin’s blank gaze. His grip on the wood
was suddenly slick with sweat.
Grimacing in pain Fen helped the dazed Malik find his feet. He flashed
Keilan a look of hate and fear as he led his cousin into the woods, and they
vanished quickly, the sounds of their blundering through the underbrush fading.
Tharin lingered, expressionless. Then a smile slowly spread across his

face. “I’ll see you again,” he murmured, and turned and sauntered into the
trees.
Keilan stayed standing in the clearing, breathing heavily, his grip on the
length of wood white-knuckled, until a light touch on his arm made him jump.
He whirled around and found Sella, her face miserable. In her other hand she
clutched the little wooden doll tightly to her chest.
“Kay . . .” she said softly, “I’m sorry.”
Keilan blinked, as if seeing her for the first time. He was surprised to find
that the anger he had expected to feel from her betrayal wasn’t there, and he
managed to force a little smile. She tentatively returned it, her mismatched eyes
starting to water.
“Hey there, don’t cry,” Keilan said, wiping away a tear as it trickled
down her cheek. “I’m all right.”
She sniffled loudly, even as her smile widened. “You beat them good.”
“I guess I did.” Keilan dropped the branch and gently prodded his aching
ribs, wincing. “Maybe I’ll be a mighty warrior yet.”
“I think you’re already a mighty warrior,” she said, so seriously that
Keilan couldn’t hold back a little burst of laughter, which only made the pain
worse.
“Ha, ouch, thanks.”
“Should we . . . should we go back to the village? Will they be waiting for

you?”
Keilan shrugged. “I’m not scared of them. Yes, back to the village.”
“Okay.” Sella moved next to him so he could lean against her, which he
really didn’t need, but the attempt to help was so earnest that he allowed her to
bear a little of his weight.
“So,” he said as they passed into the trees, “tell me about Esmi.”

Chapter Three – Keilan
“Mam Ru gave her to me,” Sella explained during their walk back to the
village, guiding Keilan with exaggerated care around where a tangle of roots
had squirmed onto the path. “Said Esmi’s really old. Used to belong to her own
daughter; she died of the weeping a long time ago. I brought her some
nightswort I found in the woods, and she said I looked so lonely these days,
what with you gone, that she rummaged around and pulled out Esmi, gave her a
spit of paint and some new hair, and said I didn’t have to be alone no more.”
Keilan held out his hand, and after a moment’s hesitation Sella passed him
the doll. It was carefully made of hard, pale wood, with clever interlocking
joints that still moved smoothly despite the doll’s evident age.
“I think Malik must’ve seen your da leave this morning without you,”
Sella continued, taking back Esmi. “Then he went lookin’ for me. I was picking
daisies for my ma and suddenly I looked up, and he was there with those two
big ugly aurochs, Tharin and what’s-his-name, ah, Fen. He took Esmi from me
and said I got to go bring you to the rocks if I wanted her back. Said he’d
smash her to bits if I told anyone. I was worried what they were going to do to
you when we got there, but I couldn’t go back to Mam Ru and tell her that her
daughter’s doll was gone.”
Keilan patted her arm reassuringly. They had passed out of the small

forest as they talked and now waded across a field of scratchy, knee-high
grass. A flock of dark birds hidden in the scrub rose into the air around them,
screeching. Keilan watched as they dwindled into the distance, becoming a
line of ink scrawled against the gray sky.
“Well, Esmi’s back and Malik has a bloody nose so I think everything
worked out pretty well. I . . .” He trailed off, squinting ahead at their village.
Something was happening there. Between a few of the dirt-walled and reedthatched huts he could see a crowd had gathered around the rock at the
village’s heart.
“Mendicant,” Sella said, shielding her eyes from the sun.
“Your eyes are better than mine. What do you see?”
“There’s a man with black hair up on the Speaker’s rock, dressed all in
white. He’s waving his arms around something fierce. You wanna go see?”
Keilan gingerly touched his ribs. The pain had already started fading to a
dull ache. Nothing broken, at least. “Yeah.”
Most of the village seemed to have come out to hear the mendicant preach.
Men too old to help on the fishing boats had set aside their tzalik boards and
mugs of grog to listen, many with sour expressions that spoke eloquently
enough as to what they thought about this interloping eastern god. More excited
were the children that clustered around the base of the rock, hoping for one of
the Tractate’s many stories about warring heroes, crafty demons, and wicked

sorcerers. Then there were the village’s women, hovering on the edge of the
square as if feeling guilty about not attending to their chores. Their expressions
were guarded, lacking the open hostility of the elders or the unrestrained
exuberance of the young, but Keilan saw more than a few amulets bearing the
red-gold sunburst of Ama.
The mendicant was almost a boy himself, maybe just a few years older
than Keilan. His white robes were spotless, the only color coming from the
shimmering gold bands than hemmed his sleeves and hood. Around his neck a
copper disc flashed like the sun itself when it caught the light. He was just
finishing a story, almost dancing up on the rock as he acted out some argument
or battle. The children let out a collective gasp as he finished the tale by
throwing up his hands and praising Ama.
Once, a few years ago, a group of the more traditional villagers had
expelled a wandering mendicant from the village, sending him scurrying back
to Chale bruised and terrified. A few days later the mendicant had returned,
accompanied by a dozen warriors from the local temple, who had arrayed
themselves around the rock and stood silently with their hands on their swords
as the cleric preached. When one of the braver fishermen had loudly cursed
Ama two of the warriors had strode across the square and struck him down
with the hilts of their swords. There hadn’t been an attempt to stop the
mendicants from telling tales of their shining god since then.

The youthful cleric took a swig from his water skin and addressed the
children seated in the dirt before him. “Tell me, little ones, which holy story
should we remember next?”
A chorus of requests went up. “Jenna and her cloak of gold!” “Pellus
Wyrm-Tamer and the father of dragons!” “The ship of lost children!”
The mendicant held out his hands to beg for quiet. “Ah, I think you all
know these stories better than I do!” He pointed at a small boy seated close to
him, Seven-Finger Soman’s youngest son, Gevin. “You, child, what story
would bring the light of Ama into your heart?”
“I wanna hear about the Pure,” Gevin mumbled, concentrating on the
ground while he pulled on some of the few tenacious blades of grass that had
managed to survive in the well-trodden square.
“Aye, the Pure! The Pure!” echoed some of the other children, and the
mendicant smiled indulgently.
“The Pure it is, then,” he said, spreading his arms wide and drawing
himself up taller. The children quieted, staring at the cleric with wide,
expectant eyes.
“I know this story!” whispered Sella, tugging on Keilan’s sleeve.
“Everyone knows this one,” he hissed back, “I doubt there’s a more
famous tale in the world.”
The sun vanished behind a bank of swift-moving clouds, casting the

square into shadow. He was a true showman, Keilan decided, as the mendicant
seized this moment to start speaking, his voice heavy with dramatic power. The
children muttered and shifted, glancing excitedly at each other.
“Long before the Sundering, before the black ice swallowed the north,
before the Star Towers shattered and fell, before even the waters of this sea
lapped upon the shores of these lands, holy Menekar shined like a beacon,
casting far and wide the light of blessed Ama. From his alabaster throne the
emperor sent forth his legions, and the princes and chieftains of the cities on
the plains knelt in submission, welcoming Ama’s blazing presence into their
hearts. For we are all His servants, as the Tractate teaches us, all His children,
and it is the emperor’s holy task to bring His light to every nation, every
people.” The mendicant stretched wide his arms, encompassing the watching
children.
“But the souls of men are not pure. Within us all a spark from the Void
smolders, a remnant from the beginning of time, when Ama hammered the
world from the darkness. This spark makes us more than the beasts – some
scholars say it is even what makes us pale shadows of Ama himself – but it
also allows for us to perform the most terrible, unholy acts. The Void is hunger
incarnate, you see, and so within every man this spark is constantly gnawing,
always unsatisfied. Dominion, wealth, the trappings of power – all men desire
these things, but to seize them is meaningless, and as empty as the air.

“There arose, during the Second Age, a new breed of man. Creatures of
hunger, children of the Void, removed from Ama’s sheltering radiance. They
had discovered how to mine the spark inside themselves, how to coax power
from that tenuous thread connecting them to the dark beyond. Sorcery slid like
water beading upon a strand of spider’s silk, from the endless Void and across
unknowable distances, into the bodies of men. And thus the Warlock Kings of
Menekar rose, in all their terrible glory.
“The emperor was cast down, then hung broken above the Melichan Gate.
The legions, led by treacherous men, swore their swords in service to their
new masters. The mendicants and satraps who remained loyal to the old ways
were slain in terrible fashion, their heads festooning the walls of the holy city.
Ama, the tyrants proclaimed, had gifted them with sorcery; their power was a
mark of His favor.
“But that was a lie, and upon His golden throne Ama grieved, turning
away from the wickedness of His children. A world He had given them,
fashioned from the terrible emptiness, a refuge from the darkness, and they had
betrayed Him, ushering the Void into His creation.
“Darkness fell upon the world. It was a time of war and plague, hunger
and fear. The Warlock Kings commanded terrible powers, but they knew only
avarice and refused to waste their sorcery helping those they deemed little
more than chattel. In the countryside the crops failed. Babes were drowned at

birth, lest their deaths be long and withering. The weeping arose then, and
fathers laid their children in the ground, wiping clean tiny cheeks stained by
bloody tears. Locusts covered the land, and unquiet spirits wandered the
plains, howling and raging at the follies of their descendants.
“Into this time of evil a child was born. It is said that a mendicant found
the baby in the charred remains of a village, surrounded by the burnt bodies of
his kin. Raiders had torched the town, but the flames had not touched a hair on
his golden head, and in wonderment the mendicant returned with him to his
lonely monastery in the foothills of the Bones, the child swaddled in his own
spare robes. Tethys they named him, ‘The Unburnt’ in one of the first tongues,
though the meaning of that word would change in later years. They raised him
in the old ways, free of the taint of the new, corrupt faith that held sway in the
cities. His feats awed them: by his tenth birthday he could recite the Tractate,
by his fourteenth he was said to be able to wash disease from a body like the
great healers of old. Villagers brought to him their sick, asked for his blessing,
begged for him to settle their disputes. His fame spread, until even in distant
Menekar his name was heard.
“A servant was dispatched, a man steeped in the unholy powers of his
masters. Ambitious and cunning, he saw in the boy a weapon to use back in
court, a means to elevate himself among his rival black sorcerers, perhaps
even to the side of the Warlock King. If, of course, the stories they said were

true. So he arrived at the monastery cloaked in the guise of a leprous old man,
begging for help from the famous boy. Tethys frowned when he saw the
hunched stranger, feeling something was amiss, and knowing he was
discovered the sorcerer let his illusion melt away. The watching mendicants
gasped, the abbot himself falling to his knees and pressing his forehead to the
cold ground, for in that cursed age even the holy men of Ama were forced to
pay obeisance before sorcerers. But Tethys stood tall, and matched the
visitor’s stare.
“‘It is good you do not grovel,’ the sorcerer said, ‘for you are not sheep.’
“‘I bow only before Ama,’ Tethys replied, and the sorcerer’s smile turned
cold.
“‘You would not bow before your emperor, then, the chosen of Ama, His
vessel in this world?’
Tethys shook his head sadly. ‘The emperor is dead, his anointed line
extinguished long before my birth. Ama has turned away from Menekar.’
The mendicants pressing themselves to the ground gasped, and some could
not hold back burning tears, because they knew that their boy would now die a
horrible death, a traitor’s death.
But the sorcerer laughed. ‘You have listened too carefully to the teachings
of these fools. They are animals to men like us. We are gods to them. Come,
return with me to Menekar. The emperor will want to meet you, and with my

help you could rise high, perhaps even one day carry a thorned flail of the
Seven, command great armies, and give council to he who sits the alabaster
throne.’
“‘And if I refuse?’ the boy asked, and at that question a fell wind rose,
rippling the robes of the prostrate men, but leaving Tethys and the sorcerer
untouched.
“‘Then I shall tear down these walls, and feed the souls of those I find
within to a creature of the Void, a demon of great and terrible power.’
The boy nodded. ‘Very well. Give me one more night here. I would
meditate at the shrine atop this mountain, and ask Ama for his guidance.’
“‘As you said, boy,’ the sorcerer snarled, ‘Ama has abandoned us. He
fears us now, and what we will become.’
“But he allowed the boy to leave, to start upon the long and winding path
to the mountain’s top, where in another age a famous holy man had once lived.
Then he commanded the abbot to bring forth wine and to slaughter the fattest
calf, and dispatched another mendicant bearing the imperial seal to a nearby
village, demanding that the youngest and most beautiful women be sent up to
the monastery.
“The night passed, and in the cold, clear light of morning the boy returned,
striding into the monastery’s great hall. What had happened to him atop that
mountain has never been said, but now his eyes shone with the radiance of

Ama, and in his hand was a sword of pale, white metal.
“The sorcerer cast aside the girl he dandled on his knee and stood, blazing
with dark power, an invisible force overturning the altar he sat behind and
scattering the remnants of the previous night’s feast. ‘What trickery is this,
boy?’ he boomed. ‘Do you truly hope to challenge an initiate of the Black
Dawn?’
“Tethys said nothing as he approached. The sorcerer marshaled his
strength and flung it at the boy, a torrent of shadowy fire that washed over the
hall. Tables and chairs burst asunder, the great metal sun of Ama that hung
down from the rafters dripped in the unnatural heat, but the boy walked calmly
through the raging maelstrom, and without hesitating plunged his white metal
sword through the sorcerer’s wards and into his heart!”
The mendicant suddenly leaped from the Speaker’s Rock into the crowd
of seated children, thrusting out with an invisible sword. Laughter and cheers
rippled through his audience as he danced among them, hacking and slashing at
imaginary foes.
“Word of what had transpired at the monastery spread quickly, and many
flocked to see the child who had slain a sorcerer, whose belief in Ama
shielded him from dark powers. The most pious, the most resolute of his new
followers, Tethys brought to the shrine atop the mountain, and if they were
found worthy they would return after a night of prayer with the holy light of

Ama spilling from their eyes. And so were the Pure born, the paladins of Ama,
warriors who moved through dark magic like fish swim in rushing streams.
“Tethys led the rebellion that would consume the Warlock King and his
depraved court. With his white-metal sword he opened the throat of that false
emperor as he cowered upon the alabaster throne, forever staining the white
stone black with the demon’s blood. And when the people wanted to lift up
their hero, gird him with the imperial mantle, and set the diadem upon his
brow, he refused, and vanished forever into the Bones, journeying west. But
the Pure endured, the greatest warriors our world has ever known.”
The mendicant bowed, to scattered applause. An old man in the shade
near Keilan snorted and shook his head, turning back to his tzalik board,
gnarled fingers idly stroking one of the dark, sea-smooth stones.
“Do you think we’ll get another story?” Sella asked excitedly, the shadow
of the morning’s events finally gone from her voice.
Keilan watched the village’s children clutch at the mendicant’s robes as
he waded through them to get back to the Speaker’s rock. “I’m not sure if
they’ll let him leave.”
The mendicant stooped to unhook particularly tenacious little fingers from
the golden hem of his clothes, then paused as the child said something in words
too soft for Keilan to hear.
The young cleric tousled the boy’s hair and straightened, turning to

address his audience again. “The child offers a wise question. He asks whether
sorcerers still walk this world, and if the Pure will protect us.” The mendicant
paused theatrically. “Black magic is practiced in these lands! We should be
ever vigilant. If you suspect sorcery you must tell me, or another mendicant, so
we might bring the Pure here to cleanse the foul taint!”
The mendicant moved to climb the rock again, but the tugging on his robes
was insistent, and with a slightly less patient expression he once more bent to
listen to the child. Soman’s boy again, Keilan realized.
Something passed between them, and the mendicant’s smile faded. He
turned his head, following the boy’s outstretched hand, towards where Keilan
stood beside the old men playing tzalik in the shade. A cold wave washed over
Keilan as he met the mendicant’s surprised eyes, and he reached out to steady
himself against Sella.
“What is it? What’s wrong?” she asked.
Everything, Keilan wanted to tell her. Everything.
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his time.
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humans know, and he has wrought his own masterpieces with their colours. He
cared once, perhaps, but far too long ago. He is bound to his task, dead to the
chaos he wreaks for his masters.
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will fight for a boy king and a general bent on victory.
Beneath it all he longs for change. For something to surprise him. For an end to
this cycle of warfare.
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Chapter One
‘What is man, if not a shell for the Architect’s imagination?’
From The blessed Manual of the architect
vore, verse 1
37th Fading, 3782 - HARTLUND
The day that gripped the Irkmire Yawn was a foul one.
The strip of sea was strangled with eager winds, the air choked with icy
drizzle, and the sea boiled to a spray.
The only mercy the Yawn could offer the valiant men of the glorified
barge was its size. The gap between Irkmire and the soaring cliffs of Hartlund
was barely eight leagues at its skinniest point. The journey may have been a
detestable wash of rain and saltwater, but it was a brief and relatively steady
one. The Bilgesnapper was a stout craft. Its squat shape and mean, flat prow
bludgeoned the waters aside, bothered not a penny by the swell.
With the sails stripped almost bare, and the belowdecks crammed with
two-score of sweating rowers, the rest of the barge’s crew had taken to sulking
below the gunwales. They blew into their hands and grimaced through the
murk. Each of them rocked back and forth in odd and silent unison, slave to the
monotonous canter of the sea.
‘There ain’t nought miserabler than a Lundish fading’s day,’ wheezed an
old sailor, trussed up in two thick coats and still shivering. His olive skin

spoke of a southern heritage and time spent in the sun. Even the seawater and
drizzle hadn’t managed to bring a chill to it.
Ole Jub was right. The others around him murmured in agreement, each of
them pulling at their collars, as if the mere sight of Jub made them all feel the
cold a little keener.
Another sailor took up the chatter, eyes wide and urgent under the brim of
his floppy brown hat, which had wilted in the wet. He had a worry in him, and
was eager to see it voiced. He was not alone; a few of the sailors around him
shared the same awkward expression.
‘Ain’t even some good pouches at the end of this, did you ‘ear? We should
be gettin’ double for the danger,’ he hissed. ‘Spit on it all!’
A woman’s voice shushed him from the stairwell, just a few bodies
behind. She was barely audible over the wind and slapping waves. ‘Oh, give it
a rest, will you, Norbin? You’re twitching over a spot of rain. You’ve seen
worse.’
Norbin wasn’t thankful for her words. He shot her a baleful look over his
shoulder. ‘An’ I told you to shut it, Kein. Ain’t the weather I’m worried about,
and you knows it.’ His eyes fell back to the deck as another soldier came
edging past, spear low. Norbin needn’t have worried; the man was too
preoccupied with the… thing.
That was the only word for it.

When the soldier had passed, he snuck another look at the great lump
sitting square in the centre of the deck, beside the mast. There was an empty
circle around it, made out of fear. Nobody—not one soldier, not one sailor—
dared to come within an oar’s length of the thing. If that wasn’t reason enough
to worry, Norbin didn’t know what was.
Kein had never been one for letting up. She shuffled along the deck,
clearly keen to be heard. ‘What’s wrong? You afraid of old-magic?’
There came a bark from the aft-castle. ‘Quiet down there!’
As if to punctuate the order, a stray wave stole over the gunnels and
splashed their huddle. The sailors moaned as cold water seeped under collars
and into the throats of boots, finding new crevices to chill.
‘Fucking Yawn,’ swore Norbin. He was about to give Kein another piece
of his mind when a noise stole away his words. It sounded like the popping of
knuckles, or the low grumble of a distant landslide. The chains rattled once and
then fell still again.
Norbin jabbed a finger at it. ‘See? It’s laughing at us!’ He cast a look back
at Kein, now crouched behind him. Her face was puckered into a smirk. ‘I’m
tellin’ you, it ain’t right. I didn’t sign my name on no line for this. Evil is what
it is. Architect spit on it!’
Kein laughed at that. ‘Bet you’re glad for the wet, hmm? Can’t see you
pissin’ your breeches then, can we?’

The others chuckled. Norbin spat on the deck.
‘Tell me why’s it chained up, then,’ he said. ‘And why they’re all giving it
a wide berth.’
‘Could tip over the side, bein’ so heavy n’all,’ ventured another shipmate.
He was a tall lad, tall enough to poke above the gunnels and receive more
drizzle than he deserved. His cheeks were scrunched up so tightly his eyes
were two thin slivers.
Norbin whirled on him. ‘You can pipe down, Spew! Before I take back
that blanket I gave you.’
Spew threw up his hands. ‘That ain’t fair!’
‘Cap’n doesn’t want it moving around, is all,’ said Kein.
Norbin scoffed. ‘Fawl-piss! It’s bloody dangerous, that’s why. The
’snapper is solid as a harbour. Alright, ‘ow many soldiers we got on this ship,
eh? Why are all they needed then? It’s a demon, I’m tellin’ you.’
Laughter.
‘It’s a machine for the war, you deffer.’
‘Yeah, something special for the Truehards.’
‘I don’t care. Their war ain’t my war.’
‘Oh no, that’s right. You’re the man whose only home is the sea, ain’t
you?’
‘You can shut it as well, Fargle!’

‘Well it’s about time somebody mentioned it.’
‘You’ve told us four times this week already.’
‘Be quiet down there!’ First mate Botch, eager to stretch his chords as
usual. ‘We’re coming out of the deep waters. See to!’
The crew begrudgingly saw to it. Apparently a little more begrudgingly
than management would have liked.
‘I said SEE TO, you ingrates!’ roared Botch.
‘Yessir!’ The crew scurried across the deck, giving the cargo a wide
berth, although they still allowed themselves a quick glimpse through the ring
of soldiers.
The Bilgesnapper nosed into a shallow crescent of grey beach that lay in
the shadow of the Drunken Cliffs. A gaggle of people waited on the sand,
maybe half a dozen at most.
Norbin stretched his neck upwards to gaze at the rocks, as was his habit
whenever they came to Hartlund by this route. They had sailed the Yawn less
and less in recent months. Something to do with the Lundish being penniless.
The Drunken Cliffs were aptly named; only alcohol could elicit such an
angle from its victims. The slabs of grey granite were pressed tightly together,
halfway fallen like slumping books on a shelf. Their lofty heights were
covered by dark green grass, and the barely visible threads of a small crowd.
Between them and the beach, a jagged yet impressive footpath ran in a zig-zag

through the rock.
Now that the barge had been swallowed by the shadow of the rock, the
day seemed even gloomier and wetter than before. Fortunately for Norbin, he
was on anchor duty, and that meant a scrap of shelter behind the fat capstan, to
the side of the bow and under a walkway.
From there, he could get another decent eyeful of the thing; as big an
eyeful as the murk could afford, at least.
If he peered hard enough, he could make out contours beneath the green
tarpaulin, and gauge the girths encircled by the chains. The soldiers had taken a
liberal approach with the irons. The thing was practically clothed in them.
Norbin silently begged it to move, as if to prove it was not some sort of
rain-crafted mirage; a trick of the sea-spray.
‘Master Ghurn!’ yelled Botch.
Norbin raised a hand. ‘Yessir?’
‘To the bow, you, and Miss Simpkins!’
‘Yessir!’ Norbin inwardly groaned, but did as he was told.
Kein scurried past him, always eager to lick an arse whenever one was
presented. Norbin glowered at her as he put one hand on the cog and one hand
on the brake.
‘Hold oars!’ yelled the captain. Hecka was her name; a Graden who’d
inherited the Bilgesnapper from her dead father. She sailed it as though it were

his tombstone.
The big barge shuddered as the oars were held fast, bucking the
momentum.
‘Boat oars!’
There was a squeaking of painted wood on wet metal as the oars were
brought in. They stuck on the shale beneath the waters.
‘Hold!’
Norbin always like to count. His challenge was to see if he could make
the crunch land on three. To his private infuriation, he was always slightly out.
With a loud scraping, the flat bottom of the barge met the beach, pressing
the scattered pebbles into the sand.
‘Door!’ came the order.
Norbin released the brake and held the pressure of the cog for a moment
before gently loosing it. The snub-nosed bow slowly peeled away from the
ship, forming a ramp between the deck and the damp sand.
‘All yours, Captain Jenever!’ called Hecka.
‘Thank you, Madam,’ said a hoarse voice amongst the soldiers.
Norbin toyed with his thumbs behind his back, squeezing them between
fingers. He could tell Kein was looking at him, but he didn’t give her the
satisfaction of meeting her gaze. He could feel what little colour he had left in
his face draining away.

From there, at the bow, he could finally understand the architecture of the
chains. His eyes tumbled down the outlines of the thing. Head. Shoulders.
Arms.
‘Right, then,’ said the soldier captain, stepping forward to tap the hulking
cargo with the butt of her sword. It felt far too solid for flesh. The sailors
hugged the gunwales as the men in armour stepped forward. They brought their
spears up, one by one. ‘Time for you to wake up!’
The sound came again; that rumble, like fawl bones cracking. It sent a
shiver down Norbin’s spine. The thing didn’t deign to move. It felt as though it
was taunting them.
‘I said, wake up!’ The captain poked again.
The thing moved. Its form shifted under the tarpaulin, head twitching to the
side.
‘Now behave!’ Jenever warned it, bringing her sword-tip to bear.
The only answer she got was a noise that sounded like two rocks grinding
together.
‘It’s time for you to meet your new owner,’ said Jenever, as she signalled
to her men. ‘You four, see to those chains. Don’t let them out of your grasp.’
The thing seemed to have other ideas. Slowly, inexorably, before fingers
could get to bolts, it rose to standing. The tarpaulin was ripped aside. Chainlinks unfurled as if they were made of rusted wire. Chunks of planking sprang

forth, skittering across the deck. The soldiers stood frozen in awe.
The monster was immense, standing at least nine foot-lengths tall without
being generous. Its flesh was made of slabs of stone knitted together, ashengrey with veins of misty blue, shifting with every crunch and shiver of its
swollen limbs. Its shoulders were as broad as a battering ram, and its fingers
were jagged shards, stained black like a fireplace and shining like marble at
the tips.
Norbin felt his gaze being drawn towards the thing’s jagged face; heavyjawed and angular. He could not avoid those eyes; bewitching points of light
that seemed to escape scrutiny, floating in two deep-set black hollows. They
fixed him with a cold look as he passed, and the sailor felt his chin quiver as
the stone beast marched down the ramp with purpose.
Norbin knew then that he would die a different man than the one who had
started the day picking weevils from crackers. He would go to his grave
knowing that it was not man which the Architect had built in his image, but this
great monster who had pierced his soul in the time it took to share a glance.

Chapter Two
‘War drives men to great things. Great evils, great sacrifices, great
bravery. But also great innovation.’
From Ways of the HASP, by Albin Crossit

37th Fading, 3782 - Hartlund
With a mighty thud, his foot dug deep into the sand. It blended almost
perfectly with the grey hues of the grit. It looked as if he was rooted to the
earth, like some growth that had sprouted to scare the sea-goers.
The shouting of the soldiers was just noise to him. In his many years, he
had learnt that most of the sounds that skinbags make are useless clamour. Or
lies.
He spied a brown pebble sitting in a puddle and bent to pick it up. Spears
waggled in his face as he did so, but he paid them no heed. Transitions were
often tense for both parties. He wasn’t exactly the brand of mercenary people
were used to.
‘Hold it there!’ It was the one with all the metal on her. She wore at least
double the armour of any of her men, and waved her sword about like a riding
whip.
The pebble was an interesting one, speckled with flecks of crystal. His

stone fingers wrapped around it, feeling its smooth grain, living its ages. This
was a cold land, a bitter land, an old land that had seen too many years for its
own good.
‘Put it down!’ ordered the suit of armour. A spear was tucked under her
arm, its point wavering. ‘I said, put it down.’
The pebble was tossed to the sand. Task had already learnt enough from it.
The woman could have the pebble, though he doubted she could glean its
secrets. Only stone can truly know stone.
The others on the beach had grown impatient. They were striding across
the sand towards the ring of spears. They wanted a better look at their new
monster.
The suit of armour saluted them as they approached, clicked her boots
together and covered her eyes with her palm.
A skinny man with a circle of glass wedged in one eye elbowed his way
between the soldiers. He wore a formal suit with a long coat that brushed the
sand. Not a single hair sprouted from his head.
‘My, my! If my lungs hadn't already been emptied by this wind and blasted
cold, this would be leaving me breathless, gentlemen.’
‘It’s a bloody giant!’ said another; a pudgy man with a suit of plate-mail
and a pointed helmet. There was a long musket at his side, held with white
knuckles.

The beast shrugged his shoulders. The crunching of rocks almost sounded
like a growl.
A woman came forwards. She was slender, wrapped in a long green coat
lined with fur. Her fiery red hair thrashed in the pestering winds. ‘It is not a
giant, Sergeant. It is a blue golem of Wind-Cut. In the flesh, so to speak.’
‘Do you mind?’ asked the glass-eyed man, stepping closer. A brave one,
him.
The golem held out a hand, nodded, and watched as the man gently
touched the pitted stone, then felt the edges of his thick fingers. ‘Each like a
knife in its own right. Marvellous! You’ve done us proud, Baroness. Dartridge
will be pleased.’
The woman bowed her head. ‘All I care about is how the younger
Dartridge is going to handle this. It’s a monster.’
‘Dartridge.’ The golem tested the word. His voice was rasping, lacking in
depth. He spoke again to bring a rumble to the name, like distant thunder.
‘Dartridge is the new master.’
‘It speaks!’ Glass-eye exclaimed, raising both hands. The armpits of his
suit ripped in the process and he cursed. ‘Spit on it! Where have all the good
tailors of this country gone to?’
‘Normont, most likely,' said the woman. ‘There is a war on, you know.’
‘Cowards!’

The golem flexed his hands.
Glass-eye had finished tutting at his suit and was now readjusting the
circle of silk tied about his neck. ‘Yes, Mr Golem. General Huff Dartridge the
Third is your new owner. He awaits you at his camp. It’s a bit of journey, I’m
afraid.’
The woman rolled her eyes. ‘You can’t call him “Mr Golem”. Do you
have a name… golem?’
‘Task, of Wind-Cut,’ he said, spitting out the consonants. He only had
trouble with the soft ones. Stone lips weren’t built for words.
Glass-eye motioned to the cliffs. ‘A fine name. Now, I say we get
toddling. Can we trust you, golem? No more breaking of chains? Nor necks for
that matter?’
Task nodded.
‘Fantastic! Onwards, then. Out of this infernal rain.’
They followed Glass-eye, as he headed for the chiselled gap in the cliffs.
They walked in single file with Task at their centre, spears clamouring at his
back. Task wondered if they believed their spears could hurt him, or if the
wood and weight just gave them the courage they needed. They’d soon realise
how useless they were. They always did.
The stairs were too small for him, so he took three at a time; sometimes
four, if he felt adventurous. Their climb passed slowly to the drone of clanking

armour and the pound of Task’s feet on the stone. Three times they doubled
back on themselves, and three times Task ran his fingers against the cliff-rock,
tasting every eon of its crushed layers.
Glass-eye hovered by his arm. ‘I realise I have yet to introduce myself. I
am Councillor Dast, envoy to the King and his Council.’
Task nodded. Dast went on. ‘You know, I do hope the wagon we procured
will be up to the task, pardon the pun. Ha!’ He seemed pleased with himself, as
if he was the first man in four hundred years to think of that joke.
The man with the gun spoke over his shoulder. ‘The general assured me it
could hold the weight of several cannons, so I trust it will be fine.’
‘I feel sorry for the firns that have to pull it,’ cackled Dast.
A larger group of soldiers and watchers greeted them at the summit of the
slanted cliffs. Their jaws dropped and slowly rose again. Their eyes stayed
wide. It was as if Task was too big to take in all at once.
The soldiers poked him towards a nearby cart. Four large beasts with fur
and scales sat in hames and traces, shackled to a stout wooden wagon. Several
other cloth-covered wagons waited nearby. Lanterns glowed within them.
The firns were strange beasts, full of meat and long in the spine. They had
stubby tails and ridged backs, and pointy heads, held low. Their scales were
an ochre-brown; diamond-shaped and overlapping like fine armour. Their
bellies and long legs were wrapped in a dark, mottled fur. They chuntered in

the cold, their steaming breath snatched away by the wind. Sharp teeth poked
from leathery mouths. Stubby claws stamped in the mud.
A few sacks of sand had been piled onto the wet grass, arranged like a set
of steps. Task tested one with a foot before stepping down. He felt them creak
and wheeze before he knelt on the wagon’s bed. The wheels groaned, but held
steady, and Task arranged himself into a sitting position. Another tarpaulin was
draped over him, but they left him enough room to stare out.
‘Hope you don’t mind the rain!’ said Dast, before nipping into his wagon,
into the dry.
The whips cracked and Task tilted his head to face the direction of the
wind, letting the drizzle whip his face. He allowed himself one of his private
smiles.
He loved the rain.

♛
The silent countryside rolled by at a stately pace. Every now and again,
when the wind wasn’t rushing over his craggy features, he would get a glimpse
of his new land.
Hartlund, he had heard it called. From what he knew of maps it was a
fractured world in the northwest of Normont, at the far reaches of the Accord.
Task had never been this far north. Though the weather seemed pleasant

enough, the cold was a constant prickle, seeping into his stone. Not even in the
darkest hours of a frigid desert night had he felt this type of coldness. It
emanated from the ground like a mist.
The countryside was a permanent wash of green. Though the trees were
skeletal and naked, and the daylight murky, the rolling hills and stretching
fields of grass were a deep emerald. Stone walls divided up the land, made of
flat blocks piled atop one another, much like his own construction. Task
scrutinised every one of them.
Most of the land seemed abandoned. Fields that had been sowed now
rotted in the chilly air. Livestock seemed a rare sight, but here and there, beasts
would low and snuffle at them through broken fences. There were more of the
firn creatures, and smaller horned versions, but with fluff instead of scale.
They were fat enough, despite their wild looks. It looked like the grass had
been doing its job, even if the fences had failed theirs.
The verdant expanses were punctuated by churches with squat spires and
cottages with thatched roofs. A few people came out to peek at the tramping
soldiers and the wobbling wagons. Task saw the worry in their faces, the
whiteness of their knuckles as they clutched babes and grimy children. A few
even came to their doors with muskets or clubs. The soldiers let them be, not
even sparing them a glance. Task clenched his fists all the same. It seemed the
cold was not the only thing that had seeped into this land. He could taste the

fear in the air.
Here and there, as they wove a merry pattern down dirt paths walled with
hedgerows, and cracked flagstone road, he caught the signs of battle. Of death.
The last tendrils of fire hovering over a village; the stench of firepowder in a
valley; craters in the earth where cannonballs had met the ground; hills churned
to mud where countless boots had come marching.
At one point they trundled through an abandoned town, and Task rattled
with every bump its cobbled streets had to offer. All the doors were barred
with planks, and embers still smouldered in the streets where fires had blazed.
Every one of the crooked buildings was dark and empty. They leant over the
street as if in mourning, walls and thatch punctured with holes from cannon and
musket. A few bodies still lay in doorways, their hands crooked, faces more
bone than skin.
Task caught glimpses of ragged children hiding in alleys, mud and fear on
their faces. They were as white as parchment in their torn clothes. Alone and
hungry.
As they ambled back into the country, escaping the gloom of the town,
Task wondered what had eaten the soul of Hartlund. What had brought this
country to rot and rust and worry?
There was only one reason to be fond of soldiers in Task’s mind: they
could never hold their tongues. A tongue to a golem was a very precious thing,

not to be wagged about or left unchecked. But soldiers liked to gossip. Task
had gleaned a fair few whispers on the long journey from Lezembor, but none
of them helpful.
All he knew was that this land was in the grip of a civil war. The people
had taken a dislike to its crown, formed their own armies and called for battle.
He would be fighting for a king’s general. A Truehard, he’d heard them
branded. A royalist.
Another general. Task had fought for many in his lifetime, and he had yet
to find one he liked. Flesh and stone did not mix; like water and fire. You
either get steam or one dies.
There was one thing he enjoyed holding onto during every transition, and
that was the glimmer of hope. The dogged hope that this master would be
different; that their war would be different.
The golem snorted at the countryside. Four hundred years, and he was still
waiting.

♛
General Huff Dartridge the Third was pacing. He liked to pace. He
thought it showed determination. Standing still spoke of indecision.
‘We’ll show it around first. Let it get the lay of the camp. Just in case it
needs anything.’

A burly man to his left cleared his throat. He stood easy, with his arms
folded behind his back, staring at an insect that was busy headbutting the
lantern. ‘What exactly would a golem need, sir? Water, perhaps?’
‘Just in case, Manx, just in case. It may want me, at times.’ Dartridge
wagged a finger for extra emphasis.
‘Of course, sir.’
‘And, Glum. Have you found a berth for it?’
‘I ’ave, sir,’ said a sour-looking attendant slumped at the back of the room.
‘Over by the stables, there’s a patch of spare paddock. Seems only fair. Beasts
with the beasts.’
The general nodded. ‘It will have to do for now.’
‘Will it be wanting a mattress, sir? Straw?’ said Manx, still enraptured by
the moth.
‘I doubt it, Captain,’ said Dartridge, before huffing and snatching the moth
from the air mid-stride. He crumpled it up in his hands, grimaced at the mess,
and flicked it to the wood. ‘I want nobody bothering it.’
‘Not a soul, sir.’
‘It’s mine, understand?’
‘Absolutely, sir!’
Dartridge came to a halt, hands on hips, foot tapping. ‘How long?’
Glum took out a pocket watch. ‘Within the hour.’

‘Right, off with you then. To the gate to keep watch. Let me know the
moment it arrives.’
‘Yessir!’ the pair duetted, before making themselves scarce.
After making a mental note to order Glum to bathe the next time he saw
him, he went to the mirror and checked his uniform. A clean uniform, even in a
time of war, is a sign of composure and meticulousness. Huff liked that word.
Meticulousness.
He nudged a fibre from his shoulder and patted his blonde hair back into
place. It was always sneaking out of shape on wet days.
With his appearance in check, Huff fetched his favourite pistol from his
cabinet and affixed it to his belt. He took a seat at his desk; if it could really be
called a desk. It was more of a glorified folding table. Then he templed his
fingers.
For almost an hour he waited, letting his thoughts wander through the
future, painting pictures of his forthcoming victories. He was grinning by the
time the captains came to call on him.
‘General, sir. It’s arrived,’ said Manx.
Glum nodded. ‘Your new toy, sir.’
Dartridge shot Glum a mean look. ‘It is not a toy, Captain. It is a weapon.’
Glum saluted, covering his eyes. ‘Right you are, sir.’
‘Well, where is it?’

Manx jerked a thumb over his shoulder. ‘Comin’ up the southern road, all
slow and tired by the looks of it.’
‘It looks big, sir. Very big.’

♛

The general pointed the way, letting his two captains fall in behind him.
Together, they cut through the saluting crowds of Truehard soldiers, making
straight for the southern gates. Huff let the smile grow on his cheeks again and
injected a little strut in his stride. It was a momentous day, after all. The turn of
the war, to be precise. Even the drizzle couldn’t bother him today.
‘Open the gates!’
The stout doors revealed a drab road snaking out into the countryside, and
on it, a trail of wagons and soldiers, crawling at walking pace. Fortunately,
they were close, but Huff still fidgeted with every pace they took.
‘Welcome back!’ he said, once the dignitaries had extricated themselves
from their individual wagons and come to stand in the shadow of the wooden
gates. ‘Not too awful a journey, I trust?’
‘Miserable,’ Councillor Dast grumbled, flicking raindrops from his coat
collar.
Dartridge turned to Baroness Frayne. Her face was courteous yet

impassive.
‘Baroness?’
‘Far too long. He is at the back of the line.’
Dartridge raised an eyebrow. He hadn’t considered genders. ‘He?’
‘Sounds like a he to me,’ said Sergeant Collaver, shouldering his musket.
‘Well, then,’ said the general, clapping his hands together. ‘Let’s see what
my father has procured for me. For us. Bring it forward!’
A whip cracked, unseen, and the bobbing noses of four firns came into
view. Something monstrous sat on their wagon. Huff’s heart performed a brief
dance.
‘Jenever! Take that tarpaulin off it. Off him, that is. Does he have a
name?’
‘He calls himself Task,’ Frayne told him.
‘How apt.’
‘Indeed,’ said the Baroness, still devoid of emotion as always. Her cheeks
had been pinched red by the cold.
‘Come forward, sir!’ Huff ordered, waving a hand for the sheet to be
dragged away.
His eyes widened as the light found the dark stone. The golem’s muscles
bulged, revealing every pit and rift of the stone skin. His flesh was knitted from
thin blades of stone, stacked tightly together. They moved like clotted liquid as

he pushed himself from the wagon and came to tower over the huddle. He must
have been nine foot-lengths tall, maybe brushing ten. He was the very
definition of towering.
‘Incredible!’ Huff mouthed, voice stolen. ‘How does one build such a
thing?’
Frayne had the answer. ‘Piece by piece, from stones carved with the force
of rushing air, each blessed with old charms, so they say.’
‘With patience,’ the golem corrected her, with a voice like pickaxes
meeting granite. His eyes turned on Huff. ‘You are the new master?’
The general felt his mouth flap, so he puffed out his chest and said, ‘I am.’
Task bent to one knee, coming face to face with him. ‘Show me.’
Huff was momentarily mesmerised by the pinpricks of light burning in the
golem’s hollow eye sockets. He had not expected that. Perhaps he had
imagined eyes also made of stone, or dark voids; not these shivering flares that
pressed him into the ground whenever he managed to meet them.
Frayne coughed. ‘General?’
‘Of course,’ said Huff, remembering himself. He reached into the pocket
of his military jacket and brought forth folded parchment. ‘Task! Here we have
the signed contract between my father, the king, and I, assigning me as an
owner. Here is another contract signed by your late master Ghoffi. When he
died, you became mine. My name is General Huff Dartridge the Third. You

may call me General, or Master. Whichever you prefer.’
‘A master is always a master,’ the golem replied, peeling open the
document with his colossal fingers.
‘Indeed he is,’ Huff gulped.
‘I am satisfied,’ Task rumbled, and stuck out his tongue. It was a strange
thing, fashioned from glossy bright-blue stone, like the warmest of summer
skies.
Huff stared at it for a moment before shrugging.
Dast sighed. ‘You have to touch it, General. Your father sent you
instructions for a reason.’
‘Ah.’ Huff reached out a nervous hand. His eyes were busy sizing up the
beast’s jagged teeth.
The tongue was cold and hard, exactly as stone should be. He managed
only a brush of it before it snapped back into the black void of the golem’s
mouth.
The monster rose to its feet and bowed.
‘Master,’ it said. There came a brief splutter of applause from the
soldiers. Huff decided he rather liked the sound of “Master.” Especially when
it was being said by a stone war machine.
Huff bowed back. As he rose, he met the mismatched gazes of his men;
some narrowed, others plainly bored. His army was fraying at the edges. It had

spent a Fading seesawing between defeat and digging trenches in the frozen
ground. That sort of existence will gnaw at even the most determined of men.
Since taking command, just as the first Fading snows were falling, Huff
had scrabbled for ways to summon some motivation. Looking back at the
jagged stone fingers, he smiled. Now he had it. What could be more
motivational than the promise of a swift end to a bitter task? And war was the
bitterest task of all.
Huff felt the need for a speech. He faced the soldiers.
‘Today is a momentous day, my comrades!’ he began, recalling the words
he had spent half the morning speaking into his mirror. ‘I know many of you
will be concerned about this new addition to our ranks, but let me reassure
you. With my… with this new weapon, this creature, Task, we will finally be
able to push the Last Fading back beyond the Six Sisters and reclaim our stolen
land. And we will not stop there! We will cut a path straight to Lord Lash’s
front doorstep before Rising Day, and bring our own warmth to the land! The
Truehards will have victory, friends! Victory at last!’ Huff punched the air as
he cried out.
The silence was awkward.
A few of the soldiers broke into a sheepish cheer. Others clapped as they
shuffled about on their cold feet. The rest just chewed tobacco and stared,
glassy-eyed like old fawls.

‘Shall we let the men get back to their duties, General?’ said Collaver,
tapping his musket on the ground.
Huff gritted his teeth. ‘Yes, Sergeant. I think that would be best.’
Collaver’s bellow was loud enough to make even the golem flinch.
‘DISMISSED!’
‘Come,’ said Huff to Task. ‘Let us have a few words, you and I.’
‘Yes, Master.’
That really did have a good ring to it. Huff found his swagger in three
quick strides.

♛
Task caught every stare and grimace the soldiers had to throw at him.
Mistrust. Hate, Envy. He had seen them all before. One man spat at his feet as
the crowd dispersed. The sergeant, Collaver, clipped the soldier around his
head with a gauntlet and sent him packing. Human emotions were naught but a
fizzing grenade; dangerous and unpredictable.
Task kept his eyes on his master’s back and his feet moving, leaving great
prints in the mud.
The mood in the camp seemed sombre. Cold. No music floated between
the canvas tents, no clashing of battle practice rang in the wet air. The only
noise-maker was a blacksmith, busy beating the life out of a pike blade. Even

he paused his clanging to curl a lip at Task’s passing. Blacksmiths were all the
same. If it couldn’t be melted and hammered into shape, they weren’t
interested.
The road meandered through the mass of conical tents and wagons.
Everything was either a soil-brown, or a deep maroon. All around, lanterns
hung on poles, swinging in the wind and at least giving the gloom something to
contend with. Shields rested against tent-poles, denoting regiments and their
place in the camp hierarchy. Queues formed before rickety latrines constructed
over deep ditches. Priests in white smocks toured the crowds, offering prayers.
Everywhere Task looked, the soldiers seemed entrenched, as if they had been
there for years. That might have explained their foul expressions.
Here and there, Task saw a long-bodied creature snaking through the mud:
a four-legged thing, a mess of scale and fur with big floppy ears and a
whiskered snout. Its sinuous body looked stretched out, like hot glass. He
wondered whether it was for eating or for fighting.
There was a slight rise in the centre of the camp where a caravan had
been built, like a castle dominating a town. Slowly, they wound their way up to
its entrance, where a dozen flags crackled on their poles and twice as many
guards stood on alert. The suit of armour from the ship waited with them, a
strong pout on her lips.
Task had to duck to squeeze through the doorway. He took up a hunched

stance beneath a dangling lantern as the general and the others made
themselves at home. The Baroness found a chair by the door, as did Glass-eye,
Dast. The others just found spots to stand on, claiming them with a crossing of
the arms.
The general sat down to spread his hands over the dark-wood tabletop
and smile. ‘So, Task. You must be excited?’
Task lowered his brows. Out of the corner of his eye, he could see the
woman shaking her head. He was inclined to agree with her. Privately, of
course.
‘Excited?’
His master waved his hands as if tossing some understanding at him. ‘Yes.
Excited to begin winning this war for us! To dive in and start making a
difference.’
“Excited” wasn’t the word that Task would have used for this situation.
He made his shoulders crack.
‘I am to do whatever a master commands of me.’
‘You could command him to be excited,’ suggested Dast.
‘A good point, Councillor,’ said Huff, wagging a finger. ‘Golem, are there
any limits to our new arrangement?’
Task nodded, then recited in monotone. ‘There are three rules I am bound
to. I cannot disobey my master, I cannot harm my master, and I cannot harm

myself. Those are the three pillars we each must abide by.’
Huff looked pleased with that. He slapped a hand on the desk. ‘Well, how
about that? Seems a fair deal! Tell me then, what can you do? On the
battlefield, I mean.’
‘I fight.’
‘Of course! But I mean do you have powers? Abilities? Magic?’
Frayne sighed. ‘It’s a Wind-Cut Golem, Dartridge, I think that’s magic
enough, don’t you?’
Huff deflated. ‘You’re right, I suppose. Well then, we shall just have to
see on the morrow won’t we?’
‘Tomorrow, Dartridge?’ said Dast.
Huff rose to adjust his medallions. ‘Yes, tomorrow, Councillor. We push
forward at dawn. It’ll give my men something to do. Golem, how long do you
need to prepare?’
‘I am always ready.’
Huff clapped his hands. ‘Did you hear that? I wish I had ten of these. I
must write a letter to my fath—’
‘General!’ shouted the councillor. ‘Are you sure a push tomorrow is wise?
What with the men being so out of shape and all.’
‘You heard him with your own ears, Dast. He’s always ready. That is a
model my men will learn to live by. Here…’ Huff snatched the helmet from

Collaver’s head. The man glowered but kept his mouth shut.
‘Crush this,’ ordered Huff, waving it under Task’s nose.
Every time. It was as if a stone beast wasn’t truly impressive unless he
was breaking things. It was why he had broken his chains at the beach, to get it
over and done with. Alas, Huff had not been there to see it.
Task took the helmet in his fingers and effortlessly flattened it into a plate.
He handed it back to Huff, who laughed.
‘Very good. Very good!’
Baroness Frayne was not so impressed. ‘This is a serious matter,
Dartridge. It is not just some toy your father’s bought you.’
Huff fixed the baroness with a haughty gaze. ‘I am in complete agreement,
my good Councillor. In fact, I was reprimanding Captain Glum there not
moments ago for the same comment.’ Over by the door, Glum lowered his
head. ‘But you should know that my father has instructed me to do what I wish
with this weapon, and I intend to do just that.
‘For almost half a year now, this army has loitered here, with nothing but
skirmish after skirmish. “Barely holding the line”, we were. My father’s very
words. The Last Fading have pushed beyond their limits and now is the time to
strike them, before they find support from the Accord and fancy their chances
at taking Caverill. I made a promise to my father and the king, and I intend to
keep it. I will see this war won, I will see justice served to traitors, and he is

my key to achieving this.’ He thrust a finger in Task’s direction.
Frayne stroked her furs as she got to her feet. ‘You have a lot of eyes upon
you, General. It would be wise to remember that. I bid you all a good day. Mr
Task.’
Task nodded to her, watching how her eyes lingered on him.
‘We should get you to your berth,’ said Huff, pointing towards the door.
‘Manx, Glum. Escort our new friend out.’

♛

The sky had turned to rain during their thankfully brief meeting. Task raised his
head as he was led from the caravan and down a long, winding path to the edge
of the camp. Half a dozen rough stables had been constructed out of spare tents
and fence-posts. Some were large, others skinny and wilting. Their paddocks
seemed the focus; hundreds of beasts snuffled in pens that must have stretched
for a quarter-league, maybe more. It was hard to tell in the haze.
Task was shown to the skinniest of the strange buildings. There were two
paddocks; one empty and the other playing host to a trio of the scaly beasts that
had dragged him here. They didn’t look too pleased with the new
arrangements, and snuffled as the golem approached, bleating and entangling
themselves.

‘I’ve had a paddock cleared for you, so you have your own space,’ Huff
was explaining. ‘Privacy, if needed.’
Task looked up and down the path, eyeing the handful of skinbags who
were braving the wet. Puffs of vapour emanated from their huddles; breath and
smoke, both snatched by the breeze. Task rumbled his gratitude, deep in his
belly. It did seem quieter than the rest of the camp, though that was probably
for the soldiers’ sake, not his. Besides, he had seen worse berths.
Huff showed him the gate. ‘You are to stay here until we fetch you.’ He
took one step before swivelling back. ‘Do you sleep?’
‘I do.’
Huff hummed, as if considering why in the Realm a golem needed sleep.
‘Then we will wake you at first light. What about water? Shelter?’
‘Neither.’
‘Then I bid you a fine evening, Mr Golem. Welcome to the Truehard army,
and to the king’s fight!’ He strutted away, back to the comfort and dry of his
caravan.
Task flicked the gate of his paddock open and settled down into a crouch.
For a while, he let the rain dribble down his features as he watched the camp
revolve around him. He listened hard to the clanking of carts, the murmur of
voices, the drumming of feet.
It was only when the beasts grew comfortable with his presence that he

moved, shifting to his backside and letting his cold legs stretch out in the mud
and rotten hay. He tested the fence with his weight, found that it held, and
allowed himself to rest. The creatures soon graduated from fear to curiosity.
They came to snuffle at his stone and wonder at the magic that made him. One
even began to lick the rainwater from his shoulder.
‘Always thirsty, that’n,’ said a small, hollow voice. ‘’Specially when the
sky is leaking.’
Task flicked his head with a grind of stone, finding a small thread of a
skinbag leaning on his fence. Her arms lay flat on the wood and her chin
balanced on her knuckles. The moonless-black hair that clung about her skinny
face was dripping wet. She didn’t seem to care.
Task rumbled, a fraction surprised. ‘You’re a quiet one.’ It took a special
pair of feet to sneak up on a golem. Or the knack of being a ghost. ‘I didn’t hear
you. Well done. Now leave me alone.’
Skinny Skinbag tilted her head, working her gums. ‘Where’s your ears,
then?’
Task tapped a stone finger to the side of his head, where a small fissure
split the skin.
The girl clearly wasn’t pleased with the answer. She bounded the fence in
one hop and trudged across the mud to stare at the spot in question.
‘That ain’t no ear I’ve ever seen before.’

Task leaned away from her probing fingers. She had no fear in her. That
was unusual, and in Task’s book, unusual meant dangerous.
‘Well, have you ever seen a golem before?’ he asked, trying to flash teeth.
‘No. But I’ve seen a jork and cafflesnout. Two of those!’ Her chest
swelled and a smile flashed across her muddy face.
‘I don’t know what those are. Now, go away—’
The girl cut across him. ‘Well, I don’t know what a golin is, so now we’re
even.’
‘Golem.’
The girl plonked herself right down next to him, staring at his knobbled
knees. ‘Where you from?’
Task looked around at his surroundings as if to check. ‘Far, far away from
here. Lezembor. Haspia. Khandri. Pick one.’
‘I’m also from far away. Now we got something in common. Mam says
you got to have five things in common to be best friends.’
The girl stood up and stuck out a hand. Task had seen skinbags do this
countless times, but he had rarely been offered the gesture himself. Stone
fingers didn’t make for the kindest shake. Still, being treated like some sort of
plague victim suited him fine. The less he touched them, the less he knew.
Their ugly lives already seeped into his skin like ink through wet paper.
‘You got to shake it.’

Task scrunched up his face, taking an age to reach out a single stone finger.
She wrapped it tightly with hers and he shook it as quick as he could.
Her skin felt like cloth, and her life bit into him. Bright colours snapped in
his mind, but he pulled away before he could make sense of them.
‘Lesky,’ she said, face curious. ‘That’s my name. Lesky, not Pesky, like my
master calls me.’
‘Task.’
‘That’s that, then. Now, don’t you go botherin’ my fawls.’
And with that, she hopped back over the fence and disappeared into the
stables, leaving Task alone to wonder at the strangeness of small humans.
Harmless, they were. The darkness of humanity would settle in once their
bones were grown and their faces chiselled into adulthood, but for now they
were a purer creature. He sighed, refusing to dwell.
Before he closed his eyes, he found another pebble in the mud and held it
tight between thumb and finger. He hummed a low note as it gave up its secrets.
A cold land, indeed.

Chapter Three
‘The Last Fading’s masters hide upon their ghost ship, so far undiscovered
by my carracks. The Bastion is a mighty vessel, and I do not understand how it
can hide so. I say we let them grow confident, while we continue to patrol the
Bitter Sea. We will sink Ebenez and his upstarts eventually.’
Writings of Captain Koff, of the King’s first fleet

38th Fading, 3782 - TRUEHARD CAMP
The smell of a war-camp latrine is bested only by the smell of one being
torn apart.
Task was wrestled from his slumbers by the wafting stench. He had
smelled it even in his scattered dreams, full of water as always. The crash and
yells had dragged him fully into wakefulness.
His hollow eyes sprang open to find one of the fawls staring down at him,
a sliver of drool dangling from its mottled lip. It bleated as Task reached out a
hand and pushed his face from the paddock mud.
An icy mist had snuck into the camp at night, and now it wrapped the
pointed tents and lantern-poles with its cloth, dulling the edges of the dim
morning. The sun had barely climbed over the horizon, and the lanterns still
cast fuzzy auras in the murk.
Task peered around for the source of the noise. Further down the path it

looked as if a latrine had collapsed mid-removal, throwing several soldiers
into a ditch. Indignant shouts came floating on the wooly air. Shapes sank to the
soil, crumpled by laughter. Officers waved sticks for order.
Though the rest of the camp was hidden by the mist, if Task strained he
could hear the muffled din of hammers and axes, the snuffling of beasts and the
running of feet. It seemed General Huff was eager to get moving.
Task climbed to his feet, scattering the fawls. He crunched his neck back
and forth, and stood at the gate, arms dangled by his sides, shoulders hunched
as usual. In the privacy of his morning, he allowed himself a deep yawn. Sleep
had been shallow. The dreams always pounced when he slept on strange soils.
He stayed that way for some time, scratching at his stones that had yet to
wake up, while the stables were broken down into wagon and wheels around
him. He was mostly ignored. A wide berth formed around him and stayed
there. Mistrusting glares formed its edges.
Lesky weaved in between the taller bodies, carrying steaming cups and
wearing a vexed frown. She had mentioned a master, and there he was: a
balding man with a beard on his cheeks and plague-scars beneath his eyes. He
threw orders at her and the other workers like an bowman dispatched arrows.
‘Don’t forget anyone!... You mind that lantern, lad! They won’t give me
another... Don’t stand there, girl!... Mind my bloody head!... No, your other
left, you bloody deffer!’

And so on. Task immediately disliked the man, with more than the usual
disgust he held for the skinbags. Bullies were a breed that would have made
his hackles rise, if he’d had any. He fixed the stable-master with a thin stare.
‘And what are you looking at, you great lump of rock?’
Task did not answer. He simply kept staring. It had taken a few decades to
discover the effect of still eyes and a quiet tongue. Now, watching men
crumble under the weight of his gaze was one of his few indulgences.
The stable-master wrinkled a lip as he took the bait. He began to walk
closer. A few workers slapped at his sleeve, urging him on. They were keen to
see the golem in action, so long as it didn’t involve them. Ganner had
volunteered, as far as they were concerned. They flung out a few vacant
warnings, in case it all turned sour.
‘Ain’t worth it, Ganner!’
‘Huff’ll have you on bog duty for the next week.’
But Ganner wasn’t to be deterred. ‘I’m going to teach this dumb beast
some manners.’
Task’s eyes followed the man in his march to the paddock gate. The golem
stretched to his full height and watched Ganner wilt in his shadow.
‘Now look here, beast. You keep those unholy eyes of yours off me, off all
of us! I don’t want no old-magic sneaking into my mind, corruptin’ me. We
were doing just fine before you came along. Don’t need you gettin’ in the way,

do we, lads?’
‘You tell him, Ganner!’ said a soldier, a little bolder now he had seen a
man challenge the golem without being turned to a bloody smear.
‘This ain’t your war, beast!’ shouted another.
Task raised a hand, making Ganner skip away from the fence. A few of the
others flinched as well; an added bonus.
Seeing the broad curve in the golem’s lips, the stable-master spat in the
mud and stalked back to the soldiers, muttering. ‘Freak o’ bloody nature...
Pesky! More glugg!’
Task caught Lesky’s hazel gaze as she scampered out from behind a crate.
There was an emotion in her eyes he had not seen in a while. It looked almost
apologetic.

♛
It took almost an hour for Huff to arrive, and by then, the camp was almost
packed away. The mist rose with the sun, though it still clung to the hollows
and ditches as best it could. Task caught glimpses of powder-blue through the
unravelling clouds.
His master appeared in a clatter of feet and metal, leading a phalanx of
guards. Huff was short of breath and red in the face from the weight of his
glittering armour. The general had put oil in his hair and moustache to make

them shine, and it caught the light as deftly as the plate armour that encased
him.
Sergeant Collaver strutted at his side, musket glued to his shoulder as
usual, and glass-eyed Dast hovered behind. The woman with the furs, Frayne,
was nowhere to be seen.
‘There he is!’ said Huff, as if the golem might have wandered off in the
night.
Task bowed his head in greeting.
‘Ready for your first day?’
‘I am always—’
Huff waved his hand, cheated of his excitement. ‘Yes, I know. You’re
always ready. I mean are you… Oh, never mind.’ He paused to acknowledge
the salutes of the nearby soldiers. ‘I’m told we are almost ready to move out. It
has been far too long since we trod a road that pointed north.’
When Task offered an even blanker expression than usual, Huff
elaborated. ‘I forget you’re a foreigner, so to speak. Since the enemy, the Last
Fading, overran the middle counties, the lines of battle have hardly moved in a
year. They have scouting forts, you see, watching us.’ Huff pointed in two
random directions. ‘The moment we mobilise, they come marching. It’s time
we turned the tables on them, don’t you think?’
Task nodded, wondering what furniture had to do with war.

The general seemed excited. ‘You will travel with the first riders. I want
you hidden behind their line, understand? I intend to keep you a surprise as
long as I can.’ Collaver nodded in appreciation, his new helmet sliding about
his bald pate. Dast yawned.
It was a tactic that Task was more than familiar with. His last master,
Ghoffi, had been fond of shield walls and of hiding Task behind them. When
the arrows stopped falling, that was the sign to start killing.
He felt an old weight settle over his chest. He cleared his throat to shift it,
startling Huff.
‘Do you understand your orders, golem?’
‘I do.’
‘Then you leave immediately, before this damn fog lifts and the Fading
guess what we’re up to. Do me proud, Task. Do me proud.’
Huff even went as far as to clap Task on the arm as he lumbered through
the gate. He winced despite his gauntlet, and his guards sniggered.
‘Silence!’ Huff yelled before storming back the way he’d come. It was a
clever trick of those in charge, to always appear busy.
‘This way, golem,’ said Collaver, nodding his head down the path. Task
followed, thankful for the chance to stretch his legs. His stones tended to settle
when they weren’t being used.

♛

They walked in silence at first, broken only by Collaver’s bellowing whenever
he saw something not to his liking. Apparently, there was a lot of that going
around.
‘These soldiers need some sport,’ said the sergeant. ‘Gettin’ too lazy for
their own good. You ever fought in Hartlund before?’
‘Never.’
‘That’s right. You’ve been fightin’ for the Borians. Down in the Hinge?
The general mentioned that. How does Hartlund compare?’
Humans were obsessed with comparing things. Their fleshy brains
seemed wired for measuring. It was a trait that had permeated his stone over
the centuries, and become an irritating habit of his own.
‘It’s wetter.’
‘Mm, I expect so. You can blame the God’s Rent for that. You know what
that is, yes, out in the Blue Mountain Sea? We get the brunt of its sway here.
All the storms and all the rain. Good for the crops, though. Which is why the
Khandri and the rest of the ’Armony are spittin’ poison currently.’ He sighed,
as if bemused by Realm politics. ‘So, I imagine you must have seen a fair few
battles in your time, eh? Especially sharing a few borders with the Dozen.’
Task could remember every sparking blow. Every spatter of gore. Every

white face staring down at parts now missing. Stone holds onto its memories.
‘A fair few.’
‘Ten? No, let me guess. Thirty?’
Task shook his head.
‘Sixty?’
‘More.’
‘A hundred?’
‘More.’
Collaver tipped back his new helmet and scratched his sweaty forehead.
Task offered an explanation, to put the man at ease. ‘I was built for the
Diamond Wars.’
‘Well, that makes sense. You got some years on you, haven’t you? Lucky
you’re stone, golem, otherwise you’d look like shite.’
Task didn’t know what to say to that. He grunted and let Collaver fall into
a thoughtful silence.
‘Who are the Last Fading, anyway? What does a Last Fading look like? I
have not been told much about this war.’ They could have been centaurs for all
he knew.
The sergeant snorted. ‘Huff likes to leave the details to his men. He’s a
gentleman with a big and noble brain, that one. He’s busy focusin’ on the
important stuff, not on the mini... the mintage. No, the minush...?’

‘Minutiae.’
‘That’s the one. Well, in answer to your question, the Fading are the scum
who turned their back on the Boy King Barrein when he first took the throne to
the Six Islands. His father had been in the ground barely a year when they made
their grab for power. Greedy rich folk and business owners, all upset over
taxes and whatnot. All his Highness wanted to do was rebuild the country. But,
no! They banded together and bribed thousands of workers to march on
Caverill, pitchforks and muskets in hand, sellin’ them lies about the king’s
birthright. They retreated, of course, but them folk have been tryin’ to kill us off
ever since. Their masters sit all pretty like on a ship in the Bitter Sea.’
‘And to answer your other question, Fading look just like you or I… us.
Except they dress in grey where we dress in russet and gold. Similar armour, I
suppose, but theirs is Braaden-made, bought with stolen gold no doubt. Ours is
Lundish through and through.’ Collaver thwacked his metal chest for good
measure.
‘I see.’
Coin. It nipped at the heels of power and religion in the ranking of why
wars are fought. How many had those three spawned across the millennia?
‘Rule of thumb. If we shoot at it or slash it to bits, it ain’t ours.’
‘I’ll remember that.’
They passed through a mighty arch in the wooden palisade, big enough

even for Task. Outside the bustle of the camp, the air was colder but quieter. A
score of men stood with their beasts. These were not firns for wagons; Task
knew a war-beast when he saw one. They were heavily-muscled, their scales
taut over broad backs. Their fur shaved tight to vein-rippled skin. Drool hung
from their panting jaws, steam leaking from lips lined with ivory teeth. No
harness or wagon for these; instead they had been adorned with mail and plate,
just like their riders. Horned saddles had been lashed to their ridged backs.
Task could feel the trembling in their bodies. Not fear, but the desire to move,
to start the hunt.
While the big creatures merely whinnied at him, the riders looked insulted
by the golem’s presence. They muttered between themselves, mouths hidden
behind their visors and gauntlets.
Before Task could walk any further, one of the riders swaggered up to
Collaver. He had a sharp cut to his jaw and cheeks, similar to the general.
Noble-born, no doubt. He gave the sergeant no salute.
‘I don’t like this, Collaver,’ he said.
‘You don’t have to like it, Lancer, you just have to do what you’re told.’
The officer looked over at Task’s thick legs. ‘You know we ride fast,
right? Anything else is suspicious at best. That thing won’t be able to keep up
with the firns.’
Task couldn’t help but chuckle.

‘You stick together. Those are your orders.’ Collaver looked tired of
backchat and complaints.
‘Fine, but at the first sign of trouble, I’m not looking after it.’
‘The general wants us to call it by its name.’
That brought the other riders to a splutter. ‘It has a name?’
‘We’ll talk about this later, Architect spit on it! Just do your job.’
The officer worked his jaw for a moment before consenting. He covered
his eyes.
‘Sergeant.’
Collaver adjusted his musket before leaving. ‘Lancemaster. Task.’
‘Follow on then, beast,’ said the rider, without meeting the golem’s eyes.
Task cut a slow path to the centre of the group while the riders sought their
saddles. With sharp whistles, the firns came to life, scratching at the dirt and
shaking their mail. The Lancemaster raised and lowered his weapon, and the
beasts sprang into action, galloping across the rumpled countryside.
Task felt like the crockery on a table, standing still as the cloth was
whipped from under it.
But he was happy to let them go. He wanted to give them some distance.
Making a point often requires patience. He waited until the first cry of laughter
floated back to his ears.
Then he moved.

Flattening his hands into blades, he took a few ponderous lunges before
settling into a pounding rhythm. His feet struck the earth like meteorites. Wet
soil sprayed up behind him.
With each loping stride, his massive bulk lent him momentum, pushing him
faster and faster. Within a musket shot, he was gaining on them. Within two, he
was at their back.
The look on the first rider’s face was a perfect picture, but the
Lancemaster’s expression was Task’s favourite. It was a kind of grim and
grudging acceptance that skinbags liked to wear when they were wrong and in
far too much company for a scowl.
The man waved his hand in a circle and the riders closed in around Task,
forming a wall of thrumming muscle and steel. He kept their pace, following
every twist and turn of their route, driving through streams and bounding fallen
walls.
By the time he was guided through a thicket of thorns, Task had the
impression that the Lancemaster was testing the golem against the might of his
powerful mounts. But he didn’t return a single look. Instead, he busied himself
learning the landscape, testing every rock that touched his fingers, digging the
mud with his heels to gauge its give. The heat of grinding stones coursed
through him like dripping sweat.
It took little time for the countryside to grow flat and marshy. Some of the

morning’s mist had clung to life here, in the shadow of the plain. The
Lancemaster presented a fist, and gradually the company slowed to a trot, then
halted.
‘Smell something, Lancer?’ asked one of the riders, a woman with a wine
stain running along her jaw.
‘Something’s off, that’s for sure.’
Task dropped to his knee and placed a hand to the mossy earth. It was
faint, but it was there.
‘Vibrations in the ground. Feet and boots.’
The Lancemaster sneered. ‘Onwards, but slowly like.’
The company broke into a gentle canter, closing in even tighter around the
golem. Task could feel his awareness sharpening. He felt every grain of air
rushing over his craggy skin, every squelch of the moss between his stubby
toes.
He felt the tingle of anticipation rise, and with it, the usual temptation. He
held himself tightly, keeping himself level.
The rumble built slowly, tinged with the muted clank of armour. ‘Arms!’
the Lancemaster cried, throwing a look over his shoulder at Task as he spurred
his firn into a gallop. Lances jutted forward as the riders fanned out into a line,
Task hidden at the centre.
He spied their shapes in a gap between the galloping firns. A hundred

maybe, sent to harry the front guard before the full Truehard army arrived.
They were a rabble of riders and foot soldiers, their copse of spears aimed
low and bristling.
As the distance between the lines shrunk, the roar of two waves about to
clash rose higher. Battle cries ripped from throats, Truehard and Fading alike.
Only Task remained silent, letting the heat of his body fuel his concentration.
He clamped his jaw shut, clenched his stones and angled his head.
A pebble’s toss before the jagged edges of Fading spears, the galloping
firns split in half. Moss flew as their tough claws skidded. Left and right they
broke, tearing off at right angles to the enemy lines. In the swirling mist, the
golem loomed in their wake, arms swinging like pendulums.
The battle cries withered in an instant.
Task met them like a cannonball, eyes narrow. Their spears were swept
aside like bundles of twigs. Their blades simply splintered against his skin.
Their bodies were cast aside like broken dolls.
Two firn-riders braved his reach, swinging axes as their mounts leapt in
mighty arcs. They were folded paper to him. He seized the beasts by their
necks and brought their heads together with a sickening crunch. They collapsed
into twitching heaps at his feet, tongues lolling and blood leaking. The riders
were trampled under his steps as he powered on, singular and unstoppable.
One simple goal powered him.

Destruction.
His moves were wild but mechanical. Each slash and punch was savage,
yet calculated; as precise as a blade. It was not a finesse that came from
enjoyment, but duty and grim practice.
Task cut a swathe into the centre of the Fading ranks, and paused to let his
stones cool. They pressed in, driving spears and bayonets into his arms and
chest. Task claimed them as his own, dragging their owners forward to meet
his fists. He broke their distant game, forcing them into the short. The masses
surged inwards in a frantic push, and Task welcomed them all.
Sparks flew from every sword-cut. Stone-chips sprayed with every bite of
the axes, and yet Task dealt with each soldier in turn. He was merciless. His
first master had taught him two lessons: shock and awe. Now, he passed on that
wisdom. The men were wheat to him, ready to be cut and counted. Cheap.
Meaningless.
With every blow, he sank deeper and deeper into the recesses of his mind,
holding on to his concentration tightly, like a shield, in case the rage came
calling. In case he slipped and gave in. The merest inkling of it was enough to
make him twitch, and shift his focus back to battle.
Only one soldier fought with a skill he could respect. An older, grizzled
man with a double-bladed axe. He ducked the golem’s swings with an agility
that belied his years, breaking chunks from Task’s legs with every pass. A cold

stabbing lanced up his thighs, over and over; the golem’s only measure of pain.
He knew this game. Many a knight had played it with him over the years.
He feigned another jab at the soldier. This time, as he ducked, Task brought his
other fist swinging from the ground up. He almost took the man’s head clean
off. There was a crack, a spurt of blood, and the soldier joined his kind in the
mud.
Just like every other hero and sword-master who had come to test him.
It was tough, being near-indestructible.
The lines broke like a loaf in hungry hands, scattering in all directions.
They ran, feet slip-sliding on the gore that soaked the long grass, fear carved
so deep into their faces Task wondered if it would ever leave. The firn-riders
harried them as they ran, skewering a few for good measure. The ones that
stayed put up a half-hearted fight, as though they had resigned themselves to
being pulverised into the next life. Before long, Task was left standing in a
spiral of carnage, steaming like the squeamish mist that now recoiled from the
scene.
‘Architect’s piss, beast!’ said the Lancemaster. He could not take his eyes
off the mess of bodies and armour. He spat on the ground and rode away,
signalling for his riders to form up.
With a sigh, Task sagged back into his usual hunch and let his eyes halfclose as he checked his arms and thighs, noting the fresh notches in his stone

where the blades had bitten deep. He was almost impressed.
He stretched his arms to the ground and curled his fingers into claws. He
tensed them, making them crack softly. He could feel them in an instant. Every
tiny shard and splinter of stone—wherever it lay in the blood, mud and moss—
began to quiver.
Task bent his fingers to fists with a sharp snap, and his pieces flew and
tumbled back to him. They sniffed out every groove and gap left in his skin,
and scuttled to fill it. Within the space of a breath, the golem was whole again.
A sharp whistle made him turn. The Lancemaster beckoned once more.
They had aimed their beasts back across the plain, towards the safety of
numbers.
Not a word of appreciation nor a single congratulatory comment was
given as he rejoined the lines. They didn’t surround him this time. Instead they
stayed a good spear’s length away, and stared at the bloody paint with which
Task had decorated himself.

♛
Cigars flared in the smoky gloom of the caravan. Two fat tallow candles
sat in their holders, each vying for attention.
All sat but one: Lancemaster Taspin. He stood in front of the desk, hands
clasped behind his back, thumbs working his knuckles. Huff was busy lighting

his next cigar. He had already burnt through one, and even though it had put a
spin in his head, he had the taste for it. Huff had noticed that men of power
always seemed to have a cigar at hand, and he was eager to enforce the
stereotype.
‘Savagely, would be your answer, General, sir.’ It wasn’t often a lowly
officer was asked to report personally, and it had set a hoarseness to the man’s
voice. ‘The beast tore through their lines like a beggar through a steak.’
‘Savage, you say?’ Huff raised an eyebrow. Dast and Frayne appeared to
be intrigued as he was. ‘Unchecked? Bloodthirsty? Feral?’
‘It ripped apart men as easy as I would unbuckle a belt. Broke spears like
blades of grass. And that was only from what little I saw. We were fighting
them at the flanks, you see.’
‘How many?’ asked Frayne.
‘There were about a hundred of them, Milady.’
‘No. How many did he kill?’
‘Sixty. Seventy, maybe.’
‘Didn’t you count, man?’ said Dast.
The Lancemaster turned to answer the councillor directly. ‘There wasn’t
much left to count, Milord, if I’m to be honest.’ Perhaps it was the smoke, but
the soldier had taken on a pale turn.
‘Effective then, would you say?’ said Huff.

‘But so’s a catapult, sir. Or a ram. I don’t see why—’
Huff tapped his ash in an empty glass, bringing silence. ‘Are you
comparing my golem to a siege engine, Lancemaster?’
‘No, sir. I merely—’
‘Would you say he was effective in battle, as a weapon? I asked you here
for a report, not a commentary on battlefield equipment.’
Taspin ground out the words. ‘Yes, sir. As a weapon, he is brutal. The
most effective I’ve ever seen. The Fadings didn’t stand a bloody chance.’
Huff waved his hand. ‘Then you are dismissed.’
Once the Lancemaster had left the room, Huff looked around, from his
captains to his esteemed guests; the thorns that had pestered him day after day.
‘Well, I must say I’m rather pleased.’
‘Looks like you pulled it off, Dartridge,’ proclaimed Dast. ‘A successful
first test.’
Huff beamed. ‘The first day of a new war, gentlemen. And lady.’
‘I still wouldn’t proceed too fast, General,’ said Dast.
Huff’s face fell into a scowl. Oddly, Frayne was wearing the same
expression. ‘And why would you say that, Councillor? Did you not hear the
Lancemaster’s report? Finest weapon he’s ever seen. We press forwards!’
The councillor swirled his drink. ‘Did you not read the instructions your
father had written for you?’

He shrugged. ‘I skimmed.’
Dast tutted. ‘You must bear in mind that golems can be beaten. What do
you think happened to the rest of them?’
The answer was elusive. Frayne elaborated.
‘They died in battle, or through trickery, just like any man or woman. Cut
a golem’s tongue out and it’s no more than the scraps it was made from. There
are few enough left to prove they are not invincible.’
A worrisome inkling arose in the general’s head. ‘I thought you said he
was the last golem.’
‘The last of his kind,’ said Frayne. ‘The last surviving Wind-Cut Golem.
Not the last of them all.’
Dast grumbled at that. ‘Why in the Realm do you think he was so damned
expensive?’
Huff followed his thread of thought. ‘Then presumably could the Fading
manage to procure one. Or us another?’
‘Impossible,’ said Dast, over the rim of his cup. ‘It took us almost a year
to find one, never mind several. Am I correct, Baroness?’
Frayne nodded. ‘It took more than a year, and a man to die. The Council
and the Mission exhausted every one of my extensive connections. You can rest
assured, all the others are spoken for, or far too expensive for the likes of the
Fading rabble.’

‘Rarer things come with higher price tags,’ offered Manx.
Dast rose to his feet, as if height could improve his argument. ‘You should
let the men get back into shape before throwing them and that golem into battle
again. They’re either too fat or too skinny, from what I’ve seen. And altogether
too lazy. Take it slowly, I say. We want to win, not waste our men. Patience,
Dartridge. It’s a lesson your father learned well.’
For once, Huff wished he could shimmy out from under his father’s
shadow. Dast was forever draping it over him.
The baroness seemed to be on his side tonight. Perhaps she was not so
intolerable after all.
‘I have to disagree, my good Councillor,’ she said. ‘I believe haste is of
the essence. We should strike before the rumours of Task begin to spread.’
Dast slurped at his glass, spilling some down his front. ‘Frayne, you do
not know war as the General and I do. You know trade and politics. You would
not be here without the Grand-Captain’s strongly-worded letters. What he sees
in you will always escape me.’
The look on her face was acidic. Huff decided to intervene.
‘I believe the hour is late, Councillor. Baroness. Perhaps you had better
get some rest. We have a big day tomorrow.’
‘Training, I trust.’ Dast took his time in leaving, making a point of his old
bones.

Frayne paused at the doorway, eyes still pinched into that dangerous look.
Huff was about to extend his gratitude to her, when she cut him off.
‘Remember, dear General, we Lundish have a proud and fearsome
reputation to uphold, especially with all the uproar in the capital. Nobody
wants to see another year of war. So, if I were you, I would ignore that drunken
old fool, and press forwards as fast as possible, making your mark. Or, one
word from myself, and your father will be on the next wagon out of Caverill,
ready to see this war done. That glorious victory you pine for? It will be all
his. So, take my advice. We don’t want another repeat of the ravine incident,
do we?’
Frayne turned, furs swirling as the curtain closed after her, leaving Huff to
scowl, and irritably suck at what was left of his cigar.
When every item in the room had been scrutinised and glowered into
submission, Huff turned to his desk. His hands wandered over the leather
finish, spidering down to a drawer. A twist of the key, and his fingers were
rummaging through the sheafs of paper. A brown folder landed on the leather,
almost matching its hue. He stared at it in the candlelight for some time before
dashing it to the floor with the back of his hand.
‘Spit on all of them!’

♛

Say one thing for the scrap of a stable girl, the little skinbag was
persistent, despite his usual gruff orders of, ‘go away!’ and, ‘go away or I’ll
eat you!’
Tonight she brought him a fire. Kindling and branches, to be precise.
Task’s effort and a saw-toothed scrap of metal had provided the sparks.
It wasn’t often that Task got to bask in the glow of a fire that wasn’t eating
its way through a building, or clinging to the backs of the unfortunate. Skinbags
were precious about who they allowed to gather around their flames.
A couple of Diamond Knights had let him join their circle once upon a
time. Then a yarl-trader, looking for some company on a frigid desert night,
and a chance to wag his tongue a while. And Ghoffi, of course, his blue eyes
always bewitched by the flames, never moving as he waxed long and lyrical
about his upbringing. But then he would grow bored, and make Task hold his
hand in the fire and melt cheap copper in his palm. When the golem held his
fingers up to the light he could see the dull sparkle of metal still stuck between
his stones.
Then there was this girl. This little waif made of angles and knobbly
joints. Her jet-black hair looked like resin in the orange firelight. Like Ghoffi,
she too stared long and hard at the flames.
His stable tonight was stretched between a half-moon made of three
wagons, acting like a pen for the beasts, both flesh and stone. With the camp

spread over the curve of the hill, the stables, gunsmiths and washer-huts had
been stuffed down on the flat, where a gnarled forest encroached on the mass
of tents. The muddy paths were quiet and mostly empty. Jaunty music had
sprung up on the hill, and the soldiers had gone to drink and revel in their new
surroundings. Only the strays and drunkards staggered past them now.
‘Do they not clean you?’ enquired Lesky.
‘Do they…?’
‘Clean you. After you fight. I assume you did fight today, otherwise you
wouldn’t be covered in all of… that.’ She wiggled a finger and made a face.
Lit by the flames, Task was a russet brown, splashed head to toe in gore.
‘Unless it’s actually mud. But I’m pretty sure I saw you before sunset and you
was definitely a dark red, and that looks like a finger.’ She pointed at a spot
under his arm.
Task looked down. She was right. The gruesome article was lodged in a
gap between his stones. He twisted sharply, and there was a quiet squish amid
the rattle of rock.
Lesky stuck out her tongue. Task half expected her to leave. Most skinbags
would have usually retreated at that point. But she stayed. He guessed she had
seen more than her fair share of violence in her short time.
‘They should clean you. With a bucket and a bit of cloth, like we wash the
fawls and firns. It’d take a while though. With all them cracks.’

Task grunted. ‘Never been cleaned.’
‘Why not?’
‘Rain washes it away. Or I wade into rivers. My last master, Ghoffi, he
didn’t like that. He wanted me to look fearsome.’
‘You’re already pretty scary as you are.’
Task shuffled, uncomfortable. He had made few friends in his time. In fact,
he could count the number of humans he’d ever liked on one hand, even without
the thumb. Ever since his first master had shown him the true face of humanity,
barely a year awoken, he had known the cost and danger of making friends.
And this girl—this skinny, grubby girl—was far too familiar for his liking.
‘Are you scared of me?’
The girl snorted. ‘I don’t get scared. Mam thinks the Architect forgot that
part when he built me. Fear, that is.’
Task knew the same could be said of him. The difference was that his
Architect had been a man, and not some almighty thing in the sky. ‘Perhaps
mistakes aren’t only reserved for the mortal, then. My first master said I was
built wrong.’
‘’Ow many masters have you had, then? I’ve had two.’
‘Eighteen.’ Task let all their faces flash through his mind.
Lesky tried to whistle, but ended up just blowing instead. ‘And now
you’re Huff’s.’

‘He is my Master.’
She poked the flames. ‘He’s a funny one. Ganner says he’s a prissy deffer.
Ganner doesn’t like people with money. He says the poor are the ladder the
rich climb. Says that Huff is going to get us all killed trying to impress his
daddy.’
‘He seems fine to me.’ He had endured worse masters than Huff. Much
worse. ‘He has been… polite.’
‘I don’t trust him. But I don’t trust nobody.’
‘Something else we have in common.’
Lesky flashed some little white teeth. ‘See, we’re getting along just fine.
That’s two now. Halfway.’ She counted on her fingers, confused.
Task narrowed his eyes. ‘You aren’t going to leave me alone, are you?
‘No.’
‘And you aren’t scared in the slightest, are you?’
‘Nope.’
‘Fine.’
‘Are all people normally scared of you?’ She said it with a hint of pride,
knowing the answer might prove her special.
‘Scared. Angry. Cruel. People don’t like me very much. This is the longest
conversation I have had for a long time.’
‘Why don’t they like you? Aren’t you here to help? People should be kind

and thoughtful to those that come to help.’
Boots trudged past the paddock, and Task looked up. The soldier kept his
head down and cap low, maybe a few glances snuck here and there. Task’s
eyes followed him as he spoke.
‘People don’t like the reflection of what I am to them. I may be different,
all stone and dust instead of skin and blood. But they still see themselves.
Copied. Faked in stone. They see their Architect’s work in something that isn’t
flesh, and they can’t help but be offended by it, scared by it. Fear breeds hate.’
Like Task himself, these words had been chiselled, shaped and polished
over the decades. He had spent years watching the skinbags—their men, their
women, their wriggling, whining offspring—and built every glance and fleck
of spit into this reason.
Lesky pondered for a moment, chin on fist. ‘Nah, that ain’t it.’
Task fixed her with a stare.
‘It ain’t true, I say.’
‘Why?’
‘’Cos I like you.’
Task wriggled out of her logic, not knowing what to do with the
compliment. ‘You wouldn’t if you were a soldier.’
‘That’s it, then.’
‘What?’

‘Maybe they don’t like you because you’re better than them. They know
they can’t beat you. Mam says jealousy is the recipe for hate. As well as fear,
of course.’
Task couldn’t help but smile. ‘Your mam is a wise woman.’
‘More ’n wise. She always seems to know a thing ’afore it happens.’ She
poked at the fire, pleased with herself. ‘People may hate you, but they ignore
me. Unless they want something, like Ganner always does.’
‘I’d rather be ignored than hated.’
The girl flashed another smile. ‘I like it ’cos it makes me invisible. You?
You’re big. You stand out in a crowd. Even if you bent down you’d still be a
great big lump. Me? I can disappear. And you know what that means?’
‘What?’
Lesky tapped her nose. ‘I hear all the secrets.’
A voice made them both flinch. ‘Best to be careful with secrets, little girl,’
said the woman in furs. ‘They can get you killed.’
She strode to the gate, leaning her elbows against it. She wore a thin smile
on her powdered face. Task had never understood the need to wear a mask like
this. His fractured features were his and his alone. He had no need to hide
them.
‘Making friends, Mr Task? Along with you now, girl. No secrets for you
tonight.’

‘Yes, Baroness.’
Lesky scuttled away without question.
‘Look at that!’ said Frayne. ‘She even knows who I am. I’d better watch
out for that one, hadn’t I?’ The thin smile lingered. She seemed curious. ‘Tell
me, do you feel the warmth, golem?’
‘I do.’
Her hand moved to the latch of the gate. ‘May I?’ she asked, while already
moving to stand near the fire. Her furs and bright hair burned in the shifting
light.
‘We have not been formally introduced. My name is Baroness Ellia
Frayne. Call me Ellia.’
Task declined to touch her offered hand. ‘You know mine.’
‘Indeed I do. In fact, I have just come from the general’s tent, where you
were discussed at length. He is rather impressed with you. Has he mentioned
it?’
The golem tilted his head. ‘Vaguely.’
He remembered Huff’s first sight of him. The man’s smile had been so
wide Task had half-expected his jaw to snap.
‘We’ve been waiting a long time for your arrival. Ghoffi kept you close,
didn’t he? Even when we asked for an audience, he ignored us.’
‘He had many enemies.’

Ellia nodded. ‘Yes, and the one that finally got him was his heart, I hear.
Popped in the middle of the night. Unfortunate for him, but fortunate for us. And
you, for that matter. You’re going to be part of history, Mr Task.’
Task had seen enough history to know how it was made. History was a
bloody mess, scraped up and strained into the books of the people who made
the mess in the first place.
Ellia stepped closer. Her moss-coloured eyes searched his face. ‘You
really are remarkable. Huff doesn’t know what he has. But I can see you’re a
blade, not a hammer. A fine blade for cutting and paring, not something to be
thrown against a shield-wall. He’ll make a battering ram out of you, not a
saviour or a miracle.’
Task nodded.
‘Tell me, how old are you? Ghoffi’s details were sketchy, and all your
other masters are long dead.’
It was a hard question to evade. ‘I awoke in twenty-three sixty-one.’
Ellia was quick with her numbers. ‘Four hundred and twenty-one years.
By the Architect’s spit, you’ve seen your fair share of history already, haven’t
you? And “awoke”? How clever of the Windtrickers. You were built for the
Diamond Wars, so I read?’
‘By Belerod of Wind-Cut, for the Khandri mines.’
‘Built for the Khandri, and now you fight for one of the Accord. How

curious.’ She settled into a crouch. ‘Has Huff even told you why you’re here?’
Task shook his head. Ellia tutted sharply.
‘That man. He has grit for brains. You fight for Hartlund, Mr Task. For the
king, for the Truehards and for the continuation of this great kingdom’s way of
life. On the way here from the cliffs, you surely saw the strays standing at the
doors of their cottages. Did you see their wide eyes? Nine long years, this civil
war has raged, and it’s torn the Lundish in two. Don’t fight for Huff. Fight
instead for our survival. All we want is for it to end, and to have our homes
back.’
‘I see.’
There was always a spiel. Always one blazing brand of truth. He had
heard them all, from stolen yarls to insulted gods, Task had learnt to nod along,
and let them talk; let them believe he cared about the endless plight of
humanity. Mortality was a curse in a foreign tongue to him. It meant nothing. He
had his own curses to worry over.
Ellia studied him, then rubbed her hands. ‘I thank you for your fire, Task.
Sleep well, if you do so.’
Task bowed his head, wondering what she had come to glean, and whether
he had given it to her. People like this always wanted something.
‘And you, Baroness.’
She lingered behind the gate. ‘That girl is right, you know. Huff is not to

be trusted.’ And with that, she squelched into the night, leaving him to sit and
ponder her words and warnings.
Task thought of those wide eyes, peering from door-cracks. He
remembered their white knuckles, fingers tight around their clubs and ropeknives. He wondered whether this Lundish war was any different from the
three dozen or so he’d seen before, whether these Truehard veins ran hotter
and truer; whether he might finally find a cause he could rally behind, to blunt
his chore of wreaking carnage.
To do some good.
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Chapter One
Asho
The wind plucked at Lord Kyferin's war banner, causing the black wolf
emblazoned on the field of white to snap fitfully as if impatient with the delay.
Asho shivered at the sight despite the quilted undercoat that he wore beneath
his chainmail, and sat up straighter in Crook's saddle. For years he had only
seen the war banner hanging above his Lord's high chair in the great hall, limp
and still, but now it rippled and surged as if awakened and thirsting for blood.
It was his first time riding into war with the Black Wolves. Even though he was
at the back of the company with the other squires, he felt as vividly alive and
terrified as if he were positioned in the vanguard.
Asho raised his chin. He'd die before he let the others see his fear.
"Asho!" Lord Kyferin's bellow carried over the cacophony of the great
army arrayed around them. "Where are you hiding? Get up here, now!"
Out of the corner of his eye he saw Alardus and Cuncz smirk, could feel
the cold stares from Cune and Tyzce. A squire he might be, but the others saw
only his white hair and pale skin, the tell-tale signs of a Bythian. That he was
free and rode by their side was an outrage they would never forgive.
Asho ignored them and dug his heels into Crook's flanks, urging him
forward and through the ranks of the Black Wolves. There were thirty-three
knights in his Lord's service. Lean, dangerous men with flat eyes and black

mail under blackened iron plate. They loomed over him on their destriers,
patient, waiting like coiled snakes for the word to strike. A few glanced down
at him as he threaded his way between them. Their gazes were as disdainful as
those of the squires.
Lord Kyferin sat astride his black mount at the very front, Ser Eckel his
bannerman to his left, the cadaverous and terrifying Ser Haug to his right.
Crook nosed his way forward, and Asho felt his stomach knot at the view that
opened up before him. The Black Wolves were assembled on the lower slopes
of a gentle hill, one of hundreds of similar companies that stretched out to the
left and right to form the Ascendant's host. Never had Asho dreamed of such a
gathering of might, and the air fairly trembled with hoarsely yelled commands,
the neighing of thousands of horses, the fluttering of hundreds of brightly
colored pennants and banners, the subdued gleam of armor and the plangent
call of a fife over the thunderous roll of the great drums.
The Black Wolves were positioned on the very front line. The slope
below them was clear, right down to the valley floor where the kragh were
gathered. Across from them rose the opposite hill on whose summit the
Agerastians were assembled. Even with the cloud cover the late afternoon
stung Asho's eyes, and he resisted the urge to visor them with his hand. Doing
so would only bring a rain of mockery down on his poor Bythian vision. Still,
he could make out the long line of their enemy, their banners and archers.

"There they are," rasped Lord Kyferin, nodding up at the far summit.
"Damned heretics. Finally forced to stand and fight." There was a quiet,
vicious satisfaction in his Lord's voice. The past three weeks spent chasing the
Agerastians across the fields and forests north of the great city of Ennoia had
worn his temper dangerously thin. Day after day they'd trailed the fleeing
enemy, tracking them through a swathe of burned farms, butchered livestock
and pillaged villages. "Can you make them out, boy?"
Asho kept his expression neutral. After all these years, he'd grown
practiced at revealing nothing. "Yes, my Lord."
"Must be less than a thousand men up there. Knights grown lean and brutal
with hunger and fleeing. Archers with itchy fingers and yard-long arrows.
Men-at-arms with their curved Agerastian butcher blades and black hearts."
Lord Kyferin grinned down at him, all teeth, like a wolf baring its fangs. "You
ready to ride up into their maw?"
Asho felt his heart quail. The thought of charging up that far hill made his
pulse race. He resisted the urge to swallow, knowing how closely he was
being watched, and instead simply nodded to the base of the valley. "Won't that
be unnecessary, my Lord? The kragh will destroy them, won't they?"
The kragh. Two hundred of the monsters stood in a rough mass below,
each nearly as tall as a man but easily three times the weight in muscle and
piecemeal armor. With their pebbly green skin, lantern jaws with inch-long

tusks, slit noses and ragged batwing ears, they were Ascendant Empire's shock
troops, used to crush and subjugate the Agerastians at the founding of the
Empire centuries ago, and a force against which nobody had been able to stand
ever since.
"Yes, the kragh." Lord Kyferin stared sullenly down at them. "They'll
knock a sizeable hole in the Agerastians, but there will be glory enough for us
once they're done. I'll repeat my question. Are you ready to fight? To risk your
life?"
Asho stared straight ahead. Any other squire or knight would be mortally
insulted by such a question. He simply nodded. "Yes, my Lord."
"It's not too late." He could feel his Lord's heavy gaze. "Give the word,
and I'll release you from your squiring. I'll have you escorted to Ennoia and
sent back through the gate. Leave the fighting to us Ennoians.-- Go back to your
own people, Asho. Return to Bythos. "
Asho sat stiffly in the saddle. The cold air whipped past, bringing with it
the scent of torn loam, stale sweat, the tang of oiled metal and the stink of fear.
The Ascendant's host seemed to pulse and throb all around him, eager for
battle, eager for blood. There was not one other Bythian amongst those ranks,
Asho knew. Some might be present as camp slaves back at the baggage train,
but mounted and armed and squiring a lord? The very thought was laughable.
Ridiculous.

"Are you ordering me to leave your service, my Lord?" He stared down at
the kragh. As inhuman and feared as they were, at least they were respected for
their ferocity and the role they had played in the founding of the Empire. He
almost envied them.
"No, of course not." Lord Kyferin restrained a sigh and leaned back in his
saddle, the leather creaking. "Just giving you a chance to save yourself before
it's too late."
To save your honor, thought Asho. To cease humiliating you with my
presence. "Thank you, my Lord." How did these insults still have the power to
hurt him? "I wish nothing more than to repay your generosity by remaining in
your service."
Lord Kyferin stirred uneasily, and Asho could tell he wanted him gone.
His ploy to frighten Asho back to Bythos had failed, and now Asho's continued
presence was galling him. Just then trumpets blew from higher up the slope.
Turning, Asho looked up and saw the great white pavilion where the
Ascendant's Grace was stationed. The second holiest man in the Empire had
descended from Aletheia to lead the army himself. There was a bronze flash as
the trumpets sounded again, and then he turned back as Ser Haug grimaced and
spat.
"What the Black Gate is he doing?" Below, the kragh let out raucous cries
and bellows, smashed their weapons against their shields, and began to surge

up the enemy slope.
"Sounding the charge," said Ser Eckel on Lord Kyferin's far side. "It
would seem."
Asho forgot his simmering emotions and watched as the kragh raced
tirelessly up the slope. They seemed unstoppable, and ran with their legendary
tireless, loping gait.
"At this hour?" Ser Haug sneered. "And with half his forces still bottle
necked at the Solar Gates and spread out across the breadth of the Empire? We
should wait for morning. Wait for the Gates to open at dawn and the rest of the
army to join us."
"Enough. The command has been given. It is done," said Lord Kyferin,
drawing himself up. "And besides. We do not need every Ennoian to be
withdrawn from across the empire to deal with this rabble. We can crush them
easily ourselves."
The other two subsided. Asho remained very still. He didn't want to be
sent back to join the other squires. He wanted to watch from this vantage point,
to see the kragh smash into the Agerastians up above, even if doing so meant
straining his eyes.
A Black Wolf from behind them rose in his stirrups. "Why aren't the
Agerastians firing their arrows?"
The other knights stirred uneasily. The enemy lines stood immobile,

seemingly indifferent to the carnage that was working its way up toward them.
"You see that?" Ser Eckel sounded almost disinterested. "Their lines have
opened up. They're letting some people through."
Asho couldn't make anything out. The far summit was wreathed in searing
golden light, and held only intimations of forms, orderly lines, and kite shields.
He could feel the beginnings of a headache coming on as he fought to make out
more. He ached to raise his hand to block the sunlight. Then the Black Wolves
tensed, gauntlets clenching, horses suddenly stamping their hooves, hoarse
cries dying in a dozen throats. All of them were staring fixedly at the upper
slopes where the kragh were disappearing into the clouds of light. Never had
Asho so resented his poor vision. He knew from bitter taunts that the Ennoians
around him could make out the details clearly enough. And what they saw had
captured their full attention.
Terrible, deep screams echoed across the valley to reach Asho where he
sat. The Agerastians? No. These bellows were inhuman, more akin to roars
than yells. Yet they were rich with horror, pain, panic. Now Asho did gulp and
raise his hand, frowning as he made out huge figures racing back down the
slopes in disordered ranks, clawing and leaping as they fought to get away.
Asho glanced up at Ser Haug and froze. He'd never seen the old knight
look so stunned. Lord Kyferin looked like somebody had stabbed him in the
back, his brow deeply furrowed, lips pale, eyes slitted with fury and

amazement. What is it? The question almost passed Asho's lips. What's going
on?
Asho rose in his stirrups to get a better look just as a brazen yell sounded
as clearly as any trumpet from the center of the army. A richly appointed knight
in blazing steel armor rode forth, a gleaming sword raised high. "Ride down
the cowardly kragh! Ride down the traitors!"
"Madness," said Ser Eckel. "What's he doing?" But others along the line
began to eagerly ride forth, following the errant lord who led them down the
slope. The orderly battle line began to break down. Trumpets sounded
belatedly from the Grace's white pavilion ordering the charge. A roar of
defiance flashed up and down the great wall of waiting knights, and then the
errant lord urged his horse into a gallop, and the assembled might of the
Ascendant Empire howled and followed after.
"For the Black Wolves," bellowed Lord Kyferin, urging his destrier on,
and his thirty-three knights roared their response, "For Lord Kyferin!" They
broke forth into a canter, passing by Asho on all sides. The thunder of their
hooves filled the air and Crook stopped trying to turn and instead began to race
forward alongside them. A hundred war cries echoed up and down the line,
and everywhere knights were galloping, lances pointing skyward, pennants
fluttering, the world shaking as the destriers pounded it to pieces.
Asho resisted the urge to yell and instead clung tightly to Crook, who was

jostled by Ser Hankel on the left and Ser Merboth on the right. The host poured
down the hill in glittering splendor, picking up speed until everyone was
galloping, the line breaking apart as the swiftest and most powerful steeds
pulled ahead. One Black Wolf after another galloped past him, and Asho was
happy to let them pass; he could see the kragh gaining the valley floor just
below, see their black eyes widening in horror as they saw the wall of
glittering steel pounding down toward them.
Lances lowered and the forward edge of the knights sliced through the
broken ranks of the kragh, shattering and colliding with them, horses going
down with shrill screams and men cursing and shrieking as the enraged kragh
swung their axes and curved blades up at them in self-defense. The momentum
of the line was unstoppable, however, and like a wave crashing over a rock the
host surged through and around the retreating kragh and gained the far slope.
Ser Haug's squire, Alardus, inched up beside Asho on one side, while
Cunot rode up on the other. Glancing back, Asho saw the other squires grinning
and yelling right behind them, spare swords and maces strapped to their
saddles, eager for war, eager for blood, eager to prove themselves in the eyes
of their masters. Asho tucked his chin and urged Crook on. He wouldn't be left
behind. He'd be there when Lord Kyferin needed a replacement weapon; he'd
be there to block the fatal stroke when it came toward his Lord's back. The
euphoria and fear of the charge gave him wings, and Asho drew his sword,

exhilarated by the terror and power of their attack.
From the late afternoon sky fell a rain of impossible bolts of black flame.
Hissing like water cast into a red-hot pan, they scythed through the riders to
Asho's left. Horses tumbled and fell as if their legs had been sliced out from
under them. Asho looked back and saw an entire second wave of charging
knights collide with the fallen, some leaping clear in a magnificent display of
horsemanship, but most crashing to the ground.
Crook was flagging. The slope was too steep. The Agerastians had chosen
their last stand well. Asho dug his heels in once more, but the Black Wolves
were beginning to leave him behind.
Another hissing rain of bolts fell from the sky, slamming into a phalanx of
knights riding under the azure and yellow banners of the Lord Zeydel. The
bolts cut through their armor with the sound of bacon fat burning on a skillet,
and with shrieks and cries they fell. Magic? Asho felt his stomach clench.
Impossible. Looking past the other squires, he saw that entire swathes of the
charge had crumbled under the ebon assault. The acrid stench of burned
horseflesh and the cries of wounded men mixed with the battle cries and the
sweet scent of torn earth.
"For the Black Wolf!" Lord Kyferin's cry was a bellow of defiance, a
summons, but Crook could go no faster. The charge had been sounded too soon.
Instead of approaching the enemy at a controlled trot, shoulder to shoulder, so

as to break out into a devastating charge at the very last, they'd impetuously
thrown themselves into a charge at the base of the hill, and now some knights
streamed ahead of the pack, while others fell behind, with no order or unity to
the attack. Asho felt fear grip him by the throat. This had had all the makings of
a disaster—and then the black fire fell amongst his Lord's knights.
Horses collapsed, men were punched from their saddles, and right before
him Ser Hankel's helm burst into molten metal and brains as a bolt caught him
straight across the brow. The large man toppled off his saddle, dragging his
reins with him such that his horse reared and fell right across Asho's path.
Crook leaped, but he lacked the speed and the incline was too steep. With an
outraged whinny Crook landed on the heaving flanks of Ser Hankel's mount and
fell in turn. Asho threw himself clear, hit the raw earth with his shoulder and
tucked himself into a roll. The world spun. Screams deafened him, and by
reflex more than wit he rose to his knees.
His sword was gone. The fallen knights were acting like a breakwater,
causing the attack to split around them. There—his blade. He scrambled
forward on all fours and scooped it up. Where was Crook? Again that hated
sizzling black fire fell from the skies. Magic! Used in battle! Impossible. Asho
rose into a crouch, ignoring the pain in his wrenched shoulder. Where was his
Lord? There! Only twenty yards farther up the hill, the remaining knights of the
Black Wolf were embroiled in battle with Agerastian men-at-arms. Their

horses reared and kicked as the Black Wolves laid about them with their
swords, lances discarded or abandoned in the bodies of their enemies.
"For the Black Wolf!" Asho ran forward, exhilaration giving him wings.
He leaped over a body, ran around a fallen horse, and then all his training
abandoned him as he simply raised his sword overhead with both arms and
brought it in a sweeping cut down upon the helm of a Agerastian foot soldier
who was thrusting at Ser Sidel with a spear.
His sword screeched off the helm's curvature and chopped into the man's
shoulder. The Agerastian screamed and dropped his spear, turning in time to
receive an elbow to the face. He toppled to the earth, his fall pulling his body
free of Asho's blade. Before Asho could finish him off, a horse sidestepped
into him, sending him sprawling. His own steel cap fell from his head. Asho
went to rise, and a blow nearly stove in his side. He cried out and fell again.
"For the Black Wolf! For the Ascendant!" The cry was muffled and
seemed to come from a mile away. Asho took deep, ragged breaths. Around
him plunged warhorses, massive Ennoians, accompanied by the hack and slash
of blades. He'd never believed the tales told by the bards, but this was even
worse than he'd imagined. The enemy should have melted like mist before the
Black Wolves' charge. And magic! The Sin Casters were supposed to be
centuries dead and gone.
Reeling, blinking away mud, Asho forced himself upright. There—the

Black Wolf himself. His Lord stood, wounded, a space having opened about
him, bodies at his feet. Only five knights yet stood by his side. Asho couldn't
understand that number. Only five?
Asho stood and scooped up his sword. He turned to join his Lord and then
froze as the enemy ranks parted to admit a man who stepped to the fore. He
was dressed in purple and yellow silks, his hatchet face thinly bearded, a
grimace of distaste twisting his lips. The air around him seemed to crackle
with barely suppressed energy. He was slight, yet the Agerastian soldiers
pressed back from him as if in fear.
Asho knew he should move. Should yell a war cry and charge. Yet he
stood rooted to the spot as the enemy placed a black rock in his mouth,
swallowed, and then raised a hand. His nails suddenly writhed and grew
longer and twisted like ancient roots. Lord Kyferin raised his ancient family
blade and bellowed his defiance, Ser Haug and his four other knights charging
right after him. They didn't take more than three steps. The stranger whispered
something beneath his breath, and black flame shot out from his fingertips. It
scythed through the charging men, cutting through their armor and flesh like a
heated knife through tallow.
Lord Kyferin and his remaining knights toppled to the ground. Asho stood
there, stunned. The cacophony of battle faded away as he stared at Lord
Kyferin's fallen body. Hatred, resentment, loathing, disgust, fury—all those

emotions were smoothed away by shock. It was impossible that Lord Kyferin
should be dead. He was a force of nature, the hub around which Asho's
miserable life turned. To see him fall made no sense.
The strangely dressed Agerastian didn't even pause to gloat, but stumbled,
nearly collapsed, and then gathered himself and turned to walk away.
"For the Black Wolf!" Asho raised his sword, not understanding his grief,
his outrage, his furious denial. Lord Kyferin was dead.
The stranger paused and looked over his shoulder at Asho. The Sin
Caster's eyes seemed to expand so as to swallow Asho whole, dark as the
bottom of a well, and within them lay a single promise: Charge me and die.
"For the Black Wolf," whispered Asho, his arms shaking. The Sin Caster
strode away, and as he did so he placed another black rock in his mouth, cried
out a fell string of words, and bolts of magic flew from both palms to arc up
into the sky and lance down somewhere else on the battlefield.
Asho lowered his blade. He was shaking so hard he could barely stand.
He turned to regard the battle and saw the impossible. The forces of the
Empire lay wrecked and ruined upon the slope that led up to the Agerastian
position. A few knights had managed to reach the summit and engage the enemy
in combat, but most had foundered long before, and either lay dead or were
retreating down the slope, back to where the second wave of the Ascendant's
great army was waiting to charge.

The wind stirred Asho's white hair. His sword was a dead weight in his
hand. Streaks of ebon fire erupted from the Agerastian line here and there to
fall upon knots of resistance. How many of those strange men were there? A
dozen? Screams drifted with the wind. Horror caused his skin to crawl. Sin
Casters, emerging from the most dreadful legends to walk the earth once more.
The Agerastian line was beginning to move down the hill. One of the
soldiers ran at him, followed by three others. I'm a coward, thought Asho as he
raised his sword, tip angled obliquely at the ground. At the last moment he
stepped aside, and the man's downward chop slid down the length of his blade
and buried itself in the dirt. His momentum carried the soldier on, and as he
ran by Asho pivoted and brought his own sword up and around and down to
cut through the man's neck. I stood still as my liege Lord died. He felt numb.
The second soldier stabbed his blade straight at Asho's chest, but Asho parried
and stepped forward, spinning up the length of the man's outstretched arm to
crack his elbow into the back of the man's head and send him staggering to his
knees. But why should I have died for that monster? The third man dropped
his sword as Asho's blade sliced open his forearm and died when Asho
ducked under the fourth man's swing, allowing it to catch the third full in the
throat.
Shaya, I didn't avenge you. Kyferin died without knowing my hate.
The fourth man screamed a curse as he wrenched his blade free and spat

at Asho. "Bythian scum! I'll send you back to the Black Gate!"
The numbness cracked and shattered. Asho blinked, seeing the man for the
first time, and into the void of horror blossomed fury.
He stepped in, gripping his sword's hilt with both hands so that he could
place all his strength behind his blows. The Agerastian was taller than he, of
course, lean and whipcord strong, but Asho's fury was cold and total and he
attacked the man's very blade, smashing it aside again and again, driving the
bigger man before him, causing him to stumble back on his heels. Each time the
soldier tried to raise his sword Asho smacked it aside, until finally the man
dropped it and Asho speared his sword through the man's throat.
The man fell, gurgling and scrabbling at the wound. Asho stood over him,
his rage sluicing away as quickly as it had come. Death was everywhere, given
voice in hoarse screams and pleas for mercy. He thought of Shaya as he'd seen
her last, her white hair plastered to her head, turning to smile brokenly at him
before she rode through the castle gate and to Ennoia, to pass back once more
into the depths of Bythos and a life of slavery. Asho shuddered and looked
around him. He recognized one body after another. Ser Eckel. Ser Orban. Ser
Merboth. Each as lethal and brutal a knight as could be found throughout
Ennoia, and all cut down by a Sin Caster.
Asho looked up. They'd lost the battle. It was unheard of; the Ascendant
Empire had lost. Around him as far as he could see, the flower of the Empire's

chivalry lay wasted and ruined. The greatest knights of the age had been
massacred.
"Asho!" The cry was thin, almost inaudible over the chaos, but he turned
and saw Ulein, squire to Ser Orban, weaving his way drunkenly around the
fallen toward Asho. His left arm hung awkwardly by his side, the chainmail
torn at his shoulder. "Asho!"
"Here," he called back unnecessarily.
Back at Kyferin Castle, Ulein would rather have swum in the moat than
talk to him. Now the other squire hurried to his side, expression a combination
of relief and fear. Asho slipped his arm around Ulein's waist as the other youth
sagged, and then they both turned as they heard the high, pure clarion call of the
trumpets from the far hill. Asho felt his heart sink. "They've sounded the
second charge."
Together they stood and watched as the second half of the Empire's army
began to move forward, riding down the gradual slope of the far hill. The line
was orderly, and this time the knights did not break out into a gallop but
continued up the enemy slope at a trot instead.
"But why?" Ulein's voice was a hoarse whisper. "Didn't they see…?"
Asho watched as close to a thousand knights rode up toward them. They
looked glorious, but their gallant bravery seemed nothing but cruel foolishness.
The slope was strewn with the dead and dying. No orderly charge would be

possible.
Ulein winced. "Maybe if they stay close together, maintain order..?"
Asho didn't have the heart to answer. He surveyed the enemy line just
above them, which had come to a halt at the sound of the trumpets. "We have to
do something."
Ulein hissed and shifted his weight. "But what?"
"Those bolts of fire. They'll destroy the second wave. We have to kill
their Sin Casters."
"They can't be Sin Casters," said Ulein. "That's not possible."
As if they had been summoned, twelve robed men and women stepped
forth from the massed ranks of the Agerastian army. They were spaced out
equally across the line, clad in the same flowing purple and yellow robes, and
the regular soldiers seemed to accord them all the same mixture of fear and
respect.
"Whatever they are," said Asho, "we have to stop them." He paused.
"Somehow."
Below, the knights had spurred their steeds from a trot to a steady canter.
The great hooves caused the very ground to shiver. Their lances were still
pointed at the sky, but Asho knew that soon they would lower their points, and
that would be the signal to charge.
"Find me a sword," said Ulein with some of his former arrogance.

"Hurry!"
Asho stepped over to the fallen Ser Eckel and took the knight's beautiful
sword from his dead hand, then hurried back and gave it to Ulein. The other
squire barely had the strength to lift it.
"There," said Asho, pointing. "The one closest to us. He's the one who
killed Lord Kyferin." While I stood aside and watched.
Ulein took a deep breath. "I'll charge him from the front. You come 'round
the side. Wait till he's focused on me, then take him down."
Asho stared at Ulein's profile as the young man's jaw clenched and
unclenched. For the first time, he felt admiration for the squire.. It was almost
possible to forget the years of insults and disdain. There was no hope of
success. Each Sin Caster stood in clear sight of their army. For Asho to reach
the mage's side without being noticed was impossible. But what choice did
they have?
"I'll see you in the next life," said Asho.
The dull rumble became furious thunder. The charge had been signaled.
"Don't kid yourself," said Ulein, voice thickening with contempt. "I'm
bound for Nous. You'll be lucky to be reborn an Agerastian. Now go!" With
that he started to limp straight toward the Sin Caster.
Asho's admiration curdled. He glanced at the charging army below.
Already its ranks were breaking up as the soldiers rode around fallen knights.

"My soul to the White Gate," Asho whispered fiercely, and he took off at a
run, crouching low as he circled around to come in on the Sin Caster's flank.
He darted from fallen horse to fallen horse, pausing to check Ulein's progress.
The other squire was dragging the sword, his face pale and drawn, but Asho
saw ragged determination on his face.
Asho ran to the fallen horse that lay closest to the mage and crouched
behind it. He didn't think he'd been noticed.
As one the twelve Sin Casters swallowed their black rocks and then
raised their hands, palms toward the sun. As one they began to call out their
incantations. They all looked sick, Asho thought, faces beaded with sweat,
pale and fevered, spittle flecking their lips. They shuddered, and two of them
stumbled and nearly fell.
Ulein screamed, somehow raised Ser Eckel's blade with one arm, and
broke out into a run. "For the Ascendant!" Asho heard him cry.
It was now or never. I'm a coward, he thought, his stomach a greasy knot,
but then he sucked in a deep breath, gritted his teeth and burst out from his
hiding place.

Chapter Two
Asho
Eleven of the Sin Casters finished their incantations and black fire
streaked out to arch out into the sky and fall upon the charging knights below.
The twelfth mage—their mage—saw Ulein's approach, and with annoyance
lowered both arms so that his seamed palms were pointed directly at the
charging squire. Ebon fire exploded from his hands and flew right at Ulein,
who screamed and brought Eckel's blade down as if to cut the bolts in twain,
but still his back burst out behind him, clotted pieces of flesh spraying into the
air.
Asho bit back a cry of rage, trying for every chance at surprising the Sin
Caster. He ran hunched over, as if that might hide him from the army, sprinting
across the torn ground toward the mage. Numerous voices called out, and the
Sin Caster turned to stare at Asho.
I'm not going to make it, I'm not going to make it, I'm not—
The Sin Caster fought back what looked like a spasm of nausea and raised
his palm again. Deep lines of exhaustion were carved into his face; his eyes
were sunken and hooded. He whispered a word and that sizzling, lethal sound
filled the air as a single bolt of flame flew at Asho with unerring accuracy.
Asho screamed. He closed his eyes and brought his blade around as if to
slice the bolt in two. He saw falling rain, Shaya turning away from him, felt

terror and regret and loss engulf him, and then his sword shattered in his hands.
Flecks of metal raked across his hauberk and laid open needle-thin cuts across
his face. Still screaming, Asho tripped and fell to his knees, catching himself
with an outstretched hand as he threw his suddenly white-hot sword hilt away
with the other hand.
His eyes snapped open. He was alive. Around him lay the glowing shards
of his blade, each one cherry-red and darkening even as he watched. He
looked up at the Sin Caster, whose face mirrored Asho's shock.
"That's not possible," said the man. "Perhaps because you're Bythian? But
no. That makes no sense."
Asho drew his dagger and threw it, a wild, underhand toss. It spun through
the air and buried itself in the Sin Caster's stomach.
The man grunted and stepped back. He looked down and touched the
circular pommel, traced the Ascendant's Triangle that was inscribed there and
then let out a low hiss. "Kill him," he said.
Asho looked from the Sin Caster to the Agerastian soldiers. Their battle
line was twenty deep, with those at the front holding kite-shaped shields and
stabbing short blades.
"Gate me," said Asho as he rose to his feet.
The closest ten soldiers from the second line threw their spears. Asho
threw himself into a dive, tumbled, heard spears thunking into the dirt around

him, and felt one cut a line of fire down his back but not punch home. Then he
was up and running, a number of soldiers at his heels.
From somewhere someone yelled, "Hold the line! Damn you, hold the
line!" Glancing back, he saw his pursuers falter, curse, and return. Wild
laughter erupted from his lips, a sense of euphoria and disbelief making him
giddy, and then he tripped and fell hard onto the sod.
A whinny sounded above him. Asho raised his face to see Crook came
cantering up as if he were at the paddock back home and hoping for an apple.
"Idiot horse!" Asho grabbed the hanging reins and pulled himself up, then
threw them back over Crook's head. "You should have run while you had the
chance!"
Crook shoved his damp, soft nose against. Asho's neck. Asho froze when
he looked past the horse at the madness that was befalling the second wave just
below. The black fire had reduced the glorious charge to a shambles. Still the
Empire's knights struggled on, driven by honor and outrage. Dusk was falling,
and the ebon bolts of flame shot through with crimson glowed like witchfire in
the gloom as they fell again and again. It was terrible, a punishment unceasing.
Asho moaned in horror. Such death. Such a massacre. There was no glory here.
Nothing but destruction.
And yet. The black fire was growing markedly weaker, with fewer bolts
in each attack. Scanning the Agerastian lines, Asho saw a Sin Caster collapse

to her knees, head lowered as she coughed up blood. Only three yet stood on
their feet, one of whom was supported by a soldier. Even as Asho watched,
that man hurled a single slender bolt and slid to the ground.
The Sin Casters were done.
The remnants of the Ascendant's army screamed their defiance and urged
their horses on. Lathered and foaming at the mouth, the mighty war mounts
struggled up the last few blood-drenched yards. As they did so, the Agerastians
sounded their own trumpets for the first time.
Asho swung up onto Crook's back as the Agerastian infantry let out a roar
and parted, allowing their own lightly armored knights to race forth from
between the units and charge toward him and the struggling knights. Asho
cursed and wheeled Crook around. "Go! Go!" He dug his heels in and Crook
took off, racing downhill, the massed might of the enemy right behind him.
It was the most reckless gallop of his life. Asho tried to guide Crook but
quickly gave up and just tried to remain saddled. Crook leaped the dead and
dying horses, veered sharply left and right, and nearly collided with a knot of
obdurate knights who refused to turn. Behind him Asho heard the familiar crash
of lance on shield, the ring of sword on plate. He thought of turning and
fighting, but looking over his shoulder he saw the Agerastian charge
overwhelming the remnants with ease. They kept coming, destroying everything
in their path. Theirs was a charge to be envied. Racing downhill, faced with

broken groups of soldiers who turned to run as much as stand and fight, the
Agerastian knights were destroying all resistance with ease.
Crook stretched out his stride and hit the valley floor at full gallop.
Evening was giving way to dusk, and the slumped-over kragh that lay beside
butchered horses and the knights of the first wave looked like shadowed
mounds. Right behind him came a dozen enemy knights. Ahead and up the
opposite slope were the remnants of the Ascendant's army. Large but
disorganized regiments of foot soldiers, most of them barely arrived at the
battlefield, were now panicking and melting away before the oncoming tide.
With the setting of the sun Asho's vision was improving, and his eyes widened
as he made out the Ascendant's Grace himself, resplendent before his pavilion
in his white enameled armor, his cloak of the purest ivory. He was sitting
astride the largest destrier Asho had ever seen, and ringed around him were the
Seven Virtues, the greatest of knights from the floating city of Aletheia itself.
Somehow, despite the death that followed at Asho's heels, the Grace and
his Virtues weren't retreating. Crook, slowing once more, struggled up the
slope toward them.
Asho looked back over his shoulder. The entire Agerastian army seemed
to be flowing down the hill right behind him. Hundreds of Agerastian knights
were punching through the last of the second wave, and behind them came a
thousand or more foot soldiers.

"Your Grace! Run!" Asho knew that his voice would be drowned out by
the chaos of the battlefield, but he still yelled, hoarse though he was. "Run!"
He pulled back on his reins and turned Crook around. He felt a desperate
determination to hold, no matter how much his fear assailed him. Here he
would stand and, if need be, here he would fall. He would not let a single
Agerastian reach the Grace while he yet breathed.
Crook was snorting, his round sides heaving. What Asho wouldn't have
done for a lance! Instead he drew his second sword from where it was
strapped to the saddle and kissed the Ascendant's Triangle embossed on the
pommel.
The Agerastian knights were slowing as they powered up the hill. Still,
they were but moments away. Asho could make out their saturnine faces, their
pointed black beards, their blue, knee-length tunics worn under their alien
scale mail.
So many of them, he thought. He took a deep breath. My soul to the White
Gate. I failed Shaya. At the very least I can die for the Ascendant's Grace!
The mass of Ascendant infantry was melting away on all sides. Their
terror was contagious. There were still several thousand men on this slope
who had promised to fight for the Ascendant, but the tide of battle had turned,
and now they cared nothing for numbers. They could see only the ruin on the
far slope, and the charging knights, and as the first man turned and ran, they all

trembled, hesitated, and then turned tail.
A horse stepped up to stand on Asho's right, a beautiful steed, mightier
than even Lord Kyferin's destrier, clad in impeccable white enameled barding.
Its head was encased in a helm shaped like a dragon. Astride its back was a
slender knight in beautiful armor enameled a pearlescent white and fluted with
silver, a single rune inscribed across his chest. Makaria, Asho read, and he
felt light-headed as he realized beside whom he would fight. Makaria of the
harbor city of Zoe, one of the Seven Virtues, the knight of Happiness himself.
Another knight rode up on his left. His mount was a beast, almost more
bull than horse, and his armor had no elegance to it, formed of thick plates of
iron, his greathelm horned and the rune on his chest overlaid in black metal.
Akinetos. The Immovable, the Ennoian Virtue.
Asho tried to swallow and found that he could not. He had stepped from
brutal and gruesome battle into a dream, a song of greatness such as he had
only heard while sitting in Lord Kyferin's great hall, chin resting on his palm,
listening to the bard tell tales of old.
Makaria lifted his visor, revealing a face dark like that of all Zoeians and
handsome to the point of beauty. He smiled at Asho, his teeth bright in the light
of dusk. "Your bravery is noted, young squire. Who is your Lord?"
Didn't he care that Asho was from Bythos? That twenty Agerastian knights
were thundering up the hill toward them? Asho blinked, and then bowed as

best he could from the waist. "Ser Kyferin, my Lord."
Makaria nodded. "The Black Wolf. Welcome. Let your sword sing his
praises." He lowered his visor just as two other Virtues nudged their horses
into place, so that somehow Asho formed the point, with two legendary knights
on either side. The other two? Asho had no time to check. The Agerastians
were upon them.
Chaos erupted. Lances splintered on shields. Asho, seized by a feral
desire to not die quietly, spurred Crook forward at the last moment so that he
leaped at the enemy just before they could collide. His enemy's lance cut a
furrow through Asho's upper arm, and then his horse was next to Crook. Asho
yelled and swung his blade down, only to find his blow blocked by the knight's
kite shield. Again Asho swung, guiding Crook with his knees and hearing the
ghost of Brocuff's voice yelling instructions at him, telling him to move, to
press the attack, to keep the man off-balance. The enemy knight was skilled,
however, and recovered quickly, drawing his curved Agerastian cavalry blade
in time to parry once more.
Steel clanged on steel, horses reared and screamed, but past the madness
that had engulfed him Asho saw more Agerastians swarming up the slope
toward them. He sensed Makaria and Akinetos pulling away, each fighting two
or three knights of his own. He caught a glimpse of Akinetos shearing a sword
in half and taking off a man's head with the same blow. He wanted to watch,

but nearly died as his opponent thrust at his face. Gasping, he dodged aside,
but more blows came right after. The man was truly skilled, his curved blade
as swift as a snake's tongue, and twice its edge skittered across Asho's mail but
failed to penetrate.
Desperate, Asho launched himself out from his saddle right into his
opponent, bull-rushing the man to the ground. The other man's foot remained
stuck in his stirrup. Asho rose, gasping, and thrust his blade into the man's
exposed neck.
Crook shied away, and then there were enemy knights everywhere.
Shadows lengthened and merged into each other. Swords flashed, catching the
last of the sunset's fiery glow. Asho stumbled back, waving his sword before
him with aching arms, trying to ward off blows. The Virtues were being
pressed back by sheer weight of numbers. Though the dead littered the ground
at their feet, they were harried on all sides. Even as Asho watched, a Virtue
leaped some twenty feet into the air, sailing impossibly high with his cloak
streaming behind him, to come crashing down upon a knot of Agerastians and
send them sprawling. Another Virtue swung a massive chain at whose end was
affixed a sphere of spiked steel the size of a head. It sheared through the ranks
of enemies with devastating effect. Yet there there were simply too many
enemy knights. Numbers was proving greater than inhuman skill.
Asho staggered back, retreating and nearly falling. He turned to look for

the Grace. There… The second purest man in the Empire was besieged on all
sides by the enemy. Asho saw the sole Virtue left by the Grace's side dragged
from his saddle, two lances embedded in his chest, infantry clutching at his
legs and waist. He roared as he fell, and cut a man down before crashing into
the dark.
Asho took a deep breath. The back of his throat was thick with sour spit.
His lungs burned. He could barely raise his right arm. He wanted to fall to his
knees. But before him the Grace was fighting for his very life. The enemy were
ignoring him, seeing him as a mere Bythian, and focusing their attention on the
Virtues. He had but one chance.
Taking a deep breath, stabbing and cutting to the sides as he went, Asho
forced his way up the hill until he stepped into the open space before the
Grace, whose sword and rearing mount were keeping the enemy at bay. Asho
hesitated, looking for an opportunity to strike, and then an arrow came
whistling out of the dark and plunged into the neck of the Grace's horse. It
screamed and reared violently. The Grace yelled, a surprisingly human sound,
and fell to the earth.
Three Agerastians leaped from their horses, blades raised. "His head! Cut
off his head!"
Asho hurled himself toward them, shouldering the first into the second and
slapping down the third's blade. It was less of a skilled attack than a mad

collision, and when the first knight turned on him Asho stomped his boot into
the inside of the man's knee, causing the joint to buckle outward with a snap.
The man went down, but it wasn't enough. The second knight ran past Asho at
the Grace. Asho turned to tackle him, but the third knight cracked his gloved
fist into Asho's face, knocking him aside. Asho cried out and on instinct raised
his blade just in time to block what would have been a killing blow.
The sun had dipped behind the hill. The sky was growing dark behind his
foe. Asho could barely make out the man's sword. He blocked more on instinct
than anything else. Once, twice, and then he riposted, a wild guess, and felt his
blade hit home. The man grunted and stepped in for a head butt, but Asho saw
the move coming. At the last moment he sidestepped and kicked the man's feet
out from under him. The man went down and Asho stomped his neck, then
hacked down once, twice, until the man cried out and moved no more.
"Your Grace!" Asho wheeled and stumbled up the hill. Battle was all
around. There—the white armor. The Grace was on one knee, sword held
aloft, parrying blow after blow that the large soldier was raining down on him.
Asho struggled to run, but even with all the desperation in the world he could
barely move faster than a tortured jog. He reached the pair just as an arrow fell
down blindly from the dark and punched into the Grace's side, causing him to
drop his sword. The Agerastian soldier brought his sword down where the
Grace's neck met his shoulder just as Asho stabbed him in the small of his

back.
Both men screamed and went down. Asho lost his sword.
"No." He dropped to his knees next to the Grace. The man's helm was
beautiful, molded in the gloom to appear like an angel, the white horsehair
muddied now. Asho went to pull the helm free but two men in Aletheian white
shoved him aside.
The Virtues were still fighting, their ferocity and skill finally pushing the
Agerastians back. Asho knew he should join them, but he couldn't rise from his
knees. He watched as the two men tended to the Grace. The wounds were
mortal. There was no saving him. Even the holy die, he thought. The Grace
was the second purest man in all the Empire. His soul would pass through the
White Gate and return nevermore. Even in sorrow we must rejoice. And yet, in
his heart, Asho felt a crushing sense of responsibility, ridiculous for a Bythian.
If only he'd moved a little quicker. Been stronger.
Tears ran down his cheeks. So many dead, and now the Grace himself. All
was lost. What did this mean for the Empire? His own Lord was dead, and
every Black Wolf with him.
Complete destruction. Utter ruin.
"Your Grace," said one of the two men, a vulpine man in white robes.
"There is still time. Give me the signal. Just nod your head."
The Grace's head was resting on the man's lap. He was only in his

twenties, Asho saw with dull surprise, his features striking, his blond hair cut
close to the scalp. An arrogant, handsome face, pale now and cut deep with
pain.
"Your Grace," said the man again. "You have but moments. You have so
much left to give. Don't do this. Give me a sign! I have the elixir here. This is
your last chance!"
A ragged scream rang out to their left. Trumpets sounded somewhere in
the valley below. Asho stared, mute, and saw the Grace nod his head.
Immediately the man beside him hissed with triumph and uncorked a vial of
black liquid. He placed it to the Grace's lips and raised it gently. The Grace
drank, coughing as he did so.
Asho blinked. Should he intervene? A moment passed, and then the Grace
seemed to relax, and with a sigh he closed his eyes. Had he died? No. His eyes
snapped open, and he took the vial and drained it. Then he tossed it aside and
rose with the other man's help to his feet.
Asho thought himself beyond shock. Thought himself inured to further
horror. But this? It couldn't be. The Grace had cheated death. Somehow. Had
rejected passage through the White Gate.
"Your Grace!" A Virtue rode up. In the dark Asho couldn't make out his
rune. Autophues? "We've cleared a space. We have to flee. We have but
moments!"

"Very well," said the Grace, taking his helm from the white-robed man
and sliding it down over his head. "Bring me another mount." He paused as he
noticed Asho. "What are you doing here, Bythian?"
Asho's mouth was bone-dry. He couldn't speak.
"He's a squire of Lord Kyferin," said a blood-streaked Virtue, stepping
into view. Makaria.
"A squire?" Despite everything, there was amusement and disbelief in the
Grace's voice. "Kyferin will be squiring dogs next. Still, you have earned your
spurs. Kyferin shall not fault me. Come. Kneel."
"We must leave, your Grace!" the first Virtue's steed was prancing, and the
knight was reining him in left and right to keep him in place.
"Kneel!"
Asho rose to his feet and, reeling like a drunkard, he stepped forth and fell
to his knees before the second most powerful man in the Empire. But not the
second most pure.
The Grace took up his blade and touched it to Asho's left shoulder. "For
your deeds done in battle I dub you a knight. Your name?"
The screams of the dying all around them were a pyre on which Asho
burned. "Asho."
"For your service to my person, I, Grace to the Ascendant himself, name
you Ser Asho, no doubt the first of your kind." He touched his blade to Asho's

other shoulder. "In the dark times to come, I shall have need of brave and loyal
men such as yourself, regardless of your origin. Will you come with me, Ser
Asho, and enter my service?"
A third Virtue rode up, massively armored, a spare horse held by the
reins. Akinetos. "Here. We must ride." His voice was deep and calm. "Now, or
we ride not at all."
Asho rose to his feet. What had happened here?
Something wrong. Something evil. Something that flew in the face of
Ascendancy like nothing he had heard of before. "You honor me, your Grace."
He could barely choke out the words. "But I cannot abandon my Lady." His
voice felt insubstantial, a wisp of smoke before the gaze of the man before him.
"Lord Kyferin is dead. I must ride to her and ensure her safety."
The Grace stood frozen, as if he had not heard, and then his face stiffened
as if he had been slapped and he nodded stiffly. "Your loyalty behooves you,
Bythian. May the White Gate welcome you when your time comes." He took up
a broken banner that lay to one side and tore free the white cloth that had hung
from it. "Here. For when the world mocks your claim." He then climbed up
onto his mount as Agerastian war cries sounded just downslope. "Where to,
Makaria?"
"This way, your Grace," said the Virtue, and with a touch of his heels his
mount leaped forward. Five other Virtues rode forth, the Grace at their center.

One of their august number had fallen.
Asho watched them disappear into the darkness, riding toward the nearby
forest. He felt drained, depleted beyond all measure. What had just happened?
What had he witnessed?
He was a knight. A knight. He'd known in his bones that Lord Kyferin had
no intention of ever granting him knighthood. Yet here he was, knighted by the
Ascendant's Grace himself—and never would he have believed that he'd be
left so sickened and confused should it occur. Slowly he unfurled the white
cloth. It was the Ascendant's own war banner, the Everflame.
Something nudged his shoulder from behind. Asho wheeled and swung a
sword he no longer held through Crook's head. He stepped in and hugged his
horse, and then pulled himself painfully up into the saddle. Around him men
were running, some fleeing, some chasing. Victorious trumpet notes were
floating through the darkness.
Turning Crook around, Asho dug his heels into his horse's flanks. It was
time to quit the field. He had to head home, had to return to Castle Kyferin and
tell his Lady that she was now a widow, and he her only remaining knight.

Chapter Three
Kethe
Kethe slipped out the keep's front door as quickly and lithely as she could.
The trick with the massive old monster was to open it just shy of the spot
where the iron hinges let out their terrible shriek, and then catch it as it closed
but an inch from the jamb. If that was done just right, one could sneak out onto
the keep stairs as sly as a ghost with nobody the wiser. The door shut with nary
a sound, and Kethe straightened with a smile. It might take minutes before
Hessa, her lady-in-waiting, noticed that she was gone. By then it would be far
too late.
The keep was the highest point of the entire castle, mounted atop its own
steep hill. From here Kethe could gaze out over the castle curtain wall to
where the sleepy village of Emmond lay nestled hard by Greening Wood. She
raised her chin and smoothed down her dove-gray kirtle. Two sentries were
watching her from atop the twin drum towers that rose from the top of the
barbican. She recognized one as Beartha by his wispy beard. He slouched
against a crenellation and grinned at her, revealing his stained and mostly
missing teeth.
Trying to exude as much disdain as possible, she began to descend the
broad slate steps, raising her dress just enough that she wouldn't trip and
tumble head over heels down to the tower arch. Beartha would love that. If he

called out to her, she swore to herself, she'd fetch an iron bar from the smithy
and break his arm, but he stayed mercifully silent. The steps descended steeply
to the arch that led into the barbican. Normally two more soldiers would guard
this portal, but they were undermanned due to her father's expedition. No
matter. The fewer eyes that marked her passage, the better.
It was hard to maintain her anger at the guard when she was this excited.
She almost broke into a run once she was inside, ignoring the countless murder
holes and the slits in the ceiling through which three separate portcullises
could be dropped. The barbican was a formidable line of defense, a squat
building whose entire purpose was to kill those who sought to assault the keep.
The wall torches cast flickering shadows, and she heard laughter from the
soldiers on the far side of the passage wall. Playing cards, no doubt. She
couldn't blame them—Kyferin Castle hadn't been attacked since before she
was born.
She took the left turn in the corridor's elbow and hurried back out into the
sunlight. Below her spread the bailey itself, the vast yard enclosed within the
curtain walls where the daily life of the castle played out for the servants,
cooks, stable boys, farriers, smiths, Bythian slaves and everyone else that
made the castle a vital and living entity. She loved the bailey; it pulsed with
life, was filled with a tapestry of sounds and smells. Hessa always made a
face when she was forced to descend from the keep to where the 'commoners'

labored, but that was because she was a shallow prig who forgot that she was
an Ennoian like the rest of them.
Kethe strode over the last drawbridge that connected the barbican to the
stone ramp and fairly skipped down to the dirt floor.
It being late afternoon, half of the bailey was already in shadow, the great
curtain wall rising up to cut into the sunlight, its base crowded with buildings
that were built against it and around the open center. The cart of a bonded
merchant was rolling in through the gatehouse, laden with fresh fish and no
doubt come from the harbor city of Zoe through the Sun Portal in Ennoia.
Trutwin the gardener and his three young helpers were standing by with
wheelbarrows, waiting as the stable boys mucked out the stables, filling the air
with the sickly sweet stench of manure. Four old Bythian men staggered past,
their white hair slicked to their brows with sweat, bowed over under the piles
of wood lashed to their backs and heading toward the massive woodpile
stacked against the kitchen building's wall. A young boy sprinted out of the
bakery, hooting and juggling a hot cross bun, and Aythe chased him out the door
before giving up and yelling after him. Kethe spun around the urchin as he
almost collided with her, grinned, and then shrugged apologetically to the
baker. Everywhere she looked people were busy: creating barrels, sharpening
blades at the grinding stone, crossing from one doorway to the next. The bailey
was the polar opposite of the tomb-like keep; here was life and action and

excitement.
Slipping through the crowd, smiling as different folk nodded respectfully
to her, Kethe made for the chapel. It was beautifully convenient that the
entrance to the smith lay through the most respectful destination for the Lord's
daughter, a quirk of the castle's construction that she adored, no matter how
much the high priest objected. As a result, she'd garnered a reputation for
devoutness that allayed her mother's suspicions, and Simeon the priest was
kind enough to not dispel any assumptions as to where Kethe spent her time.
She stepped through the door, then hurried along the chapel's back wall,
pausing as always to curtsy to the great silver triangle that stood on the far
altar, illuminated by the requisite ten candles. It was a sign of her father's
wealth that the candles were fine beeswax and not tallow, each as thick and
tall as her forearm and always lit. Still, she'd not come to ponder the mysteries
of Ascension; with barely a guilty twinge she hurried to the smithy entrance
and stepped through into the gloom.
When she was younger, entering the smithy had made her imagine she was
passing through the Black Gate itself. The soft glow of the chapel candles
would be replaced by the fitful illumination of the forge fires, the air acrid
with smoke and the tang of scalded metal. Elon had seemed like an ogre, more
massive than even an armored knight, and the hissing of quenched metal and the
white and cherry-red glow of malleable steel had seemed to her to be

instruments of torture. Now the smithy was her secret home, where she yearned
to be when she wasn't in the Greening Wood or riding Lady along the hills. She
grinned as Tongs, Elon's ebon firecat, flew up to land on her shoulders and curl
about her neck just as Elon turned to regard her; she'd even managed to evade
her younger brother Roddick, who thought it hilarious to race back to the keep
and report her to their mother. She had at least a half hour before she was truly
missed.
"You're pressing your luck, don't you think?" Elon's voice was a rumble
more akin to boulders shifting in the depths of the earth than any normal
person's voice. Now that she was older he no longer seemed like an ogre; he
was a friend, or at the very least an accomplice. His black hair thinning, his
beard cropped short, the smith's features were ruddy from a life spent bent
over scorching heat. As always, he was wearing only a sleeveless tunic and
his heavy leather apron. Kethe wagered that Elon could arm-wrestle any of the
Black Wolves into submission without much effort—not that a knight would
ever deign to contest with a peasant.
"Yes, well, I'm almost done." Kethe grinned and plucked Tongs from her
shoulders, dropped him in his favorite spot by the furnace, and hurried to the
back of the smithy. "Besides. Have you seen my needlework? Atrocious. Even
my mother can't find the words to compliment it."
"Be that as it may," said Elon, watching her as she rummaged under a pile

of empty hemp sacks. "You were nearly caught yesterday, and the day before
that I came close to lying to Berthold when he came asking after you. What's
going on? Is there some crisis you haven't told me about?"
"Yes," said Kethe, almost to herself. She grasped her treasure and pulled
it out, then held it up to examine it in the light of the forge. It glimmered
beautifully, like fish scales or a dream of silver under the moon. It was a
hauberk, made slowly over the past year, each ring, each rivet, each and every
piece tailored to her own body. "I need this finished. For me. Not for anybody
else. For me."
She walked over to a trestle table and laid the hauberk down. Two more
lines of rings were all that remained to be done before she would declare it
complete. Then she'd edge it with leather—or perhaps calfskin, but that might
not prove as durable—and then, finally, she'd be able to take it out to Greening
Wood.
Elon set down his tongs and hammer and stepped up beside her. He
rubbed his jaw. "It's not bad, I suppose."
"Not bad?" She wheeled on him. "It's better than anything you've ever
made, what with those big sausage fingers of yours." She cut off at the sight of
his grin. "I mean, yes. Not bad, I suppose."
Elon picked it up. "I still think you've meshed these rings too tightly
together. Fine work, fit for jewelry, but you need flexibility as well."

Kethe bit her lower lip. "Maybe."
The smith set the hauberk back down. "Though it's all academic, isn't it?
Like one of Magister Audsley's theories about the Age of Wonders." His words
were soft as he regarded her, his eyes gleaming under his heavy brows. "Do
you truly expect to wear this in battle, Kethe?"
She stepped over to his scrap pile and took up two heavy bars, one in
each hand. A year ago they'd been too heavy for her to lift. Staring fixedly at
the stone wall, she raised both bars till her arms were level with the floor.
Within moments her shoulders began to burn with the effort.
"Yes," she said. The bars began to tremble. "You heard Esson, that bard
who came through with Lord Gysel six months ago." It was hard to speak
smoothly when she wanted to clench her stomach and lock her breath in her
throat. "Women can be knights. There's a female order far to the south, the
Order of the Ax." Her hands were starting to dip, and she forced herself to not
lean back so as to compensate. "And Lady Otheria was a knight."
"Lady Otheria," said Elon, stepping up to where she stood, "may not have
even existed." He stood in silence for another minute until her arms began to
tremble wildly, and only then did he take the weights from her.
Kethe let out a sharp breath as she dropped her arms, then shook them out
and rubbed her shoulders. "Even if she didn't, the idea of her is enough." This
was a familiar argument, one that Elon had indulged her in many times over the

past year, but something had changed. Perhaps it was the near-completion of
the chainmail.
He dropped the bars into the scrap pile and then turned back to his anvil,
rubbing the back of his head. "I'm just a simple smith. It's my own limitation,
not understanding why a pretty young noble lady like yourself would want to
get into vicious battles with full-grown men."
Kethe blew a strand of her auburn hair out of her face. "That's all right.
When they're singing songs about me, then maybe you'll understand."
He laughed. "Songs? My, the young lady has some real ambition. Though
it points her in a terrible direction. I know all too well what the weapons I
craft can do to flesh and bone."
Kethe assumed an innocent expression. "As my mother says, women make,
men break. I'm simply creating a hauberk, Elon."
"Oh? You plan to run into battle with no weapons, then?"
"Well, maybe a sword. If a man tries to break what I've created, do I not
have the right to defend myself?"
Elon crossed his arms over his chest and rocked back on his heels. "I'd
like to meet the knight who would strike a lady. I'd stave in his helmet with my
hammer."
Kethe grinned. "If I didn't do him in first. And what would you be doing
out on a battlefield?"

The smith scowled. "Chasing after you, no doubt, and still arguing till the
last moment against your folly. Now. Are you going to finish those links? I've
set the wire out for you over there."
Her mother, Lady Iskra Kyferin, had lectured her on the value of mindless
tasks such as needlework. Letting your hands work allowed your mind to drift,
she said, and it was during these moments of reverie that insights and ideas
would come. Kethe put on her apron, pulled out the wooden stool and sat at the
work station, then pulled the length of thick wire over and grabbed her rod.
Tongs padded over and twined himself between her boots, his black feathered
wings bumping against the undersides of her thighs. She began to wrap the
wire around and around the rod, doing so with slow and methodical care.
Some women enjoyed distracting themselves with needlework. She loved
creating chainmail. Once the wire was completely wrapped, she'd snip circles
from its coiled form, and then these she'd interweave with the unfinished hem
of her hauberk and weld them shut. Quiet work. Delicate, repetitive work that
allowed her to dream, to let slip her mind from the smoky confines of the
smithy and out to wonder on her hopes and aspirations.
She'd never managed to convey to Elon why she wanted to dress in armor
and wield a sword. Elon was a practical man; he understood the world in
terms of what he could shape and handle with his powerful hands. To him
weaponry meant blood and injuries and dirt and campaigning and death. Which

was all true. Kethe knew that being a warrior was not a glamorous business,
not like they sang about in the epics. She knew that all too well. But simply
being a woman was just as dangerous and brutal in its own way.
Three years later, it was still too easy to summon the terror, the bitter,
galling sense of helplessness. To remember his face as he came at her with his
sword, his eyes blank with his determination to kill her. It had been three
years, but she could still vividly recall the tearing pain in her throat as she'd
screamed. Screamed, because she'd been unable to defend herself. Screamed,
because she was weak and had to summon others to save her.
Kethe pursed her lips and stared down at the wire. Having a sword at her
hip would mean never feeling that way again, never letting an animal like that
knight terrorize her to the point of having nightmares for a year afterwards. She
would be like her father, feared and respected for his strength. Nobody
intimidated him. Nobody took advantage of him. He was the strongest, most
capable man she knew. Kethe bit her lip as she wove the wire around and
around the rod. Elon's hammer began to ring out anew. Methodical, rhythmic.
But becoming a knight had become more than simple self-defense. Over
the past few years the blade had come to symbolize the ability to forge her own
destiny. Choose her own path. Cut through the layers and layers of strangling
expectations, and stand tall and proud and free. A foolish dream, no doubt.
There had been many times when she'd felt desolate and alone, and had nearly

thrown her coat of mail into Elon's forge. Moments when she'd felt foolish and
pathetic, a child indulging in fantasies. But she hadn't given up. Coming to the
smith—escaping the stifling confines of the keep whenever she could—was the
only true pleasure that was hers and hers alone. Even riding Lady was stilted,
accompanied as she always was by Hessa and two guards.
Shouts disturbed her thoughts. She turned to Elon, who stopped, hammer
raised above his head. Both then turned to the smithy door. The cries weren't of
fear or panic, but rather excitement tinged with alarm.
"A visitor?" Elon set his hammer down and wiped his hands with a dirty
cloth.
"News from Father?" Kethe stood and threw a cloth sack over her mail.
Lord Kyferin had been gone two months, along with every Black Wolf and
all the squires. Two months was a long time to campaign, but not unusually so;
word had reached them intermittently that the Agerastian force had been
avoiding pitched battle for weeks now, burning its way across the countryside
as it avoided the Ascendant's forces.
More shouts. Kethe hurried through the door into the chapel just as Father
Simeon came walking down the aisle with his chaplain at his heels. He was a
tall, stern man, with a high forehead, severe cheekbones, and the rich bronzed
skin of a Noussian born. "What's going on?"
"I don't know," Kethe said, and stepped outside into the bailey.

Everybody was emerging from their respective buildings to crowd around
the gatehouse. Kethe stepped forth, people parting for her with the usual
respectful nods. A young man was riding over the castle drawbridge. His white
hair and skin as pale as milk marked him for a Bythian, though why he was
mounted she couldn't fathom… Wait. Asho? He looked like he'd been dragged
backwards by his horse through a field filled with thorns. Half his face was
discolored with bruising, and his long hair was spiky with dried sweat and
dirt. His horse looked blown, with its head hanging low and its hooves almost
dragging across the boards.
The young man's expression was haunted, and Kethe felt the crowd harden
around her. Almost every castle servant here was an Ennoian, and none of them
appreciated the sight of the upstart Bythian squire.
Asho rode through the gatehouse, the sound of his horse's hooves echoing
loudly in the silence until he emerged once more into the weak afternoon
sunlight.
"It's Lord Kyferin's squire," muttered somebody to her left.
Asho gazed about the quiet crowd with his pale silver-green eyes,
unabashed and disconcertingly direct for a Bythian. As always she felt that
prick of annoyance that was just shy of anger at his insolence. He'd not the wit
to realize how a little natural deference would ameliorate the anger his
arrogance provoked. Still, she couldn't help but feel a pang. His delicate,

almost elfin features were terribly aged. The last she'd seen of him he'd
appeared but fourteen years old, a fresh-faced youth with large silver eyes and
a quiet manner. Now he looked almost a man, harrowed by some experience
she couldn't guess at.
Asho slid from the saddle. He was so exhausted his knees buckled as he
landed, and were it not for his grip on pommel he might have fallen. Nobody
moved forward to assist him, though murmurs of alarm flickered through the
crowd. Raising her chin and pushing back her shoulders, Kethe stepped forth,
fearing his news but knowing in her core that there was no hiding from the
bleakness in his eyes.
"My Lady," said Asho, his voice barely more than a whisper. He
straightened with a wince, and she realized he was not only exhausted but
wounded too; his hauberk was torn along his ribs, and dirt was deeply
ingrained in the links over his shoulder as if he'd fallen hard to the ground.
"Squire Asho." Her nerves made her speak more coldly than she'd meant
to.
"I bring grave news, my Lady." He spoke as if they were standing alone, a
terrible kindness in his eyes that she wanted to dash away with a slap. He
hesitated, the moment come. The moment, Kethe realized, that he must have
been dreading even as he fought to get here with all his might. "We were
defeated in battle. Lord Kyferin and all his Black Wolves are dead."

The crowd erupted into exclamations of horror, and Kethe closed her eyes
and rocked back on her heels, feeling her whole body grow numb. With those
words her world had suddenly and irrevocably changed. People were calling
out angrily, shouting questions, but when she managed to open her eyes again
she saw that Asho was standing silently, ignoring everyone but her.
She had to do something. Control the crowd. Give commands. But all she
could do was hold Asho's gaze. No words came to her lips. No thoughts
beyond the one terrible and impossible fact: her father was dead. What would
she tell Roddick?
"Yet you survived." Her voice came from a far distance. She could barely
hear herself over the rushing in her ears. She wanted to hurt him. How dare he
look at her with pity? "Did you flee the battle?"
"No," Asho said. He was holding on to the saddle as if it were a branch
that was keeping him from drowning. "I only left after the Ascendant's Grace
and his Virtues quit the field."
"Then come," she said. "The Lady Kyferin will want to hear your news at
once."
The curtain walls seemed impossibly high, the barbican receding into the
distance. She felt a moment of vertigo as she turned away, and tears pricked
her eyes. She'd show him no weakness. She was Lord Enderl Kyferin's
daughter. She would show him only strength. Almost blind with tears she

refused to wipe away, she wheeled and strode toward the barbican, sending
people scattering as they stumbled out of her way. She didn't care. Memory
guided her footsteps. She strode up the stone ramp to the drawbridge, passed
quickly over it, and only once she had stepped into the darkness of the barbican
did she shudder, a deep soul quake that almost undid her knees. She pressed
her hand to the wall and paused, another pang causing her lungs and heart to
spasm. She gasped for breath, the sound loud in the corridor. It felt like
somebody had punched her right in the solar plexus.
Father was dead. The strongest man she had ever known was gone. It was
like learning that a mountain had suddenly disappeared. And all his Black
Wolves with him? Thirty-three knights. Brutal, cruel men who had at once
scared her and ensured her safety. Each with his own manse or fort in the
countryside about the castle, each a minor lord of his own staff and servants.
Dead. All of them. She stared blindly at a wall torch as names tumbled through
her mind. Her mind reeled, and then she pushed away from the wall. She took a
deep breath. Held it. If she was to be a knight, that she had to accustom herself
to pain and loss. She had to be strong. Roddick would be looking to her for
comfort. And yet the floor felt like it was slipping out from beneath her. Before
more tears could come, she strode forth down the hall and turned right at the
elbow. Out the gate and onto the second drawbridge, moving swiftly, head
lowered.

She passed through the drum towers and out onto the keep stairs. Lifting
her dress, she ran up the steps, not caring for decorum, not caring who saw.
She flitted up to the keep door and hauled it open. She turned quickly away
from the large kitchen, ignoring the puzzled looks of the servants, and ran up
the intramural staircase to the third floor.
While the Great Hall down in the bailey could seat over a hundred and
often did, the Lord's Hall here on the third floor of the keep was more intimate,
and her father tended to use it as an audience chamber in which to receive
distinguished guests. A dais was set against the back wall, with her mother's
pale oaken seat set next to her father's massive and beautifully carved cherry
wood throne. Two long trestle tables ran down the length of the circular room,
whose walls were hung with tapestries depicting her father's favorite pastimes:
war and the hunt. Wall candles complemented the light that filtered through the
arrow slit windows.
Their bard, Menczel, was sitting to one side, idly plucking a quiet melody
from his lute and singing of the legendary trials of the Virtue Theletos. Her
mother was seated on her pale chair, with the steward and his assistant
standing before her.
Kethe rushed into the hall and then caught herself and stopped, took a
breath and pushed her shoulders back. Her mother had been leaning back in her
chair, chin resting delicately on an extended finger, listening to Bertchold as he

recounted some issue regarding their stocks. At Kethe's entrance, however, her
mother sat up, and both Menczel and Bertchold fell silent, turning to regard her.
"Kethe?"
Her mother was the most intelligent person she knew, and the most
perceptive by far. Kethe's whole life had been one long struggle to find
privacy, to shield her thoughts, to not give everything away to her mother
without realizing it. She had no hopes of doing so now.
Lady Kyferin rose gracefully to her feet. In her mid-thirties, she was still a
strikingly beautiful woman, her eyes the blue of stark winter midday skies, her
skin as pale as fresh milk and her mien effortlessly noble. It was from her that
Kethe had inherited her own auburn hair, a dark brown that the right angle of
sunlight could set to smoldering like fireplace coals; but while Kethe tended to
wear her hair in a rough braid thrown over one shoulder, her mother's mane
was luxurious and intricately braided. Born and raised in the august mountain
peak cities of Sige, Lady Iskra Kyferin's descent to Ennoia and her presence in
the castle and by his side had been a source of great pride to Kethe's father.
Dressed today in white accented with gold, Lady Iskra stared at her daughter,
and her eyes grew wide.
Kethe fought back her tears anew. As realization dawned on her mother's
face, she stepped forward, unsure what to do with her hands, what to say,
where to stand.

"Father is dead," she managed at last, and at this the tears finally spilled.

Chapter Four
Asho
Asho had yearned for and dreaded this moment in equal measure since
quitting the battlefield a week ago. His weary mind had played out a thousand
scenarios as he'd ridden south amongst the flood of demoralized soldiers and
peasants, hunched over Crook's back but refusing to rest. At times he'd
imagined the blowing of trumpets as he rode up to Kyferin Castle's gatehouse,
the sunlight golden, the castle folk and Lady Kyferin turning out to grant him a
hero's reception. Other times he despaired and could only imagine being
received as a traitor and coward, castigated by the Lady for not having died by
her husband's side, his weapons and arms taken from him before he was hurled
out the postern gate if not dropped into the Wolf Tower dungeon itself.
Despite his despair, he'd ridden for the great city of Ennoia, which gave
its name to all those born on this plane of existence, the roads growing more
choked with every passing mile. How different this journey was. It had been
only a month since he had ridden along this same road as part of Lord Kyferin's
proud retinue, head held defiantly high and convinced that he would return, if
not covered in glory, then at least part of a victorious band.
Instead he rode alone and turned east just before reaching Ennoia's vast
walls. Covered in mud, body aching and wounded, Crook nearly lame from
how hard he'd been ridden, Asho had persevered, ignoring the groups of

soldiers who eyed him and wondered if he was an escaped slave. The days
had merged with nights spent sleeping in dense thickets and behind hedges,
until finally he had reached the Flint Road and turned his horse north for the
final day's ride to Lady Kyferin.
Voices murmured around him. Asho blinked. He'd nearly fallen asleep,
hand still on Crook's pommel, leaning against his weary beast. Pushing away,
he wiped vigorously at his face and nodded as Nenker, one of the stable boys,
stepped up to take Crook's reins.
Familiar faces were all around him, glaring at him as if he were to blame.
He could feel the crowd simmering, waiting for some provocation to step
forward and accost him with angry questions that could quickly turn to
violence. He saw a flash of pale hair at the back. It was Chikko, one of the
other Bythians, watching with muted pity and no intention of helping. Asho
took a deep breath. He was used to being disdained, but this open hatred he
saw on people's faces was new. He looked past them and saw Kethe disappear
into the barbican. His throat tightened. There had been many times over the
years that he'd quietly seethed at her thoughtless arrogance, but the way her
eyes had flashed with pain as he'd delivered his news had cut him to the quick.
Her face had grown pale, her thick freckles stark and her lips bloodless, and
he'd wished for something comforting to say. Anything. But her glare had
forbidden it and reminded him that while their worlds had shattered, some

rules would never be broken.
A heavy hand clapped him on the shoulder and he turned to see Brocuff by
his side. The castle constable was a short man, level with Asho, but stocky and
built like a bear. Grim at the best of times, prone to frowning even when
receiving a gift, he'd nevertheless been one of the few on the castle staff to
treat Asho with a gruff directness that was free of malice.
"Come on, lad," said the constable. "Let's bring your news to the Lady. I'll
walk up with you. Save her from having to summon me right after."
I'm a knight, thought Asho. Not a lad. But he couldn't be bothered to
correct the constable. He simply nodded and began walking toward the
barbican.
"Hold up," said Brocuff. Asho turned. "You're injured."
He'd grown so used to the pain and the awful stiffness that he'd almost
forgotten. The cut down his back was more messy than grave, but he knew it
had soaked his aketon and caused it to stick to his chain. Only extreme
exhaustion kept him from hissing when the ruptured links of his hauberk caught
in the wound. "Oh. Yes. But it can wait."
"Can it, now?" Brocuff sounded skeptical. "I've seen men die of lesser
wounds due to infection. You should go straight to Father Simeon."
"It can wait," said Asho again. The stubbornness that had seen him through
the last week was all that was keeping him on his feet. If he should turn from

his purpose, he'd collapse and never rise again. "After I've done my duty, then
I'll find the Father."
"Fair enough." Brocuff studied him as if seeing him anew. "Lead the way
then, good squire."
Not a squire, thought Asho again, but he simply turned and plodded up the
stone ramp. How strange it all looked! The great curtain wall, the bulwark of
the barbican, the drawbridges and drum towers, all of them guarding the
impregnable keep. Before the battle Asho had thought it overdone; he couldn't
imagine a force that could pierce the outer wall, much less the interior
defenses. But how well would stone hold up against magic?
Shivering, he entered the barbican. Word had preceded him, and he saw
faces at the murder holes, and the iron door leading into the guts of the
barbican was open. A number of guards stood there, men-at-arms he didn't
recognize. They watched him approach, and one with rotten teeth and the look
of a drowned rat stepped forward to block his way.
"Where are the others, then? You a runner? Tell the truth now, Byth-grub."
Asho stopped, swaying where he stood, and stared straight through the
man. He'd learned that answering only led to more insults and then shoves and
even kicks. Unless he drew his blade to defend himself, and then he'd be
hauled before the Lord and asked to explain why he was attacking the castle
guards.

Luckily he wasn't alone. Brocuff stepped up behind him. "Back to your
posts, men." The constable's growl was soft but brooked no questioning.
Brocuff was in charge of castle security while Lord Kyferin and his Black
Wolves were away. For all that he was not nobly born, he was respected by his
men. The guards melted back into the darkness, and Asho strode past them,
putting them out of mind.
The steps up through the drum towers to the keep door were interminable,
and the rich smells coming from the ground floor kitchen set his mouth to
watering and almost made his knees buckle. When had he eaten last? What had
he eaten? He didn't want to remember. Turning, he climbed the stairs to the
Lord's Hall and stopped just shy of the doorway on the third floor. He could
hear voices within. Kethe's voice, broken and tearful. This was it. The moment
he'd been fighting to reach.
Slowly, painfully, Asho straightened. He pulled his tabard down and
hissed as cloth tore away from dried blood. There was no chance of making
himself presentable. He was what he was: a man returned direct from war.
"I'm right behind you," whispered Brocuff. In the close dark he smelled of
leather and pipe smoke. "Just deliver your news, then you can rest."
Asho nodded and stepped out into the light. The sight of Lady Kyferin
caused his stomach to clench. Oh, she was beautiful, impossibly so, and now,
having heard the news from her trembling daughter, she was standing before

her raised seat like a marble statue, untouchable and remote, regal and elegant
beyond measure. She was wearing a form-fitting white dress that was
delicately embroidered with gold, with a broad golden belt hanging about her
hips. Her pale hair was intricately tressed, and her eyes were locked on him as
if he was bringing death and not merely news of it into her hall.
"My Lady," he said, voice faltering, and stopped a good five yards from
her dais, falling to one knee. There were others already gathered here: the
steward, his assistant, and the bard. He ignored them all. "My Lady, I bring
terrible news."
His words hung in the silence, and he stared at the wood grain beside his
right foot. Don't fall, he told himself as he felt his balance rock. Just a little
longer.
"Rise, squire." Lady Kyferin's voice was impressively controlled, rich
and soft, with the strange accents of Sige. "Tell me your tidings."
Asho took a deep breath and looked up. He'd not risk rising just yet. Kethe
was standing behind and to one side of her mother's chair, face pale, eyes
glassy. Swallowing, he met Lady Kyferin's striking blue eyes. "For three weeks
we chased the Agerastians across the fields and farms north and west of
Ennoia. We thought they might escape and reach the coast, but the Grace drove
us hard, and we finally forced them into a confrontation a week ago."
Asho paused, trying to decide how best to select his words. To criticize

the Grace was unimaginable—and yet… "They took a stand on top of a hill
between a copse and the village of Utrect. Our forces arrived and positioned
themselves on the lower slopes of a facing hill. Lord Kyferin was confident
that we could wait till morning to attack, giving our men the chance to rest and
allowing the entirety of the Grace's army to gather—at least half the infantry
were still strung out behind us on the roads. But the Grace was forced to give
the order to attack when one of his lords broke rank and led others down the
slope. Lord Kyferin took the vanguard, along with his Black Wolves, and we
charged the enemy line."
Everybody was listening, spellbound. Menczel the bard stood with
furrowed brow, memorizing every word. Lady Kyferin was staring right
through him; she knew how this tale turned out. All that remained to learn were
the details.
"Magic, my lady." Asho's voice sounded raw in his own ears. Even now
he couldn't believe what had happened. "The Agerastians had a dozen Sin
Casters with them. They threw black fire, and the Grace's army was
destroyed."
"Magic?" Bertchold's voice was sharp with indignation. He was an older
man, well into his fifties, with the beginnings of jowls and a square, stocky
frame, clad in black furs with his chain of office hanging thickly around his
neck. "Impossible. There have been no Sin Casters in over two centuries."

"I swear it. I saw the flames engulf Lord Kyferin and his men. I was only
spared because I was riding at the back with the other squires." Asho saw the
scene again, heard the hissing sound of ebon flame scorching flesh and iron
alike.
"Nonsense!" Bertchold's voice dipped into scorn. "I'd hoped for an honest
account, but if you're going to twist the tale with your debased imaginings—"
"You saw my Lord husband fall?" Lady Kyferin didn't raise her voice, but
Bertchold immediately fell silent.
Asho nodded. "I did, my Lady." Years of anger and revulsion wrestled
with his conscience. Here was a chance for him to strike a blow against his
former Lord, twist his memory with a lie nobody could contest. But Lady
Kyferin was watching him. Asho grimaced. "He died facing the enemy, running
at one of the Sin Casters. He died bravely."
Lady Kyferin closed her eyes and sat slowly on her chair. A knot arose in
Asho's throat. Of all the people in the castle, she was the only one who had
suffered as much as he and Shaya had at Lord Kyferin's hands. Her shock was
genuine, but he would bet his life that deep down she had to be feeling a wild
song of unbelieving joy.
Father Simeon hurried into the hall. He had taken the time to don his robes
of pure white, his silver triangle hanging prominently on his narrow chest. As
one of the only two Noussians in the castle, he exuded a benevolent contempt

for everybody but the noble family, but held Lady Kyferin in special regard for
her being a Sigean and thus one step above him in Ascension. "I am sorry for
your loss, my Lady." His voice was sonorous, rich with compassion and
redolent with the authority of his office. "Yet even in sorrow we must rejoice.
Know that your Lord husband is now one step closer to Ascension. He travels
before us to the peak of the Triangle. Scant comfort, I know, but our grief is but
the stepping stone to joy."
These last words were murmured by everyone but the Lady and Asho.
Even Kethe whispered them silently to herself.
Lady Kyferin opened her eyes and smiled. "Thank you, Father."
He bowed. "Shall I prepare the chapel for tonight's Mourning?"
Lady Kyferin nodded. "Yes, though Kethe and I shall hold the vigil in my
chapel upstairs."
Father Simeon hesitated, as if about to protest, and then bowed again. "As
you wish."
"A week," said Lady Kyferin, turning back to Asho. "Seven days since my
Lord husband and his Black Wolves perished. Tell me, were either Lord Laur
or Lord Lenherd at this battle?"
Asho shook his head. "No, my Lady. Lord Kyferin thought that his brothers
were still on the road behind us when the order to attack was given. I never
saw them."

"So, their forces remain intact." She leaned back in her seat, her smooth
brow marred by a slight frown.
Brocuff cleared his throat and stepped up next to Asho. "My Lady, when
news reaches the families of the Black Wolves, they'll no doubt ask that their
men stationed here at the castle be sent back to their homes."
Each Black Wolf had been a landed noble with enough wealth to arm
himself and answer Lord Kyferin's call with retainers and soldiers of his own.
Their families and properties formed the quilt that was Lord Kyferin's land;
their simultaneous deaths would throw the entire countryside into chaos, as
brothers and uncles and sons began to contest for the now empty seats of
power. The next few weeks would see numerous deaths take place, as the less
scrupulous and more ambitious relatives ensured that they would gain the title
by any means necessary.
Kethe stepped forth. "Surely we don't have to release them."
"No," said Brocuff, rubbing his jaw. "You've the right of that. We could
order each man to stay at his post. But there would be consequences. The
families that demand the return of their men would be gravely offended.
They're going to want as much strength as possible over the next few weeks as
they fight off rivals and seek to consolidate their power. They'll remember our
leaving them undermanned at this crucial time, and harbor resentment."
Bertchold scowled. "They owe their loyalty to Lady Kyferin in hard times

as well as good. We can't strip the battlements of our men and send them
home."
"How many soldiers do we have right now?" Lady Kyferin's voice
remained quiet, almost calm.
Brocuff didn't have to think. "We've sixty-two men, all told. The vast
majority of our forces rode out with our Lord."
Lady Kyferin watched her constable with half-lidded eyes. "How many of
these might we expect to be recalled?"
"Thirty, most like." Brocuff nodded. "Replacements may straggle in as
they return from the war, and some requests might take longer to reach us than
others."
"This is not a time to be generous," said Bertchold, smacking his fist into
the palm of his other hand. "We've no knights—"
"That's not true," said Asho.
Bertchold faltered and then turned to him. "You said the Black Wolves
died with Lord Kyferin to a man."
"They did." Asho felt his heart begin to hammer. "But I was knighted after
the fighting."
Everyone stared at him. Lady Kyferin raised an eyebrow. "Knighted? By
whom?"
Asho swallowed. "By the Grace himself, my Lady."

Bertchold snorted and Father Simeon smiled. Brocuff frowned at him, and
Menczel strummed his lute with a mocking flourish.
Asho took a deep breath and held his Lady's eye. "I swear it, my Lady. He
knighted me before quitting the field. He asked that I enter his service, but I
told him my loyalty lay with you."
"Oh, come on," said Bertchold. "You expect us to believe this nonsense?
Next you'll be telling us that the First Ascendant himself descended through the
White Gate to gild you with lightning. If you can't keep your fantasies in your
head and your tongue in your mouth—"
Asho opened the satchel that hung by his side with stiff fingers, never
looking away from Lady Kyferin. His fingers fumbled with the clasp, and then
he drew forth a folded square of white cloth. Bertchold fell silent as Asho
unfolded the war banner.
"The Everflame," whispered Menczel, stepping in closer.
The Grace's banner was torn and muddied, but there was no mistaking it.
Asho held it out to Lady Kyferin, who reached down as if in a dream and took
it.
"His Grace gave me his banner to honor my service to him." Asho's voice
felt hoarse. "I fought beside his Virtues and saved his life. He knighted me in
gratitude."
Kethe was staring wide-eyed at him, and even Brocuff looked taken

aback. Nobody moved. The Everflame lay in Lady Kyferin's hands like a
tongue of silver fire.
"My Lady," said Asho, stepping forward to kneel once more. "I ask that
you let me serve you as your knight. I know your Lord regretted bringing my
sister and me out of Bythos, and had no intention of letting me ever have the
honor. But I'm a knight now, regardless, and I swear to dedicate my every
breath and thought to guarding your family and your honor. I may be a Bythian,
but I swear that I shall do my utmost to protect you. If you will have me, I will
be your knight."
"Sweetly said," murmured Menczel, and the notes he strummed on his lute
were soft and reverential.
Lady Kyferin glanced down at the Everflame, and then extended it back to
Asho. A spike of panic arose within him. Was she turning him down?
"I accept your most gracious offer, Ser Knight. The Everflame is a
testament to your valor. Keep it, and know that I am honored to have your
service."
Asho's panic evaporated along with his exhaustion. In that moment he felt
as if he could leap walls, fight down a hundred men, and march for a month if
it would earn Lady Kyferin's favor. He rose and took the Everflame, and then
bowed low. "Thank you, my Lady."
"Fine," said Bertchold. "We have one knight. But as soon as word gets out

as to how weak we are, we can expect to be tested. We can't release the men."
Silence. Everyone watched Lady Kyferin, who was studying Brocuff.
"How long could we withstand a determined siege with sixty men, Constable?"
"Well, that's a hard question to answer. With so small a force, I'd advise
pulling back to the barbican and the keep. We've enough food and water
stocked to last a good six months. Though if the enemy were large enough,
we'd be hard-pressed to withstand simultaneous assaults. With a force that
small, I honestly can't say."
"We'd sacrifice the bailey and the curtain wall," murmured Lady Kyferin.
Brocuff nodded, looking uncomfortable. "Yes, my Lady."
"Bertchold, send out messengers to the homes of the former Black Wolves.
Extend our condolences, and thank them for their service. Tell them that our
need is now greater than ever. If they can send us a fully armored relative to
serve as a new Black Wolf, along with as many men as they can spare, we
shall abey taxes for the entirety of the next year."
Bertchold spluttered, "A whole year?"
Lady Kyferin continued firmly, "Any soldiers who receive requests to
return home after these messages are delivered are to be granted permission to
do so."
Brocuff nodded, and Asho saw approval in his features. "As you
command, my Lady."

Bertchold coughed and then puffed out his chest. "My Lady, I served your
Lord husband for over twenty years. I have some small measure of experience
in the practice of governance and administration. We cannot cut taxes for a
year. We cannot let our soldiers return home. I understand that you are
traumatized by your loss, but please, listen to my advice. Now is the time to
show strength. Make demands. Tighten your fist!"
Lady Kyferin didn't answer at first. She simply sat, relaxed, until
Bertchold wilted before her gaze. "I thank you for your advice, Master
Bertchold. However, one thing is clear. Our only hope of weathering the
coming storm lies with my Lord husband's family. Which is why we shall reach
out to Lords Laur and Lenherd, and invite them to come honor the passage of
their brother."
Father Simeon nodded. "Most wise, most wise."
Asho blinked. He felt lightheaded. Menczel was saying something, but he
couldn't quite catch the words.
"If you'll be excusing us," said Brocuff, closing a hand around Asho's arm.
"I'd best be seeing to my guards. Ser Asho, will you join me? With your
permission, my Lady?"
Asho tried to straighten. He should bow. Say something. He couldn't quite
focus on Lady Kyferin, but he heard her voice as she said something.
"Here we go," said Brocuff, voice low as he turned Asho around and

ushered him out of the Lord's Hall.
"I'm fine," said Asho, voice thick.
"You were bleeding on Her Ladyship's floor," said Brocuff. "She hates it
when people do that."
"Oh," said Asho. The door came swaying at him as if looking to avoid his
approach, and then they were through it and standing in the darkness. "I didn't
mean to."
"No, I'm sure you didn't," said Brocuff. "Easy, easy. Here. Put your arm
over my shoulders. Hell, you don't weigh more than a feather. Come on. I'll get
you down to the kitchen at the very least."
"The kitchen would be nice," said Asho. Everything was going away. "Hot
soup. Dumplings."
Brocuff chuckled, but it sounded like he was disappearing up a chimney.
Asho tried to follow him, but he couldn't get his feet to work. Everything was
growing faint and distant. Darkness came swirling down into his eyes, and
Asho finally fell into the nothingness.
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Chapter One – Journey’s End
All roads eventually led to Middanhal. Silk, spices, ivory, cotton, and
precious gems first reached the city-state of Alcázar before travelling by ship
north through perilous seas to arrive at the shores of Adalmearc. For some the
journey ended here, selling their goods for others to transport further on and in
turn buying wool, linen, timber, and dye to bring back. Others moved from
seagoing ships to river transports and continued further inland, forming a
convoy of various travellers banding together for comfort and safety. It took
weeks sailing on the rivers upstream, and often the ships were pulled by spans
of oxen walking on the riverbanks.
Eventually, one reached Coldharbour, the northernmost port on the river
near its source in the mountains. Here, all would have to disembark, goods and
passengers alike, pay the toll, and continue on foot, horseback, with mules, or
on cart. It was fifty miles from their destination as the arrow flew, but to be
near fresh water the road followed the curves of the river as it snaked through
the landscape. This nearly doubled the final journey. The caravan would also
increase in size as pilgrims, priests, peasants, and other people joined it.
Finally, their destination began to appear. A great chain of mountains ran
from west to east through Adalmearc, broken only in one place. There, situated
on a hill dwarfed by the mountain peaks directly to the east and west of it, lay
Middanhal. From afar, one could spy its impregnable walls with towers and

buildings rising on the hill behind those fortifications. Coming closer, the gate
itself would be in view. When closed, steel doors with intricate carvings
blocked the entrance to the city, but during the day, the gate was opened and
allowed entry.
The city guards inspected all who entered, and they collected toll as
people passed through. The gate was wide enough that twenty men could stand
shoulder by shoulder with ease, and the road beyond had the same width. It
was the main street in Middanhal, named Arnsweg in honour of the king who
built it. First, it passed through what was simply called Lowtown; the
neighbourhoods between the outer walls and the river that coursed through
Middanhal. Although the smallest part of town, twice as many people lived
here than in the rest of the city; it was home to the poor, the servants who
served others, and the beggar priests who in turn served them.
While the outer walls marked one end of Lowtown, a natural boundary
between the poor part and the rest of the city was provided by the large river
Mihtea that flowed through the city. Only the Arnsweg and its stone bridge
gave passage further into the city. Moving beyond Lowtown and up along the
Arnsweg, travellers would enter the city proper. Here they would find the
shops and workshops of ordinary trade, and in the western part lay the
warehouses and merchants’ quarter.
Reaching this point, traders from Alcázar would turn left and leave the

Arnsweg, bringing their exotic goods to their stores in the small section
designated for foreign merchants. There they might give thanks to their heathen
gods for a safe journey, unload their cargo, and in turn pick up iron ore as well
as silver, jewellery, and the expertly crafted tools for which Middanhal was
famous. Merchants of the caravans who were native to Adalmearc would
separate as well, each seeking his own storehouses. Any remaining travellers
of the original convoy would continue along the Arnsweg until reaching the
Temple square and the heart of Middanhal.
Placed directly in the centre of the city lay the holiest of temples, the
Temple of the Alfather. None other was allowed dedication to Him, most high
of all. The square itself would be full of people, serving as a marketplace with
stalls and people offering their goods. A steady stream of pilgrims and
supplicants would move forward to the Temple itself, as would ordinary
travellers, simply wishing to express their gratitude for reaching a long
journey’s end. For some it meant hours of waiting, though a knight and his
squire with the dust of Alcázar on their cloaks might push their way through the
throng.
Some needed to go further still. At the Temple square, the Arnsweg
divided itself. One branch led northeast to the quarter populated by the nobility
and their mansions. The other branch moved northwest, leading to the quarter
of specialised workshops, forges, and craftsmen that worked iron into arms

and armour primarily. The city’s small enclave of Dwarves lived primarily
here, staying together for comfort and safety. Beyond these buildings, the
Arnsweg moved alongside the other structure that dominated Middanhal. To the
northwest lay the great fortress known as the Citadel.
It was an immense construction, larger even than the Temple complex. Its
northern part was closely tied to the city walls and gate, adding its defences to
those fortifications. Here the city guard resided and more importantly, the
Order of Adal. Thousands of knights and tens of thousands of Order troops
were controlled from those halls, and every day, knights and soldiers arrived
from or departed to their postings.
The southern part of the Citadel was reserved for the king, his family, his
court, and the nobility. On the lower levels lived the servants by the kitchens
and everything else that made life possible within the stonewalls. Below were
the dungeons and above were the residences for the court and nobility. Nobles
without their own house in the city might be quartered here as the king’s guests
along with the rest of the court. Furthest up were the royal chambers, reserved
for the king and his kin as well as his personal servants.
The library tower was placed in close vicinity and had its own entrance
so a visitor would not need to enter the royal residence. A lone traveller now
walked this way, this final distance of a long journey. He wore a hat as cover
against the sun, a cloak to ward off cold and dirt, and a simple walking staff in

his hand for support. His paper of passage gave him admittance to go through
the gate of the Citadel and up the winding stairs.
The tower was specifically built to allow as much sunlight to enter as
possible, but only in angles onto surfaces where no books were kept that might
decay in the light. Special alcoves contained torches to illuminate the tower
after nightfall, and they were built with glass coverings to avoid any chance of
fire spreading and with cleverly constructed chimneys leading the smoke away.
This was the domain of the Quill, the king’s scribe. He maintained the old
books, wrote new ones, added to the annals, and was the expert on all matters
pertaining to the laws of the realm. The current Quill wore a robe much like
the priests at the Temple, dark red in colour, and had hands stained by ink; his
skin was bronze, however, and his curly hair and beard were black if lightly
touched by grey. He was a native of Alcázar and had taken the journey to
Middanhal decades ago as a young boy, ending up as apprentice to the King’s
Quill of that time. Now he had succeeded his master and had an apprentice of
his own.
His long, slender fingers were gently repairing the binding on a book
entitled Herbs of the Realm and Their Uses when a vague gust of wind raised
a few of the pages into the air before once again descending. This announced
as sure as any bell that the door had been opened, and Quill raised his head
slightly. “Is that you, boy?” His voice came as soft as the feathers on the quill

for which his position was named.
“Try again.” The other voice sounded younger yet held far more
weariness. It came from the inner hall of the tower, where the many books
were kept and to which the scriptorium was adjacent. At the sound of this
voice, Quill rose so abruptly he almost toppled his chair. He turned to face his
guest as the latter entered into the scriptorium.
“You have returned. When I did not hear from you these last many months,
I wondered…”
“It would take a lot to silence me permanently,” the visitor said dryly,
placing his walking staff against a wall. They both extended their hands and
clasped them around the other’s in greeting before separating again.
“Sidi,” Quill greeted him, speaking a word in the tongue of Alcázar and
bowing slightly. Although he addressed the stranger in his own tongue, his
guest did not resemble the Quill. While the stranger’s hair was also dark, it
was completely straight and his skin appeared to be less tanned. No white
streaked his hair, nor did wrinkles crease the newcomer’s skin. He seemed
completely unmemorable except in one respect. His eyes were of
indeterminable hue, and his age would be difficult to guess with certainty.
“We are not in Alcázar,” the stranger said with a vague smile.
“Godfrey, then,” Quill acknowledged. The stranger inclined his head as if
greeting Quill from anew.

“You did not receive my latest missive, I take it,” Godfrey said.
Quill shook his head. “What did it say?”
“Alcázar is buying lumber in great quantity.”
“Not much of a message,” Quill said, “but enough to condemn your
messenger.”
Godfrey nodded. “They must have kept me under observation. Probably
watched all travellers arriving from the north stepping onto the docks.”
“But you are certain? Both about the quantity and its purpose?”
Godfrey nodded again. “The ship I took south carried lumber. The ship on
which I stowed away northbound had taken a cargo of lumber to the city.
Thankfully it carried wine back north, which made for a more pleasant
hideout,” he added with a smile.
“And the purpose?”
“I saw the ships under construction. Deep keels. Even if I had not, there
can be no doubt. Why else intercept my message, kill my messenger? Why else
seek to apprehend me?”
“So it is to be war, then.” Quill spoke these words with a hint of a quiver
betraying emotions that did not show on his face.
“I believe so. Maybe not within the first year or two, but eventually,”
Godfrey declared.
“If I had received your letter, I would have advised the king to ban all

further sale of timber. Alas, as it stands now…” Quill said, raising his tanned
hands in a gesture of defeat.
“Yes, I heard when I landed back in Adalmearc. I have told our man in
Thusund. He will get the trade blocked, though the damage is done. Enough of
this – tell me what happened to the king. Travelling on the road I have only
heard unreliable rumours.”
“Let us sit down,” Quill spoke, beckoning towards a small table with a
chessboard upon it and two small chairs.
“Playing a game?”
“Against my apprentice,” Quill said, taking the seat of the black player.
“That reminds me… Egil!”
“You are losing,” Godfrey muttered and took the seat opposite. A boy of
fourteen years appeared in the doorway of the scriptorium.
“Yes, master?”
“Did you fetch the parchment?”
“Yes, master.”
“Bring water for me and our guest. Then practise your letters,” Quill told
him.
“Yes, master.” There was silence while the boy did as commanded, filling
two cups with water and bringing them into the scriptorium. He placed them on
the small table, careful not to disturb any of the chess pieces, before departing

silently.
When they were alone again, Godfrey took a sip of his water and then
looked at Quill. “You finally chose an apprentice.”
“He seemed like the brightest of the novices in the Temple,” Quill
confirmed.
“A Temple novice? He is an orphan?”
“As they tend to be, yes.”
“And so his only ties are to you,” Godfrey said with a sly smile.
“His conditions are better here,” Quill said while hiding his face with his
cup. “In the Temple, he would be one scribe of many. Here, eventually, this
tower will be his sole domain.”
“Does he know about me?” asked Godfrey. Behind the cup, Quill’s
expression froze.
“Not yet. I will tell him soon, now that he has met you.”
“The king,” Godfrey said in an abrupt change of subject. “Inform me,” he
commanded.
“It was some months ago. The norns say it was old age, but he could
easily have lived another twenty years,” Quill stated. “He simply wasted away
these last few years. Ever since the death of his son.”
“How did the prince die at such a young age?” Godfrey asked Quill. “I
have heard rumours, but nothing I would consider reliable.”

“Ambushed and killed in the highlands. It was what sparked the revolt
among the clans.”
“I have been away too long,” Godfrey mumbled to himself. “He had a son
himself, I seem to recall. How old is the boy? The king’s grandson,” he
elaborated.
“Some eleven years, I think. Ten years too young to succeed.”
“But he is the only heir, is he not? If I remember correctly,” Godfrey
frowned, “the late king has no other children or grandchildren.”
“No, the blood of Sigvard runs thin. There are two other houses
descended from Sigvard,” Quill explained, “but they are cadet branches and
have no support to make any claims. As things stand, our eleven-year-old
prince is the only heir.”
“And yet he cannot take the throne until he is twenty-one. Tell me, law
keeper, what happens in the next ten years until that takes place?”
“At the next Adalthing, the jarls will elect a lord protector to rule until the
young prince is of age to be crowned,” Quill told his visitor.
“For ten years,” Godfrey said contemplatively. “The lord protector will
have ten years as ruler of the realm…”
“The Adalthing assembles at summer solstice,” Quill told him. “Only a
few weeks from now.”
“I need to travel into the East,” Godfrey said. “But I think I can delay for a

few weeks. I have to go find lodgings before the city is overrun by pilgrims.”
“You are welcome to stay in the Citadel as my guest,” Quill protested. “I
am sure…” He was silenced by Godfrey’s raised hand.
“A modest inn somewhere will suit me fine. I could use a few silver
coins, though,” Godfrey said expectantly, and they rose from the table. Quill
walked out of the scriptorium, followed by his visitor. He opened a drawer,
took out a pouch, and poured some of its content into Godfrey’s open palm,
who accepted with a nod. “We will meet again soon,” Quill’s visitor said as he
adjusted his cloak around him, took his staff, and left with speed.
A faint breeze told Quill that Godfrey had opened the door and was gone.
“How much did you hear?” asked Quill.
“Most of it,” Egil admitted, entering the scriptorium. He spoke with a
slight dialect, a touch of the highlands northeast of Adalrik.
“How much did you understand?”
“Some of it,” Egil replied and took the seat left vacant by Godfrey.
“Tell me.”
“I understood that Alcázar is importing a lot of timber. From this, you
know that there will be war. And with the king and his son dead, his grandson
is to rule, but the nobles will have to elect a lord protector to reign until he is
twenty-one and can be crowned.” As Egil spoke, his fingers hovered over the
chessboard. Finally, he chose a footman and moved him forward one space to

threaten Quill’s knight.
“Why would Alcázar need to buy up large quantities of lumber?”
“They are a small city-state in the southern lands. They do not have the
forests we do in Adalmearc.”
“But for what do they need it?” asked Quill. Egil was silent for a moment
as he pondered this.
“Deep keels! They need it to build ships. And… ships for the open sea
need deep keels to be stable in rough weather. They are building a fleet for
war,” Egil finally realised.
“Yes. Thankfully, it is slow work, especially if they can get no further
timber from Adalmearc. The realms will have some years to prepare,” Quill
said. He picked up his knight, began to move the piece, and then stopped. He
almost placed it elsewhere, stopped again, and finally settled it back in its old
position to contemplate another move.
“But there will be war?” Egil asked.
“At some point there will be, yes. Now go practise your letters in
earnest.”
“Yes, master.”
~~~~
It was still some weeks until summer solstice, and most people were
delaying the journey to Middanhal until the last few days before the

celebration. Some of the more devout pilgrims were already entering the city,
however, slowly filling its streets with people, its inns with guests, and the
purses of its merchants with coin. Some of these had their own shops and
places of trade dotted around the city, while the smaller vendors had their
stalls and goods on the Temple square. As pilgrims and travellers filtered into
the city, all of them bound for the Temple, they were forced to run the gauntlet
through the traders eagerly hawking their goods.
Two men strode through the crowd and across the square, approached by
none. Even other pilgrims, who likewise aimed for the Temple, stood aside to
let them pass through. Both wore armour with longswords strapped to their
side and held helmets in their hands. Their surcoats proclaimed them soldiers
of the Order with the seven-pointed white star on black. The man in front was
of average height and had golden spurs on his boots; his cloak was deep red
with strong black threads woven into a pattern. Neither young nor old, he
walked in the prime of his manhood with a strong stride.
Behind came the knight’s taller attendant. Given the attendant’s young age,
one could deduce he was a squire in training to be a knight as well one day.
This was confirmed by his spurs, silver in colour; his cloak, too short for him
and with faded silver threads set in dark blue, drew some stares. The two men
had left their horses at the city gate in the city guard’s stables to enter the city
and approach the Temple on foot as was custom. Now finally, after months of

travelling from Alcázar, they passed beyond the edge of the marketplace on the
Temple square and reached the stairs of the Temple itself.
The stairway was carved from the white stone of the quarries in
Heohlond, and it led up the final inclination of the hill around which
Middanhal was built. At the top, the stairs were flanked by tall marble pillars
on either side. The pillars supported a roof extended forward, covering the
small distance from the top of the stairway to the Temple building. The
entrance had a great door, but by custom, this was always open to allow
admittance or sanctuary to all. On each side of the entrance stood a Templar
knight, recognisable by the ash tree on their surcoats; they were the most elite
of the knights of the Order, who took vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience.
Their mere presence ensured order among the devout entering the Temple, even
on days of celebration when multitudes would seek to enter. The knight and his
squire nodded slightly in polite greeting as they passed by the Templars, though
the sanctified knights did not reciprocate.
Inside, the Temple was illuminated by daylight. This was achieved by the
great dome in silver and white stone that crowned the main Temple building; it
reflected and refracted the sunlight, which was caught by pale surfaces and
sent into the Hall of Holies. From the entrance, another series of pillars
flanked the believers’ ascendance towards the altar. It was hewn from a large
slab of marble, retaining its square shape with depictions of events before the

creation of Adalmearc running along all four sides. The top side, which
reached the height of a grown man’s thigh, was flat, however; smooth and
unadorned except at the centre. Here, a pair of hands had been sculpted from
the marble with the wrists extending upwards with the surface of the altar
serving as its pedestal. The hands touched at the base of the palms and then
spread out, fingers raised in the air. They gave the image of prayer or
supplication, though it might also look as if they had been holding onto a globe
that had just been plucked from their grasp.
Numerous people were kneeling by the altar; though as the knight and
squire approached, others soon parted to give them ample room. The knight
went first, kneeling before the altar and leaning forward until his brow touched
the edge of the cool marble slab.
“Thank you, oh Lord of All, that you have safeguarded us for seven years
among the heathens,” the knight whispered before leaning back. Standing up, he
dug out a pouch and placed it on the altar as his offering before moving to the
side. Behind him, his squire moved forward to perform the same kneeling
gesture of piety. As his lord had done, the squire also took out a pouch of
coins. He emptied half the content and placed it on the shrine before returning
the pouch to his belt. Having finished giving his tribute, the squire moved away
from the altar.
Behind them, the crowd pressed on to fill the empty room and leave their

own offerings of wheat, vegetables, jars of wine, bolts of wool or linen, and
whatever else they might have to give. The squire moved over to where the
knight was waiting for him beyond the enclosure of the marble pillars. The
Hall had alcoves lining the outer walls with shrines for the lesser gods; the
guardians of the world who carried out the Alfather’s will. Each shrine had a
beautifully carved statue in front of a small altar, where likewise offerings
were left for those seeking the favour of a particular deity. Before departing,
the knight bowed down to kiss the feet of the statue by whose shrine he was
standing, depicting a man in armour.
Since there were constantly people entering the Hall of Holies through the
front doors, people usually left the Hall through one of the small doors in the
wall opposite the entrance. It led to a large court serving as a garden for the
Temple, where the priests grew herbs and a variety of fruit and vegetables.
Thanks to the ingenious trapping of sunlight, it was well lit and had tall, strong
growths. In the centre was tall ash tree surrounded by a great basin, allowing
both pilgrims something to drink and the priests and priestesses something with
which to water their garden. Here, the knight and squire paused, flushing the
travel dust from their throats.
“When we have reported our return, will we be required to remain at the
Citadel?” asked the squire.
“You have plans already?” asked the knight with a smile.

“My family,” the squire said with a gesture. “I have not heard word since
we left Alcázar, and since I am nearly twenty-one…”
“Of course,” the knight replied. “I will handle matters at the Citadel. Stay
with your kin, and I will send for you when you are needed. I am sure you will
have many affairs to sort through.”
“Thank you, Sir Athelstan,” the squire said.
“Think nothing of it,” the knight answered, raising his hand to indicate it
was of little trouble. “You have been a good squire to me, Brand, I am glad to
do it. Besides, soon you will not only be head of your house, but a knight as
well. You shall have your share of duties soon enough.”
“I shall give your regards to my mother,” Brand said, and the knight and
squire clasped each other’s lower arm in farewell. Then they parted ways;
Athelstan headed northwest towards the Citadel, Brand northeast towards the
mansions of the nobility.
Passing through the Temple complex, Athelstan soon found himself back
on the Arnsweg and followed it to the Citadel. The guards at the southern gate
did not accost him, knowing him to be a knight by his surcoat and spurs. He
crossed the courtyard and entered the castle itself. Coming from the south, he
had to take the smaller corridors that ran along the edge of the structure,
circumventing the areas for the court and nobility. At length he entered the
northern part and made his way to the Hall of Records. A host of scribes

worked here under the command of the Master of the Citadel, who functioned
as the overall quartermaster of the Order. All income from taxes and the lands
of the Order and all expenditures were written down and meticulously kept
track of. Furthermore, there were detailed descriptions of every campaign the
Order had fought, every bag of grain consumed, every horse, sword, and shield
supplied. All such information was kept as ordinary records, long lists in big
books to which the scribes tended. However, when it came to organising the
knights and regiments of soldiers commanded by the Order, the Citadel’s
master had another system.
While a smaller part of the hall was devoted to desks, scribes, shelves
and books, the remainder was kept clear of obstructions. The floor itself had
been painted with a large map of Adalmearc and the surrounding lands. Every
city, every outpost, every fortress manned by the Order had small wooden
fortifications glued to the floor, marking their location on the map. These
wooden miniature walls also served as enclosures, inside which lay stacks of
blocks. One type of blocks represented knights, squires and sergeants, the other
type represented regiments of footmen or archers. Each block had the name of
the knight or regiment inscribed upon it. In this manner, any who looked upon
the floor map could gain some measure of where the Order’s forces were
located across Adalmearc.
Middanhal, the largest wooden city, held hundreds of blocks; each stack

was ten high to make it easy to quickly count the exact number. Thusund, the
most western of the Seven Realms of Adalmearc, had small fortresses spread
across its many isles. Each fortified island had two blocks for a knight and
either a squire or a sergeant, and one block for a regiment of footmen. Back on
the mainland of western Adalmearc and containing numerous blocks lay
Herbergja, the principal port of the kingdoms. And far southwest, by the edge
of the map, lay Alcázar. Although it was outside the realms of Adalmearc, it
still contained two blocks.
“Sir Athelstan of Isarn has returned from Alcázar,” the knight informed
one clerk. “Along with my squire,” he added. The clerk rose from his desk,
bowed his head slightly, and left the desk area to enter the map. He found
Alcázar on the floor, picked up its two blocks with the names of Athelstan and
his squire on them, and then placed them on top of others in Middanhal. He
went to a shelf, found the appropriate book, and took it with him to his desk.
With careful movements, the clerk added the information of Athelstan’s return
to the ledger. As the ink dried, the clerk checked the rest of the open pages and
frowned.
“That is odd. They must have known you were bound to return, but none
have been selected to replace you in Alcázar,” the scribe said.
“Because we are no longer welcome in Alcázar,” Athelstan muttered. The
clerk looked up at the knight, but the latter was already departing the hall.

Leaving, Athelstan chose another route than by which he had entered and
moved through the northern part of the Citadel. Walking its hallways, he
encountered many other knights and was often recognised and respectfully
greeted. He returned their courtesies, at times stopping for brief conversations,
and so it took him a while to reach the northern courtyard.
During the day, the courtyard often bustled with activity. There was
constant movement of people entering or departing on various errands, stable
hands taking care of the many horses housed in the adjacent stables, pages and
soldiers being trained in weaponry, and squires and knights duelling each other
for practice.
Athelstan paused to watch the duellists. There were numerous men
sparring, but eventually his gaze fell on two in particular. One was young and
tall, the other of more advanced age and short. They wore only leather armour,
but both were sweating profusely as they swung their swords and shields.
Blows were traded until the older knight brought his sword low, passing under
the squire’s shield. The blunt edge of his sword struck against the leather,
promising to leave a mark on the skin as the squire fell back a few steps.
“Well done, Sir Richard,” Athelstan said loudly over the noise of
weapons clashing from the other fighters. “As for you, Nephew, let that be a
lesson to you in swordplay.”
“A lesson that short men should not be trusted,” the squire grumbled,

discarding his weapons. He moved over to his uncle and clasped his hands
around Athelstan’s. “But I am glad to see you, Uncle. It has been many years.”
“It has,” Athelstan replied. “Hopefully I have returned for good. Sir
Richard, well met!” he added, greeting his nephew’s opponent.
“Well met, Sir Athelstan. Have you come to give me the challenge young
Eumund cannot?” Sir Richard said with a brusque laugh.
“Perhaps soon,” Athelstan replied smiling. “For today, my only plans are
to see my kin. I am only returned just now from Alcázar.”
“Is that where you were?” Sir Richard asked absentmindedly. Then he
removed his helmet. “It is hotter than a bear in heat today,” he said, wiping his
brow with his bracer. “If you will pardon me,” he said and moved over to a
barrel of rainwater. He thrust his helmet down, filled it, and drank greedily.
“I see that Hotspur has not changed,” Athelstan remarked.
“Not one whit since I first became his squire,” Eumund replied. “Have
you seen father yet? He will be pleased you have finally returned.”
“Not yet. I was on my way home to meet him.”
“Oh, he is here,” Eumund told him. “Both father and Isenwald are in the
Citadel right now, meeting the dragonlord.”
“Both of them? What matter has summoned both the jarl and his heir?”
“Marriage,” Eumund replied curtly.
“Ah. I recall your father wrote of this. I did not realise they were making

arrangements already, though.”
“Lord Elis seems bent on forcing it to happen. His final service to our late
king, I suppose,” Eumund speculated.
“I doubt he can,” Athelstan pondered. “The king might if he had lived, but
your father will not let his son marry a daughter of Vale merely because Lord
Elis desires it.”
“Now that both Vale and his daughter have met Isenwald, I doubt they will
wish to pursue such a union either,” Eumund said.
“Mind your tongue,” Athelstan said sharply. Then, after a brief pause, “I
better find your father and brother. We will see each other,” he said in farewell
and turned around, walking back into the castle.
~~~~
Several of the southern wings in the Citadel had luxurious chambers for
nobles residing at court; the degree of luxury was dependent on rank of
nobility. While beorns, who were noblemen of the lowest rank, were given
simple cells like the knights of the Order, margraves and landgraves could
expect more. Besides that, while all four jarls of the realm had their own
manors in the city, should they wish to live at court, there were entire
compartments with rooms for them, their spouses, children, and servants.
There was one area even larger and only surpassed by the royal
chambers, which was the domain of the dragonlord. It was an old title,

originally meant in the sense of the dragon’s lord. With dragon referring to the
king of Adalrik, the dragon’s lord was thus the king’s foremost nobleman; his
marshal, as the office was once called in the north, or seneschal as some
southerners still styled the title.
Within the realm he held nearly every power the king did; in the absence
of the king, only the Adalthing could overturn his decrees or remove him from
position. Thus, with the king dead and until the next assembly of the Adalthing,
the landgrave of Elis was the ruler of Adalrik. His current ambition was to
fulfil one of the last designs made by the late King Sighelm, to arrange the
marriage between the son of the jarl of Isarn and the daughter of the jarl of
Vale; this would end many generations of strife and reconciling the two most
powerful houses in the kingdom.
As befitted his high standing and to enable him to conduct the affairs of the
realm properly, the dragonlord of Adalrik had an entire wing at his disposal.
Somebody seeking an audience would leave the corridors of the castle and
enter a spacious, vaulted room with one wall turned into a balcony that
overlooked the castle garden. From here, another corridor led down to the
antechamber, where visitors might wait before entering the dragonlord’s study.
Out on the balcony sat two people on the benches provided. Both were in
their early twenties and richly dressed. One was a woman, fair of appearance
with dark golden locks; the other, a brown-haired man, was ordinary to look at,

though his deep red and black colours with silver threads proclaimed his noble
birth and wealth. A sword was strapped to his waist with a hilt and scabbard
inlaid with gold and rubies. Sitting on the bench, his fingers continued to fiddle
with the hilt and push the scabbard to another position as it hung awkwardly by
his side.
“How was your – journey to the city, my lady?” the youth asked, speaking
with unnatural pauses between his words.
“It was pleasant, thank you,” the young woman replied tonelessly.
“Do you look forward to the solstice feast?”
“Yes.”
“Which part – do you prefer?”
“I like the games,” she said. “The display of skill.”
“Perhaps you would keep me company when they take place,” he
suggested.
“Perhaps.”
There was a moment of silence before he spoke again. “You – do have my
sympathy, my lady,” he said.
“Why is that?”
“If my father was not jarl, you would not have to marry me,” he spoke
with a faint smile.
“If I were not a jarl’s daughter, would any look twice at me?” she

retorted.
“Certainly!” he exclaimed. “You are more beautiful than –” The youth
paused, his eyes darting around. “Than any of the flowers below,” he added
while his hand motioned at the garden below the balcony.
“Here I thought rumours claimed you were not an eloquent man,” she
remarked.
“Obviously – I prove – these rumours wrong,” he replied, making the
lady’s lips curl upwards.
At this moment, Athelstan came down the corridor and both the young man
and woman turned their heads and rose from the bench. “Uncle,” the young man
said happily. “I - did not know you had returned.”
“Only today,” Athelstan said with a smile as his nephew moved forward
to greet him, and he turned to the young woman. “Lady Valerie, I presume,” he
said with a bow, and she returned his courteous greeting. “I am not here to
intrude,” the knight continued. “But I was seeking your father.”
“He – is in the antechamber, waiting to see Lord Elis – once Jarl Vale and
his brother departs. Not too pleased at waiting either.” The last part was added
more quietly.
“Thank you, Nephew,” Athelstan said. He inclined his head towards
Valerie and moved to the antechamber.
Inside, Athelstan found a bear of a man pacing back and forth. He wore a

fur-lined cloak in the same colours as Athelstan’s, red and black, but he had no
helmet and wore cured leather above his tunic rather than steel armour. He
turned and saw the knight enter. “Brother, you have returned,” he said gruffly,
clasping Athelstan’s lower arm.
“As everybody reminds me,” the knight replied, and they both used their
free arm to slap the other’s back.
“Sooner than your letter said, but not too soon. I could have used you
these past seven years,” the jarl grumbled.
“I met Eumund in the courtyard, and he told me of your presence here. I
was not aware that plans for Isenwald’s wedding had reached the stage where
the betrothed met,” Athelstan said.
“The king made me agree to a betrothal half a year ago,” the jarl
explained. “Elis summoned – summoned! – me here today to conclude matters.
He will be sorely disappointed. I have no intention of letting my heir marry the
daughter of Vale, nor would I marry Eumund to her for that matter.”
“Perhaps it would not be such a terrible turn of event,” Athelstan
interceded cautiously. “The girl seems fine enough, well-suited for Isenwald.”
Jarl Isarn gave his brother a glare, which silenced him. Before any more could
be said, the door to the dragonlord’s study opened. Out came two men, in age
and in appearance as stately as the jarl Isarn and his brother, though their
colours were red and gold.

The jarl of Isarn made no sound nor motion, while his brother was more
courteous. “Jarl Vale,” the knight said and inclined his head. “Lord Konstans,”
he said to the brother of Jarl Vale, and both of them returned Athelstan’s
greeting before they had to force their way past the jarl Isarn to exit the
antechamber. If either of the brothers Vale were surprised to see Athelstan in
the Citadel, they did not give it away. As they left, walking down the hallway
towards the balcony, Jarl Isarn and Athelstan heard fragments of their
conversation.
“Even with such a promise, I am loath to consign my daughter to this
marriage,” came a sceptical comment from the jarl of Vale.
“Patience, Brother. There is much yet that can happen. Valerie, your father
and I are departing,” Konstans said with the last part directed at his niece.
“Farewell, Lady Valerie,” came Isenwald’s hurried goodbye as the
members of the House of Vale departed.
Back in the antechamber, a servant bowed and silently gestured that the
jarl Isarn and Sir Athelstan were to enter and to be received by the dragonlord.
Although called a study, the room they walked into had plenty of space and
furniture for visitors. The servant brought ale for the jarl and his brother as
they were seated before Elis. “Thank you for your attendance, Lord Isenhart,”
the dragonlord began. “And you as well, Sir Athelstan. I did not realise you
had returned to Adalrik.”

“Only just,” Athelstan said affably.
“I have suggested a wedding date about four weeks from now, a week
after summer solstice and the Adalthing, and Jarl Vale has agreed to it,” Elis
explained.
“I am sure he was eager to bend, but I am not so inclined,” Isenhart said
abruptly. “In fact I no longer see any reason why I should chain my son to a
woman from Vale.”
Elis took out two pieces of parchment from a drawer, both of them folded.
“I anticipated as much and had these papers prepared. One is a promise of
what will happen if you allow the marriage to take place. The other is a
promise of what will happen if you do not.”
The jarl narrowed his eyes in suspicion. “What do they contain?”
The dragonlord unfolded both papers to show their content. “Should you
not let your son marry, I have the guilds’ blessing to increase the tax on all
silver minted from one tenth to one fifth.”
A grumble issued from Isenhart, whose jarldom mined the vast majority of
all the silver eventually minted in Adalrik. “And if I accept this union?”
Elis pushed the other document forward. “The guilds relinquish control of
the Mint to the House of Isarn.” His statement was followed by silence as both
the jarl and his brother leaned back in their seats. Controlling the Mint meant
no taxes at all when their silver was minted.

“And the guilds have agreed to this?”
“There is the alderman’s signature and seal,” Elis said, tracing it with his
finger.
“But not yours,” Athelstan pointed out. “This document is only valid if it
is signed and sealed by royal authority.”
“I will sign it on the day the Adalthing convenes, the last day I hold the
office of dragonlord,” Elis promised. “But the transfer of authority must be
kept secret until the wedding. Jarl Vale would immediately rescind from this
agreement if he found out I promised ownership of the Mint to your lordship.”
“What did you promise Vale?” Isenhart said, his eyes once again eyeing
the dragonlord with suspicion.
Elis in turn answered with a smile. “I gave the jarl monopoly on selling
gold to the Mint in Adalrik.”
The dragonlord’s smile was soon reflected by Isenhart. “Very well. We
will withhold all announcements until the wedding has taken place,” the jarl
said. Elis nodded with a smile and placed the legal documents in his
strongbox, locking it afterwards. The jarl and his brother made their farewells
and left the study, going out into the vaulted room where the jarl’s son waited
for them.
“Stand tall, my son,” the jarl said as the youth hurried up and followed his
father and uncle out of the wing. “In four weeks you will marry.”

“It – is – decided then?” Isenwald asked.
“Yes. You will marry the Vale wench,” his father answered.
“I – do like her,” said the son.
“You can lock her away for all I care,” the jarl said. “What matters is the
Crown’s wedding gift. The Mint in this very castle will be steered by our
hand.”
“Oh,” Isenwald said. “That – is pleasant enough – I suppose.”
“More than that,” the jarl said with a vicious grin. “For playing their part,
the House of Vale will have monopoly on all gold to be minted. I could not
have asked for more.”
“Oh,” Isenwald said again. After a brief moment, he added, “How?”
The jarl did not care to answer, so Athelstan did instead. “Through its
merchants, the House of Vale brings more gold into Adalrik than any other. If
none but they are allowed to have gold minted, they will effectively control all
trade with gold. However, if we control the Mint, we set the price in relation
to silver. The very silver we mine ourselves.” Seeing no light of understanding
in Isenwald’s eyes, Athelstan continued. “How many silver coins does one
gold coin buy?”
“Three hundred,” answered Isenwald.
“But if we control the Mint, we may decide to pay only two hundred and
fifty. We decide the value of gold compared to our own silver. The monopoly

promised by Lord Elis to Jarl Vale will be worthless.”
“Oh!” Isenwald said as it dawned upon him. As they reached the
courtyard, the stable hand brought out their horses. Eumund was gone, having
finished his sparring. “It – does not seem like an – honourable thing to – do,”
the young man said speculatively.
“You think like a boy,” Isenhart said with a certain measure of contempt.
“There are many weapons in war,” Athelstan said, “though I would tend to
agree with you, Nephew.” Without further words, the three members of the
House of Isarn left the Citadel.
~~~~
Inside a carriage bearing the arms of Vale sat the jarl with his brother and
daughter. Like many other nobles, they had travelled recently to Middanhal for
the solstice festivities and to participate in the Adalthing. “He was not as bad
as I had thought,” Valerie remarked casually.
“That is brave of you to say, my child,” replied the jarl and patted her
hand.
“Do not worry, Niece, or you, Brother. I doubt your marriage to Isenwald
of Isarn is Elis’ true intent,” Konstans assured them both.
“But he has pursued it most vehemently,” protested the jarl. “What makes
you say such a thing?”
“Two reasons,” answered Konstans. “I cannot believe the guilds would

relinquish control of the Mint to us. The alderman may have authorised this, but
the seneschal has not signed it. For now, he merely showed us a piece of paper
with patterns of ink sprayed across it. It holds no actual power. And certainly
neither they nor Isarn would accept us, Valerian, with a vested interest in the
exchange of gold for silver, to possess such power.”
Konstans shook his head. “No, Elis may have promised us the Mint and a
chance to snub Isarn and all his silver, but I will not believe it until I have that
paper signed by royal authority and in my hand. Remember that the seneschal
kept the papers rather than allow us to take them with us. If this is truly a
genuine offer, Elis has something else in mind than a marriage, which in truth
does not affect him nor mean anything to him.”
“But it was King Sighelm’s desire,” argued Valerian, the jarl. “Lord Elis
was his seneschal – still is until the Adalthing convenes. It is his duty to carry
out the king’s wishes.”
“Which is the other reason,” Konstans added. “Elis may have served the
king well, but he has always served his own interests equally. The king is
dead, and I do not think Elis cares for the wishes of a dead man. Whatever
reasons he has, they have nothing to do with you, Valerie.”
As this conversation unfurled, the carriage sped through the northern city
towards the eastern quarter and home of the nobility. Eventually it would reach
the grandest mansion in Middanhal, the home of the jarl of Vale in the capital.

On its way towards its destination, the carriage overtook a squire of the Order
walking on foot. Soon after, it passed a house that was dwarfed by the manors
surrounding it and scarcely better than what most successful merchants could
easily afford. The squire, however, did not pass this house; instead, he stopped
in front of its gate. It had an insignia of a dragon and eagle in flight with their
talons locked in combat with each other. The insignia had once been gilded
upon the wrought iron gate, but any trace of gold had long since faded.
Brand pushed the gate open and entered the gardens surrounding the
house. The grass and flowers were not kept, but the trees were blooming with
fruit. He reached the front entrance and knocked hard. Soon after, the door was
opened by an elderly man in the attire of a steward. “Yes, milord?” he asked.
“Your master is home,” answered Brand, and the steward’s eyes widened
before he opened the door fully and stepped aside to let Brand enter.
“Milady told me you would return, milord. We are blessed to have you
home.”
“Thank you. Henry, is it not?”
“Precisely, milord. I am honoured you remember,” the steward said as he
removed Brand’s cloak and received a sword belt, helmet, and travel bag in
return.
“Why are you at the door and not one of the servants? It hardly seems they
are busy today,” Brand asked as he looked around the entrance hall. It was

dark, and there was no sound of people moving about anywhere in the house.
“There is only me for the task, milord. There’s me, the cook in the kitchen,
and her ladyship’s maid. I shall inform her ladyship of your return,” Henry
said, moving with surprising agility for his age.
Brand remained in the hall, looking at the portraits of his ancestors. Some
daylight managed to enter and illuminate sufficiently that he could find one
particular portrait and study it. A plaque proclaimed that it depicted Arngrim
of House Arnling and showed the years of his birth and death.
“Brother!” came a voice from upstairs. The hallway of the upper floor
was open towards the entrance hall, giving Brand full view of a young woman
moving towards the staircase and descending towards him. She had the same
dark hair and pale skin as Brand did, and she appeared tall amidst her
surroundings.
“Well met, Arndis,” Brand said as she reached him, inclining his head.
She gave a short bow in return and sent him a smile.
“I am glad you are home.”
“As am I,” answered Brand.
“Is he how you remember?” she asked, glancing at the portrait.
“I have only a hazy recollection. Last I saw him, I was seven,” Brand
shrugged. “Last time I saw you as well, Sister.”
“Yes, I recall. It was the day after my fifth birthday that you left to be

trained.”
Brand glanced around. “In truth I do not remember much of this house,” he
said. “The dining hall is through there, correct? And the kitchens are down
there, and Father’s library there,” he continued, gesturing towards different
doorways.
“Almost,” Arndis said smiling. “You switched the corridor to the kitchens
for the library.”
“I see. I do not actually recall how the kitchens look, I never went there.
But I remember the library, it seemed so large,” Brand said absentmindedly.
“Then of course I saw the royal library at the Citadel and realised Father’s
could hardly be called a collection,” he laughed.
“I would be curious to see the royal library.”
“I am on friendly terms with its keeper,” Brand told her. “Or I was before
I left. Perhaps I can make introductions at some point.”
“I should like that. I have never been inside the Citadel at all.”
“Mother never took you? I thought she had acquaintances at court.
Speaking of which, is Mother not at home?”
Arndis spent a moment formulating her answer as her smile faded. “I
wrote you a letter to tell you some weeks ago, but it must not have reached
you.”
Brand stood quiet for a moment as he interpreted Arndis’ expression. “No,

by then we had already left Alcázar.”
“I had wanted you to know beforehand so it did not mar your return.”
Brand shook his head. “I do not think it would have mattered.”
“I am sorry for your loss, Brother.”
“As with Father, I knew little of her. But I am sorry for yours. You must
have felt it more keenly.”
They both fell silent for a short while. Then Brand extended his arm to his
sister. “Show me where she rests.”
Placing her arm under Brand’s, slightly awkwardly at first, Arndis led her
brother through the house and out the back into the orchard. Between apple
trees stood a small sepulchre. Brand opened the door to let his sister enter and
followed her afterwards. There was a smell of dust and trapped air, though
faint fragrances of incense reached them as well. In one of the alcoves,
containing a large stone coffin, were written the names of their father and
mother as well as the families to which they had been born. Arndis took hold
of Brand’s arm once more. “We laid her to rest about ten days ago. We could
not delay any further.”
“I understand.”
“You are lord of House Arnling now, Adalbrand.”
“Brand will suffice when it is you. And yes, so I am. With Mother
gone…”

“There is only you and I left,” Arndis finished his sentence. “Unless you
know of any relatives Mother had in the highlands?”
Brand shook his head. “None close that I have heard of who survived the
revolt. There is the clan, but I do not know if we can expect any help from
them.”
“I do not think it would have been much different though, had she been
alive. She always seemed fragile. Not long after Father died, she simply
remained in her chambers. Hardly ever left them.”
“Was it you who dismissed most of the servants then?”
“All those we could spare, yes. When Father lost the king’s graces, it was
not well for us. When he died, and Mother lost interest… We just did not have
the coin.”
“You have acted wisely, Sister. I did not know this was the state of
things,” Brand said. “The letters I received. Did Mother ever write any of
them?”
“I spoke of them with her, included things she would have mentioned, and
I read all of yours to her. They seemed to bring her some comfort,” Arndis
elaborated.
“You were good to do so,” her brother told her.
Arndis hesitated a moment before she spoke. “Brand, what are we to do?
Even living this way we cannot last forever.”

Brand scratched the stubble on his cheek in contemplation. “We are to
have Henry shave me, and you may tell the cook to prepare a meal befitting the
occasion. Once we have a pleasant taste on our tongue and our hunger sated,
we will discuss the court and our future fortunes. The king may have disliked
our Father, but both those men are now dead. Do you play chess?” he asked as
he turned to guide her out of the tomb.
“Oh, no, I never learned. I sold Father’s chess set last year.”
“Not to worry. In Alcázar, my lord Athelstan had a small set for journeys
carved as a gift for me, I have it with me. I will teach you how the pieces move
while Henry shaves me, and we will play your first match after our meal.”
~~~~
Egil, the Quill’s apprentice, walked from the library tower down to the
lower floor and the servants’ area. Passing through a few corridors, he reached
the kitchen. A woman, whose width was equal to her height, eyed him with
distrust as soon as he entered; then she threw her head towards a pile of goose
feathers before resuming ordering the kitchen servants to their tasks. Egil went
over to the pile and examined the quality of each feather. A girl of about fifteen
years sat nearby, plucking another goose. When done, she discarded the long
wing-feathers into Egil’s pile. Egil went through them as well, setting some
aside.
When he was done, he took out a knife and made a small cut at the edge of

those he had chosen. Then he took out a small bottle of ink from a pouch by his
belt and a few strips of parchment. One by one, he tested the feathers, how
well they wrote and retained the ink until he had chosen the best to serve as
quills. Gathering his materials as well as his new feather pens, he got up and
glanced towards the matron of the kitchen; when she was looking away, he
caught the eye of the girl plucking geese. He made a quick gesture with his
head towards the door before disappearing through it.
Going another route than before, Egil made his way out onto the southern
wall of the inner fortifications. Below him was the southern courtyard and the
outer walls; beyond that was the city of Middanhal. Evening was near, but so
close to summer solstice the sun was still visible beyond the western
mountains. Where its rays passed through peaks and cliffs, it gave a golden
colour to the white walls and towers of the city, not to mention the dome of the
Temple that shone in splendour. Egil sat down between two crenellations,
admiring the view. After waiting briefly, the girl from the kitchen plumped
down next to him. She had three apples in her hands, one of which she gave to
Egil.
“Busy?” Egil asked as he took a bite.
“All these knights and nobles coming for solstice,” the girl complained.
“What’s the point of a feast if it only means more work than usual?”
“Same for me as always,” Egil said. “Don’t think my master cares for

solstices except for how warmly it means he should dress.”
“Well, your master is weird,” the girl retorted. “With his weird ways from
the deep South, and always cooped up in his tower.”
“He’s brilliant,” Egil said sounding hurt. “You should see the illustrations
he has made. He can make people look more beautiful in his books than
anybody ever has looked.”
“Well I never will, will I,” the girl replied. “They’re not in the habit of
letting kitchen girls into the king’s library.”
“Someday, Kate, when I’m the Quill, I’ll show you,” Egil promised.
Behind them, they heard the footsteps of a guardsman making his round. Kate
threw the last apple to the guard, who caught it before he continued, allowing
the children to remain on the battlement. “Things might be changing real soon,”
Egil said.
“How so?” asked Kate.
“Well, don’t tell others,” Egil said and lowered his voice. “But my master
thinks there might be war soon.”
“War? Here in Middanhal?”
“No, on the west coast probably, in the realm of Thusund. Against
Alcázar.”
“I don’t even know that place,” Kate said unimpressed.
“It’s – never mind, we might have a war. Think how exciting that would

be!”
“Well, when is it? I haven’t heard anybody else talk about it.”
“Well, nobody else knows. It probably won’t be for a few more years.”
“A few more years,” Kate repeated, even less impressed. “In some place I
haven’t even heard of!”
“You should care,” Egil insisted. “Who knows how things might change.
Much more than just extra work for solstice.”
“My guess is they won’t change for me,” Kate said. “When the king died, I
was sad when I heard. But nothing really changed. I still had to get up at dawn
the next day, fetch bucket after bucket of water, prepare breakfast, and clean
plates afterwards. War and all that is for kings and nobles, Egil, not servants
like you and me. Nothing ever changes in our world.”
Egil looked out over the city as evening approached and the streets grew
calm before he replied. “It will change for me,” he said as much towards the
city as towards Kate.
“I have to go back, or Cook will get mad. I can only take so long in
catching the next goose,” Kate said, swinging her legs back over the wall and
disappearing down into the castle. Egil sat for a while longer before he
returned to the tower and his master.

Chapter Two – When Eagles Sleep
Middanhal
Godfrey walked through the city to Lowtown in the evening glow. He
followed the Arnsweg through the Temple square, down the hill, and across the
bridge to the slums. Leaving the wide main road, he entered the winding alleys.
Lowtown was trapped between the river and the southern city walls, which
meant that houses had been erected wherever possible. The whole district was
a maze, which the city guard might patrol but never control. It was easy for
outsiders to get lost in the crooked turns and streets of Lowtown, never to be
seen again.
Godfrey walked with firm steps, however, unwavering in his movements
until he reached a large building with a sign in front. Upon the sign was painted
an eagle resting on a perch and below was drawn a tankard of ale. The name of
the tavern was not written anywhere; in accordance with the sign, the locals
called it The Eagle’s Rest.
It was here that Godfrey turned away from the street and through the heavy
oak door to enter the tavern’s common room. He walked over to the counter,
behind which the tavern keeper eyed him suspiciously. Godfrey dug out six
copper marks and placed them on the table. “Two ales,” he told the barkeep.
“That’ll be six petties more,” he informed Godfrey with a glare.
“Six copper per ale?” Godfrey laughed. “The swill you serve isn’t worth

half that. Come now, Harold, you may think I should pay the outsider’s fee, but
unlike you I never forget a face or a name.” The barkeep grumbled but
eventually conceded and filled two tankards of ale. “I will also be staying
tonight,” Godfrey added as he pulled the mugs to himself.
“All full,” Harold told him sourly.
“No need for concern. I will be taking that man’s room.” As he said this,
Godfrey nodded towards a man sitting alone in the corner. Picking up his two
mugs of ale, Godfrey walked over to the man’s table.
There was something unusual about the man in the corner, though it was
hard to pin down the specific reason. He appeared tall, hard as it was to judge
while he was sitting down, but men of all heights graced The Eagle’s Rest. He
seemed thin in the strongest sense of the word, which was also common for
Lowtown. He wore a leather jerkin, which was not unusual among travellers
needing extra protection on the road, and he was swathed in a large cloak of
un-dyed wool like a blanket with the hood pulled up to conceal his face. This
was sometimes seen in Lowtown, where not all men were equally reputable
and might have reason to keep to the shadows.
The last thing of note was the band of linen tied around his eyes,
proclaiming him blind; people whose eyes had been torn out would often
conceal the empty eye sockets in this manner. This was also seen at times in
Lowtown, where many made their living as beggars and had various

disfigurements garnering sympathy. So in truth, none of the individual features
was unusual. It was the combination that struck onlookers as odd. Blind
beggars rarely wore leather armour for protection. The wide berth that the rest
of the tavern patrons gave him, however, suggested that people had chosen to
interpret this oddity with caution.
Godfrey did not seem to share this opinion and sat down. Since the
blindfolded man had taken the spot in the corner with his back against the wall,
Godfrey now sat with his back exposed to the rest of the room. “If you are
blind,” said Godfrey, “what is the purpose of sitting in the corner to cover your
back?” Then he took a deep draught of the ale he had brought with him.
“I hope you did not buy any of our gracious host’s brew for me,” replied
his companion.
“Of course not, I know your taste. They are both for me,” Godfrey said,
indicating the other mug on the table by clanging against it with the mug in his
hand. “Have you been here long?”
“Some weeks. It has not been a charming stay.”
“I doubt anybody has ever accused Lowtown of being charming,” Godfrey
pointed out. “Had any trouble?”
“I had to break a few noses. Incredible the depths to which some would
sink, trying to rob a blind man.”
“Perhaps you have made them see the light you cannot see yourself,”

Godfrey said smiling.
“Your understanding of humour remain dismal. I have come as you
requested. Will you inform me why?”
“I need your help,” Godfrey said, putting the mug to his lips.
“That is obvious. It was implicit in my enquiry that I would want details
of what assistance you need.”
“I’m drinking,” Godfrey retorted, slamming the now empty mug down and
exhaling deeply. “Ah, that is better. Been thirsty all day and only got one cup
when I went to see Quill.”
“I am still awaiting an answer.”
“Yes, yes. Truth is I am running low on people I trust. Otherwise I would
not have needed to ask your help,” Godfrey confided in his companion.
“Still not what I enquired about. Besides, there is no need to justify
yourself. I am your aid in whatever capacity you require. Even when it leads
me to a place such as this.”
Godfrey allowed himself a smile. “I need you to investigate the prince’s
death in the highlands. I realise it was many years ago, but it strikes me as
strange.”
“You suspect foul play involved?”
“Well, he was ambushed and killed, so foul play seems a fact, not a
suspicion. I wonder rather if more is at play than what is ordinarily foul.”

“Your attempts at eloquence do not fare much better than your attempts at
humour.”
“Very well, I will be plain. I knew the prince to be a good warrior and
sensible man, and he would have travelled with a strong force of his thanes to
guard him. Not an easy mark to kill,” Godfrey said.
“I know not of this prince, his thanes, or the highlands, so I cannot
speculate. Coincidentally, my lack of knowledge would also make me a rather
poor choice to look into this matter,” argued the other man.
“If I still had my reeve in Heohlond, I would not need you. But I do not
have him, so I do need you.”
“As you command,” said the blindfolded man. “When should I leave?”
“Tomorrow morning. I will require your bed tonight though, if you can
make do without.”
“I will bring a chair to the room and take my rest in that pose.”
“I may also have a guide for you,” said Godfrey, emptying the other mug.
“We will see tomorrow.”
“As long as I may leave by then,” his companion insisted. “Best I do not
extend my stay beyond necessary.”
“Tomorrow,” Godfrey repeated. “For now, I need sleep.”
~~~~
The House of Isarn had a magnificent manor in Middanhal that befitted

their status and wealth as jarls. There were stables with many fine horses, to
whom several stable boys tended. The surrounding gardens served as an
orchard, supplying a variety of fruit under the care of skilled gardeners. The
front gate was flanked by banners with black swords on a red background; the
red colour proclaimed their house to be of jarl status, and the black colour was
chosen for the iron ore of their home that had also given name to the jarldom.
Soldiers with this image on their surcoats kept watch everywhere. Naturally,
there were countless rooms, each with their own purpose. One of these was a
library with desk and tools for writing as well. It was not often in use, for the
current jarl had little time for books and had his own private study for when he
needed to carry out correspondence. Nonetheless, this evening a light burned in
the library.
Athelstan, passing by, moved to investigate and cautiously opened the
door. Inside, he found Isenwald sitting by the desk with quill and ink. Seeing
this, Athelstan relaxed slightly and entered. “I thought you were your father.
What has you blackening the quill at this late hour, Nephew?” asked the knight.
“I thought – I should write a letter to the lady Valerie, now that Father no
longer – opposes – our union,” Isenwald answered. “But – I keep making a
mistake and – I have to start – over.”
“If it would not be an intrusion on my part, I would gladly lend some
assistance.”

“Would you? Thank you,” Isenwald said relieved.
“Allow me,” Athelstan sat, taking a seat on the bench next to his nephew.
“Let me lead the quill, and you can concentrate on what you wish to say.”
“That would probably be for the best,” Isenwald admitted and gave the
quill to his uncle before pushing paper and ink towards him. Athelstan
renewed the ink and began to write.
“To the lady Valerie of the House of Vale,” Athelstan began to write,
speaking each word as he wrote it down. “Now, what do you wish to say?”
“I want to thank her for when we spoke,” Isenwald said. “So she knows –
I enjoyed – it.”
“I wish to express my gratitude for the gift of your company earlier this
day,” Athelstan continued. “It was of such joy to me I hastened home to
compose this message to you at once.”
“I am glad – I will see her again, and – I hope it will be soon.”
“It brings me great comfort to know I shall have said company again,
and it is my fervent desire it will be before long,” Athelstan spoke slowly as
he wrote elaborate lines.
“That’s great, Uncle,” Isenwald said. “She should also know that – I still
haven’t seen any flowers more beautiful than her.”
“A poet lurks in your soul,” Athelstan said with a smile. “I have with
great care watched every flower since we were parted and have yet to see

any that might rival your beauty.”
“Should – I write more?”
Athelstan pondered this. “No, it might begin to sound dishonest. I think
this is an excellent place to end your letter.”
“Can you sign – it with my name?” Isenwald asked.
“Of course,” Athelstan replied. “With all respect and admiration, I
remain your devoted servant – Lord Isenwald of the House of Isarn.” He
closed the letter and took some red wax, holding it into the candle. Soon after,
a few drops were carefully placed on where the letter closed, and Isenwald
used his family ring to seal it. He sat with it in his hands, staring at the wax.
“Something the matter?” Athelstan asked.
“I merely wonder – if perhaps – I – overstep my bounds with this,”
Isenwald said, waving the letter in his hands.
“That is for you to decide,” Athelstan told him. “The letter is yours to
keep or to send.”
“In that case,” Isenwald said after a moment, “I will have a servant –
deliver – it tomorrow at first light.”
“Let me know when she replies,” Athelstan smiled. “Until then, we should
use the rest of the night for sleep as is intended.”
~~~~
The night came and went, giving way to sunrise. While the first light of

dawn struggled to reach Middanhal between the mountains, Brand trotted
through the streets. He had left his helmet and cloak behind, but he still wore
armour, sword, and spurs as sign of his status. Thus, any servants or other
commoners quickly moved out of his way as they did for any nobleman or
indeed any man with a weapon by his side. Still it took him a long time to
traverse the northern city on foot until he at last reached the Citadel and
entered it unhindered. His steps took him through most of the castle and up a
tower. At his final destination, he gave a forceful knock on the door and waited
until a sandy-haired boy of fourteen years opened it.
“I am here to pay a visit to the Quill,” Brand said.
“My master is presently tending to matters elsewhere, but he should return
shortly,” Egil replied, opening the door fully and letting Brand stride into the
room. “Take a seat if you desire. May I bring you anything, milord?”
“No, I will simply wait,” Brand answered.
“Very well, milord.” Egil returned to his duties, going into the scriptorium
where he was sharpening feathers into quills. Brand walked along the rows of
the library, glancing idly at the books. Then he also entered the scriptorium
where his eyes hovered over the chessboard.
Brand’s eyes lit up and he reached a hand into his pocket; inside, his
fingers grabbed hold of a small wooden figurine. “Are you playing against
your master?”

“Yes, milord,” answered Egil.
“Which colour are you?”
“White, milord.”
“You seem to be winning.”
“Yes, milord.”
“Until Quill notices that when he moves his knight, it exposes your
footman to his thane. You will have to move to support it or else allow his
thane to threaten your king. And then his knight from its new position may move
again and threaten both your king and jarl,” Brand said, letting go of the
figurine in his pocket and finally moving away to inspect the open pages of the
book lying on Quill’s work desk, which the scribe was currently illustrating.
Egil quickly moved over to the chessboard and stared at the pieces.
There was a sound from the outside, announcing that somebody else was
moving up the stairs into the library. “Why is the door open?” came Quill’s
voice from the library hall, and Egil hurried outside.
“You have a visitor, master.”
“May I be of service, my lord?” asked Quill tentatively as Brand left the
scriptorium and joined them. The squire took out a small book that he had been
keeping in his belt.
“You lent this to me many years ago. Now that I am once more in your
hall, I should wish to return it.”

“Brand,” Quill said with a dawning smile, grasping Brand’s hands with
his own in greeting before he received the book with the title Song of Sigvard.
“It was of much joy to me,” Brand assured Quill. “I appreciate that you
would lend such a precious item to a boy not yet fourteen years old.”
“I knew you would treat it with respect,” Quill answered. “Come, take a
seat and tell me of your years in Alcázar.”
“I will later, my friend,” Brand said. “I merely came to return that and
inform you I am in Middanhal. I will visit many times more in the near future,
now that I shall be staying at the Citadel.”
“You intend to live here?”
Brand nodded. “With my sister. Why I have come today, to request rooms.
I may be sent abroad once I gain my knighthood in a few months, but at least
until then I shall be staying close by.”
“It will be a delight to have you here.”
“Of that I have no doubt,” Brand said with a smile. “I hear others
approach seeking your company, so I shall depart. Until we meet again,” Brand
said in farewell and left the library.
On the stairs outside that led down the tower, Brand walked past the two
men he had heard approaching. One was tall with cloth bound around his head
and a staff in his left hand to help guide his way. The other was of average
height and less memorable but likewise with a walking staff. Brand stopped

momentarily as he laid eyes on him, and they exchanged glances before the
squire continued down the stairs.
“An acquaintance of yours?” asked the blindfolded man as they continued
up.
“We travelled some of the distance from Alcázar together,” Godfrey
explained. “He must have recognised me.”
Entering the library, they were met by Quill and Egil in the main hall.
“You have returned, Godfrey, and not alone,” said Quill.
“A companion of mine,” Godfrey said. “One whom I owe great respect.”
“Then I do as well,” said Quill, unfazed by the man’s beggar-like
appearance. “What name may I call your companion by?”
There was a pause before Godfrey answered with a smile. “His name is
Ælfwine.”
“Most humorous,” muttered the blindfolded man. “You are the lore keeper
known as the Quill?”
Quill nodded and then added his response in words. “Yes, I am.”
“An honour to make your acquaintance,” said Ælfwine, inclining his head
and supporting himself against his staff.
“And yours,” Quill responded politely.
“I have asked Ælfwine to travel to Heohlond. I would have him look into
the circumstances of the prince’s death,” Godfrey interceded.

“It was nearly a decade ago if I remember,” said Quill. “What do you
expect to find?”
“I do not know,” answered Godfrey, “which is why it is necessary to find
out.”
“Are you well acquainted with the highlands, Master Ælfwine?” Quill
asked.
“Not in the slightest,” came the answer.
“And so we have come here for help,” Godfrey inserted.
“From me?” asked Quill.
“From him,” Godfrey said, turning to look at Egil.
“From me?” asked Egil.
“From you,” said Godfrey. “Am I not right to detect a touch of the
highland dialect in your speech?”
Egil looked towards Quill, who nodded to him. “That’s true, Master
Godfrey. I was born there, but I was sent to the Temple a long time ago. It has
been six or seven years since I was there.”
“Still you have better knowledge than Ælfwine,” Godfrey said.
“He is my apprentice,” interjected Quill, “and my responsibility. To
simply send him away in this manner, with this person…” Quill did not finish
the sentence.
“Egil will be as safe with Ælfwine as if he were with me,” Godfrey

stated.
“Can you guarantee his safe return?” asked Quill.
“Master Quill,” came an interjection now from Ælfwine, “I understand
your hesitation, and there are few guarantees in this world. But I can promise
you on my honour that I will protect the boy with my life should the need
arise.”
“That is a promise more solid than gold,” added Godfrey. He continued
quietly, “Quill, I require this.”
“As you wish,” Quill finally conceded. “When do you intend to leave?”
“At once,” Ælfwine injected. “We will not be staying in this city a
moment longer than necessary.”
Quill swallowed, but he did not object. “Pack your things, Egil.”
“Yes, master. May I go to the kitchen and gather some provisions?”
“Yes, of course.”
Egil entered his room adjacent to the library, grabbed a bag, and stuffed
some extra clothes in it. He glanced around, but there was not anything else
suitable to bring on a journey. Therefore, he left his room and the library. As he
departed, Egil heard Godfrey’s voice. “After they are gone, you and I must set
to work. We need to prepare for the Adalthing.”
Egil hurried to the kitchens. He stopped to relax his breath and then
entered, quickly spotted by the watchful Cook. “What do you want?” she

bellowed after him while expertly dismembering a chicken.
“My master sent me to fetch provisions for a journey,” Egil said and
added, “with your leave.” Cook did not argue against the desires of the Quill
and with a snort gave Egil permission to continue. He placed his travel bag on
a table and began fetching bread, cheese, apples, and pears, sending a few
glances in Kate’s direction until she understood. While Egil was slowly
packing his food, Kate subtly moved to his side with the pot she was cleaning.
“Where is your master going?” she asked with a whisper.
“He’s not,” Egil answered in the same low voice. “Just didn’t want Cook
to say no. It’s for me, I have to go to Heohlond. The highlands,” he elaborated.
“Why?”
“Don’t know. He’s never told me to do something like this before.”
“On your own?”
“No, travelling with somebody. But I don’t know him.”
“When will you be back?”
Egil hesitated. “I don’t know. Soon, I hope.” There was a brief pause.
“Honestly, I’m afraid. But I can’t say no to Master Quill.”
His pack full, Egil could not delay any further under Cook’s watchful eye.
He lifted up his bag and walked out of the kitchen. A few moments later, he
heard running footsteps behind him and turned around. Kate came almost
crashing into him, giving him a hug. “Come back soon and safe, you dimwit,”

she whispered, and then she was gone as suddenly as she had appeared.
Returning to the tower and walking with ever-slower steps, Egil caught
voices from inside the library. “My reeve was killed in the revolt, so I know
nothing since then,” he heard Godfrey say.
“Finding the place should not be hard,” Ælfwine said. “But I do not have
high hopes that it may yield any fruits of knowledge.”
Egil entered, and three faces turned to look at him. “Ready for departure,
boy?” asked Ælfwine. Egil nodded in response.
“Be alert, Egil,” said Quill. “Do all as you are told.”
“Yes, master,” Egil promised. He swallowed, threw his bag across his
shoulder, and followed Ælfwine out the door.
“Don’t you need provisions?” asked Egil as he saw no sign that Ælfwine
carried anything.
“My belt holds what necessities I require for now,” answered Ælfwine
and took hold of it with both hands to accentuate his claim. As he did, the edge
of his cloak rippled back and forth, giving Egil a look at the sword hanging by
Ælfwine’s waist, which he had otherwise kept hidden with his cloak.
“I see,” Egil simply answered, and they continued in silence towards their
destination to the northeast, the kingdom of Heohlond.
~~~~
Elsewhere in the castle, Brand had gone to the steward of the court. A

servant admitted him into the steward’s chambers. “Yes?” the steward said,
looking up from his desk with a quill in hand.
“I and my sister of House Arnling wish to take residence at the court,”
Brand informed him, letting the impoliteness slide.
“Are you here on invitation by the king or similar authority?”
“No,” Brand said. “But given our noble status, such should not be
necessary.”
The steward gave Brand a closer look. “Many nobles will be arriving
soon at the Citadel for the Adalthing. Rooms will soon be scarce, but I imagine
a cell for you and one for your sister can be found,” he offered, glancing down
to finish writing a sentence.
“Cells? As if we were simple beorns?” Brand said in disbelief.
“Arnling holds no landed titles, correct?” asked the steward rhetorically.
“The best I can do for your lordship,” he continued, emphasising the rank,
which made Brand lean forward onto the desk.
With gritted teeth that made his voice hiss, the squire replied, “I am
Adalbrand of House Arnling. Atheling of Arn, atheling of Sigvard, dragonborn
– are you a fool to not understand this?”
The steward swallowed with signs of anxiety appearing. “No, milord.”
“Sigvard’s blood runs in my veins. And you show such brazen
disrespect?”

“No, milord. Never, milord. Forgive me, milord.” The steward closed his
eyes in fear as the realisation of his mistake sunk in. People had been sent
wood-walking in the past for not showing proper respect towards the blood of
Sigvard, first king of Adalrik. Beads of sweat appeared on the steward’s brow.
“Our accommodations?”
“I will have chambers prepared for your lordship and household.”
“I expect them ready by this afternoon when we arrive,” Brand said
dismissively, turned, and left. The steward wiped his brow with his sleeve and
looked up to find his servant staring at him with open mouth.
“Don’t gawp, you fool! Prepare chambers for House Arnling,” the
steward snapped, and his servant ran off, leaving the steward to tend to his
frayed nerves.
~~~~
The northern part of the Citadel lay close by the outer defences and the
northern gate; in fact so close that should attackers breach the city walls,
defenders could let loose arrows against them from the towers of the Citadel.
A series of walls and fortified passageways connected the great fortress with
the fortifications surrounding the northern gate. Egil and Ælfwine passed
through some of them on their way north, following the remainder of the
Arnsweg as it led out of the city. As they were about to exit through the gate,
however, they were forced to press against the walls and wait as a company of

riders passed through. The rider in front carried a banner in red and white. The
red colour proclaimed the company to be that of a jarl’s, and the city guards
stood aside to let the jarl and his retinue pass without toll or hassle.
Behind the first rider rode a man with fur-lined cloak and a black tunic
and breeches underneath his mail armour. It matched his black hair and
reversely emphasised the lack of colour in his skin. He was so gaunt that the
bone structure beneath was clearly visible with hollow cheeks; on his left
hand, the little finger was missing. Behind him came a carriage; further back
rode two people dressed more modestly as servants and finally the jarl’s
personal guards.
As the company turned west from the gate, a woman poked her head out of
the carriage. “Brother, why are we going this way?” she asked, directing her
question to the dark-clad, gaunt man.
“Because, dear sister, the Citadel is in this direction,” came the answer in
a disinterested tone.
“But I am dressed for travel,” complained the jarl’s sister. “I can’t show
myself in court in these rags!”
“Your rags cost more than when I had the southern wall repaired,”
countered the jarl.
“And they are perfectly adequate for when we are at home in Theodstan,
dear brother,” said the woman. “But how do you expect me to appear at court

wearing this?”
“If I recall,” said the jarl impatiently as they rode on, “I saw old Gelbold
twist his back to load several chests into the carriage. Are you telling me that
you sentenced him to a broken back for no reason?”
“Of course I have more clothes, Theodoric, do not be difficult. I simply
need us to go to the house first and change clothes, and then,” the jarl’s sister
said stressing the last word, “then we may enter the Citadel.”
As she finished her sentence, the small cortège reached the gates. “I fear it
is too late, Theodwyn,” the jarl said as the guards let them enter the courtyard
of the Citadel. “But there may be a possible solution.”
“Yes?” Theodwyn asked eagerly. Her head was sticking out of the
carriage, but she kept the rest of herself inside as her brother and the servants
dismounted. The jarl moved up to stand next to the carriage door.
“I will find a large sack, throw it over you, carry you inside, and not a
single person will see you arrive,” Theodoric suggested. Theodwyn gave no
answer other than an insulted exhalation of breath before she allowed her
brother to help her out of the carriage.
“Since you insist on humiliating me this way,” said Theodwyn as she left
the carriage, “as consolation you will have the steward send asters to my
chambers.”
“Sister,” Theodoric objected, “asters bloom at harvest time.”

“Do they? How nice,” Theodwyn answered indifferently. Hearing that his
objection had either made no impact or not been understood, Theodoric simply
gestured for one of his servants to comply. “Tell him also that the strawberries
last summer were rather bitter. I prefer a sweeter variety,” Theodwyn
continued. “And I require a room that is northwards this year. Last year there
was a dreadful noise from all the ruffians on the streets.”
“I hope the steward’s in a good mood,” said the jarl’s servant under his
breath as he hastened ahead of the procession to pass along the various
requests.
“And thicker curtains!” Theodwyn cried out after the disappearing
servant. “Or else this midsummer sun will keep me awake all night,” she
remarked to Theodoric.
“Indeed, the more you sleep, the better for all involved,” the jarl muttered.
~~~~
Whenever caravans from the deep South arrived in Middanhal, it
provoked a flurry of activity in the merchants’ quarter of the city. Especially
near summer solstice, when many of the goods were to be sold to the travellers
reaching the city within the next few weeks. Some of the largest warehouses
belonged to merchants trading under the protection of the jarl of Vale. In return
for sharing their profits with the jarl, they received various benefits. Vale
soldiers in their red and golden cloaks escorted the caravans and ensured

banditry was of no concern. The jarl’s letters of authority opened doors and
eased passages through Adalmearc. Most importantly, the merchants paid no
toll for travelling through Vale lands.
This particularly came into effect in the city of Coldharbour, which was
the last port on the river before Middanhal. All travellers and traders coming
from west of Adalrik typically followed the river and would have to
disembark in Coldharbour before continuing overland. This meant that
merchants either paid the toll in Coldharbour to the House of Vale or else
traded in their employ. Either way, it made the jarl of Vale the richest man in
Adalrik, if not all the realms of Adalmearc, and had done so for many
generations.
As a consequence, the warehouses guarded by Vale soldiers were the
largest and most numerous in Middanhal. At every gate stood half a score of
spear-wielding soldiers; on every rooftop, the same number of archers kept
watch. Most of these warriors came from the jarldom of Vale and had families
there, just in case the vast wealth they guarded was any temptation. They also
kept an eye on the many labourers hauling crates, barrels, chests, and sacks
around while clerks kept count and added everything meticulously to lists. One
man, whose clothing was of better quality and cut than the rest, walked rounds
while he inspected the many wares being moved about and placed for storage.
A large portion of the area was dedicated to salt from the mines in

Hæthiod, one of the only sources of wealth in that barren land occupying the
south-eastern corner of Adalmearc. The man quickly moved past this. Instead,
he opened the bags in the next section, where he took in the scents of pepper,
saffron, coriander, and cinnamon; all came from the vast spice fields and
plantations in lands so distant in the southwest, few people even knew their
names. Bolts of precious silk from cities south of the Mydlonde Sea, produced
in secret ways that were jealously guarded; a place where the colour of men
changed and the women had almond-shaped eyes, it was said. Fitting, perhaps,
as sacks of almonds also came from there.
The man inspecting crunched a few almonds between his teeth before
returning to the silk, letting his hands slide over the soft material; even in the
somewhat dark storehouse, it was lustrous to the eye. A bolt of this material
was worth a small farm with accompanying fields, and the overseer’s fingers
trembled slightly before he placed the lid back onto the crate. He moved onto a
small chest and opened it almost with reverence. Inside were bars of a rough
and unrefined nature. Gold.
As with so much else, they came from mines in the deep South. All of
these items, except for the salt, came from cities and places far beyond
Adalmearc. They all passed by sea or river or land to Alcázar and then across
the open sea to Adalmearc. The gold had impurities, and it would be sent to the
Mint in the Citadel. There it would be purified in great furnaces and minted

into coins. The Crown kept one tenth and returned the rest to whomever had
delivered the gold, which for the most part was one of the merchants working
for the House of Vale. Some of the gold would also be made into jewellery by
the skilled craftsmen that Middanhal could boast of, and it would in part be
traded back to Alcázar along with many other fabricated items; tools, mostly,
since it was forbidden to export arms or armour made of Nordsteel out of
Adalmearc. Iron ore and marble slabs were also rare in the South and passed
this way through Middanhal.
The last remaining piece of this tapestry of trade was silver. The vast
majority of all silver in the known world was mined and minted in Adalmearc,
and most of it was controlled by the House of Isarn. However much the House
of Vale might dislike it, silver was the lifeblood that tied everything together.
Silver marks with the dragon of Adalrik imprinted on one side and the eagle of
Adalmearc on the other were accepted as coinage everywhere. Gold was far
too rare and expensive to be used commonly; one single gold crown
represented more than a month’s pay for the labourers who shuffled around the
warehouses. Gold was for kings and powerful noblemen to hoard, for
merchants to carefully accumulate in their strongboxes. Silver was what made
the wheels turn, the sun rise and set, and kept the world going.
“Master chamberlain,” one of the clerks said to the man performing the
casual inspection, “the records are nearly ready for your approval.”

The chamberlain walked over to where the scribes had been recording
every bag, crate, and chest entering the warehouse. “Are you new here?”
“Yes, master,” answered the clerk. “Andrew’s my name. Here’s the new
list, master.”
Andrew gave the list to the chamberlain, who then compared that list with
the one from the House of Vale’s clerks in Alcázar and ensured that the two
matched and all goods were accounted for. “This last entry on the Alcázar
records mentions a smallbox containing seventy gold coins,” he said to one of
the clerks, pointing at the writing. On the opposite, new list, this entry was still
blank.
“Yes, master. The others told me to set it aside for you to take with you
and not enter it into the list until your approval,” the servant said obediently.
“You did well,” said the chamberlain.
“Both me and Conrad counted them and found seventy. Do you wish to
count them yourself, master?”
“That will not be necessary,” the chamberlain said. “But since the coins
are of foreign make, we will have to melt them down and have them re-minted
here in Middanhal, so only write sixty-three coins on the list.”
The scribe frowned. “But will it not appear that seven coins are missing?”
The chamberlain smiled. “Since you are new, Andrew, I will explain.
When we take these seventy coins to the Mint to have them melted and

imprinted with the dragon and crown of Adalrik, the Mint will keep one tenth
for its trouble. We will thus only have sixty-three coins. A hefty price, but the
House of Vale gladly pays its due.”
“I see,” Andrew answered, still frowning. The chamberlain continued to
smile and stare at him until Andrew hesitantly dipped his quill in ink and
added the words ‘smallbox, sixty-three gold coins’ to the list.
“Good man,” the chamberlain said, grabbing both the new list and the box.
Then he went outside where a carriage and driver waited for him.
Once he got inside and the carriage set into motion, the chamberlain
opened the strongbox. He counted out seven gold coins in his hand, placed
them in his pouch, and returned the rest. Then he leaned back and waited as
they drove through the city, crossing it to the north-eastern district. The gate to
a magnificent manor was opened, and they entered. Lush gardens, large stables,
guards everywhere, countless rooms for every conceivable purpose and with
red and golden banners in sight from every angle.
Papers in one hand and the box under the opposite arm, the chamberlain
entered the house and moved through the corridors until he reached the jarl’s
study. He knocked softly and opened the door himself without waiting. Inside,
the jarl of Vale sat by his desk with piles of parchment in front of him. “Arion.
Are the caravans accounted for?”
“They are, milord,” answered the chamberlain. “I checked the records

myself and they match,” he said as he presented the papers in his hand.
“Good, good,” said the jarl. “We must be careful, must we not? ‘When
eagles sleep, rats will reign’, as the saying goes.”
“Indeed, milord,” replied Arion. “Your reeve sent another box of Alcázar
gold coins as well, milord,” he added and placed the small chest on the desk.
“Profits continue to rise.”
“That is tenth year in a row, is it not?”
“Eleventh, milord.”
“Really? You are most likely right, Arion. You always are in these
matters.”
“Thank you, milord.”
“Enough work for today. Go take your meal, and tell the servants to bring
you a flask of Ealond wine, you deserve it.”
“You are too generous, milord.”
The jarl waved his hand dismissively. “With the caravan in Middanhal I
can afford it. You may leave me.”
“Yes, milord,” the chamberlain said and bowed deeply before he left to
collect his reward.
~~~~
As the afternoon waned, a cart drove into the northern courtyard of the
Citadel. Brand jumped down from the seat in front and helped his sister and

her maid down. Then the young squire summoned the assistance of a few stable
hands, some to take the horse and cart, some to take their luggage. The only
item he carried himself was a horseman’s shield, triangular in shape; it showed
a golden eagle on blue background. The colours were faded, however, and the
shield showed signs of wear. “You may go home, Henry,” Brand informed the
old steward, who had driven the cart. “Look after the house while we are
away.”
“Yes, milord,” the servant replied.
“I can feel their stares,” Arndis whispered to Brand, who smiled in reply.
“Let them if they must. We are dragonborn, you and I. That matters more
than all the servants, carriages, fine clothes, and whatever else might impress
these people,” Brand answered.
“Even so, I wish our clothes were a little finer. Come along now, Jenny,”
Arndis said with the last part added to her handmaiden, who was looking
around wide-eyed.
After a brief visit to the castle steward, who with much bowing and
scraping led them personally to their chambers, the brother and sister of House
Arnling could install themselves. The first room they entered was a parlour
where visitors might be received. Adjacent was a bedroom chamber for each
sibling, which in turn had a smaller, adjacent room for their servants.
“This is adequate,” Brand said after glancing around.

“The hearth will be pleasant in winter,” Arndis remarked as she returned
to the parlour after having inspected her private chamber.
“Indeed. Now at least we may eat and live at the Crown’s expense,”
Brand said with a smile.
“Brand, I know you said it is not important, but it is noticeable that our
attire does not match our status. Mine especially,” Arndis said with an
increasingly serious tone. “It is not merely a question of my pride. I would not
mention it unless I thought it mattered.”
Brand nodded. “Yes, I will not argue. I will find coin somehow, and you
may have what you deserve.”
“I have faith you will, Brother,” Arndis said. “Leaving that aside, now
that we are at court, what should we do next?”
“We must keep our eyes open,” Brand told her. “There must be
opportunities. I need a position befitting my rank, which will ensure both
income and influence. Both of which may help us secure you an advantageous
marriage.”
“Still some years until that becomes relevant,” said Arndis, barely
nineteen years old. “What of you, Brother? You are just about of eligible age.”
Brand ran his hand through his hair. “True, but until I am knighted and
given a post, my future seems uncertain. If I cannot secure a position in
advance, I risk being sent to some forsaken outpost. For now I do not hold

many advantages in securing a good match,” he admitted. “I may yet suffer
another seven years in lands as distant as Alcázar. But if such is to happen to
me, I should wish to see you engaged in a promising match that spells safety
for your future.” He was silent for a moment. “Should something befall me, you
will be all that is left of our house. Your children alone will carry on our
forefathers’ legacy.”
“Surely nothing ill could happen to you?” Arndis exclaimed. “The realms
are at peace, have been for some ten years.”
“War is like a river,” Brand answered, his fingers idly playing with a
knotted leather string hanging around his neck. “We may suppress its flow, but
eventually it will break through and do so with greater force.”
~~~~
While the court’s side of the Citadel was slowly filling with visitors for
summer solstice and the Adalthing, the Order’s side was likewise busy. Many
knights returned from their seven-year postings around this time so that they
might also participate in the festivities. Due to the short summer nights, this
season was popular among squires for holding their vigil.
This tradition took place in one of the small sanctuaries found throughout
the Citadel. Before being knighted, a squire was required to spend the night in
vigil, meaning prayer and contemplation upon his vows and duties. Having
recently become twenty-one, the time had come for Eumund of the House of

Isarn to go through this rite. That was the custom for second sons in
Adalmearc; Isenwald as the eldest would inherit the position as jarl, Eumund
as the younger would become a knight. He stood outside the door to the shrine,
wearing full armour, red-black cloak, sword around his waist, helmet in his
hand, and silver spurs on his boots. He paced back and forth, occasionally
glancing at the window in the corridor. Outside, the sun was dwindling.
Finally, heavy steps in the distance proclaimed that somebody short and
heavy-set was walking up the stairs. After a moment, Sir Richard of Alwood
came into sight. “You are very nearly late,” Eumund admonished him.
“All in good time,” Richard replied. In his one hand, he held a great jar.
“Are you drinking?”
“You want me awake to receive you when you finish the vigil, do you
not?” asked Richard rhetorically. Eumund raised his eyebrows but otherwise
made no reply.
“The sun is nearly setting,” he said instead. “I am ready.”
“Well then, good. Now how do the words go…” Richard said
absentmindedly and laughed as he saw Eumund’s expression. “I jest, boy, only
a jest.” He cleared his throat. “Eumund of the House of Isarn, born to Isenhart
of that house, why have you come to this place?”
“To enter a squire and leave a knight,” Eumund replied.
“Have you done your duty as a squire?”

“I have.”
“Will you do your duty as a knight?”
“I will.”
“Then enter and spend the night in vigil,” Richard finished. Eumund
bowed his head to the knight, turned, and entered the sanctuary. Behind him,
Richard walked over and sat down in the corridor window, settling in with a
big gulp from the jar.
The room that Eumund entered was small and barely furnished. It had a
small window turning east, but barely room for more than a handful of people
to stand comfortably. The ceiling was also low, almost forcing worshippers to
bend their necks as soon as they walked in. There was only one item in the
room, the small altar opposite the door, which turned the room into a shrine. It
was not dedicated to the Alfather, since such was not allowed anywhere but at
the great Temple.
Instead, like every other shrine in this part of the castle, it was
consecrated to Rihimil. The Ruler of Heaven, The Black Knight, the Warrior,
Protector of Man, The Lord of Dragons and many more names and epithets. His
name was invoked more often than any other god’s, especially in Adalrik and
among the knights of Adal, both of whose patron he was. The altar itself was
simple, a square stone serving as pedestal for a carved figure of an armoured
warrior with sword and shield. The base had carvings depicting Rihimil in

battle with a dragon. Eumund drew his sword and placed the tip on the ground;
before the altar, he knelt where thousands of squires before him had done so in
years past.
“When night falls, the squire’s vigil begins,” Eumund recited. “When
dawn rises, so does the Knight. In peace, a Knight is vigilant. In war, a Knight
is fearless. In life, a Knight is true. In death, a Knight is honoured,” he said,
speaking the first half of the pledge. He paused, licking his lips. It took him a
few moments of concentration before he finally continued.
“I will not rest while battle stirs. I will not flee where others fight. My
Life and Word are not twain. My Death and Honour shall be one. When night
falls, my vigil begins. When dawn rises, so do I,” Eumund said, finishing the
Squire’s Pledge. He waited a while; then he started reciting the pledge anew.
Eventually he stopped and glanced outside. It was still night with scarcely
any moonlight. If he twisted his head a little, he could see stars. Dawn would
still be hours away, though. Eumund took a deep breath, exhaled, and began
reciting the pledge again. Eventually he closed his eyes while his mouth
continued to mumble.
Eumund woke when a rooster crowed in the distance. He almost fell
down from his kneeling position and glanced outside. The first rays of the sun
were struggling to reach the chamber. The night and his vigil were over. With
sore knees, Eumund managed to rise and sheathe his sword. He bowed before

the shrine and left the chamber. Outside, sitting in the windowsill, Sir Richard
awaited him with an empty jug lying on the ground. The knight jumped down
and joined Eumund’s side. “Right, let us finish this,” Sir Richard said.
“Eumund of the House of Isarn, born to Isenhart of that house, have you kept
your vigil?”
“I have,” Eumund said, keeping his voice steady.
“Are you prepared to take the knight’s oath?”
“I am.”
“Good. We will have the lord marshal make a knight of you later today.
Now, though, I’m hungry as a bear in springtime.”
~~~~
The knighting ceremony or accolade of the Order had evolved over time
and become much more intricate. In the earliest days, knights or the king
himself had simply knighted worthy men of rank on the battlefield after a
victory. As the Order had grown and become far more complex, however, so
had the necessities for becoming a knight. Now boys spent seven years as
pages, seven years as squires, and finally a night in vigil before the accolade.
The king rarely had time to knight squires anymore and only did it as a sign of
favour towards his most important noblemen if the squire happened to be one
of their kinsmen. So even in Adalrik, just as it was custom in the other realms
of Adalmearc, the marshals did the knighting. As son of the jarl of Isarn,

Eumund might have been granted that the king himself touched his shoulders
with the blade, but naturally, that was not possible under the circumstances.
Instead, the lord marshal and his right hand, the knight marshal, were
standing in one of the shrines to Rihimil in the Citadel. Unlike the room where
Eumund had kept his vigil, this space sanctified to the god was much larger,
easily allowing for the presence of several men. The marshals were there,
Richard of Alwood was present as was Athelstan and of course Eumund. The
latter was kneeling in front of the altar having just finished swearing the
Knight’s Oath. The lord marshal, Sir Reynold, stood in front of him with his
sword drawn. He lowered the flat edge down towards Eumund’s left shoulder.
“In the name of the King, whose command we follow.” The blade touched
down.
“In the name of the Order, whose codex we follow.” The right shoulder.
“In the name of Rihimil, whose example we follow.” Eumund’s left
shoulder again.
“I name you a knight,” Reynold finished and withdrew his sword,
sheathing it.
Athelstan gave his nephew a broad smile while Richard yawned and
blinked a few times. Eumund stood up, smiling and receiving the
congratulations of the others present. As his uncle, Athelstan had requested the
honour of placing into Eumund’s hands his two golden spurs, signalling his

new rank. Eumund extended his left hand first, and Athelstan placed one spur
onto his nephew’s open palm. Then Athelstan repeated his gesture into
Eumund’s right hand; finally, the former squire closed his hands into fists and
could feel the sharp edges of the spurs. His attire and appearance would
otherwise be unchanged, but the small difference from silver to golden spurs
was enough to declare it to the world. Eumund, born to Isenhart of the House of
Isarn, was now a knight of the Order of Adal.

Chapter Three – Young Man’s Folly
Middanhal
As the days passed, the feast of summer solstice drew near. The city
became packed with travellers, and every room was occupied. There was a
constant stream of pilgrims entering the Temple and the Hall of Holies, and the
priests received countless gifts and offerings. The many peasants from the
countryside mostly gave food or cloth, which they grew or produced on their
own plots of land. City-dwellers typically gave coin as they could spare it or
items made by their craft. A cobbler could leave a pair of shoes, a potter might
glaze his best work and place it on the altar, while a weaver would bring a
tunic as an offering. The priests took what they needed to feed and clothe their
own members, and they spent the coins on buying what else they required. The
rest, primarily the food and items of clothing, they distributed among the poor.
This was mostly done by the beggar priests in Lowtown, named this way either
because they tended to the needs of beggars or because they often were beggars
themselves, asking for alms they might give to their flock.
The Temple was open every day of the year, and people might give
offerings whenever they saw fit. When summer solstice came, however, it was
custom that all appeared to bring a gift to the gods. All over Adalmearc,
people journeyed to the cities and temples. Any temple for any deity might

suffice, but it was commonly understood that one’s gift held particular
reverence when given to the only temple dedicated to the Alfather, the Temple
in Middanhal. Thus the vast pilgrimage when even the poorest of paupers came
to stand in line at the Temple, kneel at the altar and touch its edge, leave their
tribute, be blessed by the priests, and leave again. For the poorest, such tribute
would probably be a single copper coin; since the priests giving service at the
Temple carried purses of copper coins with them which they gave to those who
seemed most in need as they passed through the Temple, some might leave with
as much as they came.
On the actual day of solstice, the Temple square would be cleared and
scaffolds raised for the games and festivities. Until then, with so many people
crowding around the Temple, the traders and vendors were feverishly trying to
sell as much as possible. Even the nobility might not be safe from being
shouted at, grabbed, and pulled towards stalls unless they walked with armed
guards to deter anybody coming too close. Brand had no such followers and
instead relied on his worn, deep blue cloak to ward off the hawkers. As the
colour reserved for descendants of Sigvard, this dark shade of blue was rarely
seen and made people scramble to stay out of his way. Therefore, where some
might have troubles, Brand did not have many difficulties in passing through
the throng and returning to his quarters.
The atrium was empty, so Brand knocked on his sister’s chamber door and

was admitted. Inside, he found Arndis’ handmaiden setting her lady’s hair.
Brand took a heavy purse from his belt and emptied it onto the vanity table. A
flood of silver pieces and some gold coins gushed forward. “Brand!” Arndis
exclaimed. “Where did you get such coin?”
“I borrowed it,” Brand said.
“But there’s a small fortune here,” Arndis said with concern.
“I should hope so, given what I must pay back.”
“Father told me I should never borrow money,” Arndis said, biting her
lower lip.
“I do not intend to emulate his fate, so it is probably good I do not emulate
his methods.”
“How will we pay this back?”
“That is my concern,” Brand said. “With the right position at court or in
the Order, I shall have plenty. Call for the tailors and dressmakers, have them
make what you need.” He unclasped his cloak and draped it across a table.
“Tell them to make a new cloak like this, fitted to my height and exact same
colour. One for you as well. There must be no doubt that we are worthy to
wear the blue.”
~~~~
As the noon sun shone down on the Temple square, the masses seemed to
simmer in the heat. Crowds of people gravitated towards stalls and peddlers

offering food and drink. Still the main direction of movement was north, up the
Temple stairs and into the Hall of Holies. A group of green-cloaked men, some
nobles, some soldiers, escorted a woman through the other people who had
likewise come to offer tribute to the gods. Despite the densely packed crowd,
the guards were able to push forward, led by a man in expensive armour and
attire. Near the steps, a group of youths hung about, sitting or standing by one
of the tall pillars. Their cloaks had the deep red colour of a jarl along with the
black swords of Isarn. They seemed to have been idling the time away, but
when they spotted the group in green, one of them alerted the others and
jumped down from his elevated position to stand near the stairs. His comrades
quickly followed his example.
Both groups now stepped onto the stairs. However wide the steps were,
with so many other people moving forward, there was simply not room for
both parties. The currents in the crowd threatened to pull members of either
group apart from their fellows, so the soldiers and the youths quickly found
themselves busy pushing people back with neither able to advance.
“Why now! What a sight,” spoke the leader of the red-clothed group
cheerfully. “Commoners in green cloaks who seek to step in front of their
betters.”
“I am taking my sister to prayer,” answered the green-cloaked leader,
scarcely older than his opposite. “You will step aside and let us pass.”

“And in what world, Alexis of Jaunis, for I do recognise you, should the
offspring of a margrave take precedence over the kinsman of a jarl?”
“Normally not,” interjected the woman escorted by Alexis, “but your sins
are so many and well-known, Athelgar of Isarn, that if we are to wait until your
prayers are finished, solstice will be over long before.”
“She speaks!” came the reply from the red-cloaked youth. “If you wish to
add to my sins, milady, I am at your service. Merely a glance at your face
inspires me to several,” Athelgar added boldly.
“Be silent, Alexia,” fumed her brother in his green garbs. “As for you, you
iron slag, you will not speak to or of my sister, understood?”
“Come now, good Alexis,” taunted Athelgar. “If you are so intent on
seeing your sister to prayer, there is an easy solution. I shall go first as rank
prescribes and take her with me while you wait behind. When we are done, I
shall return her to you in good condition, no worse than if a mare is taken for a
ride and returns to the stable.”
There was a faint hiss as Alexis’ blade touched the leather lining of his
scabbard on its way up. Behind him, the soldiers wearing green colours
lowered their spears in anticipation of combat. “Draw your sword or
withdraw your words,” Alexis said with rising anger.
“Do you seek to quarrel, my lord?” Athelgar said smiling, his right hand
moving across to grab the hilt of his sword. “Do you give me occasion?”

“You have insulted my family’s honour,” Alexis managed to spit out
between gritted teeth, raising his sword and pointing it at the man of Isarn.
“And you have whetted my appetite,” Athelgar replied and drew his
sword as well. Behind him, his companions did the same.
As this spectacle unfolded, those nearby had shied away, but many had
remained in the vicinity to watch. Now that weapons were readied, however,
people began to panic. Yet all the while, others pushed forward to enter the
Temple, unable to see the reason why people were not moving. So now, the
square exploded in commotion as commoners fled in every direction and
clashed together while green cloaks clashed with red. Steel struck steel and
screams tore the air. Although the city guard was well represented at the
square, they were unable to push through the stampeding crowd. Still Alexis
circled around Athelgar with murderous intent in his eyes whilst his adversary
laughed with each stroke of the sword.
It all lasted a handful of moments. Two knights in full armour came
sprinting down the stairs brandishing two-handed swords and used the
pommels to knock the combatants down until either group realised that a third
party had entered the fray; unlike the youths and soldiers, they were warriors in
the truest sense of the word. “Lower your weapons!” yelled one of the Templar
knights. “This disturbance is over! You will sheathe your swords and surrender
to the guards, or I shall cut down every last man with impunity!”

As he said this, the knight raised his sword against Athelgar and his band
of comrades; his counterpart did likewise with Alexis and the soldiers of the
House of Jaunis. Everything tensed for a moment, and both sides could be
heard breathing heavily and weighing their options. With a smile, Athelgar
sheathed his sword, and after brief consideration, Alexis did likewise. With
the danger over, panic was reduced and the horde of people became calm
enough for the city guards to reach the site of the altercation.
“Take their weapons,” said the Templar knight. Alexis began protesting,
but he was silenced by the knight. “Take their weapons!” the Templar roared as
a challenge, and this time none spoke against him. “They have broken the
peace. Take them to the captain and let him pass sentence on these young
fools,” the knight said with disdain. The guards did as ordered, disarming the
young noblemen. By command of the Templars, the soldiers of Jaunis were
given leave to escort their lady from the square; the knights deemed their only
crime to be loyalty to their lord, and any punishment should befall him.
~~~~
One of the hallmarks of a knight was his ability to keep formation during a
mounted charge. Even on foot, it was difficult to stay in line when charging
forward next to your fellow warriors; discipline was easily lost, which could
turn the charge into chaos. The difficulty was doubled when on horseback, so
the knights and squires drilled nearly daily to perfect their horsemanship and

be able to fight as one. This required much more space than was available
inside the city, naturally, since they had to ride long distances and at great
speed to simulate charging into battle.
Just north of the city lay several large pastures commonly referred to as
the Fields of War, or simply the Fields. Here, horses grazed in great numbers
to supply the Order of Adal with steeds, and its soldiers could practise their
mounted combat. Newly knighted, Eumund practised with more fervour than
anybody else as he drove his golden spurs into the flanks of his horse, proving
himself worthy to wear them. He and the other knights had been drilling all
morning, and with the sun now high and hot, they had decided to allow
themselves and their horses some rest. They let the beasts drink from a nearby
brook and then rode them back into the city and the Citadel.
Once in the courtyard, some of them left their horses with the stable boys.
Others like Eumund, particularly those who owned their horse rather than using
one belonging to the Order, stayed outside to tend to their mounts. Thus,
Eumund was in the courtyard grooming his horse when an unexpected sight
paraded past him. A patrol of city guards, some holding sword belts in their
hands, escorting a group of youths. “Athelgar,” Eumund called out as he
recognised one of the young noblemen in red and black. “What is happening?”
“A misunderstanding,” Athelgar yelled back. “Get your father!”
“And make matters worse?” Eumund said as much to himself as to any

other. He summoned a stable boy to finish taking care of his own horse,
retrieved a fresh one from the stables, and rode it bareback out of the
courtyard.
He galloped through the city until he reached the estate of the House of
Isarn. Recognising the younger son of the jarl, the guards quickly opened the
gate and let him through. In a fluid movement, Eumund slid down from his
horse and let a stable hand take control of the beast. “Get a saddle on him,”
Eumund commanded, “and saddle another horse as well.” Then he ran inside,
going from room to room until he found his quarry.
“Uncle Athelstan,” he said as he tried to regain his breath, “Athelgar is
being led to the captain by the city guard.”
“That fool!” Athelstan exclaimed. He was sitting in his chambers, oiling
his sword. “What has he done?”
“I do not know, but I saw Alexis of Jaunis there as well, and the company
that Athelgar surrounds himself with. The sons of Father’s men, as foolhardy as
himself.”
“Probably picked a fight,” Athelstan speculated. “If blood was spilled,
the captain can have them thrown in the dungeons for as long as he pleases.”
“Would he go that far?” asked Eumund. “Athelgar’s father is cousin to a
jarl. You do not throw the kinsmen of jarls into the dungeons.”
“Perhaps not, but it is within the captain’s rights,” Athelstan said,

finishing his work. He put the blade aside and stood up. “If Athelgar ends in
the dungeons and disgraces our name, your father will be furious. It is good
you found me,” he said and hurried out of the chamber, followed by his
nephew.
Outside they mounted the horses waiting for them and rode to the Citadel.
Here, Athelstan and his nephew threw the reins to a servant and walked with
quick steps through the castle. The quarters of the captain of the city guard
were near those of the commanders of the Order, and they reached them
swiftly. A thick oak door stood open, which let them hear what was spoken in
the captain’s office.
“… so close to solstice! You think the king’s peace does not extend to
you?” came a voice thick with fury.
“Which king?” asked Athelgar’s voice. Athelstan groaned as he heard
that, and he hastened forward.
“It was not a question which needed answer! I ought to let the entire lot of
you spend the solstice in chains,” the captain threatened. “I am filled with
disgust at you young supposed nobles, causing strife in the city.” As he said the
last words, he paced back and forth in the chamber; this he did slowly,
however, since he walked with a limp.
“Good captain,” said Athelstan as he reached the chamber. “Perhaps
nothing so severe is necessary.”

“Hallo, Athelstan,” said Athelgar with a smile.
“You will be silent until spoken to,” Athelstan said sternly and turned
back to the captain. Behind him, Eumund entered quietly. “Captain Theobald,”
Athelstan quickly continued. “I understand the necessity in punishing them, and
punitive geld must be paid. But may I request that further punishment is meted
out by their fathers?”
“I do not know,” growled the captain. “If their crime can simply be
cleansed with coin, how soon will I have them here again because they have
not learned respect for the law?”
“I assure you, they will not forget this transgression,” Athelstan claimed.
“I am certain we will not,” Athelgar said with a smirk. Immediately
Athelstan turned and slapped his cousin’s son across the face with the back of
his hand. It came with such force that Athelgar was pushed back, and only his
companions behind him kept him from falling. All of them, none more so than
Athelgar, stared at Athelstan with disbelief.
“When spoken to,” Athelstan reminded Athelgar sharply. “They will not
forget, Theobald,” he promised the captain.
“Very well, Athelstan,” the captain consented. “Out of respect for you and
on your word. The geld owed to the king for breaking the peace shall be ten
gold crowns,” he said, his eyes glancing over the gathering of offenders. “Per
head.”

Athelgar opened his mouth to protest, but then he glanced at Athelstan and
thought better of it. Athelstan bowed before the captain in turn. “As you say,
captain. Come,” he said to Athelgar and his comrades. “You can explain to the
jarl yourself why he must pay a geld of sixty gold crowns.”
As they left, they heard the hitherto silent Alexis voice his disagreement.
“This is unreasonable. I only defended my sister’s honour, what else was I to
do?”
“Keep the peace,” the captain said with anger. “Now leave me be. Jarl
Isarn must pay six times the geld your father must, consider that justice.”
“I’ll be surprised if his father can find two coins to rub together,”
Athelgar said with scorn and a few of his fellows dared to laugh nervously.
Athelstan stopped abruptly and turned to stare into the youth’s face.
“Was my hand too soft before?” he said menacingly.
“No, Cousin,” Athelgar mumbled, looking down. “I just do not see the
cause for your anger. We were merely amusing ourselves at the expense of the
Jaunis boy. A southerner, a bootlicker for Vale.”
“It matters,” Athelstan said as he began walking again, “because if you
had been thrown into the dungeons, the jarl, your father’s cousin, would have
been disgraced. As would your father and you if you have any honour left
worth preserving.”
“I was defending my honour,” Athelgar insisted. “He wanted to enter the

Temple before me against all that is proper. He had no right.”
“I hold no affection for Vale or any of his vassals,” Athelstan replied.
“But boys puffing up their hairless chests like drunken villains in public is not
how we defend our honour. You are all of the House of Isarn, and I will make
sure your fathers remind you of that.” He walked onwards with haste, leaving
the group of red-cloaked boys behind.
“That could have gone worse,” Athelgar said, smiling at Eumund.
“If you ever endanger my father’s reputation in this manner again,”
Eumund said, gritting his teeth, “I will skin your hide myself and use it to clean
my boots.”
“Why so angry, Cousin?” asked Athelgar confused. “It all went well. Your
father can easily pay the sixty crowns.”
“Are you so thick?” replied Eumund with incredulity. “The Adalthing is
less than two weeks away. The future of the realm may change decisively, in or
against our favour, and you strut like a rooster with your petty games.”
“I was not aware,” Athelgar said more quietly.
“Obviously not, Cousin,” Eumund sneered, packing as much scorn as he
could into the familial term before he turned and walked away as well.
~~~~
In the gardens surrounding the estate belonging to the House of Vale, the
jarl’s family had a beautiful arbour; since they were primarily in Middanhal in

the summers, they often made use of the shade it provided in its lush setting.
Valerie especially took delight in it, and she would spend both the hours before
and after noon there when possible. Thus, it was not surprising that she was
found there when her father went outside to likewise enjoy the shaded refuge.
Behind him, a servant came bearing a cup and wine.
“Hallo, child,” the jarl said as he sat down, accepting the wine.
“Father,” Valerie replied, looking up with a smile. In her hand, she held a
piece of paper.
“Did you receive a letter?”
“Some days ago from Isenwald,” Valerie told him.
“You should not be so troubled by him,” the jarl said in response. “We
may yet convince Lord Elis to abandon his design. In truth, when the king died
I thought that would be the end of it.”
“I see,” Valerie replied tonelessly. “So how should I reply? For I must
write him back, surely.”
Valerian shrugged. “Whatever you like. Pleasantries as if you were
making idle conversation, I suppose.”
“But does he think this way?” asked Valerie. “Is he also writing merely
out of courtesy and nothing more?”
“I really cannot say,” answered the jarl. “But he is rumoured to be slowwitted, so who can tell.”

Valerie opened her mouth to speak, but closed it again. From the direction
of the house, another person approached. “Brother, I was looking for you,”
said Konstans to Valerian.
“What is it? Something the matter?”
Konstans did not answer, but looked at the letter in Valerie’s hand. “Did a
letter arrive?”
“For me, a few days ago. From Isenwald,” Valerie replied.
“I see. I thought Elis might have written to us.”
“You are still convinced he has ulterior motives?” asked the jarl.
“That seems certain. I only wonder if his motives are favourable towards
us or the opposite,” Konstans said speculatively.
“Pardon me,” Valerie said, getting up and leaving the jarl and his brother
to their discussion.
Back in the house, she walked to the library where ink, pen, and paper
might be found. She unfolded the letter from Isenwald and read it again, almost
smiling before she stopped herself. Dipping the quill in ink, she began to write.
“To Lord Isenwald of the House of Isarn,” she wrote first, pronouncing
the words as she penned them. “Thank you for the courtesy of your letter.
However, I think it prudent that we cease communication for the time being
until such time” – then she stopped. “Until such time what?” she asked herself.
She took a few deep breaths, her eyes glancing over the letter. Then she

crumbled it up and started anew.
Dear Isenwald,
I was happy to learn that you had written to me. I apologise it took me
days to reply. I hope you will forgive me and know it was merely from a
desire to phrase my answer properly. While I maintain you flatter me
baselessly, it is a source of joy to imagine that the sight of flowers may bring
you thoughts of me. I hope you will prove to be more decisive than I am
where writing letters are concerned and allow me the pleasure of reading
your reply soon.
Yours,
Lady Valerie of the House of Vale
Valerie read it through a few times, smiled, and sealed it with wax and her
father’s small seal.
~~~~
In the king’s library, two men were walking around a table in the
scriptorium. They had numerous pieces of paper with names written on them as
well as lists of the same names written elsewhere close by. During their
conversation, they were constantly rearranging the small slips of paper to
simulate a majority in different situations.
“Are you certain you have remembered all their names?” asked Godfrey.
Yes,” Quill said confidently. “These are all the sixty-nine members of the

Adalthing.”
“No landgraves forgotten in the corner of the map?” The question was
asked in an amused rather than earnest tone.
“Thank you, no,” Quill said dismissively. “I speak all their names each
year at the assembly, I remember them well. Twenty-eight from the North,
thirty-nine from the South, and two atheling members, Hardling and Arnling.”
“Very well then. So thirty-five is needed to make a majority. How is the
balance of power between the jarls?” Godfrey questioned.
“Jarl Vale has sixteen margraves, and Jarl Ingmond has eleven. In the
North, Jarl Isarn has thirteen, and Jarl Theodstan has seven,” Quill elaborated.
“I do remember that Vale and Isarn stand the strongest.”
“Especially considering they are the wealthiest,” Quill added. “But there
is also the matter of geography. The northern nobles are most likely to support
Jarl Isarn, while the southerners will support Jarl Vale.”
“So Vale holds an advantage,” Godfrey said.
“He does, but it is not certain. The landgraves and the two atheling
members of the Adalthing are free to support whoever can afford their
allegiance. Question will be if Jarl Vale or Jarl Isarn can sway enough to gain
a majority besides any possible support from the other two jarls.”
“What of them? Could Theodstan or Ingmond be considering setting
themselves forth as candidates?”

“I doubt it,” Quill said with uncertainty. “I know little of Ingmond, though.
His father died some years back, and he has not been jarl for long. He is rarely
in Middanhal. He dislikes court life and is known as a pious man.” Quill gave
a slight shrug. “My guess would be that he does not hold any interest in the
office of lord protector.”
“And Theodstan?”
“The jarl Theodstan might be the preferable choice,” Quill contemplated.
“He is politically gifted and was a highly capable dragonlord in his time. But
he also made enemies, and he has been an unwelcome sight in Middanhal for
many years. While I think the jarl of Theodstan would be a good choice for the
realm, many might oppose him.” Quill hesitated before he continued. “To be
honest, I think only the jarls of Vale and Isarn stand a real chance. They are
jarls and natural leaders in the North and South, respectively. They have the
wealth and influence to buy or convince the rest of the Adalthing to support
them.”
“Precisely why I think neither of them should become lord protector,”
Godfrey explained. “They might easily abuse such power to the detriment of
the realm, and none will be able to stop them. Or worse, the other jarls might
attempt exactly that and cause the outbreak of civil war.”
“If none of the four jarls are an option, there are only the landgraves and
margraves left in the Adalthing,” Quill pointed out in response. “Unless we

consider a candidate who does not have a voice in the Thing, which seems a
very doubtful proposition.”
“A margrave in the shadow of his jarl seems a doubtful suggestion as
well,” Godfrey argued. “Are any of the landgraves a viable option?”
Quill’s eyes ran over the list. “I cannot say. I do not know them well.
Except for Lord Elis, of course, our current dragonlord. He may be a good
choice to be elevated into the office of lord protector. He is already
experienced with the responsibility and may be supported by many.”
“It was my understanding that Elis was the king’s choice as dragonlord
and not the noblemen’s. Travelling here, I heard many complain about the hefty
taxes he has levied. I have my doubts about what support he actually has,”
Godfrey wondered. “In any case, we do not need a great statesman. We need
stability. Somebody that both North and South can accept, who will keep the
realm at peace until the prince ascends to the throne.”
“I admit, no obvious candidate comes to mind,” Quill said a little anxious.
“It does not seem possible.”
“There is always a way,” Godfrey muttered.
“In any case, we require a jarl’s support,” Quill informed Godfrey. “Only
a jarl may propose a candidate for lord protector.”
“I thought any nobleman, even beorns who have no presence there
otherwise, might raise an issue in the Adalthing,” Godfrey questioned.

“Ordinary issues, yes. But to limit the number of candidates and ensure
they have the support of at least one jarl, there are restrictions on an unusual
election such as this,” Quill specified.
“Well, if the jarls will be needed in any case then the question remains,”
Godfrey said, “which of the four jarls might agree with our purpose?”
“There is only one of the jarls I can imagine who would,” Quill replied.
“While hardly a kind or selfless man, the jarl of Theodstan did seem to care
about the realm when he was dragonlord. He may not stand much chance of
becoming lord protector himself, but he will still have an interest in who is
chosen.”
“Then we will speak with Theodstan,” Godfrey determined.
~~~~
The northern wings of the Citadel held spacious quarters for the leaders of
the Order. The captain of the city guard had his chambers here, and so did the
lord marshal. He was the supreme leader of the Order, beholden to none but
the high king. Just below his authority was a marshal in each of the Seven
Realms of Adalmearc, who was in charge of the Order’s affairs in that realm.
That was also the case in Adalrik itself, where a knight served as the lord
marshal’s deputy and was in charge of matters from day to day in Adalrik,
much like the dragonlord served the king. To distinguish the marshal of Adalrik
from the marshals of the other realms, he was commonly styled as knight

marshal. He had his own quarters and study, naturally, in which Brand had
gained an audience.
“I am sorry, young Adalbrand,” said the knight marshal. “But I do not think
your request can be accommodated.”
“I am trained by Sir Athelstan,” Brand pointed out. “I am more than
capable of such responsibility.”
“Sir Athelstan proved his worth in the highland revolts,” the knight
marshal retorted. “Have you led men? Have you fought in a battle at all?”
“No, my lord,” Brand admitted, “but my mother was from Heohlond. They
will be more amenable to me than towards a knight who has no ties to the
highlands.”
“That may be, but it is the marshal of Heohlond’s decision whom he
places in charge of his troops. I am sure he has many fine knights who are up to
the task. I have no intentions of overruling him and forcing him to rely upon an
unproven squire.”
Brand was silent for a brief moment. “As you say, Sir Roderic,” he
conceded and took his leave.
Dismayed, Brand returned to his chambers. He sat down and dug out the
wooden figurine from his pocket, a king piece from a chess set. Clutching it,
the squire remained immobile for a moment, lost in thought. At length he stood
up and began changing his clothes. For his audience with the knight marshal,

Brand had worn his armour and surcoat from the Order. Now he removed both,
although with some difficulty since he had no sergeant to assist him with the
armour.
He stripped down to his inner shirt and put on the courtier’s clothes that
his borrowed money had purchased, consisting of a doublet made from velvet
and a sleeveless silk tunic above it. It was dark blue, naturally. Thus properly
dressed, Brand moved through the castle until he reached the great dining hall.
The evening meal was already taking place with many scores if not hundreds
of noblemen, from jarls to beorns, and numerous courtiers as well as their
relatives.
At the high seat vacated by his grandfather sat the young prince Sigmund.
Behind him standing watch was Berimund, captain of the king’s thanes. By the
prince’s side sat his widowed mother, a princess of Hæthiod and as dour in her
countenance as her native home was reputed to be. On his other side sat Elis.
Nearby was also placed the jarl of Theodstan and his sister, who was the only
one of the four jarls of the realm to have taken quarters at the Citadel. Lower
down sat margraves and landgraves, dignitaries and envoys from the other
realms of Adalmearc.
Below them were seated beorns; they were people of noble standing yet
without landed titles or much else to their name. It was among these that Brand
took his seat next to his sister. In response to her inquisitive gaze, Brand shook

his head. “No luck.”
“I am sorry, Brother,” Arndis replied. “I thought it made sense.”
“It did,” Brand told her. “Your idea had merit. We will just have to think
of something else.”
“Perhaps we should seek a position at court for you,” Arndis speculated.
“So that you may stay.”
“If such is possible,” Brand said. “Heohlond is not so far away, but if I
can stay in Adalrik that would be preferable.”
Arndis’ gaze slid over the bearlike Berimund, who was known for his
feats of strength. “You could become one of the king’s thanes,” she suggested.
“With your training as a knight, they will be sure to have you, and you will
remain here in Middanhal.”
“I most likely could become a thane,” Brand admitted. “But I think my
ambition extends beyond being a mere guard, however, even a guard to our
young prince and future king. It would barely allow me to repay my debt.”
“I had not thought of that,” Arndis said. “Forget what I spoke.”
“Keep thinking,” Brand told her as his eyes passed over the thanes.
“Something will come up.”
~~~~
In the afternoon, a servant to the jarl of Theodstan heard a knock on the
door. He opened it to find Godfrey and Quill outside. “We should like to speak

with his lordship,” Quill said, and the servant bade them wait before he went
to the jarl’s bedchamber. Inside, he found the gaunt man going through his
correspondence.
“Milord, the King’s Quill and – an unknown personage wish to see you,”
the servant informed the jarl.
“Thank you, Holebert, you may show them into the parlour.”
The servant nodded and quickly left; Theodoric followed, walking into
the parlour. Moments after, two people entered. One was easily recognisable
with his robe and ink-stained fingers as the Quill. The other was harder to
place. Obviously a commoner, clad in ordinary cloth that was travel-stained,
with somewhat long, straight hair, and with little thought gone into his
appearance. He seemed both pale enough to be a northerner yet also tanned
enough to be a southerner.
“To what do I owe this visit?” asked Theodoric.
“Thank you for seeing us, my lord,” said Quill. “We wish to speak with
you concerning the Adalthing.”
“I know the Quill must preside over the Adalthing, but I did not know you
took a personal interest into its affairs. Which, after all, concern only the
nobility,” Theodoric said, glancing at Godfrey.
“These are not ordinary times,” Quill answered. “And the Thing that
assembles in a few days will not be ordinary either.”

“I can imagine Middanhal has been quite the nest of intrigues lately,” the
jarl said with a grim smile. “I am surprised that it would extend even beyond
the esteemed jarls and their followers, though.”
“True, my lord, and normally I would not interfere in the slightest.
However, as things stand, there are some concerns…”
“We do not wish to see either of the jarls of Vale and Isarn chosen as lord
protector,” Godfrey interrupted.
“Now those are plain words at least,” the jarl said. “Let us sit,” he added,
gesturing towards the furniture and taking a seat himself. “And why do you take
such a stance?”
Quill and Godfrey followed his example and took seats as well. “Because
neither holds any affection for the other and might abuse their newfound power
to destroy the other. Their enmity runs deep. Or should one of them grow too
strong,” Godfrey spoke, “nothing protects Theodstan from them either.”
“King Sighelm and his predecessors were always careful to limit the
powers of the jarls,” Quill inserted. “Never let Jarl Vale or Jarl Isarn become
dragonlord or wed into the royal line. Never give them an ambition for the
throne.”
“And you consider this fear reasonable? That my fellow jarls might abuse
the power of the lord protector?”
“You know them better,” Godfrey admitted. “What do you believe?”

“I do not know about Valerian or if his feud with Isenhart trumps his
common sense. The ‘Ironfist’, on the other hand,” Theodoric pondered, using
the ekename given to the jarl of Isarn. “Isenhart always had a strong desire to
have things done his way, and the will to use force to make it so.” There was a
moment before Theodoric spoke again. “Why is this a concern of yours? Who
are you to meddle in the affairs of the realm?”
“One does not have to be a jarl,” Godfrey said calmly, “to care about
what happens to the realm.”
“That is true enough,” Theodoric eventually said. “My next question
would be why you have come to me.”
“Because we need an alternative,” Godfrey declared, “someone who will
not abuse the authority as lord protector. And we need a jarl to not only suggest
this candidate to the Adalthing, but also convince it.”
“And you have a candidate in mind?” asked Theodoric.
“We will require you for that as well,” Godfrey added.
“So in truth you offer me nothing,” Theodoric pointed out. “You are
simply here to ask me to achieve this on my own?”
“Essentially, yes,” Godfrey admitted with his lips curled upwards.
“The favour of a jarl does not come freely,” Theodoric spoke slowly. “To
do this I must pull many strings, make many arrangements, all of which bears a
cost. I will expect favours in return,” the nobleman declared while looking at

Quill.
“I do not see how a humble scribe such as I can be of service to a jarl,”
Quill stated.
“A humble scribe, no,” Theodoric said with faint laughter. “But the King’s
Quill, who presides over the Adalthing, who is the authority on the law of the
realm, who will have the ear of our future king,” the jarl recounted, “he can be
of service to me. In the future, should I approach the King’s Quill, I fully
expect him to remember the favour I showed him and the favours I am owed by
him.”
Swallowing, Quill looked at Godfrey, who gave a slight nod. “Of course,
my lord jarl,” the red-robed man accepted.
A moment of silence passed. Theodoric leaned forward and placed his
chin upon his hand, not looking at his guests but out the window instead. “I
wonder how much Valerian or Isenhart would have paid me if I had helped
them become lord protector,” he said, turning his face towards his guests with
a sardonic smile.
“Does this mean you are convinced, my lord?” Quill asked hesitantly.
“Maybe,” Theodoric replied. “If it is possible to do.”
“Quill informed me that if any could accomplish this, it would be the jarl
of Theodstan,” Godfrey claimed.
“In the old days, I probably could have,” Theodoric said with a shrug.

“When I was dragonlord, when I had influence and access to the royal treasury,
when I was not blamed for the disaster in Heohlond. Now, without wealth,
position, or allies?” Theodoric’s expression turned into a smile. “Now it
would truly be an accomplishment.”
“A testament to your skill, my lord,” Quill added.
“Two things are needed,” Theodoric said after a pause, “if this is to be
done. Firstly, we need the right candidate.”
“With Jarl Vale and Jarl Isarn gone from the list of possibilities,” Quill
said slowly, “Jarl Ingmond remains the only choice. Unless you consider a
landgrave a possibility?” Quill asked in addition.
Theodoric shook his head. “I doubt Ingmond is a possibility. He is not
even in the city that we may discuss it. A landgrave perhaps, though a southern
nobleman will lack support from the northerners and reverse. We need a third
option.”
“Does someone come to mind?” asked Godfrey.
“The lord marshal of the Order,” Theodoric said pondering. “His duty is
to the realm, and he is already trusted with such power.”
“And he is a compromise that would not seem to favour the North or the
South,” Godfrey nodded.
“I will have to convince him,” Theodoric said, “but I believe I can. I
know him from my days as a resident of this castle.”

“And the second thing we need for this to happen?” Godfrey then asked.
“Both Valerian and Isenhart will be spending their last coin in bribery,
and Ingmond is the most valuable purchase of all. With his margraves, if he
supports either jarl as candidate, that jarl is likely to win the election.”
“I thought Jarl Ingmond was not much interested in politics?” asked Quill.
“Nor is he,” Theodoric answered, “but he is not a fool. Considering how
he might be rewarded for lending his voice to Valerian or Isarn, he will
certainly make an appearance.”
“And how does this affect our plans?” asked Godfrey.
“If Ingmond is already bought by either of the jarls, then the outcome of
the Adalthing is more or less determined. But if Ingmond has not yet decided
upon a candidate, if I can perhaps offer something more tempting than what
Valerian and Isenhart offer him…” Theodoric’s voice trailed off. “If I can find
out what Ingmond wants and prevent Valerian and Isenhart from gaining a
majority, then maybe it can be done.”
“You have my confidence, my lord,” Quill said.
“And mine,” Godfrey smiled. “Mostly since we have no other option,” he
added wryly.
“I will have to make enquiries,” Theodoric said, standing up. “And time
is short. Once I have determined whether an outcome that favours your – or
should I say our – scheme is possible, I will let you know.” Godfrey and Quill

stood up as well, bowed to the jarl, and left. Theodoric watched them walk out
the door, his eyes narrowing in contemplation.

Chapter Four – Rats Will Reign
Middanhal
Jarl Isenhart looked with fury upon the group of youths gathered in his
hall. In front of them was his cousin’s son, Athelgar. By the jarl’s side stood
Athelstan, Eumund, an older man with similar features as Athelgar, and lastly a
tall man with strong arms and cold eyes. Unlike the others, he was dressed in
common garbs with leather above his tunic as armour.
“Sixty gold crowns! For what? So that you could make a mockery of your
colours!” Isenhart exclaimed.
“He was a Vale man,” Athelgar tried to protest. “When have we ever
shown them respect?”
“Do not pretend your motives were spurred by anything other than your
own foolishness!” the jarl fumed.
“I am sorry, Cousin,” Athelgar mumbled.
“You will be,” Isenhart promised. “You will leave Middanhal today.
Return to Silfrisarn or take to the woods for all I care, but you will not show
your face again until solstice and the Adalthing has passed.”
“As you wish,” Athelgar said subserviently.
“And so you may remember – Ulfrik, break his nose.”
Athelgar only had time for a look of panic to cross his face before the man

with cold eyes stepped forward and connected his fist with Athelgar’s
expression, which promptly turned from panic to pain before it became
covered in gushing blood. Athelgar gave a loud cry of agony as he shied away
from Ulfrik and tried to protect his nose, which soon covered his hands in
blood.
“Athelbold, have you anything to say to your son?” Isenhart questioned
while Athelgar sent a pleading look towards his father.
Athelbold stepped forward with disdain on his face. “Be gone, you Elven
changeling.”
Athelgar sent his father a last look and practically fled out of the hall. The
jarl turned to the other young noblemen, several of them visibly shaken and
fearful. “Pathetic,” the jarl spit out. “Go home to your fathers, pups. Let them
punish you when you tell them they owe me ten crowns.” The youths followed
Athelgar’s example.
When only the men remained, the jarl Isenhart turned to face them. “Is
Isenwald not here?”
“He is in his chambers, milord,” said one of the servants. “Shall I call for
him?”
“Never mind, we do not need him,” the jarl said and dismissed the
servant. “On to more important matters. Who of the northern landgraves are
with me?”

“I have pledges from Deorcliff, Hrossfeld, and Grenwold. They all stand
with you,” Athelstan said.
“And the others?” Isenhart questioned.
“They are hesitant,” Athelstan admitted. “Perhaps in the hopes of more
silver.”
“You must convince them,” implored the jarl. “We will need all of them
and some of the southerners.”
”Can they be persuaded to lend their voice to a northern jarl?” asked
Athelstan.
“They must,” replied Isenhart. “Same with the athelings. They are of
northern blood. Both Arnling and that pup Hardmar must prefer me over Vale.”
“This will be for nothing if we do not gain Theodstan’s support,” objected
the jarl’s cousin, Athelbold. “Even if all the landgraves speak with us, we will
need at least one more jarl and his margraves.”
“Have you spoken to Theodstan, Brother?” asked the jarl. Athelstan shook
his head. “Have you, Cousin?”
“No,” Athelbold said. “Theodstan is as cunning as he is grim to behold.
He is not a man easily persuaded or convinced to our cause.”
“Speak with him, Athelbold,” the jarl told his cousin. “Surely Theodstan
cannot wish to see a southerner as lord protector.”
“Most likely not,” Athelstan conceded. “Question is what price he will

demand. He was dragonlord once. It must have been intoxicating being the
second-most powerful man in the realm.”
“Theodstan’s aid in becoming lord protector is not worth making him
dragonlord again,” Isenhart snorted. “If I promised him such, others would
renounce me. He is still a disliked man, Theodoric.”
“What of Ingmond?” asked Athelbold. “If we could gain both Theodstan’s
and Ingmond’s support, that would be more valuable than all the landgraves in
the realm. We need not be concerned about offending any landgraves by allying
with Theodstan. If we have two other jarls to our cause that should be enough.”
“Ingmond is even more doubtful than Theodstan,” Isenhart said. “He has
often not even attended the Adalthing in the past. It is impossible to predict
what goes on in his mind.”
Athelstan made a count out loud. “Isarn and Theodstan, provided we
persuade the jarl, is twenty-two noblemen. Add Deorcliff, Hrossfeld, and
Grenwold, we have twenty-five. We need ten more. Either Ingmond and his
eleven margraves, or ten landgraves more.”
“Ten more?” Isenhart complained. “Even all the silver in Isarn would not
buy me the loyalty of that many.”
“Perhaps we can find other means,” Athelstan said calmly. “Silver cannot
be the only thing these men want.”
“Let us not tarry,” Athelbold remarked. “We do not have many days left

until the Adalthing convenes.”
Elsewhere in the manor, Isenwald sat by his desk in his chambers. In his
hands, he held a letter with the seal of the House of Vale. His fingers ran
across it momentarily before he broke the seal and read the contents of the
letter. When done, he leaned back with a smile and read it again. Then he rang
the bell pull. “I need – ink and paper,” he told his servant, who nodded in
acquiescence and disappeared. While waiting, Isenwald read the letter a third
time before his required materials were brought to him. “Wait here – one
moment,” he told the servant, eagerly grabbed the quill, and began to write.
Dear Valerie,
I understand the need to spend time in formulating an answer. I am not
known for my quick responses either. In fact, corresponding by letter may be
a faster way to receive a reply from me than in speech. I recall that you
mentioned your interest in the games at summer solstice. May I be so bold as
to request your presence among my family’s seats? By my side that we may
watch them together. It should bring me great delight to spend the day in
your company.
Yours,
Isenwald
Isenwald read it through quickly and then folded and sealed it with wax.
“To the lady Valerie, and – I should like – it delivered today,” he told the

servant, handing over the letter.
~~~~
One of the northern wings in the Citadel was reserved for the lord marshal
of the Order of Adal. The Order had been established many centuries ago with
the purpose of keeping the peace throughout the realms of Adalmearc as well
as training knights and soldiers to accomplish this. As head of the Order, the
lord marshal commanded thousands of knights and tens of thousands of soldiers
from the western isles of Thusund to the eastern reaches of Hæthiod. He was
chosen at the king’s discretion and usually from the knights who were not
related to the great houses of the realms. His authority was of a military nature
in case of rebellion or invasion, and his only loyalty was towards the high king
and the line of Sigvard.
Being admitted into the lord marshal’s private quarters was not an easy
thing. There were often visitors seeking to gain his favour and have themselves
or their relatives given positions of command in this city or that region. Much
like the wing for the dragonlord, there was here an antechamber where the
hopeful gathered to wait. The jarl of Theodstan was not inclined towards
waiting, however, and Theodoric strode past them all briskly and beat his fist
against the next door. For a moment, nothing happened until a shuffle could be
heard behind the door. A servant appeared. “Yes, milord?” he asked after
inspecting Theodoric’s clothes and colours.

“Tell the lord marshal that the jarl of Theodstan wishes to speak to him.”
“Wait here, milord,” the servant answered and disappeared. A few
moments passed. “His lordship will see you in the atrium,” the servant said as
he returned. Theodoric smiled and stepped inside. Behind him, objections and
outbursts could be heard from the people still waiting; sounds that were
efficiently blocked when the heavy oak door slammed shut again.
In the parlour, Theodoric found the lord marshal waiting for him. He was
neither tall nor short but clean-shaven with short brown hair. He cut a heavy
figure, though it insinuated strength rather than intemperance. “Theodoric,”
said the lord marshal. “It has been some years now since I last found you in
Middanhal.”
The jarl walked forward and they clasped hands in greeting. “It is good to
see you, Reynold,” the jarl replied.
“I see you still have nine fingers,” Reynold said, nodding towards
Theodoric’s left hand missing its little finger.
“Better than eight,” Theodoric said smiling.
“Come, sit,” invited Reynold and extended his hand towards the chairs.
“You are not usually lured to Middanhal,” continued the lord marshal. “But I
suppose this was an assembly you would not miss.”
“Indeed not,” said Theodoric. “In fact, you touch upon the reason for my
presence in your chambers.”

“I suspected you did not merely come for the sake of courtesy,” Reynold
said with a cunning look.
“You know me well. I am here because I wish to make a proposal.”
“Yes? Well, go on,” said the knight.
“Yes, no point in hesitation. I wish to propose you as lord protector to the
Adalthing.”
Reynold’s bushy eyebrows rose in surprise. “Now that I did not suspect.”
“Do not let that deter you from accepting.”
“Come now, Theodoric, you cannot be serious. I am already lord marshal.
I have enough duties as it is.”
Theodoric shrugged. “You will name a dragonlord, of course. The knight
marshal seems appropriate. Or I could be persuaded,” the jarl added slyly,
which made the marshal laugh. “Besides, there is very little you will have to
do as lord protector. In fact, the less you do the better. At least that will keep
the precarious balance between the jarls.”
“You wish to have me elected merely so I may do nothing?” Reynold
questioned.
“Yes. Perhaps that does not sound very glorious, but it is preferable.
Should Vale or Isarn become lord protector, you can rest assured they will do
something, and it may easily be a problem for the realm.”
“You are trying to play on my sense of duty, Theodoric.”

“I am glad you picked up on that. Yes, Reynold, I am. You are the only
possible choice that both sides might agree on, who will not do something
foolish with that much power. You have already proven that as lord marshal.”
“Do you have the support of others to actually convince the Adalthing?”
“More or less,” the jarl said smoothly. “You may leave all that to me.”
“I am not quite convinced,” the lord marshal admitted. “It seems obvious
that both Jarl Vale and Jarl Isarn will seek the office for themselves. If neither
of them supports you, how will you gain enough support?”
“As said, you may leave such headaches to me. I will only require that
you validate any possible deals I strike to secure their aid.”
“Deals I am sure there will be many of,” Reynold muttered.
“If you truly doubt I can accomplish this, where is the harm in agreeing to
it? If I cannot achieve this, nothing changes for you.”
“Except my name becomes laughter because I sought an office I could
never gain,” Reynold objected.
“Not as much as mine. Besides, since when have you cared for the
opinions of jarls, margraves, and landgraves? You, who was born lower than
they and yet now command more men than a king,” Theodoric said with a sly
smile.
Laughter rumbled in the lord marshal’s stomach. “Your words drip with
so much honey, Theodoric, I sometimes wonder how you keep the bees away.

Very well, I will agree to it. If for no other reason than I am curious to see what
you will do.”
“As am I,” Theodoric smiled.
~~~~
At the noon meal, Brand came to the dining hall wearing his velvet clothes
and took a seat by his sister. “Any luck?” she enquired.
“No,” Brand admitted. “I could not even get an audience with the lord
marshal.”
“Oh,” Arndis said disheartened. “I am sorry.”
“Forget it,” Brand said, shaking his head. “How have you spent your
morning?”
“I spoke with the sister of the jarl of Theodstan. Theodwyn is her name.
We spent an hour in the castle garden.”
“Was she interesting company?”
“You might say,” Arndis said with a conflicted tone. “She seems oblivious
in some ways, yet her observations were sharp in other respects. She knew my
dressmaker simply by looking at me.”
“An unusual gift, but a gift nonetheless,” Brand said amused.
“She is a font of knowledge though, from the time when her brother was
dragonlord. Before Lord Elis. She remembered Father, for instance,” Arndis
said. This grabbed Brand’s attention more earnestly, but before he could react,

a servant approached and cleared his throat.
“Excuse me, milord, milady,” he said. “If you could please stand and
follow me.”
Arndis immediately stood up, whereas Brand turned his head and
frowned. “Is something amiss?”
“The prince is curious to make your acquaintance.”
Brand hurried to follow his sister’s example, and the servant led them up
the hall to the high table. Room had been cleared so that they might sit next to
the future king’s mother, who herself sat next to the young prince Sigmund.
Brand and Arndis both bowed deeply before they took their seats, and food
and drink was brought for them.
“I noticed you entering the other day,” said Prince Sigmund.
“Then you have a keen eye, my prince,” Brand answered.
“I saw your blue tunic,” the prince continued. “And grandfather told me
that only royals wear that colour.”
“Your grandfather the king was correct,” Brand said. “My sister, Arndis,
and I have your ancestor Arn as our ancestor as well.”
“I never knew,” said the prince. “Grandfather never told me of other
family members. Well, there are all of Mother’s relatives, of course, but I do
not like Hæthiod. It is not a nice place.”
“Manners, Sigmund,” scolded his mother. “Your grandfather never told

you of these people because there was no need to know,” she added with a
superior glance at the siblings of House Arnling.
“What is this?” asked a voice cheerfully. “Baldric sees two eagle chicks
at the table. How quick they have learned to fly, and how far they have
soared!” From behind came a short man dressed in bright, intermingling
colours.
“Baldric!” exclaimed the prince. “Where have you been? I was dreadfully
bored all morning with my tutors.”
“Alas!” cried out the hunchbacked jester and dramatically placed his hand
against his brow as if he were about to faint. “Had Baldric only known such
vicious creatures as tutors and teachers prowled the Citadel, Baldric would at
once have come to aid!” As he said these words, he grabbed a wooden bowl
and a roasting spit, holding them as sword and shield, and began to duel an
invisible creature. Obviously, it was a creature of terrible strength, for it soon
appeared that Baldric was losing, much to the young prince’s delight, who
clapped his hands.
“Baldric, must you interrupt us with your follies while we eat?” asked
Sigmund’s mother, clearly less approving than her son.
“But of course, oh most purpled lady! If Baldric only interrupts when it is
desired, it would not truly be an interruption, would it?”
“You are so much fun!” said the prince. “Make a title for him!” he

continued, pointing at Elis, the dragonlord.
“Baldric would never dare,” the jester said most earnest. “He always
stays away from dragons, for it is common knowledge among them that court
jesters taste excellent when roasted.”
“A wise decision,” said Elis.
“All dragons are dangerous, even those who have become too heavy for
flight,” the jester added while raising his spit in the air. A few dared to smile
at this jab at Elis’ weight, though they did not let the dragonlord see their
amusement.
“What of Berimund? Say something about him!” the prince demanded,
turning his head to look at his kingthane who stood behind the table.
“What, oh most powerful yet not very tall lord,” the hunchback said
indignantly. “First a dragon and then a bear?” The jester burst out in loud
wails. “Must Baldric next go into every marsh, every bog and let the Elvenfolk
eat him, hair and hunch?” He accompanied his sobbing by tearing at his own
hair in a dramatic fashion that called for laughter rather than sympathy.
“You are very silly, Baldric,” said the prince. “My tutors say the Elves all
died a thousand years ago.”
“Say that to Baldric when their fangs sink into his tender, tender flesh,”
Baldric retorted. “Besides, there is no need for Baldric to make fun of
Berimund, most mighty of warriors, renowned hero of the realm, slayer of

many men, and eater of smelly cheese. Baldric has already done his duty many
times over. For every night, after Berimund sleeps, Baldric has entered his
room, placed rotten fish in his bed, and removed it again in the morning before
Berimund awakes. It is now common knowledge among the servants that
Berimund’s feet smell much better.”
“I knew something was going on!” came a deep roar from behind the table
as Berimund lunged forward to grab the jester, but the small hunched man was
quicker and dove under the prince’s chair.
“Calm yourself,” the prince’s mother admonished the captain of the
thanes.
“I am sorry, Lady Isabel,” Berimund muttered. Sensing that the danger had
passed, Baldric dared to leave his hiding place and propped his head up next
to the prince.
“Say something funny about him,” Prince Sigmund said and pointed at
Brand.
“Now an eagle? Baldric is hesitant, for their beaks are sharp and they fly
up high. Baldric knew an eagle once who flew too close to the sun. But he has
rarely seen a bird with such blue plume. He wonders what other bird lent its
feathers that this eagle may fly with such bold colours.”
Brand did not reply, but only smiled and drank from his ale. “You are not
going to say something in return?” asked the prince of Brand.

“My prince, in my experience one should never attempt to match wits with
fools. If you win, you prove only that you are wiser than a fool, which should
be self-evident. If you lose, you have made yourself seem to be the greater
fool.”
“That makes sense,” the prince said, frowning as he digested this. “When
Berimund played chess against Baldric and lost, he certainly did look foolish.
Berimund cannot even win against me.”
“A shame I am not among your thanes,” Brand ventured to say. “I would
wager that I might prove a better opponent than your captain.”
“Perhaps we can play one day,” said the prince.
“It would be my honour,” Brand said, inclining his head. Then the prince’s
attention was caught by another foolery from Baldric.
“Well done, Brother,” said Arndis. “This is certainly a start.”
“I may have an idea,” Brand said quietly. “But I need you to ask a few
questions of your new friends.”
~~~~
When it was past noon the same day, Athelstan entered the courtside of the
Citadel and passed through its corridors until he knocked on a door. “Yes,
milord?” asked the servant in response to his knocking.
“Sir Athelstan of Isarn. I have an arrangement to meet the lord Marcaster,”
Athelstan said.

“You are expected, milord,” the servant replied and showed the knight
into the parlour typical of such quarters. Inside sat the landgrave of Marcaster
along with his wife, sons, and daughter.
“Sir Athelstan, an honour,” said Marcaster as his whole family rose to
greet the visitor.
“The honour is mine, Lord Marcaster,” replied Athelstan, bowing before
the nobleman and afterwards his wife. “I should wish to speak privately with
you, if possible.”
Marcaster glanced at his wife, who understood. “Come, children,” she
said, leading them outside along with most of the servants; the one who had
answered the door retreated into an inner chamber.
“I am here on behalf of my brother,” Athelstan began.
“I could surmise as much,” Marcaster said. “Wine?” he offered while
grabbing his own cup.
“My brother is interested in your support at the Adalthing,” Athelstan
said, declining the offer of wine.
“That,” Marcaster said, “I could surmise as well.”
“The jarl Isarn wonders what Lord Marcaster might require in return for
his support.”
“That is the question,” Marcaster smiled. “In a situation such as this,
southern landgraves rarely lend their voices to northern jarls.”

“But not unprecedented. And the mines of Isarn are rich with silver.”
Marcaster stood silent for a moment. “Fifty crowns.”
“That is a steep price for merely one voice,” Athelstan argued.
“If the jarl Isarn wishes to gain favour south of Middanhal,” Marcaster
replied, “he must be prepared to pay the price.”
“Is there nothing else the landgrave of Marcaster might desire? Plans for
which the aid of a jarl or indeed lord protector would be useful.”
“My lands are bountiful, I have two sons and a daughter for good measure,
what more could I need? But gold, one can always use gold.”
“My brother has sons as well who are both unwed,” Athelstan suggested
cautiously. “A union favourable for Marcaster might be arranged.”
“A kind thought,” Marcaster smiled again. “But I am fond of my daughter.
Isarn and Marcaster are at opposite ends of the realm, I would hardly ever see
her.”
Athelstan stood unmoving, thoughts in his head turning. “Fifty crowns?” he
said at last.
“Exactly that,” Marcaster confirmed.
“I will convey your response to my brother,” Athelstan said and left.
Marcaster stood, watching the door close behind the knight. “Marry my
daughter to a northerner,” he said scornfully once the door was closed.
“Bloody muttonheads,” he mumbled as he moved to open a door to one of the

chambers. Behind it stood Arion, chamberlain of Vale. “You heard what Isarn
offers,” Marcaster told Arion, who stepped into the parlour.
“You seem very disdainful of the northerners,” Arion said. “Surely you
would not demand the same price of Jarl Vale?”
“Gold is gold,” Marcaster said casually. “But maybe I will settle for forty
crowns,” he continued, “if my youngest son becomes ward of the jarl.”
“That sounds reasonable,” Arion smiled and inclined his head. “I am
certain my master can agree to this,” the chamberlain said and left as well.
When he was alone in the parlour, the landgrave of Marcaster called his
servant in the adjacent chamber to attention. “Yes, milord?” asked the servant.
“Bring a message to Lord Elis, and none others are to hear it,” Marcaster
specified. “Tell him he was right. Isarn attempted to gain my support, but he is
outbid by Vale. I will be supporting Vale in the Adalthing until Lord Elis tells
me otherwise.”
“As you say, milord,” the servant replied with a bow.
~~~~
It was early afternoon when Theodoric, followed by a small handful of his
thanes, walked down the Arnsweg from the Citadel. Passing the Temple
square, they entered one of the districts dominated by merchants. The jarl
stopped outside a house, and one of his thanes knocked on the door. A servant
appeared, and upon recognising the deep red colour of their cloaks, he allowed

the company inside without hesitation. “Tell the alderman that the jarl of
Theodstan wishes to see him,” Theodoric told the servant, who bowed and
complied. Within moments, Theodoric was shown further inside the house. He
left his thanes in the hallway and entered the alderman’s study.
Inside, Theodoric found a man richly dressed in furs, despite the summer
heat, and with a golden chain across his bulging stomach. It was the sign of his
title as alderman of the guilds in Middanhal. His responsibilities were many
and his influence great; trade was his domain and coin his servant. “Milord,
what an unexpected pleasure,” said the alderman, though his expression did not
show any signs of delight.
“Alderman Edwin, it has been too long,” Theodoric replied, wearing a
sardonic smile. “Not since I was dragonlord, I think.”
“And a happy time that was,” Edwin added. “You were most agreeable to
the guilds. Not that I cast any aspersions on Lord Elis,” he said quickly.
“Of course not.” Theodoric’s smile grew wider. “Though I do hear the
merchants groan under his taxes.”
“Ours is not an easy life,” Edwin said sadly.
“Indeed not. But allow me to touch upon why I am here. Something has
been on my mind, Edwin, with which you may help me,” Theodoric said
casually.
“Anything to serve a jarl of the realm,” Edwin answered in a servile

manner.
“I have been wondering how to make friends with another jarl. Ingmond to
be precise. How to persuade him to see things my way at the Adalthing.”
“I recall you were most apt at persuasion upon a time, milord,” Edwin
said, licking his lips.
“I had certain tools at my disposal then, which I do not now,” Theodoric
said, gesturing with open hands.
“The winds of fate can be fickle,” Edwin lamented.
“But I have noticed one thing. An increase in the traffic of stone and
marble from Heohlond, passing right through Theodstan on its way to
Middanhal. Can you guess its destination?”
“I would not know, milord,” Edwin swallowed.
“Ingmond,” Theodoric smiled. “Which makes sense. The jarl’s father
spent his entire life trying to finish that temple. Last year, from what I heard,
they had little more than the foundation made.”
“Is that so,” Edwin said, his eyes glancing elsewhere.
“But now, stone and marble to build. Which of course requires masons
and artisans in large numbers to hew and cut and carve.”
“You are a fountain of knowledge, milord,” Edwin said, his fingers
fidgeting with his golden chain.
“All of which requires coin. In large quantity. Coin paid to the masons’

guild and the artisans’ guild. Must I continue?”
“I am not certain what his lordship means,” Edwin replied, drinking from
a small cup.
“Who is paying?”
The drink in Edwin’s hand sloshed around. “What?” coughed the
alderman.
“Who is paying?” Theodoric repeated, stressing each word.
“Those are guild matters,” Edwin protested half-heartedly.
“Now, Edwin, this is merely between you and me. I will make it easy,”
Theodoric spoke patiently as to a little child. “Does Ingmond pay the guilds
with gold or with silver?”
“Both, I presume,” Edwin said confused.
Theodoric sighed. “But does it come from the coffers of Vale or the mines
of Isarn? And how much?”
“Oh,” Edwin exclaimed. “Neither.”
“What?” Theodoric could not hide his surprise.
“The guilds have been paid by the royal treasury,” Edwin explained,
which made Theodoric lean back.
“How very interesting,” the jarl of Theodstan finally remarked.
“If that is so, milord,” Edwin said, a cunning smile finding an awkward
home on his portly face, “maybe there is something else you will find

interesting.”
“You have my undivided attention,” Theodoric said, leaning forward
again.
“It is not the only affair between the Crown and the guilds,” Edwin spoke
quietly. “Should the guilds be able to rely upon you in the upcoming
Adalthing…”
“I am ever a friend to the guilds,” Theodoric smiled.
“Then perhaps there is a service I may perform for you, milord,” Edwin
told the jarl while his hand caressed the golden chain across his stomach.
~~~~
A knock was heard on the door to the chambers of the dragonlord. As the
servant opened it, he found a young nobleman in blue velvet. “Yes, milord?”
asked the servant.
“I am Adalbrand, lord of House Arnling. I wish to speak with his
lordship,” Brand said.
“One moment, milord,” the servant answered. He disappeared deeper into
the wing and returned soon after. “His lordship will see you in his study,” the
servant told Brand, guiding him to the room.
“House Arnling,” Elis said contemplatively as Brand took the seat offered
to him. “I saw you at the meal. You are Arngrim’s son, I take it.”
“I am, my lord,” Brand said. “I thank you for allowing me an audience.”

“I am curious,” Elis replied, “what Arngrim’s son wishes to see me for.
Are you in the Order as he was?”
“Yes, milord. I will be knighted in about a month, depending on when Sir
Athelstan deems me ready.”
“You are his squire?” Elis asked with raised eyebrows. “That explains
why I have never seen you before.”
“Indeed, my lord. Recently returned, I am now looking to make myself
useful at court.”
“More useful than as a simple knight of the Order, I take it,” Elis said with
a smile.
“It has come to my notice that Lord Berimund may not be the most
appropriate choice as captain of the kingthanes,” Brand ventured to say.
“It has come to your notice, has it?” Elis said, his smile turning slightly
scornful. “He is among the best warriors in the land, a former champion of the
grand fight.”
“I cast no doubt upon his prowess as a warrior,” Brand hastened to say,
“only his capabilities in other regards.”
“Very well, I am intrigued. Go on,” Elis said with a gesture.
“Being responsible for our young prince’s safety, Lord Berimund spends
most of his time with him. Yet Lord Berimund does not necessarily strike me as
a man much suited to guide such an impressionable young mind as our prince.”

Elis’s expression turned contemplative as he leaned over his desk.
“Continue.”
“Once the prince is old enough to take the throne in ten years, he will be
heavily influenced by Lord Berimund’s opinions and behaviour. Perhaps, for
the sake of the realm and the prince himself, a more amenable captain for the
thanes should be found.” Elis did not reply, but his eyes scrutinised Brand.
“The first thing that the prince must do upon taking power is choose a
dragonlord to serve as his right hand. I can only imagine he will seek the
advice and be steered by the one person who has cared for him, protected and
befriended him,” Brand told the dragonlord. Still Elis did not reply, but he
leaned back and narrowed his eyes in contemplation. “If the captain of the
kingthanes is your friend, and our future king consults him for advice on whom
to choose as the dragonlord…” Brand allowed his last sentence to hang in the
air.
“And I will not have to think hard to find someone more suitable than
Lord Berimund, I take it,” Elis said.
“No, my lord,” Brand replied. “I am trained and suited for the task of
commanding the thanes. It is only proper that the prince is protected by
somebody of his own blood, his own kinsman.”
Elis placed his chin against his hand in rumination for a moment.
“Removing Lord Berimund would be an unpopular move and not in my best

interest only two days before the Adalthing. But,” he continued, “afterwards it
would be a different matter. If I remember correctly, as an atheling of Sigvard
and lord of your house, you have a voice in the Thing?”
“I do, my lord,” Brand answered.
“I think we may have an accord,” Elis smiled. “When the Thing is
concluded, we will both find ourselves in our desired positions.” Brand took
his leave and Elis’ servant led him out. When the servant returned, he found
Elis making marks on a long list of names and numbers. The names all
belonged to people who had a vote in the Adalthing. “I will need you to
deliver a few messages, Eolf,” said Elis as he began to write.
Outside, Brand walked with quick steps through the Citadel until he
reached his own quarters. “Arndis,” he called out as he stepped through the
door. She emerged from her bedchamber.
“What is it?”
“Smile, my sister. You were correct that there is discord between Lord
Elis and Lord Berimund.”
“Have you spoken with Lord Elis already?”
“I have,” Brand said. “We reached an agreement. I will take position as
captain of the thanes.”
Arndis struck her hands together in joy and then embraced her brother.
“Wondrous news!”

“It is,” Brand said laughing before disentangling himself. “This should be
the end of our sorrows.”
“When will you be given command?”
“Soon,” Brand replied. “The Adalthing must convene first. I do not know
Lord Elis’ intentions except that he does not intend to relinquish his position. I
will aid him as I can, and in return he will secure this for me.”
“Well done, Brand,” Arndis said beaming with joy. “You have done what
you promised to do.”
“Our fortunes are reversed,” Brand said smilingly. “I will rest easy
tonight.”
~~~~
“Pardon me, milord, but there is a messenger here for you,” a servant told
Jarl Isarn. Isenhart was seated around a table along with his brother, his
youngest son, his cousin Athelbold, and other important members of the family.
The discussion taking place was centred on the Adalthing.
“Well, bring me the message,” the jarl said irritably.
“Forgive me, but he was told to deliver it into your hands only and would
not concede this point,” the servant said nervously.
“Fine, bring him in and tell him to be quick about it,” the jarl ordered.
Soon after, the messenger appeared with a letter in hand.
“Directly from Lord Elis’ hand to yours, milord,” said Eolf, servant to the

dragonlord. “My master expects me to return with a reply,” Eolf continued and
walked to stand outside the hall.
All eyes were on the jarl as he broke the seal and unfolded the letter.
Various expressions danced across his face, which none could interpret. “What
does he write, Brother?” asked Athelstan, who was least afraid to disturb the
jarl’s thoughts.
“Perhaps the answer to our prayers,” answered Isenhart. “He wishes to
propose an alliance. Throw his support behind me as lord protector in return
for being named dragonlord and retaining his position.”
“Does he write how many noblemen he brings with him?” asked Eumund.
“No, but he must have a few at least. Perhaps this is what is needed to
sway the Thing in our favour,” said Athelbold, the jarl’s cousin.
“For a hefty price,” objected Athelstan. “We should not lightly promise
the title of dragonlord to any man, especially to one not of our house.”
“He writes more,” muttered the jarl. “As a gesture of his support, he will
have the Crown forfeit the sixty gold marks we owe in geld.”
“You could still have your vassals pay the geld,” Athelbold was quick to
suggest. “They need not know it was forfeited. Not only do you save your own
gold crowns, you gain fifty more. Fifty that can be used to buy the southern
landgraves.”
“And,” the jarl continued as he read along, “he is prepared to give us the

document promising us ownership of the Mint. Since it already has the
alderman’s signature, we can sign it ourselves once we are lord protector and
make it valid. We can even spite Vale and cancel the wedding.”
“Getting the alderman to sign that document must have taken skill,”
Eumund remarked. “Had the king been alive, he would never have allowed it.
We must admit Lord Elis brings many gifts. Especially if we are spared the
humiliation of marrying one of ours to one of Vale.”
“I am still unsure,” Athelstan said conflicted. “I find it odd that he would
expend such effort on an engagement between us and the House of Vale only to
now suggest we cancel it.”
“It was obviously a ploy, Brother,” the jarl said gruffly. “He has
demonstrated his ability to serve us, and a further chance to spite Vale is never
to be turned down. Call the messenger back.” The last part was added to the
servant, who complied. “Do you require an answer in writing?” asked the jarl
of Elis’ servant.
Eolf shook his head. “My master said a mere yes or no would suffice.”
“Tell your master the answer is ‘yes’,” Isenhart said.
“Very well, milord,” Eolf said, bowing deeply before he disappeared.
“We have it,” the jarl said with a grin as he looked at his kinsmen. “We
have it.”
~~~~

The jarl of Vale was in his study going through ledgers and matching
numbers when his chamberlain entered. “Pardon me, milord, but there is a
messenger here. He claims he has a message he will only place directly in your
hands,” said Arion.
“How peculiar. Send him in, I could use a small pause, I suppose,”
Valerian answered and poured something for himself to drink. Momentarily
after, Eolf appeared and extended a letter in his hand.
As the jarl accepted it, Eolf gave him the accompanying spoken message.
“From Lord Elis’ hand into yours, milord,” Eolf said. “He is expecting an
immediate reply,” he continued, bowed low, and left the study. As Valerian
opened the letter and began to read it, his brother Konstans entered.
“I was told you received a letter,” Konstans said.
“It is from the seneschal,” Valerian told him. “He wants to support us in
exchange for keeping his position,” the jarl continued and gave the letter for
Konstans to read. Moments after, they were joined by a young man also
dressed in the colours of the House of Vale.
“You bade me come, Father?” he said to Konstans.
“Yes, Konstantine, I thought you should be present,” Konstans said. “If
you are to be jarl one day, you should participate in discussions such as this.”
“Indeed, there is much you must learn, Nephew,” Jarl Valerian said to
him, “since I am given only a daughter. What do you make of this letter?”

Konstans gave his son the letter from Elis. The young nobleman read it,
but it left him with a confused expression. “It seems unclear to me. He wishes
to be seneschal while you are lord protector, Uncle? But these documents he
promises, I thought we would already gain the Mint. When Valerie marries the
Isarn boy.”
“That was a ruse,” Konstans interrupted. “I had my doubts and now I am
certain. Lord Elis never cared for the wedding. It was simply an excuse to
show us his capabilities. That he is able to pressure the alderman into giving
up the Mint proves his political skill.”
“But since the alderman has signed them, do we need Lord Elis? Or if we
go through with the wedding, will he not be bound to sign them?” asked the
young man.
Konstans shook his head. “The wedding will never take place either way.
And if we decline, Lord Elis will destroy the documents. This is why he has
kept them, why he has not signed them. They are a display of his skill, his
ability to shape the political winds. A promise of what we will gain by allying
with him.”
“So what do we answer?” asked Valerian.
“We answer ‘yes’,” replied Konstans.
“Are you certain we wish to trust him?” asked the jarl.
“No. But let him believe we agree to his plans. If he thinks our interests

are aligned, he will not work against us. Even if we should decide our interests
are not aligned,” explained his brother.
“Call the messenger back,” the jarl told Arion, who had been silent during
the exchange. The chamberlain did as ordered and returned with Eolf.
“Does Lord Elis require a written answer?”
“He said that ‘yes’ or ‘no’ would suffice, milord.”
“Tell him ‘yes’,” Valerian bade the servant.
“As you say, milord,” Eolf said, bowed, and left, returning to bring Elis
the answers to his messages.
~~~~
When Eolf was back at the Citadel, he found that a few people hopeful for
an audience with the dragonlord were waiting in the wing. Among them was a
portly figure with a golden chain as the symbol of his authority, revealing his
status as alderman of the guilds. The responsibilities as leader of guilds were
twofold. He was to ensure that the guilds and merchants could ply their trades
and that gold and silver flowed into the king’s treasury. It varied how great an
interest the kings of Adalrik took in the details of trade and commerce,
however, and often such tasks were delegated to the dragonlord. In the end,
most kings were more interested in how gold might be spent than earned. Thus,
the alderman was familiar with the paths of the Citadel, and unlike others who
were kept in uncertainty about an audience, the alderman was rarely kept

waiting. Eolf went straight through the corridors and into his master’s study.
“Yes?” asked Elis, looking up as his servant entered.
“Both jarls agree to your proposal, milord,” Eolf said.
“Excellent,” the dragonlord smiled.
“Furthermore, Alderman Edwin is here to see you.”
“Send him in,” Elis said with a wave.
A moment later, the alderman made his entrance. “Milord,” Edwin said as
he bowed deeply.
“What is it? I am occupied,” Elis replied, glancing down at the stacks of
paper on his desk.
“Of course, milord, and I beg your pardon most humbly,” Edwin said,
wiping a few pearls of sweat from his brow. “I have just come from a meeting
with several prominent merchants of Middanhal.”
“This is something I need to know about?”
“I believe so, milord. They are concerned about the new tax on certain
luxury goods,” Edwin explained. “Such are already expensive when our
merchants buy them in Alcázar. Then there is the toll in Herbergja to pay, and
further transport upriver, toll when they disembark in Adalrik, and –“
“Then they raise their prices,” Elis replied dismissively. “If people can
afford luxury, they can afford to pay more.”
“Of course, milord, you are wise to see this,” Edwin conceded, wiping

his brow again. “But they are also concerned about the tax on salt.”
“It is more than reasonable,” Elis brushed him off. “They pay a toll to
bring the salt through Middanhal when they wish to sell it up north. They
should also pay a tax when they sell it here in the city.”
“See that is the core of the matter,” Edwin said hesitantly, his fingers
entwining themselves in the links of his golden chain. “Before it was an
advantage for them to sell the salt in Middanhal and avoid the toll. With the
new tax, they have more reason to continue further north, where it is scarcer
and prices are higher.”
“Middanhal is the largest city in the realms,” Elis said dismissively.
“With all the salt they mine in Hæthiod, some will always come here to sell
it.”
“Certainly, milord, I cannot question that,” Edwin admitted. “I merely,
humbly, suggest –”
“Enough,” exclaimed Elis. “Defeating the highlanders was not cheap, and
now Vidrevi is trying to shirk its responsibilities. The kingdom needs coin, and
I will not discuss this further.”
“Of course, milord,” Edwin said with a deep bow; yet although he had
effectively been dismissed, he remained in the chamber. “There is one other,
small matter, if you will permit it,” Edwin said anxiously, his hand grabbing
tightly around the chain on his stomach.

“What is it,” sighed Elis.
“The documents you had me sign. For Jarl Isarn and Jarl Vale.”
“What of them?” Elis said brusquely.
“Should someone learn that I signed not only one, but two documents
surrendering control of the Mint…” Edwin swallowed, not finishing the
sentence.
“Well, are you fool enough to tell anyone?”
“Of course not, milord!” Edwin hastened to say. “But suppose one jarl
speaks to the other, and they realise they have both been given the same
promise?”
“That will not happen,” Elis promised him. “They hate each other, and
they both believe the other person is being deceived. They understand why it
must be kept secret even if they misunderstand the reason.”
“Very well, milord,” Edwin said hesitantly. “It is merely that any
interference in the Mint’s work or attempts to change the balance between
silver and gold,” the alderman spoke haltingly, “would severely disrupt trade
throughout the realm, indeed all the realms.”
“There will be no interference nor disruptions,” Elis said definitively.
“Will the word of the dragonlord suffice for you?” he asked, keeping his eyes
locked on Edwin.
“Of course, milord. I will take my leave with your assurances, milord,”

Edwin said with a bow.
Leaving through the corridors, the alderman turned and walked through
another hallway, which ran parallel with the dragonlord’s quarters. Finally, he
opened the door to a small room, which was used as a linen closet. Inside
stood a slender figure wearing a hood. When Edwin opened the door, he found
that the hooded person had been keeping an eye glued to a small spy hole in the
wall. “Master Holwine,” Edwin whispered.
A little startled by the alderman, Holwine recovered quickly. “Oh, it is
you.”
“Are you satisfied?” asked Edwin, wiping his brow with his now rather
wet sleeve.
“The jarl will be very pleased to hear this,” said the servant. “This is
rather interesting,” Holwine continued, pointing towards the spy hole that let
anybody observe the dragonlord in his private chamber. “Did you spy on my
master when he was dragonlord?”
“Never!” Edwin said quickly while Holwine stepped out of the closet and
closed the door.
“Yet you knew about it,” Holwine said with a sly smile.
“It was the old king, never me! When his favour towards the jarl began to
lessen,” Edwin said, nervously skirting around the subject of Theodoric’s fall
from grace at court. “The king had it made this way by members of the guild of

masons,” Edwin explained, licking his lips.
“And the masons told you,” Holwine completed.
“We protect each other and those who help us,” said Edwin. “Speaking of
help…?”
“My master will help you as stated,” Holwine promised. The servant left
on light footsteps, gone within moments; the alderman glanced from side to
side before walking away with heavier footfall.
~~~~
Some hours after the alderman’s meeting with the dragonlord, Holwine
returned to the jarl of Theodstan’s private quarters, where Theodoric sat alone.
“Yes?” he said questioningly.
“Took a long time, but I finally had a chance to get in and rummage about a
bit. That Lord Elis has quite some wheels turning, webs spinning.”
“Yes, yes, I am sure it was an effort and you deserve praise. Now tell me
if it is true,” Theodoric said impatiently.
“It is,” Holwine said briefly before elaborating. “He kept them in his
strongbox, which I might add was very difficult to pry open and lock again,
hiding my little foray into his private papers.”
“But you saw them with your own eyes?”
“I did,” Holwine confirmed. “Documents for Vale and for Isarn,
promising each of them control of the Mint.”

“A dangerous game he plays,” Theodoric contemplated. “But so very
clever. Both the jarls would sell their mothers for a chance to ruin their rival’s
wealth. Add to this that Elis controls Ingmond and can decide the outcome of
the Adalthing,” the jarl considered. “He has Valerian and Isenhart in his hand.”
“Ill news for your design to have Sir Reynold chosen,” Holwine claimed.
“On the contrary,” Theodoric smiled. “This indicates that Elis has not
decided whom to support. Why should he, he has ample time to weigh their
offers. And in his hesitation lies my opportunity.”
“I could go back,” Holwine offered, “take the documents with me. You
will have proof to show the other jarls that Elis is untrustworthy.”
Theodoric shook his head. “That might frighten Elis and prompt him to
take some action I cannot foresee. I need him to be cautious and give me time
to enact my own plans.”
“So you have conceived a plan, milord?” Holwine said with gleaming
eyes.
“I think I have,” Theodoric said with a self-satisfied smile.
Leaving his quarters, Theodoric passed through the corridors of the
Citadel until he approached the royal quarters. The kingthanes glanced at him
as he passed near but did not hinder or question the passage of a jarl. Reaching
the library tower, Theodoric entered without knocking. From the adjacent hall
came voices, and then Quill emerged. “My lord jarl,” the scribe said, inclining

his head. “If I had known you desired to meet, we could have come to you.”
Behind Quill, Godfrey appeared.
“No, I enjoy this tower,” Theodoric said, glancing around. “Remote, none
to overhear our conversation.”
“Have you made your enquiries?” Godfrey asked.
“I have,” Theodoric smiled. “I may have devised a way.”
“There is always a way,” Godfrey smiled.
“May I suggest we speak in here,” Quill said, gesturing towards the
scriptorium, where he and Godfrey had just been. Once inside, he spoke again.
“We are eager to listen, my lord.”
“Good, because there have been some interesting developments,”
Theodoric said as his eyes fell upon a chessboard. He grabbed the black king
and the white king. “I assumed the Adalthing would be split between Valerian
and Isenhart,” he said, gesturing with a king as he spoke each name. Then he
placed the kings back on the chessboard, where they were surrounded by their
pawns and pieces.
“But,” Theodoric continued and grabbed a seal that Quill used for his
letters, “there is a third faction. Ingmond is not bought by either of the jarls. In
fact, he is allied with Elis, our dragonlord,” Theodoric explained, placing the
seal between the white and black pieces as a symbol of the unaligned Elis.
Neither Quill nor Godfrey spoke but simply listened and watched.

“Elis has been courting both Valerian and Isenhart. The one he decides to
support is near certain to have the majority. However,” Theodoric added,
“there is a chance of gaining the majority without Elis and Ingmond. If Valerian
and I join together with some of the landgraves on our side as well, we may
sway the Adalthing in favour of Sir Reynold.”
“And do you believe Vale can be persuaded to lend his voice to Sir
Reynold?” asked Godfrey.
“Not at first,” Theodoric said. “I suspect he is making deals with Elis and
hopes to secure the election for himself. Here is the tipping point. There will
be three countings of voices in the Adalthing for an election like this, is that not
so?” the jarl asked of Quill, who was keeper of the law.
“Yes,” Quill nodded. “As when the Adalthing acknowledges a new heir to
the realm. Up to three countings of the day, should the matter not be resolved
by the first or second.”
“Good,” Theodoric said. “My assumption is that Elis will not act at the
first counting, perhaps not even by the second. Too much is uncertain,” the jarl
explained. “None will know exactly how many lend their voices to Valerian
and how many to Isenhart. The first counting allows those undecided, like Elis,
to scout the support of each jarl and consider who is most likely to secure a
majority.”
“And once Lord Elis knows the relative support of each jarl, he can

decide whom to favour, who will have a majority with his and Jarl Ingmond’s
support,” Quill continued.
“Precisely,” the jarl of Theodstan confirmed. “However, Elis is playing a
dangerous game. He is making promises to both jarls that he cannot keep,”
Theodoric continued, touching both kings of the chessboard with his fingertips.
“You predict that Vale will abandon his hope in Elis and join with you
instead,” Godfrey guessed.
“Exactly,” Theodoric nodded. “Isenhart is different. He will gladly take
what risks he must as long as he thinks he can attain his goal. Valerian is far
more cautious. He only makes deals where he is certain to profit.”
“And you believe that he will consider you the safer deal?” Godfrey
asked.
“I do. I have an offer in mind for Valerian if he aids me in making Reynold
lord protector. When Valerian sees after the first counting that Elis is
undeclared, once I tell him that Elis along with Ingmond might support
Isenhart…” For a moment, Theodoric’s voice trailed off. “Rather than risk
ending up with nothing, I believe Valerian will switch allegiance to my cause.
Thus I will secure the election without Elis, without Ingmond, and we will
have our lord protector.”
“A complicated plan,” Quill said.
“Political affairs are complicated,” Theodoric responded with a shrug. “I

see no other way.”
“Then this is how it must be,” Godfrey consented.
“I have preparations to make,” Theodoric said, moving away and getting
ready to leave. “Gods willing, Reynold will be lord protector in a few days.”
“I am sure they are,” Godfrey smiled as if he had made a jest.
~~~~
Outside Middanhal, scattered camps of tents and primitive shelters had
sprung up, both to the north and to the south. There were too many travellers
for the city to comfortably hold, and most elected to live outside until the
actual day of the feast. This would also let them save the toll on entry since no
gate tolls were collected on that day. Thus to many of the pilgrims, who had
already spent days on the road and slept in the wild, one more night outside
meant nothing. Those who already had arrangements, wished to try their luck,
or were simply tired of sleeping on the ground, contributed to the steady stream
of travellers entering the city. The gates were closed at nightfall, but so close
to the solstice, nightfall happened late.
It was near the tolling of the last evening bell when another wanderer
walked through the southern gate. This happened slowly, for movement
congested at the gate from the collection of toll. In one hand, he had a travel
bag; in the other, he had a curved staff for a bow that marked him as an archer
and served to help him keep his balance against the current of the crowd. As he

walked into the shadow of the gatehouse, he glanced up and saw the great arch
of stone above him. Then he had to look ahead as a guard spoke to him.
“One silver mark to enter the city,” the guard said tonelessly. A clerk sat
by a desk and made markings whenever silver was deposited in the chest by
his side, keeping the toll collectors honest.
The archer dug out a silver piece and gave it to the guard. “Any place
where I might find a room?” he asked the nearest guard, who snorted in reply.
“The day before solstice? Don’t waste my time,” the guard responded,
pulling the archer forward by gripping his arm. “Keep moving,” he added and
gave the man a push in the back.
Planting his staff in the ground for support, the archer regained his balance
and threw an angry glare back. However, the guard had already turned around
and was herding the next travellers forward. Standing still also meant that
other people were soon streaming past him, and so the archer opted to move to
the side of the Arnsweg, pressing himself against the houses.
He glanced around. Ahead and up the Arnsweg was the great stone bridge,
which marked the boundary between Lowtown and the rest of the city.
Surrounding him on both sides of the street, Lowtown itself spread out like a
beehive. Deciding not to cross the road, the archer turned and walked further
into Lowtown on his side of the street.
The smaller streets and crooked alleys meant that Lowtown felt as

crowded as the Arnsweg. Most people walked quickly, knowing their
destination, but the archer had to move more slowly as he investigated his
surroundings. Because of this, people were constantly pushing into him; at
times in response to this, he retreated to stand up against the buildings and get a
better look. The first inns and hostels had numerous people loitering about, and
he continued quickly. Going deeper into Lowtown, movements on the street
became less frequent. He was eyed with suspicion now and then but otherwise
left alone until he saw a sign outside a house. The sign showed a tankard of
ale, marking it as a tavern. The archer went inside, taking off his cap as the
burly tavern keeper greeted him through the noise of the other patrons.
“Enter and be welcome,” the barkeep said in a jolly voice, and the archer
nodded in response.
“Thanks, much appreciated.”
“Don’t speak, let me guess. From Hæthiod, aye? With that big bow of
yours.”
“That’s right.”
“And you’re here for the competition tomorrow, I bet.”
“Also right.”
“I’ll look forward to seeing you shoot,” the tavern keeper said cheerfully.
“Now what can I do for you?”
“Might you have a place for me to sleep? I could use somewhere dry.”

The host scratched himself behind the ear. “Well, I don’t normally rent out
rooms, this place is mostly just for eating and drinking. Suppose I could let you
sleep in the stables if you don’t mind there might be rats.”
“That would be fine as long as it won’t get wet if there’s rain,” answered
the archer.
“Good, good then. That’ll be one silver to spend the night here, and I’ll
give you something to eat as well.”
“Thanks. Could you bring it to me in the stables? I would prefer the
quiet,” the archer said, gesturing to the rowdy people drinking and laughing in
the common room.
“Certainly,” the tavern keeper said amicably. “If you go through that door
there, you’ll be in a small courtyard. Across is the door to the stable,” he said
with a smile. The archer thanked him and followed his instructions after fishing
out a piece of silver as payment.
The stable was little more than a few booths containing a cow and a
sheep, but there was plenty of hay in one of the corners. The archer sat down in
the haystack, placing his bow staff next to him, and opened his travel bag. He
pulled out a small pouch and emptied its content into his other hand. A small
string, neatly tied together, fell out. He untied it and examined it closely. As he
was doing this, he heard a rustle and then the door opening. A maid appeared
with a bowl containing a stew. “Here you are,” she said, handing him the bowl

and a wooden spoon.
“Thank you,” he said, placing the bowl on the ground before he tied the
string together.
“What are you doing?” she asked puzzled.
“I have to be sure the string isn’t frayed,” he told her as he put it away. “It
might make the shot go awry if the string is weak somewhere.”
“I never knew,” the maid said with a smile. “Well, I’ll let you eat,” she
added and left.
The archer had another purpose first, though, as he pulled out a small
bottle and a rag from his bag. He opened the bottle, pouring some of its content
onto the rag, and applied the oil onto his bow staff until it glistened dark
brown. When he was satisfied, he took another rag and removed any
superfluous oil with that; finally, he carefully placed the staff against the wall.
Only when his preparations were done did he begin to eat the cooling stew.
When had finished it, he set the bowl aside and leaned back into the haystack,
positioning the bag so that his legs were above it, keeping it in place. Then he
fell asleep to get what rest might be possible before the day of solstice began.
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Prologue
Aerysius, The Rhen
Thunder ripped the sky, amplified to a throbbing din by the stone walls
that rimmed the square beneath the Hall of the Watchers. Meiran Withersby felt
the sound of it physically in her chest. Sheets of rain poured from blackened
skies, pounding down on the roof of the cloistered passage above her. She
glanced out through the narrow arches that lined the walkway but could make
out nothing. Just a thick, choking blackness so complete that it seemed as if a
dark pall had been draped down over the entire city, perhaps the entire world.
The only light was the dim glow of the lantern that dangled from her fingers.
Lightning crackled, and for the briefest instant Aerysius winked into
existence around her and then disappeared again as abruptly. Meiran hastened
her pace, wrapping the black cloak she wore more tightly about herself. Her
feet moved with a pressing urgency, motivated by more than just the desire to
find shelter from the elements.
In her right hand, she fingered a small strip of parchment she’d found on
the pillow in her bedchamber. It was written in the same bold script as other,
similar notes she had received in the past. The last one had been two years
before and had contained an almost identical message: Meet me in the
greenhouse. Fourth Watch. There had been no signature; there never was. But

Meiran didn’t need one to know who the author must be.
She couldn’t wait to share her secret with him, the one she’d been waiting
two long years to whisper in his ear.
Finding that note had filled her with a dizzying thrill of anticipation. Her
stomach had been in knots all day; she hadn’t been able to concentrate on the
simplest task. She had walked around feeling giddy, catching herself
daydreaming at the worst possible moments. She couldn’t help it, even though
she knew it was no way for someone of her station to behave. She was, after
all, the most powerful Grand Master in all of Aerysius.
She was also a woman in love.
Lightning strobed the sky, followed immediately by a peal of thunder that
shook the air. Meiran was almost running now. The wind was at her back,
pushing her forward with icy fingers that rippled her cloak out before her. Her
dark hair spilled like a fan before her face, whipping at her skin.
She reached the end of the cloister and burst through a massive, iron-shod
door. It was not more stone, or even cold marble, that greeted her feet. Instead,
Meiran found herself standing on a narrow path within a warm and verdant
forest.
There were many greenhouses in Aerysius. Most were used to grow food
crops, some for herbs or even flowers. But the enormous structure she found
herself within was the duplicate of a northern rainforest. A complete miniature

environment filled with ponds and rivers, vegetation and animals.
It was not dark within. Soft magelight glowed from behind stands of trees,
filtered up from the ground, filling the forest with a silvery glow. Overhead,
rain beat distantly on the shutters that had been drawn over the glass rooftop to
protect it from the storm.
As she moved deeper into the forest, it became almost impossible to tell
that the environment was artificial. The air was warm and heavy with humidity.
Meiran followed the trail along the lakeside to the far shore.
A small meadow confronted her, aglow with silver magelight that moved
like mist over the dark blades of grass. As she stepped out onto the spongy
lawn, Meiran stopped with a sharp intake of breath.
He was there, at the far end of the meadow. Standing with his back to her.
Heart pounding, she crossed the meadow in quick, soft strides. She was
so excited; it was hard not to giggle as she dashed through the swirling tendrils
of magelight on the grass. When she reached him, she put out her hand and laid
it on the soft fabric of his shoulder, her touch hesitant. Slowly, he turned
toward her.
She recoiled her hand in shock.
“Were you expecting someone else?” uttered a cold, malicious voice.
An intense feeling of horror overwhelmed her as Meiran shook her head
in confused disbelief. She turned, wanting to run away, but froze instead. The

lantern slipped from her limp fingers.
Twin shadows moved toward her over the grass. Not shadows; something
much, much worse. As they neared, the dark forms coalesced into shapes that
were vaguely human but utterly featureless, like demonic silhouettes.
Meiran tried to scream, but her throat constricted instead. An intense pang
of dread spasmed her stomach. The feeling intensified, became choking,
immaculate terror. She couldn’t move. She couldn’t breathe.
A shadowy hand rose toward her, dark fingers groping upward to touch
her face.
Instinctively, she reached within. Even as she did, she knew the attempt
was pointless. There was only silence inside. The constant rhythm of the magic
field was absent, as if it had never existed at all. She was powerless against
this enemy.
When the chill shadow of the necrator touched her, Meiran collapsed.

Chapter One
Acolyte of Aerysius

The Vale of Amberlie, The Rhen
Fog rolled in overhead, gray wisps groping with nebulous tendrils across
the indigo sky. Darien Lauchlin measured its progress against the jagged slopes
of mountain peaks. The fog appeared to move at an impossible rate when
viewed against the mountains’ snowy summits. It spread misty fingers across
the face of the sun, lending a chill stillness to the air that made the early
morning shadows grow even deeper.
It was a strange time of year for such a heavy fog. In Amberlie, late
summer days usually dawned clear and bright, redolent with the fragrance of
pine and honeysuckle. But this day a chill wind had greeted the graying east,
and the air felt heavy with the promise of rain. Another storm was coming,
Darien suspected. But what kind of storm, he couldn’t guess. A peculiar storm,
both out of place and out of season. He only hoped it wouldn’t arrive today.
Today, he was coming home.
The only thing Darien heard was the sound of his own footsteps as he
trudged up the dusty path. His worn-out boots made scuffing noises as he
walked; he was too tired to pick up his feet. He squared his shoulders wearily
and drew himself up under the weight of his pack. As he did, something inside

it clanked as it rattled against the scabbard of the longsword he wore slung
across his back. The sound grated on his nerves. Swords were not looked upon
favorably here under the shadow of Aerysius.
Ahead, he could see a crossroads. As he drew nearer, the noise of other
travelers made it clear that he wasn’t the only person awake in the gray
stillness of the morning. The trail topped a low rise, and then he saw them.
They came from all directions, every day of the year, to converge at this place.
They brought with them their troubles, their sick, their hopes, even their dead,
and usually left with nothing. There were many more pilgrims than he
remembered.
Darien stepped onto the road in a space between two groups of
travelers. The people in front of him seemed one family. The man had the look
of a farmer. He was flanked by two boys and a woman who carried a small
child in her arms. The babe’s weak cries were heart-rending, as was the sight
of the small, blue-tinged face. Darien felt a knot tighten in his stomach, but
there was nothing he could do about it. The feeling of frustration was
something he had become all too familiar with.
He directed his gaze back at the dirt of the road and tried to ignore the
child’s wheezing. Ahead, the forest was thinning out. The sight fed him with
hope, and he picked up his pace. Through a break in the trees, he caught sight
of a narrow ramp over the riverbed.

Striding forward, he reached out and clutched the mother’s arm in a firm
grasp despite her exclamation of surprise. Darien saw her eyes widen in hope
as they took in the color of his cloak. Determined, he pulled her along after him
as he thrust his weight forward through the press of bodies gathered in front of
the gatehouse above the river.
The heavy pack lent him momentum, so they quickly reached the
forefront of the throng. Darien glanced around, his eyes falling on the
gatekeeper seated behind a small wooden desk. Trudging toward him, Darien
insinuated himself at the front of the line.
The man behind the desk stared up at him with unfamiliar features.
Darien was mildly surprised; he thought he knew every mage of Aerysius. But
the man before him with thinning white hair and a face cobwebbed by wrinkles
was unknown to him. Then it dawned on him: the summons. All Masters had
been recalled, including some who had never passed beneath the ancient
arches since the moment of their Raising.
“Name and business,” the old man said in a monotonous tone. His mouth
barely moved. It was almost as though he were unused to the most fundamental
mechanisms of speech.
Darien took a deep breath before he supplied his name and title. “Darien
Lauchlin, Acolyte of Aerysius.”
As he spoke, he pulled back the fabric of his shirtsleeve, exposing the

intricate markings that encircled his left wrist, forming what looked like a
heavy metallic chain. The emblem was the mark of the Acolyte’s Oath. It
symbolized the first vow taken upon acceptance to the Assembly of the Hall.
To serve the land and its people. With his life, if possible. If not, then by death.
The man took note of the markings and simply nodded. “You’re late.” He
gestured behind him toward the ramp. “Get on your way, boy, and better pray
that Emelda goes easy on you.”
Darien suppressed a grimace as he heard that. He’d gotten off to a late
start after receiving the summons to return home.
“We have to go.” He applied a slight pressure to the woman’s back. The
mage who guarded the gate would have no knowledge of healing; such study
was reserved for specific orders, and no Sentinel or Querer would ever
condescend to such a lackluster duty.
The gate had a small sally port. As Darien guided the woman and baby
through, the crowd surged toward the opening. Immediately, guards stepped
forward to press the throng back away from the gate.
They had to step over a slight gap where the ramp ended and a wood
platform began. The people already gathered there were forced to shift back to
make room. Darien ignored their stares, stepping sideways to position himself
against the platform’s railing. He could feel the almost palpable tension of the
people that surrounded him, noticing how they backed away from the sight of

his cloak.
The woman beside him dropped to her knees, gazing up at him with wide
and imploring eyes. Tears spilled freely down her cheeks, her mouth
constricting in grief.
“Please,” she begged, offering her child out toward him. “Help us. You
can save him. Please. Oh, please.”
Darien could only look down at her helplessly. She had mistaken him for
a Master because of the color of his cloak. It was not the first time the error
had been made.
“I can’t,” he admitted. “I’m just an acolyte. The only thing I can do is get
you up there.”
The woman collapsed forward over the small form in her arms. He knelt
down, reaching out to comfort her. But his hand froze an inch away from the
tangled mats of her hair. He clenched his fist instead, closing his eyes against a
redoubled surge of frustration.
Darien helped the woman regain her feet, steadying her with a hand on
her shoulder as he leaned against the platform’s rail. The wood beneath them
jolted. There was a sudden wave of panic as feet scrambled for better
purchase. Then the entire platform abruptly seemed to take flight, surging
backward and up. The gap between the gate and the ramp widened, exposing
the swift waters of the river below.

He looked up and saw the ropes that held the platform aloft. Far below
by the river, many teams of horses labored in their traces to lift the platform up
the cliff. The ground below drew further away and the air took on a slight chill.
He closed his eyes and reached out from within, tasting the flow of the
magic field around him. He had to be careful. Though only an acolyte, the wild
cyclone of power below Aerysius was violent enough to hurt him. For a
Master, such an exercise would be fatal. Which was why the lift relied on
horse power until it was well above the surging flux of magic.
There was a sharp jolt. And then the platform sped upward at a dizzying
pace. They had passed the point where the vortex ended and magic took over
as the means of lifting them up the mountainside.
He looked to the woman beside him and noticed she was hugging the
babe so hard that he was afraid she might crush it.
“Can I hold him?”
The woman nodded, offering the bundle out toward him.
Darien received the small life softly into his arms, swaddling the child in
the folds of his cloak. He held the babe close against his chest, seeking to
revive it with the warmth of his body.
The platform slipped silently into a bank of fog. Then, miraculously, the
mist parted and warm sunlight streamed from a brilliant blue sky, revealing the
foundations of Aerysius above.

The city was carved from the side of the mountain, etched right into the
vertical wall of granite. The spires of Aerysius seemed wrought from millions
of glistening crystals, tendril-thin bridges arching between them thousands of
feet above the Vale. To Darien, the sight was no less breathtaking than the first
time he had seen it, and this time there was added meaning.
He was finally home.
The platform slowed to a stop, halting beside an arching foundation.
Above, a waterfall spilled down from the top of a soaring spire, birds diving
in and out of the mist created by the spray.
But the sound of the woman sobbing beside him dampened any joy he
might have felt over his homecoming. Looking down, Darien saw that the child
in his arms lay completely limp. He patted the small body with his hand, trying
to prod any type of life out of it. But the babe didn’t stir.
He stood dazed as the woman removed the small bundle from his grasp.
Then the gate opened, the crowd shifting toward it. Darien started forward
automatically, feeling numb as he gazed down at his empty hands.

#

Aerysius, The Rhen
As he walked through the streets of Aerysius, Darien noticed people

staring at him and moving out of his way. He didn’t care. He wasn’t in the
mood to care and, besides, he was used to the looks. They plagued him
everywhere he went.
He supposed he made an intimidating sight. Wearing the black cloak of
Aerysius with the Silver Star emblazoned at his back, the hilt of the longsword
thrusting over his shoulder, Darien conveyed a sense of strength and authority
that was uncommon even among most mages. It was the contradiction of the
star and the sword. Masters of Aerysius swore the Oath of Harmony. They
didn’t walk about bearing weapons.
He climbed the wide steps in front of the Hall of the Watchers, passing
beneath the ancient arches that stabbed upward into the sky like twisted spears.
Inside, the circular Hall was filled with a hazy amber light that filtered down
from stained glass windows high above. It was enormous, one of the largest
structures ever built by man. Great pillars carved to resemble massive stone
trees with spreading branches supported the weight of the domed ceiling.
There were hundreds of them, row upon row.
He took a flight of steps that descended into the base of the Hall. There,
a woman was seated behind a small desk, scribing something with a feathered
quill. She continued to write, appearing completely engrossed in her task. Only
when he stood across the desk from her did she slide her spectacles off her
face, looking sideways up at him with an irritated expression.

“You’re late.”
Darien nodded. “I left a week after receiving the Summons.”
He wished he’d stopped at the Acolytes Residence to clean up a bit. The
way the woman was staring at him made him conscious of every speck of dust
from the road, of the week-old growth of beard on his face. He saw her eyes
come to rest on the hilt of the longsword at his back. The woman’s eyebrows
flicked upward, her look incredulous. Not many people had the gall to come
armed to an audience with the Prime Warden of Aerysius.
“I see you’ve grown too big for your britches, Darien Lauchlin. It might
be wise to put off your Raising until you can remember that you are still yet an
acolyte. You may be the prime warden’s own son, but that does not excuse you.
If anything, it means you must be seen as an example for others.”
He didn’t know whether she referred to his late arrival or the unsubtle
insult of the sword. If she wanted him to remove the weapon, then she was
mistaken; he had no intention of doing so. His mother would have to get used to
the sight of it.
He waited as the woman merely stared at him. When it became obvious
that he wasn’t going to budge or offer apology, she shook her head and made a
tsking sound with her tongue.
“Well, if you insist on acting like a child, so be it. Let your mother deal
with you. Have no doubt, she will.” She stood up, tossing her quill down with

an air of finality.
“Come.”
She turned her back on him, opening a door beside her desk. He
followed her at a good distance as she led him along a hallway. Darien had
been here before, many times. He really had no need to be shown the way. But
his mother expected—or, rather, demanded—formality at all times.
At the end of the passage was a white door. The woman opened it and
gestured for him to wait. Darien paused just long enough to hear her announce
him before brushing past her through the opening.
The room inside was filled with brilliant white light. The entire chamber
was encased with windows that had scarcely a pane between them. The prime
warden’s solar looked out from within the mountainside, the view an unspoiled
panorama of the white-capped Craghorns and the Vale of Amberlie below.
Everything was white in the room: the rugs, the wood, even the marble floor
and the fabric of the furniture.
Emelda Lauchlin was seated on a raised dais before the panoramic
widows, her face impatiently expectant. Darien did not forget his manners. He
went instantly to his knees, abasing himself until his hair was spread out on the
floor beside his face. He dared not move from that position until he was bid.
So he waited, listening to the sound of his own breath. A long minute dragged
by, followed by another. By the third, Darien had no doubt that his mother was

angry.
After five minutes, he knew she was livid.
“Arise.”
Darien swallowed as he pushed himself off the floor. He felt the blood
rush out of his head, and for a moment felt terribly dizzy. He saw that his
mother had risen, as well. She was glaring down at him imperiously from her
position on the dais. She wore her ebony hair pulled back severely from her
face, which only served to augment the stern set of her features.
For a long moment, they stood staring at each other across the distance
between them. Then, more graceful than a queen, the Prime Warden of Aerysius
descended the steps of the dais. She stopped before him, having to look up to
meet his gaze. Her blue eyes burned fiercely, her full lips pressed into a frown
of barely-controlled rage. Then, abruptly, she swept forward to embrace him.
Darien was taken sharply aback. He moved awkwardly to return the
gesture, which was made more difficult by the baldric he wore and the pack
still slung across his shoulder. When they separated, he was surprised to see
the anger on her face replaced by a warm smile of affection. Looks were not
the only thing he had inherited from her; Emelda Lauchlin had a temperament
that was just as unpredictable as his own.
“My son,” she said, gazing up at him with wonder in her eyes. “You have
changed a great deal.”

Her gaze lowered to fix on the leather strap that crossed his chest. This
was the critical moment, he knew. She would either accept him for what he
was or reject him utterly, and it all hinged on whether or not she accepted the
sword.
She chose to ignore it.
Taking him by the hand, she led him to a white chair and claimed the one
beside it. Darien struggled out of his pack and leaned his sword against the
chair’s armrest. He tried to analyze his mother’s body language as she sat
leaning forward slightly, arms open and resting on the cushions at her sides. It
was a welcoming posture, one that invited him in instead of shutting him out.
He took it for a good sign.
“Tell me,” she pressed, “how fares the Front?”
It was time to make his case. Darien had rehearsed this speech all the
way down from the Pass of Lor-Gamorth. But now, when the moment to
deliver it was upon him, the carefully chosen phrases eluded him. Shaking his
head, he decided that honesty was the best thing he could offer her.
“We’re dying,” he said, staring down at a smear of mud on his knee.
As if sensing his struggle, she set a hand lightly on his arm. The touch
strengthened him enough to continue.
“The Enemy is massing in numbers never before seen. We don’t have
enough soldiers. We’re facing a critical shortage of weapons and supplies.

We’re running out of ideas and, frankly, we’re running out of hope. There’s
been precious little support from the South. The last group of men we received
was a pack of criminals up from Rothscard, and that’s been months ago. We’ll
all be dead in another few months, either by the sword or by hunger, but it
doesn’t matter which. The fact is, you’ll have Enemy hordes pouring down on
top of you, and your only line of defense will be feeding the crows.”
As he let the last words die, Darien felt an instant pang of regret. He had
not meant to raise his voice. Silence followed as his mother only gazed at him,
her expression impossible to read. He felt drained, as if the flood of words
he’d let pour from his mouth had sapped his strength.
“So, you are suggesting that the might of Aerysius should turn the tide of
this war?”
Her words, though softly spoken, were deliberately chosen. She was
trying to probe him to find out where he stood on the issue. It was a test, of
sorts. Whether or not she approved of his Raising might even depend on how
he chose to answer. But Darien didn’t care. There was only one way he could
answer her, and it was with the conviction of his beliefs.
“I’m suggesting that there may not be an Aerysius if you don’t Unbind the
Sentinels. The order exists to defend the Rhen against this very threat. I
understand the need for the Oath of Harmony, but it has served its purpose.
Times change, Mother. The time for the Oath has passed. If we don’t Unbind

the Sentinels, then there will be no hope. The Enemy will slaughter us.”
Her blue eyes dropped to the leather scabbard leaning against his chair.
Very carefully, she asked, “What then, Darien?”
Here was the crux of the test. Darien feared to step across this threshold.
But he had already pressed too far to stop now.
“Let me receive the Transference from two Masters. Give me the
strength to establish a Grand Resonance. Then we can lure their forces
southward and annihilate them.”
His words were met by utter silence, as if they had fallen on empty
space. Darien knew he’d gone too far. It was a very long time before his
mother spoke again.
“Tonight you shall be Raised to the Order of Sentinels, as your father
was before you.” Her voice was cold, as icy as the mountain wind. “You will
accept the Transference from Grand Master Ezras Nordric, who has decided to
pass beyond and leave the trials of this war to the next generation. To you. You
shall swear the Oath of Harmony in front of the full Assembly of the Hall.
Before you do, you will take that thing at your side and cast it over the cliff. I
will never hear the words ‘Grand Resonance’ out of your mouth ever again. Do
I make myself clear, Darien?”
“Aye,” he answered, feeling the last of his hopes dashed by his mother’s
resolve. Darien bowed his head, accepting defeat.

He would take the Oath, as she asked. Only, he didn’t believe he could
keep it.
There was a harsh penalty for Oathbreakers. They would strip the power
from him, which was tantamount to a slow and painful execution. Then they
would hang his body from the arches as a warning, and also as a statement. The
world needed to know that the justice of Aerysius was without mercy, even for
its own. That was the price of betrayal, the price of Oathbreaking. Yet, if such
an act could stop the war…
There was a text Darien had read once. The manuscript had been part of
his curriculum: The Mysteries of Aerysius by Cedric Cromm. In it was a short
biography of Grand Master Orien, who had stood on the crag now known
infamously as Orien’s Finger to bring the vast power of a vortex to bear
against an invasion long ago. Orien’s desperate act had turned the tide of battle
and driven the Enemy from the North. Then Orien had calmly knelt and
surrendered himself to his punishment. Orien’s face was among those of the
Watchers in the Hall, his image graven severely in stone. He had been an
Oathbreaker, and had died a cruel death for his actions. Yet, he had also been a
savior.
“You may go.” The prime warden dismissed Darien curtly, waving a
hand in the direction of the door. “Spend the rest of the day in solitude and
reflection.”

As he stood to leave, her voice stopped him. “It’s good to have you
home. You remind me of your father so much. He would have been very proud
to see the man you have become.”
Darien nodded somberly as he gathered up his things. His father had
been a formidable Sentinel, and a part of him was pleased at hearing his
mother’s words. But he also found them bitterly ironic. Gerald Lauchlin had
despised the Mage’s Oath, yet had died preserving it. Darien had always
aspired to follow the example set by his father, but he had no wish to meet such
a similar, hypocritical end.
He walked quickly back down the hallway, taking lengthy strides to put
some distance between himself and his mother’s solar. He could hear his heart
pounding in his ears, almost as loud as the sound of his ringing footsteps.
Ducking through one of the open doorways, he mounted a flight of stairs that
took him up into the spire of the Hall.
He paused to catch his breath at a landing, cursing himself silently for the
way he had mismanaged the interview. Heat rose to flush his cheeks as he
clenched and unclenched his fists in anger. Darien stood still, taking slow,
deep breaths until the throbbing of his pulse subsided in his ears. He started to
move forward again, but a familiar voice stopped him short.
“So, the prodigal son finally returns.”
Darien sucked in a sharp breath between clenched teeth. He closed his

eyes, wondering just how many tests the gods would throw his way in one day.
Then, opening his eyes, he slowly turned to face his only brother.
Aidan looked just the same as Darien remembered. He stood leaning
casually against the carved railing of the stair, his black cloak flipped back
over one shoulder in the manner he was accustomed to wearing it. It lent him a
polished, aristocratic appearance. He stood with one hand tucked neatly
behind his back, the other resting on the rail as if it were the armrest of a
throne. He gazed upon Darien with narrow eyes that were a perfect copy of
their mother’s.
“Still playing with your toys, I see? You should’ve abandoned them
years ago.” Aidan arched an eyebrow, strolling forward down the stairs. He
circled Darien slowly, eyeing the leather scabbard with an expression of
distaste. “Or is it your intention to swear the Oath of Harmony upon that
sword?”
Darien sighed, shaking his head. He’d hoped things might have changed
between them over the two years of his absence. Meeting Aidan’s gaze, he
said, “I was thinking maybe we could just be brothers again. Perhaps it was
too much to expect.”
Aidan blinked, a gallant smile springing to his lips. “Not too much, I
assure you. It was only a jest.” He clapped his brother on the shoulder with a
soft chuckle. To Darien, the act was condescending, and the smile on his face

seemed forced. “Really, Darien, you always take things much too seriously.
Here, let me get that for you.”
Aidan swept the pack off Darien’s shoulder and into his own grip
without waiting for a reply. He held the dusty leather away from his body, as if
afraid some of the grime might smudge off and mar his appearance. He
extended his hand in invitation and then strolled ahead.
As they walked, Aidan made an attempt at conversation. “I trust your
journey was safe?”
Darien nodded, thinking he didn’t have breath to waste on a response as
he considered the spiraling staircase still above them.
“Oh, I just remembered,” Aidan announced pleasantly. “I have a message
for you from Grand Master Meiran. You do remember her, of course?”
Darien glared at his back. His brother was taunting him under the
infuriating guise of politeness. Aidan knew all about the scandal that had
hastened Darien’s departure two years before. Everyone knew of it.
Darien had pursued Meiran for months, even though she was well above
his station and he had no business even being around her. There were no laws
forbidding Masters and acolytes from associating in private, but the traditions
of Aerysius were more stringent than formal laws.
His mother had quickly caught wind of the affair. Darien had been
packed up and shipped off to the Front in all haste, without even a chance to

say goodbye. Meiran had received a demerit, unheard of for a Grand Master of
her status.
Aidan went on as if completely ignorant of the whole ordeal. “She sends
her regards, but regrets that she won’t be able to meet with you before the
ceremony. Really, Darien, you must have made quite an impression before you
left. It usually isn’t considered proper for a Grand Master to be seen chasing
around after acolytes.”
“I won’t be an acolyte much longer.” Darien fought to control the anger
his brother always had a way of provoking. Then he silently berated himself.
He was feeding right into Aidan’s ploy. Not wanting his brother to get the
better of him, he added in a lighter tone, “Besides, I was the one who did all
the chasing.”
They arrived finally at a level high up in the spire. Aidan led him down a
broad, well-lit hall with polished marble tiles, stopping at a mahogany door
about halfway down the passage. He reached out and swept the door open with
a gallant swirl of his cloak, exposing the chambers within.
Darien stood in the doorway, surveying his new quarters with a feeling
of trepidation. This was not the stark cell of an acolyte. The room was almost
as large as his mother’s solar, decorated lavishly enough to suit a nobleman.
There was a warm fire already blazing in the hearth on the far side of the room.
“Well, here you are,” Aidan announced. “I trust you find your quarters

adequate? I chose the location, but Mother made all the arrangements.”
“I guess it will do,” Darien said, still feeling stunned and more than a
little overwhelmed. He took a step inside, wondering if it would even be
possible to get used to so much space after spending the last two years freezing
in the cramped cellar of Greystone Keep.
At last he collected himself enough to say, “My thanks, Aidan. It’s
wonderful.”
His brother set Darien’s pack down by the door, hesitating a moment as
if uncertain whether he wanted the dirty thing to soil the polished tiles. “I’ll
see you again tonight, then. Don’t get too comfortable, now; you’ll not want to
miss your own Raising.”
Darien barely heard the sound of the door closing as his brother took his
leave. He stood gazing around the chamber, feeling too exhausted to even think.
Moving awkwardly, he leaned the longsword against the wall by his pack.
Then he slumped down into a heavily-cushioned chair and found a goblet of
wine already poured and waiting on the table beside it.
His hand trembled as he raised the goblet to his lips and took the liquid
into his mouth in thirsty gulps. As he set the spent glass back down on the table,
his head suddenly felt too heavy to hold up any longer. He snuggled back into
the soft cushions and dazed up at the painted ceiling as a soft ringing sound
filled his ears. The ceiling blurred, growing darker, the colors melting and

running together.
He never remembered falling asleep. The drug in the wine acted swiftly.

Chapter Two
Two Goblets, Two Rites

Aerysius, The Rhen
The dark altar existed deep within the heart of the mountain. It was
accessible only by someone with knowledge of the vast network of passages
that had been formed by the natural action of running water and the hard labors
of men thousands of years dead.
The man carrying Meiran’s unconscious body had that knowledge, and
other knowledge, besides. He had spent years of his life in preparation for this
night, pouring over forbidden manuscripts full of dark teachings and secrets
purposefully forgotten. A perfect map of the entire cave system existed in his
head, along with the methods of disarming the magical traps and devices
rigged to prevent access. He had journeyed down these dark passages many
times before. The ancient warren was his own personal sanctuary, the unholy
shrine his private chapel.
The altar existed in a small chamber roughly hewn from the black rock of
the mountain’s heart. The walls wept the wet blood of the mountain down their
coarse faces, glistening damply with the pale magelight he cast. Puddles
collected on the floor of the room, stagnant pools that splashed foul droplets up
to soil the hem of his cloak as his boots disturbed their black surfaces. He

crossed the chamber to the far side, where he stooped to lay the woman upon
the worn surface of the altar rock.
The altar was formed from a single slab of black stone with ancient,
rusted chains set there to restrain a victim for sacrifice. It had been a common
practice among the dark sects of ages past. He didn’t bother with the chains,
had even dismissed the necrators after they had served their initial purpose.
The woman on the altar needed no restraint, either physical or ethereal. Meiran
had been touched by Hell’s own shadow; she would never again awaken.
His nostrils sucked in the stale air of the chamber as he went about his
business with meticulous efficiency. Fingers working delicately, he removed
the black cloak from Meiran’s body, folding it carefully before placing it on the
floor.
He then paused a moment, eyes drinking in the thin silk his action had
exposed. His hand moved slowly to caress the fabric’s texture where it lay
smooth across the firm curve of her hips. The touch stimulated him, inciting his
heart to quicken its pace in his chest. In all his careful planning, he had never
imagined that this moment could be so irresistibly erotic.
With the back of his hand, he stroked aside a wayward lock of brown hair
that had fallen forward over Meiran’s pale, perfect face. He continued the
motion, running his fingers down the side of her cheek, over her parted lips. He
leaned over, brushing those lips with his own tender kiss.

When he bared the sword from its scabbard with a crisp ring of steel, he
was pleased to find it just as sharp as he’d expected it would be. In two quick
motions, he laid open the skin of Meiran’s wrists to the bone.
Stooping, he bent to catch the pulsing blood in a crystalline wine goblet.
When it was full, he let Meiran’s arm fall limply onto the rough surface of the
altar.
He turned, then, toward the Well.
The Well of Tears stood in the center of the chamber, made of rough stone
blocks and covered with a round slab of dark granite four inches thick. Around
its rim were carved runes in an ancient, unholy script that looked more like
vicious slashes in the stone, as if made by the claw marks of a vile beast. The
Well was a portal to the darkest depths of the Netherworld, a gateway that
opened a conduit straight to the bowels of Hell. Once opened, the Well would
unleash the dark hosts of Chaos upon the world. He would have the terror of
the night at his command.
Kneeling beside the Well, he dipped a finger into the goblet of blood. The
dark fluid dripped onto the floor as he moved his hand to the first rune, tracing
its form with the warm blood from Meiran’s veins.
The blood took a moment to absorb into the porous stone. When it did, the
marking began to glow with a pale green light. He moved around the rim to the
next rune in the sequence, then another, dipping his finger into the goblet and

repeating the act all around the rim. He moved carefully, taking his time, until
all of the markings glowed with the same pale, sickening light.
But his work was not yet complete. The Well had to be unsealed from both
sides. His action had unlocked the side of the gateway that existed in this
world. But someone else would have to open it from the other side.
The lid was far too heavy to be shifted by the limited strength of a single
man. So he reached within, aligning his mind with the rhythm of the magic
field. As if pushed by the invisible hand of a giant, the cover of the Well of
Tears lifted and slid aside, falling sharply to the floor with a resounding crash.
He turned back to Meiran.
Her blood was nearly spent, running in scarlet rivulets down the side of
the stone altar and mixing with the dark pools of water on the floor. He moved
to place two fingers at her neck, feeling for a pulse. It was still there,
tremulous, and growing fainter. He stood over her, gazing down at her
beautiful, ashen face until the tempo of her heart finally stalled in her veins.
He pressed his hands against her cheeks as she died, cupping her face as
if with the tender embrace of a lover. There was a faint tingling sensation in his
fingertips where they touched her soft skin, weak at first, then growing
infinitely stronger. The flow of power swam up from within her, coursing into
him, filling his body and mind with a shuddering ecstasy that was almost too
great to stand.

He pulled himself on top of her, moving his hands behind her back to lift
her body against his chest, hugging her fiercely as he absorbed the final spasms
of current that flowed through the link he’d established. When it was finished,
he collapsed on top of her, spent and gasping.
He pushed himself off her, standing up. His breath still came in gasps, his
body trembling from the deluge of energy. With his newfound strength, he
placed a finger on her forehead and uttered an enchantment that would have
been completely beyond him only a few moments before. He pressed upon
Meiran’s soul a Word of Command, sending her spirit to the Netherworld with
a task she would have no choice but to perform.
He lifted her body into his arms, carried the dead weight of her over to the
Well. With one, smooth motion, he cast her in. The blue fabric of her dress
rippled in the wind created by the speed of her fall. He watched as the sight of
her was quickly lost, consumed by the shadows of the Well. He never heard
her body hit the bottom. As far as he was aware, it never did.
Aidan Lauchlin knelt on the floor in the dim light of the Well’s shining
runes. He waited, wondering how long it would take her to complete the task
he had Commanded of her soul.

#

Dark colors swam gradually into focus, hazing in and out across his

vision. It took Darien long moments to realize that it was the ceiling he was
looking at and not some confused chiaroscuro that had taken on a life of its
own.
Blinking, Darien sat up, staring around the room in foggy bewilderment.
He must have fallen asleep, though he didn’t recall doing so. There was a dull
throbbing in the back of his head. His mouth was dry, and his eyes ached when
he reached up to rub them. Beside his chair, the crystalline goblet sat empty.
The bottle next to it was mostly full, completely untouched except for the one
glass that had been poured from it.
Vaguely, he wondered what time it was. It felt as if he’d been sleeping
forever. He struggled out of the pillowy cushions of the chair, regretting the
motion instantly. The throbbing in his head turned to a stabbing pain that lanced
like hot irons into his eyes. Wincing, Darien squinted as dark blotches swam
across his vision.
It took him a moment to recover enough to stagger across the room to the
hearth. The fire had burned out, the coals gray and cold. That was the first thing
he noticed. Frowning, he glanced toward the paned window. Through glass
streaked with rain, he saw only consummate darkness. Panic seized him; it was
late.
It was then that he noticed the clock on the wall with heavy iron
counterweights. The position of the bronze hands on its face made the feeling

of panic in his gut wrench into a wave of nausea. It was a quarter past the
stroke of midnight. He was already late for the Rite of Transference in the
temple.
“Bloody hell.” His mother was going to kill him.
Darien stood frozen, groping through the fog in his head to figure out what
to do first. He had no time to clean up. His clothes were worn and travelstained, his hair unwashed, his face unshaven. His body was covered with the
dirt of the road. He’d taken no time to prepare himself mentally.
He sprang for the bedchamber, ignoring the throb of urgent complaint in
his head. His mother would have arranged for a wardrobe; she was never one
to miss a detail. Yet he still exhaled a sigh of relief when he saw fresh clothing
already laid out on the bed.
Stripping the filthy rags off his body, he donned the new black robes in a
matter of seconds. One glance at the looking glass told him his face was a lost
cause. He cupped his hands and filled them with water from the basin,
splashing it over his cheeks. The towel he used came away from his face
stained and filthy. He dragged his fingers through his hair, ripping through most
of the snarls, then caught the long black strands up in a leather band.
That was as good as it was going to get. As he dashed out of the
bedchamber, Darien suddenly remembered the sword his mother had ordered
thrown over the cliff. He had absolutely no intention of doing so; the blade had

been a gift from Meiran. But he didn’t want to leave it lying around where
someone could find it and report that it had not been properly disposed of. Yet,
when he glanced at the wall where he’d rested it, all he saw was empty space.
The blade had been removed while he slept.
The curse Darien swore as he slammed the door shut would have chilled
even his mother’s cold blood.

#

He was well beyond fashionably late by the time he reached the Temple of
Athera in the upper reaches of the city. Being located on the sheer face of a
mountain precipice, Aerysius was spread out more vertically than it was
horizontally. Many of its streets were switchbacks, climbing steeply up the
side of the cliff, that or granite stairs carved into the face of the mountain itself.
Sky bridges linked the tops of towers at lower levels of the city with the bases
of structures at higher elevations. Navigating the streets, particularly in the
pouring rain, was difficult.
To Darien, the climb to the temple was a grueling punishment. His body
ached at every joint, and the throbbing in his head refused to go away.
He was shaking and drenched by the time he topped the last flight of
stairs. Darien shoved his hands out, thrusting the temple doors open in front of
him. His long strides propelled him forward into a well-lit antechamber.

He stopped in the middle of the empty room, eyes darting frantically in all
directions as he tried to figure out where to go. There were four doors leading
out of the chamber, as well as two staircases to either side. He was about to
just start trying doors when a cold voice halted him.
“I’m not certain who I should be more furious with: you for arriving over
an hour late, or your brother for not bothering to present himself at all.”
Darien slumped, shivering, not wanting to look up to face the wrath of his
mother. She was standing at the rail of the balcony, glaring down at him
imperiously. At least she was alone. Darien wasn’t sure he could stand the
humiliation of another public dressing-down by her. He moved forward
grudgingly, ascending yet another flight of stairs to reach her.
Emelda strode toward him as he arrived at the top of the staircase. Fury
radiated from her very presence, sharpening her every movement. When she
reached him, she thrust out her hands and snatched the dripping cloak he was
wearing off his back, tossing it on the ground. Then she grabbed his face in her
hand. The pressure of her fingers increased until they hurt. She jerked her hand
away again roughly.
“What is the matter with you?” she hissed between clenched teeth. “When
I sent you away, you were ready for this. More than ready! But now I see
you’ve come back to us with the manners of a swine and nothing but contempt
for our ways.”

Darien seethed with a silent rage that threatened to ignite. Emelda was
prime warden as well as his mother. But that was no excuse for the callous
way she always treated him. She showed less respect for him than she did for
the lowliest kitchen scullion. He didn’t care that she held the keys to his
Raising in her hand, didn’t care that she had the authority to send him away
again, perhaps this time forever. The anger inside burned fierce, an explosion
of fury impossible to contain.
“Then make your choice!” Darien’s eyes glistened with rage. “Either let’s
do this, or tell me right now, and I’ll be on my way. I’m your son, not some
damned indicator of how fit you are to be prime warden.”
Emelda was staring at him as if truly seeing him for the very first time in
her life. She blinked slowly before dropping her gaze. It was the only time in
Darien’s memory that he had ever seen his mother visibly back down. The
silence between them stretched. Finally, Emelda looked back up to meet his
gaze. An expression of regret had replaced the anger in her eyes. Darien almost
didn’t recognize the emotion, it looked so foreign on her features.
“I’m sorry,” she said simply. “I’ve always held the highest expectations of
you. Perhaps they have been too high. I suppose it’s because, for the most part,
you have always lived up to them.”
It was Darien’s turn to drop his gaze. Her soft words had extinguished the
last spark of anger left within him. He stared at the floor, thoughts and feelings

running through his head in a torrent, leaving him terribly confused. He didn’t
even notice her hand moving until he felt the touch of her fingertips against his.
“It’s time,” she whispered gently. “Are you ready?”
Darien nodded, but he didn’t speak. He felt incapable of trusting his
voice. He allowed her to guide him toward a door off the balcony. Darien
opened it for her automatically and waited as his mother went through first. He
followed behind silently in her wake.
What he found inside the chapel looked nothing like the formal ceremony
he’d been expecting. What he saw rather appeared to be a gathering of old
friends. The High Priest of Athera appeared to be gossiping with Grand Master
Ezras, an ancient-looking man seated in a large, high-backed chair at the far
end of the room. They seemed to be swapping old stories over drinks.
Beside them were a few other Masters he recognized, and even a Grand
Master, all appearing to be just participating in friendly conversation. Yet, it
was who he didn’t see that struck Darien most deeply. His mother had already
warned him that Aidan would be absent. But he’d been sincerely hoping that
Meiran would be here. It was more than just hope, really.
He needed her here.
Perhaps something urgent had come up. Or, more likely, she’d moved on
to someone else. Whatever the reason, Meiran’s absence quenched the last
spark of anticipation Darien had left.

No one had prepared him for what he was supposed to do. Everyone was
staring at him, he realized, all conversation suddenly halted. He noticed a few
people shifting uncomfortably. He glanced back at Emelda, who nodded her
head in the direction of Ezras.
Darien walked across the room in a carefully measured pace directly
toward the form of the old man. He tried not to look at any of the other faces in
the room, not wanting to know what was written on them. Instead, he kept his
gaze fixed on Ezras until he reached the chair where the Grand Master was
seated. Smoothly, he dropped to his knees before the ancient Sentinel and
bowed his head deeply.
Darien wasn’t certain why he had done that, or if it was even the proper
thing to do. But now that he had chosen to make a place for himself at the
Grand Master’s feet, he was committed. By the unwritten rules of protocol, he
could do nothing further until he was bid. The next move had to be made by the
old man. All he could do now was wait.
The waiting seemed to last a lifetime.
There was no sound in the room, not even a rustle of fabric or the tinkle of
ice in a glass. Darien closed his eyes, apprehension growing inside him. He
was beginning to get the feeling that there must be something else he should be
doing, but he could hardly imagine what it could be. The silence in the room
was becoming uneasy. It was stretching too long, even for the witnesses. He

felt their eyes boring into his back, felt himself becoming unnerved by their
unseen stares. He almost stood up.
Then he felt a pressure under his chin. The ancient Sentinel had reached
down to take Darien’s face in his hand, lifting his chin with curled and gnarled
fingers, directing his gaze upward and into his own.
He found himself looking into a pair of clear blue eyes that blazed with an
acute flame of intelligence. There was no readable expression within them.
There was only that single spark that burned with a luminous intensity. Darien
found himself transfixed by it, unable to break away. The old man’s stare held
him more securely than any iron shackle, even when he became aware that
those clear blue eyes were doing much more than merely staring. Darien
realized that Ezras had been deliberately scrutinizing him the entire time.
Suddenly, he was filled with doubt. The old man before him with the fiery
gaze was one of the most powerful mages in Aerysius, and was also the most
accomplished.
Ezras had been a prevailing force in the effort that had turned back the
Enemy at the Battle of Meridan almost twenty years before. He had later gone
on to do the same at the Battle of Dobson Hollow. All accomplished while
maintaining his Oath of Harmony. Darien wondered if he was worthy of
accepting the Rite of Transference from this man. He thought of his own
professed opinions of the Oath and began to have doubts.

He doubted, but he did not look away.
Neither did Ezras. He sat staring Darien straight in the eye as his cracked
lips moved to form words.
“Did you know I was a friend of your father’s?”
Darien blinked. His shock was as much due to just hearing the sound of a
voice after such a long silence as it was to the sentiment in the old man’s tone.
When he found his own voice again, it came out as a barely grated
whisper. “No, Grand Master. I did not.”
Ezras nodded slightly. His ancient hand yet lingered on Darien’s chin,
while the intense blue stare continued to assess his every reaction. After
another long stretch of silence, the old man finally spoke again:
“You have his eyes. And I sense something else of him in you, as well:
you have his spirit. Gerald Lauchlin was an inspiring man and a loyal friend.
You would do well to model yourself after him.” Ezras frowned, pausing a
moment in reflection. “Come to think of it, it seems that you already have. He
was late to his own Raising, too. Well, perhaps not quite so late as yourself.”
The high priest must have taken that moment as his cue. He stepped behind
the chair Ezras occupied and leaned forward to ask him, “Are you ready,
Grand Master?”
Ezras turned to look up at the priest with a warm smile devoid of any sign
of regret. “Quite ready. This bag of bones some would call a body has stopped

serving any useful purpose I can think of. Yes, I believe it’s well past time. You
may begin.”
The priest nodded. He turned a bit to look down at Darien, who was still
kneeling at the Sentinel’s feet.
The priest asked, “Darien Lauchlin, are you prepared to assume the chains
of servitude that will Bind you forever as a guardian of the Rhen and of its
people?”
“I am, Your Eminence.” Darien was able to answer without hesitation,
feeling himself bolstered by the old man’s indomitable spirit.
“And are you also prepared to accept accountability for your every action,
so that your decisions be always tempered by wisdom, compassion, and
humility?”
“Aye, Your Eminence. I am.”
The priest moved forward to stand beside Ezras. He placed a hand on the
Sentinel’s shoulder in a warm gesture that suggested an old friendship between
the two men. He held his hand there as he stated formally, “Grand Master, may
your journey to the Atrament be swift. Your time of service is at an end. Depart
in peace, knowing that your service has not gone unnoticed, nor unappreciated.
Your name will be entered into the Book of Records, so that your works will
be known until the end of time.”
Ezras chuckled as the priest uttered the last line of the ancient ritual and

removed his hand. “My thanks, Your Eminence. Most eloquently spoken.
Though you should have omitted that last part about my works; I’m certain
they’re not worth the waste of parchment.”
He looked down at Darien then, a warm and welcoming smile on his lips.
“Come, young man. Take these old hands. All this pomp and ceremony is
frankly getting on my nerves; I’d like to have an end to it.”
“Yes, Grand Master.”
Darien barely heard the sound of his own voice. His heart was beating
fiercely as a host of conflicting emotions warred within him. These were the
last moments of the old man’s life. Darien had never really known Ezras until
this moment, but realized he was quite fond of the man. The old Master’s
imminent passing filled him with a bitter sense of remorse.
At the same time, he also felt singularly responsible for the ending of that
life. He knew the feeling was unjustified; the transfer of power from one
generation of mages to the next was simply the way it had been since the
beginning of time, the only way it could possibly ever be. Deciding to pass on
his gift had been Ezras’s choice alone. Yet Darien found it hard to shake the
guilt, all the same.
There was also an acute sense of anticipation, knowing that the moment he
had always waited for had finally arrived. That bittersweet feeling was mixed
with an intense pang of sadness that had been lingering at the back of his mind

throughout the entire ritual.
He’d wanted so much for Meiran to be here.
But she was not. So he did as the old man bid and took the mage’s agespotted and gnarled hands into his own, closing his eyes.
Almost immediately, he felt the stir of the conduit that Ezras established
between them. He could feel the surge of it, the charge of power that flowed up
his arms, into his chest, spreading out to fill his body with an overwhelming
gush of exhilarating energy. It was as if every fiber within him had been
suddenly awakened together at once. He could feel the magic field pulsing
within him, throbbing, as brilliantly radiant as the sun. The feeling swelled,
became encompassing, filling him entirely.
And then, abruptly, he felt the conduit snap closed.
When Darien opened his eyes, he found himself drained and weak. He
gasped for breath as rivers of sweat streamed from his brow and his heart
pounded like a stampede of horses in his chest. His cheeks were wet with
spilled tears he didn’t even remember shedding.
The reality he awakened to was the same as before, and yet altogether
different. It seemed more vivid, somehow, as if the world he’d known before
this moment was just a dim reflection that didn’t quite do justice to the real
thing. The hues of colors seemed more saturated, the shadows somehow less
dense. All of his senses were overwhelmed, the experience surreal. He felt

like a newborn just expelled from the womb, opening its eyes for the very first
time.
A shudder in the floor beneath him brought Darien’s senses sharply back
into focus. He pushed himself up off the ground, rising to a crouch as a stab of
fear lanced through his body. Another tremor hit, this time big enough to rock
the entire structure of the temple.
Darien watched as everyone in the room surged toward the window at
once. Behind the glass, he could see that the sky had taken on a pasty green hue.
He saw, but did not understand.
Regaining his feet, he moved toward the others. As he neared the window,
he saw that the glow came from far below, from the square beside the Hall of
the Watchers. A pillar of green energy had erupted from the center of the
pavement, shooting straight up into the sky.
“What is it?” he whispered.
It was his mother’s voice that answered him, leaden and hollow-sounding.
“The Well of Tears has been opened. May the gods have mercy on us all.”

Chapter Three
The Fallen
Aerysius, The Rhen
Aidan Lauchlin stared at the towering column of energy that thrust
upward from the center of the square to stab the skies above Aerysius like
a terrible, scintillating lance. The sight of the sickly green pillar filled him
with a quivering sense of accomplishment.
The column of light soared into the sky, a potent signal that could be
witnessed from as far away as the Black Lands. So vast was its power that
the air around it shimmered. Lightning called forth from the clouds forked
down to shatter against that terrible spire, blending the strength of the
heavens with the vile might of the Netherworld. The very air was charged,
the odor of it sickly-sweet.
Aidan breathed in deeply, relishing the scent, savoring the sight of his
creation with a reverence akin to rapture as he strode out into the luminous
glow of the square. His cloak flapped behind him as he walked. Against
that glowing column, his form looked nothing more than a ghostly black
shadow, though one with deadly purpose. His brother’s sword rode at his
back, still sheathed in Meiran’s blood. Aidan hadn’t bothered to wipe the
blade clean; he was yet hoping to give it back to its owner.
He walked toward the heart of the square, stopping yet fifty paces

away from the brilliant spire of light. He narrowed his eyes, finding it
impossible to stare directly at the column. He waited almost casually,
hands clasped behind his back, as lurid shadows danced behind him on the
pavement. In the distance, the melancholy toll of a single bell rang out
across the city. Aidan stared harder at the gateway, silently willing
something to happen.
Eight shapes emerged from the glowing pillar, dark forms spreading
out away from the gateway in a widening circle toward the eight points of
the compass. Aidan squinted, trying to put features to the three figures
approaching his own position. It was impossible at first; the shapes were
only moving darkness eclipsed by the brilliant light.
Gradually, details began to emerge. As they neared, the figures
resolved into distinctly human shapes that drew slowly out of shadow. The
vague features yielded identity only slowly. It was not until the first was
standing right in front of him that Aidan was able to put a name to the face
that no human alive had ever seen.
Zavier Renquist stopped only feet away, dark eyes considering him
with malevolent intensity. The tainted light of the gateway cast harsh
shadows across the chiseled angles of his face. He wore his long, brown
hair pulled back sharply in a manner that exaggerated the cruel effect of
his narrow black eyes and hawk-like nose. In life, Renquist had been the

most distinguished prime wardens to ever exist, his greatness tempered
only by the greatness of his betrayal.
The histories all gave Renquist almost sole credit for the fall of Bryn
Calazar, ancient city and capital of Caladorn. It was Renquist’s treachery
that had precipitated the fall of Caladorn itself, propelling the northern
empire into the darkening spiral that had eventually ended only with the
complete desecration of the land. In the years after, the name Caladorn had
faded, only half-remembered by scholars and the wise. Most people now
knew it only as the Black Lands.
But Zavier Renquist was a thousand years dead. The man now
standing before Aidan was one of the Eight Servants of Xerys, God of
Chaos and Lord of the Netherworld. In life, Renquist had allied himself
with the forces of evil. Upon his death, he had become a true demon.
Other dark shapes drifted toward him. A man and a woman
approached first. The man wore a felt hat and was garbed in a black
longcoat, though the fabric was tailored in a cut that Aidan had never
before seen.
The woman had dark hair that flowed down her back to her waist and
was clothed in a diaphanous gown that rippled behind her as she moved.
At her side paced two creatures that looked like enormous black
wolfhounds with glowing green eyes, their feet padding silently across the

stone.
Aidan had no idea who the man was; accounts of the Eight were often
muddled and vague. But he knew the woman to be Myria Anassis, an
ancient Querer who had sworn her allegiance to Xerys before the fall of
Bryn Calazar. Her pets were not mere dogs. They were thanacrysts,
creatures that fed solely on the lifeforce of a mage. Aidan had always
thought them but a figment of legend.
More dark shapes approached, moving silently around the turbulent
green column. A bearded, red-haired man holding a silver morning star
drew up to stand beside Renquist. Aidan took him to be Byron Connel, the
Battlemage who had single-handedly destroyed Caladorn’s resistance with
just one use of the Lyceum’s Circle of Convergence. The tall, dark-haired
man with a red scar bisecting his face must be Cyrus Krane, ancient Prime
Warden of Aerysius who had turned rabid.
Another woman approached with platinum hair that glowed a pasty
green in the light of the gateway, a thanacryst jogging along at her side.
Her wide, pale eyes lent her a sense of innocence that masked the
viciousness of her nature. Aidan was not fooled; Arden Hannah had
deceived the entire Assembly of Bryn Calazar, helping Renquist lead them
to their doom. There were two others, a man and a woman in dark blue
robes, who Aidan did not know. They halted to stand before him with the

rest, silently contemplating him in the brilliant glow of the gateway.
It was Zavier Renquist who addressed him. “Your efforts have been
met with gratitude by our Master. He is well-pleased. In exchange for
unsealing the Well of Tears, Xerys commits to you the services of the
Eight. We are yours to command, until the purpose of our summoning is
fulfilled.”
Aidan couldn’t help the smile that formed on his lips. He was
trembling with a pride and pleasure too great to be physically contained.
But the distant sound of the tolling bell reminded him that he must not tarry
long savoring his success; time was running short. A greater work lay yet
before him, and there was very much to do.
“I command you to help me take Aerysius,” he said.
Renquist simply nodded, as if the ancient prime warden had expected
no less.
“The hour is late, and most of the Masters are still slumbering in their
beds in the spire of the Hall. They will only now be stirring from sleep
and rushing to heed the warning of the bell. I need your assistance while I
use the Circle of Convergence. Hold the doors of the Hall, so that my
work may progress unimpeded.”
Arden Hannah’s eyes had been growing wider as Aidan revealed the
perfection of his plans. He was certain she recognized the inspiration

behind them; Aidan had derived most of his ideas from what he’d read of
their own treachery. Arden was gazing at him with approving fascination.
“Then let us be about it,” Zavier Renquist said, turning away. “Cyrus,
I believe your friends might come in handy. Why don’t you bring some
along?”
Cyrus Krane grinned malevolently as Aidan felt an unnerving
sensation grip the pit of his stomach. All around the square, pools of
shadow emerged from the ground, melting upward to coalesce into black
nebulous shapes that vaguely resembled human forms. Aidan held his
breath as he watched the dark forms solidify into a host of necrators akin
to the first two he had created. His bargain with darkness rendered him
immune to their influence.
Most of the necrators glided soundlessly off into the night, slipping
away into the shadows of the city. They would be about their own dark
business, working their sinister purpose while he accomplished his own in
the Hall of the Watchers.
Aidan made his way around the glowing pillar of light toward the
Hall of the Watchers, the terror of the night gliding silently behind in the
wake of his footfalls.

#

Darien could only stare at the green column of light challenging the
black dome of the heavens. Lightning crackled all around the pillar,
stabbing at it from the skies as if all of the gods were assembled together
in the clouds, marshalling their greatest might against it. From where he
stood on the temple steps, Darien could see the Hall of the Watchers rising
behind it in the square. Both the Hall and the arches in front of it were
bathed in the same green light. A bell clanged in the distance, the sound of
its toll a dire warning.
He was not alone on the temple steps. His mother stood beside him,
staring up at the towering atrocity in the sky. The other mages had gathered
around them, all gaping upward.
The terrible urgency of the spear of light had driven them out into the
darkness of the night, the clamor of the warning bell speeding their feet.
Until they had halted on the temple steps, frozen by the dazzling
abomination in the sky.
“By all the gods,” Darien heard someone whisper behind him.
It seemed to him that the gods had little to do with it. Someone had
opened the Well of Tears, the ancient portal to the Netherworld that
existed somewhere beneath the city―probably right under the square,
judging by the location of the column.

How anyone could do that—why anyone would—was utterly beyond
him. It had to have been a mage, one of their own number, someone Darien
probably knew. But a betrayal of such magnitude was unimaginable. He
couldn’t think of one person who could possibly harbor that degree of
malice inside. It was unthinkable.
But if the Well of Tears had been unsealed, then the gateway to the
Netherworld was open, as well. It didn’t matter who had accomplished
the act. The malevolent forces of Chaos were now the impetus that drove
that towering pillar of energy, thrusting it upward into the sky. Soon, the
terror of the night would be unleashed into the heart of Aerysius. As the
peal of the warning bell rang out across the darkness, Darien realized that
his home was under imminent attack.
“What do we do?” he whispered, the sound of his voice lost
somewhere in his throat. He was thinking of Meiran, wondering where she
could possibly be.
“We must reach the circle.” His mother’s voice was shaking. “It’s the
only way. The Circle of Convergence was used once before to seal the
Well of Tears. There must be a way to do it again.”
“The last time the Well was sealed, it was open only in this world,”
said Master Finneus Corlan. “That is not the case this time. Before, we
confronted but a mere seepage of the Netherworld’s taint. The gateway

now stands fully open before us. The Circle of Convergence is not the
answer.”
“Then what is?” the prime warden demanded.
“The Well must be sealed from both sides,” insisted Master Lynnea
Nelle. “We must split up. According to A Treatise on the Well of Tears,
there is but one way to seal it completely: some of us must descend to the
level of the Well and deactivate the rune sequence. Then one of our Grand
Masters must enter the gateway itself. It must be someone of at least fourth
tier. And it should be a volunteer. The Well demands a sacrifice, and
surely it would not be right to compel—”
“What are you saying?” Emelda snapped, cutting Lynnea off.
Master Lynnea blinked.
Finneus placed a soothing hand on Lynnea’s shoulder. “What my
esteemed colleague is trying to say, Prime Warden, is that in order to seal
the Well of Tears, one of our two Grand Masters will have to enter the
gateway. The mending of the seal in the Netherworld requires a sacrifice.”
Darien glanced from one face to the other as his mother considered
this. He had no desire to volunteer. He had experienced the wonder of
Transference only minutes before; he’d not even had a chance to test his
newfound strength.
His eyes found Grand Master Tyrius Flynn, who stood gazing up at

the tall pillar of light. The man had years of experience and was vastly
more prepared to face the challenges that might confront them. Darien felt
his heart sink, knowing deep down that he would have to be the one to
volunteer. It was the only thing that made sense.
“I’ll go down to the gateway,” Tyrius announced into the night. “The
only thing I ask is for a couple of good friends to come along and help me
on my way.” He turned to Darien. “And I would also like this one’s
promise: that he will conduct himself tonight as if the Oath were already
upon him. Or, better yet, he should offer the Oath itself, now, instead of
waiting.”
Darien found himself swallowing, unable to look the Grand Master in
the eye. The old man had just saved his life, and knew it. What Tyrius was
really asking was an easy settlement for any debt that Darien might believe
he owed him.
Thinking of it that way made saying the Oath an easy thing, despite his
reservations. As Darien uttered the ancient phrases, they seemed to flow
out of his mouth of their own accord, requiring no conscious thought. He
looked Tyrius in the eye while he spoke, silently admiring the old man’s
iron courage.

“I swear to live in harmony with all of creation,

To use my gift with temperance and wisdom;
Always to heal and never to harm,
Or my life will be righteously forfeit.”

Tyrius lay his hand on Darien’s arm in a gesture of commiseration.
Then he departed, taking with him Masters Lynnea and Finneus.
The downpour had stopped. The night had become crisp and chill, but
for the glowing column of energy and the lightning that licked against it.
Everything around had taken on its sickly hue, until the entire city looked
otherworldly and empty. To Darien, Aerysius resembled what he imagined
the Netherworld must look like: devoid of life, light and color.
Darien followed in the wake of the small company that went down
from the temple steps. They wound their way across a terrace and out over
the narrow arch of a sky bridge that spanned the gap between the terrace
and the tower of an adjacent building. As they crossed the bridge, Darien
had an unimpeded view of the Hall of the Watchers, lustrous in the
reflected light.
The bridge he was standing on suddenly jolted as a tremor passed
through the air. It was followed shortly by another. And another. The
disturbances in the air were visible, coming at them in expanding,
concentric rings with a focus far below within the Hall.

Darien didn’t need anyone to explain to him what he was witnessing.
The Circle of Convergence was being put into play, and with malicious
intent. The outwardly expanding rings of compressed air were the prelude
to a Structural Resonance.
Darien felt his whole body shudder every time a wave of energy
passed through him. And the waves kept increasing, coming faster and
harder, until it was all he could do to remain standing.
He had to get his mother off the bridge.
The other mages were standing as if rooted, staring down at the
disturbances coming from the Hall. Darien pushed his way through them
and grabbed Emelda by the arm, wrenching her into motion. He could feel
the bridge shuddering beneath his feet, the rhythmic vibrations increasing
in frequency.
As he neared the end of the bridge, the whole structure shivered and
gave way beneath his feet. Darien threw himself forward, clenching his
mother’s arm in a two-handed grip.
The stone of the bridge crashed down onto the terrace below, Emelda
and the others falling with it. Darien spilled onto the floor of a balcony,
barely managing to retain his hold on his mother’s arm as her body
slapped hard against the side of the building and hung swaying in his
grasp.

Darien pulled, using all the strength he possessed to drag her up and
over the edge. Emelda lay there beside him, panting, blank eyes staring
vacantly up into the sky.
The Resonance was still driving the air before it as Darien pushed
himself to his feet, helping his mother up after him. The swells of air
jarred against him, knocking him with the force of breaking ocean waves.
He staggered, trying to keep his feet under him as the building he was
standing on swayed with the rhythms of the merciless currents. Emelda
almost fell, catching herself against him as Darien struggled to keep them
both standing.
From far below, a loud noise rose from the Hall of the Watchers. The
very stones of the ancient structure were starting to sing as they reached
their point of breaking. The tone quavered in the air like a grace note with
each passing ripple of energy.
“Oh, by the gods, Darien,” his mother moaned into his shoulder.
He held her, staggering, as below them the note swelled to a wailing
threnody. The Hall shuddered, the air filled with the nerve-grating noise of
stone grinding against stone. And then, so very slowly, the spire came
crashing down. The top caved in first with a gushing blast of dust and
debris, the deafening roar of it ripping through the night, trembling the very
mountain.

One wall of the spire was left halfway standing, almost completely
obscured by a swirling cloud of dust and leaning precipitously over the
dome. Another tremor shook the structure, and the wall leaned over
slowly. Then it crumbled, raining enormous chunks of rock down onto the
roof of the dome. The Hall of the Watchers imploded violently. Pillars of
dust hurled upward into the gaping sky, illuminated by the lambent glow of
the column of power.
Darien stared open-mouthed at the scene of devastation as if looking
into the face of apocalypse. A chilling numbness overcame him,
dampening his senses until even sound seemed to slowly fade into
obscurity. Timeless seconds crept by, and he was aware of none of them.
The only thing he could do was stare out at the billowing pillars of dust as
his mind slowly grappled with the enormity of the devastation.
Aerysius was gone, though most of its structures yet remained
standing. But the Hall of the Watchers was the heart of the city, and it had
been ripped clean away, excised from the body. Darien didn’t know how
many of his brethren had died in the Hall, but he knew with a certainty that
it must have been many. No one moved in the ruins of the square.
Vaguely, as if from a dream, he remembered Masters Tyrius, Lynnea
and Finneus, who had probably been down there somewhere. And the
mages who had come with them in search of the Well were gone, their

bodies fallen to the street level many stories below. As far as he knew, his
mother and himself might be the only surviving mages in all the world.
Meiran.
The thought ripped through him with the force of a blow, the pain of it
almost doubling him over. His eyes scoured the ruins below him furiously
until his vision blurred. But there was no movement in the scattered
rubble, no sign of life. Only undulating clouds of dust swirled over the
shattered, twisted remains of his home. The soaring structure of the Hall of
the Watchers had been reduced to an enormous mass grave, the mounds of
shattered stone an immense burial cairn.
If Meiran had been there, then she was dead.
“Aidan.”
The sound of his mother’s trembling voice seemed to come from
another world. Instantly, sound and substance came rushing back. Darien
blinked as if waking from a nightmare, a cold sweat breaking out all over
his body. The air was thick with rising dust, and his vision still swam with
tears he was too numb to shed. He wiped a hand across his eyes, restoring
his sight. Then he turned to look at his mother’s face.
Emelda was staring at him with eyes wide with shock, shaking her
head as her mouth stretched into a tight grimace of anguish. He took her
into his arms, holding her against his chest as her whole frame shook with

the spasms of her grief.
Aidan had always been her favorite. Darien wondered why he could
not summon even a fledgling tear over his brother’s death. Perhaps he was
past tears, past the capacity to grieve.
With a last, long look at the ruins of the Hall, Darien forced himself
to turn away from the sight. Delay now might cost them everything. He
was going to have to take control. His mother still quivered in his arms,
shaking with the force of her sobs. She was not yet capable of leading
them anywhere. They had to flee the city, but Darien doubted the wooden
platform would ever make the trip again to the valley floor.
“Mother,” he whispered, gently pulling away. “We must flee. Down
the mountain. I know there’s a way, but you’ve never told me. If it’s some
secret, I don’t think it matters anymore.”
Emelda blinked at him. Her face was a mess, all crusted in grime and
smudged with tears. But deep within her eyes stirred a flicker of the
strength he was used to. It was the same, innate strength that moved within
his own heart.
“We must reach the Temple of Isap.” Emelda’s eyes darted toward the
southeastern part of the city. Darien allowed his gaze to follow. The sun
would be rising eventually in that direction, but not for a while yet. There
was definitely a chance the two of them could reach the temple if they kept

low enough and made good speed.
But confusion continued to nettle him; it was another route he’d been
considering. Placing his hands on his mother’s shoulders, he pressed her,
“I don’t understand. How can the priests of Death help us escape down the
mountain?”
“The Catacombs,” his mother whispered, shivering as if she had just
revealed some dire secret. She probably had. “The Catacombs of Death
exist partly in the Atrament. Distance and time have no meaning there. We
can make use of the Catacombs to escape, and go anywhere we like.”
Darien frowned in disbelief. It seemed unimaginable that the Temple
of Death could have harbored a secret of that magnitude for so long. If
these Catacombs truly existed, then the priesthood of Death had found a
wonder that would rival even the greatest works of the Hall.
“Then we must go,” he agreed, feeling a pressing sense of urgency.
He squeezed her shoulders softly. She was bleeding, he noticed, from cuts
and scrapes she’d acquired during her fall from the bridge.
So Darien did what he had been trained to do all his life. He closed
his eyes and reached within. Only, this time, it was different. Whenever
he’d tried this same mental exercise in practice, there had always been
just emptiness inside. But now his mind grasped something tangible. He
could feel the song of the magic field as never before, soaring inside him

like a symphony. He touched it, feeling it conform easily to his will, as if
it were the most natural thing he had ever done in his life.
When he opened his eyes, he saw that his mother’s injuries were
healed. She looked renewed, invigorated. Her face was swept clean of
grime, the torn fabric of her dress mended. She looked hale. And very
much full of pride.
“Thank you,” she said simply.
He took her by the hand and led her off the balcony into the shadows
of the building. Emelda followed behind, down long flights of steps and
out into the empty street. They continued down and off the terrace,
working their way eastward toward the bottom of the city. The night air
was thick, filled with acrid smoke and choking dust.
The streets were littered with debris that had fallen from the heights.
They often found themselves skirting a pile of rubble as collapsed parts of
buildings and bridges impeded almost every step. There were few people
alive in the city. It was like walking in a world of the dead under the glow
of that filthy green light. Every so often, the silence was pierced by distant
screams.
They had been traveling for over an hour when Darien found himself
confronted by an obstacle that looked impossible to cross or go around.
An entire building had fallen across the road, cutting them off from the

bridge on the other side.
Darien needed to reach that bridge. They were already at the lowest
reaches of the city, at a split in the enormous rock face where the cliff
bowed inward, creating a vertical crevice that cut deeply into the sheer
rock wall. The bridge that spanned the gap arched over a drop of
thousands of feet. There was nothing but air below it, all the way down the
sheer precipice to the valley floor below.
A wolf howled, the sound eerie and mournful. The noise made Darien
shiver with a feeling of dread; there were no wolves in all of Aerysius.
Something skirted the edge of his vision. It looked like a shadow
moving on the far side of the road. But when he turned toward it, there
was nothing there. Frowning, he rubbed his eyes as he pondered the
situation. The only way to the bridge was up and over that wall of rubble.
So they climbed.
The going was slow, as the debris had a way of shifting underfoot.
Darien let his mother go before him, picking out her own path as he trailed
behind, steadying the blocks that threatened to slip out from under them
with the force of his mind.
The more he exercised his power, the more he became accustomed to
it. It was simply another extension of himself, just like his sword.
A block of rubble shifted overhead. Instantly, an avalanche of stone

and chunks of marble was sliding down on top of them. Darien simply
deflected the shower of debris, hardly sparing it a thought. The use of his
gift was coming much more easily. He saw his mother turn to stare at him
with new respect in her eyes. Though prime warden, Emelda Lauchlin was
still only first tier.
Darien knew why she had waited so long to arrange his Raising; his
mother had been waiting for just the right time, when he could receive the
Transference from an especially strong Grand Master. Ezras had contained
approximately five times the amount of power in his frail old body as
Emelda was capable of wielding. It was possible she was allowing
Darien to stabilize the larger pieces of rock by himself to give him
practice working with his newfound strength. Yet, he couldn’t help
admitting, it was also possible that she couldn’t do it by herself.
They reached the top of the rubble and gradually worked their way
down the other side. In the distance, another wolf-like cry broke the
silence of the night. The sound chilled Darien’s blood. He hurried his
mother toward the bridge, but a scraping sound from behind made Darien
stop. Whirling, he reached for the hilt of his sword and grasped only air.
A lone man was coming toward them from the other side of the street,
black cloak rippling about him as he moved, face lost in shadow.
Darien released the breath he hadn’t realized he’d been holding. He

waited for the man to approach as his mother stood beside him, studying
the newcomer with an expression of vibrant hope on her face.
Darien was skeptical. At least there was someone else alive in the
night besides themselves. He had the feeling that his mother was studying
the shadows of the approaching face for traces of familiar features. She
was hoping it was Aidan, miraculously saved from the catastrophe of the
Hall. Darien just hoped it was someone useful.
When the figure stepped out of shadow, Darien’s eyes widened in
surprise. Emelda drew in a sharp gasp and immediately started forward.
But for some reason, Darien thrust out his hand and held her back.
She was right; it was Aidan.
But there was something very different about his brother.
Aidan Lauchlin halted in the middle of the street, regarding them with
a narrow blue stare that somehow seemed more arrogant than usual,
supremely more confident. Darien frowned, trying to put a finger on
exactly what seemed so wrong. It was something subtle, something just not
right. His mother pulled against his hold on her arm, struggling to free
herself and rush toward the son she had thought was lost. But Darien
tightened his grip, refusing her.
Then he saw it: Aidan was wearing his sword.
Darien could think of absolutely no good reason in the world why his

brother would be carrying his own weapon. A few explanations drifted
across his mind, but Darien rejected them all, until the only explanation
left was the one too terrible to consider. But it fit. Horribly, it made a
sinister kind of sense. Like Meiran, Aidan had also missed his Raising.
“What’s the matter with you?” Emelda spat at him, tugging her arm in
an effort to release his grip. Darien only held on more firmly.
“He opened the Well of Tears,” Darien said, eyes only for Aidan as
he searched the shadowy face before him for confirmation of his words.
But there was no reaction on his brother’s face. Aidan just continued to
stare at him, eyes calm and confidently arrogant. Darien wished his
brother would do something, anything. Shout in denial, rain him with
curses, lash out with the scathing sarcasm that Darien found so horribly
infuriating. Anything but his silence.
His brother’s complete lack of response confirmed Darien’s worst
fear.
A confident smile spread slowly on Aidan’s thin lips. Darien reached
within, the action now almost a reflex. Then he stopped himself, recalling
in horror his Oath to Tyrius Flynn. Never to harm. The words rang bitterly
within the confines of his head, along with his plea to his mother the
previous day, Unbind the Sentinels.
He was not Unbound.

He had uttered his Oath, the Oath he had already chosen not to keep.
But something had changed in him. Darien didn’t know if it was his
experience with Grand Master Ezras, or perhaps even Tyrius Flynn.
Maybe it was witnessing the destruction of the home he had always taken
for granted, along with the sum of its ancient traditions.
Darien realized he would keep that Oath. Gerald Lauchlin had kept it,
to a bitter grave. His son could do no less.
Dimly, on the edge of his vision, he saw four dark shapes
approaching. They looked like nebulous silhouettes of mist gliding toward
him from out of the shadows of the street. A sickening horror rose inside
him, a harrowing chill that was appalling. The air around him thickened
until it was hard to even breathe.
He felt his mother’s arm growing cold in the grasp of his hand. He
knew what those black forms were, had read about them in texts, heard
them named in the darkest tales and myths. He knew their only chance was
to run. The touch of a necrator was not death; it was something very much
worse.
Darien spun his mother around, propelling her toward the bridge. He
started after her, but his foot caught in a crack in the street. He stumbled,
thrusting his arms out as he fell to the ground. He caught himself with the
heels of his hands and rolled, barely avoiding the necrator that melted up

from the street in the exact place he’d landed.
Gaining his feet, he glanced behind him long enough to see his mother
clearing the end of the bridge. It exploded behind her. Shards of broken
stone flew toward him, and he flung his arms up to shield his face. He
groped desperately for the power within, but there was nothing there.
Darien froze in the steel grip of the starkest terror he’d ever known in
his life. It wrenched up from his stomach, clenching his throat, as all of the
blood seemed to rush out of his head at once. He retained enough of
himself to recognize the feeling for what it was: not a true emotion, but
rather the awful influence of the necrator that stood like a black wraith not
three paces away from him.
He forced his legs to move, backing away from it, stumbling over
debris.
His brother walked casually toward him, a hand lifting the baldric
that held Darien’s longsword over his head. Aidan flung the sword at him,
scabbard and all. It slid toward him across the pavement, bumping along,
coming to a rest at his feet. Darien reached down to retrieve it, never
taking his eyes from the necrator. The other four were approaching, as
well. He gripped the scabbard in his right hand, the trembling fingers of
his left hand closing around the hilt of the blade.
“Aren’t you wondering who helped me unseal the Well of Tears?”

Aidan asked quietly, striding toward him. He stopped perhaps ten paces
away, as if hesitant to come too close to the necrators.
Darien was too distracted to respond. The five dark shapes in front of
him were pressing him slowly backward towards the edge of the cliff.
And not just any cliff. He knew it wasn’t just a simple fall to another
terrace. His death wasn’t going to be that clean.
Aidan took another step toward him. “I killed Meiran. It’s her blood
that stains your sword.”
Darien looked down at the blade in its scabbard, not daring to bare
the steel. It would only confirm what he already knew had to be true.
Meiran had not been there at his Raising. That should have been enough to
tell him that something was horribly wrong.
The rage and pain that consumed him was overwhelming, a
harrowing fury that swept aside every other emotion, burying him under a
breaking tidal wave of wrath and grief. He almost lashed out with his
mind, was on the very brink of focusing his rage into a fiery spear of
vengeance.
It wasn’t his Oath that held him back.
It was the necrators. Five of them glided toward him, their vile
influence keeping his power in check.
“It won’t hurt so very much,” Aidan promised, moving toward him.

“I’ve had much practice tonight. I’ll even make it quick. Come, Brother.”
Darien took a step back from him. And another. The necrators glided
smoothly after him, maintaining their distance. Aidan strode between them
as Darien looked around for anything he could use to defend himself.
There was nothing. His sword was useless against another mage, and
the song of the magic field was silent inside him. There was only Aidan
and the necrators, or the cliff. The choice was easy to make. Carrying out
that decision, now…that was hard.
But knowing that Meiran waited for him made it a little easier. He
knew that she would be there, somewhere in the distances that span
eternity.
Darien had backed up as far as he could against the edge of the cliff.
There was nowhere else to go. He held his gaze locked with his brother’s
eyes as he took one last step off the edge of the precipice.
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